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Foreword
Closing the Gap between Information Literacy 
and Scholarly Communication
 
Joyce L. Ogburn
University of Utah
Two cornerstone programs of the academic library are poised to bring 
new life to each other as librarians look to close the gap between 
information literacy and scholarly communication. It has been easy for 
these two library-based programs, designed and created along different 
paths and for different purposes and audiences, each with highly spe-
cialized skills and knowledge, to develop without intersecting. Now, 
however, the connections are starting to be explored by librarians, as 
demonstrated in the essays in this volume.
The time is right to make these connections. The early part of the 
twenty-first century has been characterized as both the Information Age 
and the Digital Age, its economy as both the creative economy and the 
knowledge economy. Whatever label one prefers, clearly creativity has 
become highly valued for its economic, educational, personal, and com-
munal benefits. It is encouraged by an expanding array of tools readily 
available to everyone, not just the privileged, as are the channels and 
venues for sharing creative outpourings. Moreover, the lines between 
the acts of creation and use are now quite blurry and permeable. Use 
can be a form of creation, creation can be an act of destruction and 
remaking, and rapid and open sharing and transformative use of infor-
mation can lead to amazing new works and insights. Moreover, design 
thinking is employed as a catalyst for innovation within and across 
disciplines; the network economy is energized by social media that con-
nects people, regardless of location, and that both encourages existing 
and potential new relationships; the marketplace of ideas is a valued 
component of the public sphere, as well as the commercial sector; and 
many academic institutions are employing interdisciplinary approaches 
to research, teaching, performance, and practice.
Perhaps more troubling, present-day practices and interpretations 
regarding intellectual property are tipping copyright law’s delicate 
balance toward authors and producers. Due to restrictive licensing 
terms, increases in the length of copyright protection, and the problem 
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of orphan works, much of the knowledge of the twentieth century 
is difficult for researchers and students to access and simultaneously 
use legally and technologically. Fortunately, many libraries and such 
entities as Wikipedia, the Internet Archive, HathiTrust, and the Digital 
Public Library of America are working to make readily available the 
vast knowledge encapsulated in books and other media and in the 
heads of experts. In the process these organizations are exposing and 
preserving the world’s best thinking and ideas.
The current burst of creativity is producing an abundance of new 
information. Although the natural world has always been replete with 
information, what is new is that humans are generating, discover-
ing, gathering, analyzing, translating, and repurposing an enormous 
amount of information at great speed. Indeed, often those who aspire 
to be contributors and those who plan to be utilizers of information 
are the same people—and it seems the more information we find, the 
more new information we make.
In addition to its bounty, the current information environment is 
increasingly global in its extent and confounding in its contradictions 
and complexity. Each of us consumers/creators is swimming in a fast-
flowing stream of information in various stages of formulation and 
codification while confronting shifting educational and social expecta-
tions, increasing ethical dilemmas, and legal quicksand. We must think 
critically about the expectations, obligations, rights, values, privileges, 
and standards of evidence and quality in this environment and must 
assess each of these against our individual motivations and assump-
tions. The creative age, with all of its fine attributes and troublesome 
faults, presents enormous opportunities to (re)generate, (re)use, and 
(re)distribute work to make a better world.
Librarians, researchers, teachers, and students alike must learn to 
cope with this dynamic environment. Let’s begin with the librarians.
Academic libraries are being reinvented as their institutions’ 
knowledge commons that encompasses much of the information 
world’s variation and permutations. Librarians are embracing their 
roles in the entire cycle of knowledge creation, dissemination, access, 
use, and preservation. They are plunging headfirst into the generation 
of knowledge by developing many new printed and online works; be-
coming formal publishers, in some cases by assuming responsibility for 
the university press; launching services and partnerships that underpin 
other kinds of publishing and dissemination of locally produced schol-
arly content; and partnering in creating, managing, and preserving 
various forms of digital scholarship. Today’s librarians are seeking to 
become deeply immersed in the creative processes on their campuses.
As for faculty, they have been generating new research, inventions, 
and cultural products for some time, largely through traditional means 
and practices. They may not be aware of all the possibilities available 
to them and how these possibilities compare with the limitations (and 
strengths) of traditional approaches. Faculty are often unaware of the 
impact their individual decisions on where and how to publish their 
work can have on a larger system of scholarly exchange. They may de-
sire to experiment with new approaches but may not know how to get 
started. The reinvented library has become a natural place for advice, 
exploration, and implementation of the new ideas.
Students now face expectations to perform more research, utilize 
more tools and technology, embed media in their work, create posters 
and graphic material, assemble attractive portfolios, and publish while 
still engaged in their studies. These expectations have precipitated a 
need for higher-order skills equal to the task of higher-level research 
and problem solving. Beyond academic expectations, students are 
choosing to create more media and share, swap, and reuse each other’s 
work and that of others. They are exercising their creative impulses 
through informal social channels as well as formal educational and 
scholarly outlets. As new forms of information and exchange gain 
prominence, it is essential for students to understand why these forms 
are useful and how to use them to good effect. Students are also 
expected to prepare to be informed global citizens who are ready to 
participate in or lead the processes of policy formation and decision 
making that will shape the future. This will require great facility with 
producing and evaluating information and knowledge of many kinds 
and from many origins.
Much of student learning now occurs apart from the formal class-
room and faculty oversight, thus presenting librarians with enormous 
opportunities to influence the student experience. Beyond the services 
and attributes traditionally associated with libraries, librarians are 
accelerating student success by designing flexible, high-quality, and 
diverse physical environments that encourage learning and social 
interaction; making available sophisticated technology and software 
for creative expression, learning, and leisure; offering internships and 
other experiential learning opportunities; collaborating with and host-
ing companion services such as academic advising and writing centers; 
and providing access to food and everyday supplies to keep students 
on task without leaving the library. Much like the developing service 
model for faculty, the library is an amalgam of services tailored to new 
definitions of student success.
Library instruction programs that impart skills for navigating and 
evaluating the convoluted information environment have long been 
essential to the library’s integration with student learning. One of the 
critical approaches to engaging the faculty has been to increase aware-
ness about the system enveloping the creation and sharing of knowl-
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edge and to promote changes. These two traditionally separate efforts 
can come together by arming individual librarians or teams with 
knowledge of both information literacy and scholarly communication. 
To do so requires learning how to teach students and faculty to be 
informed and able authors—and users—who understand the array of 
choices that confront them. It requires adding knowledge of copyright 
law and other intellectual property issues—complicated to understand, 
convey, and apply under the most straightforward of circumstances—
to the current repertoire of literacies. It requires expecting librarians to 
provide guidance to their users in engaging with the myriad aspects of 
information and scholarship at different stages and roles in their life 
and work. It also requires teaching the user how to assemble the right 
resources and assimilate the right knowledge at the right time. Each 
requirement on its own constitutes a formidable challenge; dealing 
with all of them will require a herculean effort, but librarians are up to 
the task.
Ironically, the sweeping changes in scholarship, heightened librar-
ian aspirations, and the integration of disparate library programs 
may be returning academia to its roots in the Republic of Letters. The 
desire of the early humanists was “to bring new public worlds into ex-
istence” (Grafton 2009, 1) through their conversations and letter writ-
ing. The inspirations and insights of their scholarly life were achieved 
through their material, social, and intellectual networks that interwove 
the creation, teaching, collecting, organizing, discussing, sharing, and 
publishing of knowledge. The attempt to unite information literacy 
with scholarly communication—designed to foster a comprehensive 
and inclusive system—reflects back to these earlier times.
Ultimately, librarians are committed to promoting the exchange 
of ideas and increasing understanding in the world. In so doing they 
celebrate the discovery and propagation of high-quality, imaginative, 
life-affirming, and life-changing knowledge. This book won’t provide 
all the answers to the challenges and possibilities I have posed, but it 
is a strong beginning in the journey to expose and exploit the inter-
sections between the creative impulse and the need to access and use 
information wisely. As you read these informative chapters, I hope that 
you will be inspired by the tremendous and exciting prospects that lie 
ahead for all of us.
Reference
Grafton, Anthon. 2009. Worlds Made by Words: Scholarship and Community 
in the Modern West. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.
Introduction and Acknowledgements
Stephanie Davis-Kahl and Merinda Kaye Hensley
Editors
The library world, on the whole, is a small place; in the Midwest it 
seems even smaller. A mutual interest in working with undergraduates 
on the publishing, dissemination, and preservation of original student 
research brought our paths together and shaped the beginning of our 
collaboration. It all began with our colleague, Sarah L. Shreeves, and 
an idea to examine library support for formal undergraduate research 
programs. We proposed an Institute for Museum and Library Services 
(IMLS) National Leadership Grant, and while it was unfunded, we 
forged ahead with our idea and shared our work as an ACRL panel 
presentation, “Completing the Research Cycle: The Role of Librar-
ies in the Publication and Dissemination of Undergraduate Student 
Research” (Davis-Kahl, Hensley, and Shreeves 2011). We recently 
completed a survey of library deans and directors across the coun-
try, examining library support for undergraduate research programs. 
Through the process of planning the panel, writing the grant appli-
cation, and developing our current study, we quickly saw that even 
though we work at much different institutions, we share the same 
goal: to bring scholarly communication issues into mainstream infor-
mation literacy instruction.
This volume aims to connect key concepts and strategies from 
scholarly communication and information literacy in order to help 
other librarians see new opportunities within these two broad and 
vital areas of librarianship. Our aim is to set the stage for librarians to 
engage new ideas and to forge partnerships with others in their organi-
zations to enrich both information literacy and scholarly communica-
tion programs. Our hope is that the conversation continues—in our 
literature, on blogs, during conferences—and that this is the start of 
something new and exciting for our profession. We’ve learned through 
this process that librarians in both areas bring a deep sense of respon-
sibility, thoughtfulness and passion to their work, and we are confident 
that future efforts to collaborate are full of possibility. 
The chapters within represent the diversity of our profession and 
the creativity in approaching core scholarly communication topics 
such as open access, copyright, authors’ rights, the social and econom-
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ic factors of publishing, and scholarly publishing through the lens of 
information literacy. When we sent out the call for proposals, we were 
hopeful that our colleagues in the profession would have stories to tell, 
and our expectations were exceeded.
We are thrilled that Joyce Ogburn agreed to write the foreword 
for this volume. Her phrase “Lifelong learning requires lifelong access” 
(2011) resonated with us throughout the planning process. Joyce sets 
the stage for us by recognizing that librarians are deeply embedded in 
the generation of knowledge, calling on librarians to incorporate the 
vast changes in publishing into our pedagogical teaching strategies.
We begin our discussion with Catherine Palmer and Julia Gelfand 
comparing the histories of information literacy and scholarly commu-
nication, remembering where we came from in order to set forth on a 
new path. That path, Palmer and Gelfand argue, is a close examination 
of ALA’s Core Values of Librarianship (ALA 2004) that will inter-
weave two high-impact library initiatives.
John Willinsky and Juan Alperin graciously agreed to re-print their 
article, originally published in Ethics and Education. They argue that 
digital publishing formats provide an opportunity to explore the ethi-
cal dimensions of increased access to knowledge. We were unable to 
secure rights to include their article in the Open Access edition of our 
book, however, the authors have deposited the post-print (2011) in the 
Graduate School of Education Open Archive.
Kim Duckett and Scott Warren challenge the reader to go beyond 
the Association of College and Research Libraries’ Information Lit-
eracy Competency Standards introduce a sociocultural and economic 
framework of scholarly communication when teaching undergraduate 
students.
Gail Clement and Stephanie Brenenson share their curriculum, 
Theft of the Mind, originally constructed as a freshman seminar, exam-
ining plagiarism and copyright education through a series of scenarios 
that illustrate the complexities facing students as consumers and 
creators of information. The course proactively teaches students about 
the legal and ethical use of information.
Isaac Gilman discusses the origins of a digital publishing course 
and how it evolved into successful collaboration between the library 
and a department to offer a minor within the university’s curriculum.
Cheryl E. Ball, a professor of English, contributes a lively piece 
on her work with undergraduates and a semester-long metadata-har-
vesting project, connecting her professional work editing the rhetoric 
journal Kairos with her teaching.
Merinda Kaye Hensley shares her work with a multidisciplinary 
program in helping students bring together different elements of re-
search—archival, ethnographic, and historical—to not only effectively 
research but also present and share their results with their peers and 
the public.
Margeaux Johnson and Matthew Daley describe their work with 
the Sparky Awards, detailing how media offers abundant opportunity 
for discussions of copyright, fair use, and the “remix culture.”
Margeaux Johnson, Amy Buhler, and Sara Gonzalez discuss how 
they interweave scholarly communication topics, especially open ac-
cess, into the content and assignments of a for-credit undergraduate 
course in the sciences.
Bethany Nowviskie and Eric Johnson, in an interview with co-ed-
itor Stephanie Davis-Kahl, detail their work at the UVA Scholar’s Lab 
and how the scope of what they do enacts the connections between 
infrastructure, creation of scholarship, and the ethos of openness.
Alex Hodges explores the increasingly important area of support-
ing international students in their understanding of scholarly commu-
nication topics and information literacy, using teaching opportunities 
and orientation sessions to aid in students’ academic and personal 
development.
Marianne A. Buehler and Anne E. Zald focus their chapter on 
enlightening graduate students with a critical view into the world of 
scholarly publishing in order to prepare them for working alongside 
faculty in their current and future roles as scholars. We would like to 
extend our gracious thanks to Marianne and Anne, who agreed to let 
us use a phrase from their chapter as the title of this volume.
Abigail Goben shares her experiences as an embedded librarian in 
a professional school, working with faculty and students to develop 
and assess a curriculum that explicitly requires students to become 
familiar with and adept in evidence-based dentistry through mastery of 
information literacy concepts, awareness of access to scholarship, and 
an understanding of academic publishing.
Christine Fruin tackles the inherent challenges of collaborating 
with extension faculty and researchers through outreach and education 
around scholarly communication issues, using a survey to assess their 
needs around topics of copyright, open access, repositories, and more.
Jennifer Duncan, Susanne Clement, and Betty Rozum provide insight 
into educating faculty and administration about copyright issues for their 
own research and teaching, discussing the work of a cross-campus com-
mittee charged to develop copyright education for a large campus.
Nick Shockey, in an interview with co-editor Stephanie Davis-
Kahl, discusses the strengths and knowledge librarians need to enact 
change on their campuses and provides a view into the Right to Re-
search Coalition and its work on open access advocacy.
In the final chapter, Joy Kirchner and Kara J. Malenfant tell the 
story of how the Association for College and Research Libraries’ 
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Scholarly Communication Roadshow was conceived and developed 
for librarians to gain an understanding of the complexities of the 
scholarly communication landscape.
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Chapter 1
Weaving Scholarly Communication and 
Information Literacy
Strategies for Incorporating Both  
Threads in Academic Library Outreach
Julia Gelfand
University of California, Irvine
Catherine Palmer
University of California, Irvine
Introduction
In this chapter, we examine the alignments and disconnects between 
information literacy and scholarly communication. Our goal is to iden-
tify a common theoretical framework that academic librarians can use 
to design and provide outreach and education activities incorporat-
ing both themes for students and faculty. In looking at ways to weave 
scholarly communication and information literacy into academic 
library outreach, it is useful to review how each of these programmatic 
areas emerged as responses by academic libraries to trends and issues 
in the larger arena of higher education. Both information literacy and 
scholarly communication offer a conceptual framework in which to 
think about the scholarly materials provided by academic libraries to 
foster the creation of new knowledge. Both emerged as topics of uni-
versal professional concern in response to transformations in postsec-
ondary education, information production, technology, and publishing. 
Both emphasize subject strengths, interdisciplinary links, evaluation of 
content, and incorporation of technology, and both attempt to respond 
to new information formats and information needs. Professional 
conversations about each area have matured and evolved over time, 
and yet, until very recently, the two conversations have taken place in 
separate and seemingly disconnected venues. We argue that, by using 
the American Library Association (ALA 2004) Core Values of Librari-
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anship as a framework, librarians can bring the conversations about 
information literacy and scholarly communication together to enhance 
and strengthen their respective impacts by providing a common loom 
on which to weave a rich, enlightening, and valuable tapestry.
This chapter will first attempt debunk the myth the academic 
library focuses on either collection building to support scholarly 
communication or user-centered instruction to fulfill information 
literacy missions. We will discuss the background and identify cur-
rent issues within both realms—information literacy and scholarly 
communication—including values, goals, and objectives that they 
hold in common. We will then examine the history and present state 
of both areas within academic libraries in the United States, iden-
tifying key documents and milestones. Finally, we will review and 
analyze current conversations taking place in the literature and in 
our professional organizations in order to gain perspective and pro-
vide guidance on how librarians can build stronger alliances between 
information literacy and scholarly communication. The alignments, 
parallels, and relationships suggest more common elements than the 
differences that may have defined earlier library organizations. We 
conclude with an interpretation of how information literacy and 
scholarly communication can be effectively connected using the Core 
Values.
Collection Development and Management: Background and Current 
Issues
Several years after Anthony Cummings’s (1992) seminal work, Uni-
versity Libraries and Scholarly Communication, defined scholarly 
communication, the advent of mainstream electronic publishing 
transformed library collection development practices. During the late 
1990s, collection development librarians moved beyond selecting and 
deselecting or withdrawal of materials and into the realm of actively 
managing collections. 
Today, librarians have adopted the ACRL’s (2003) definition of 
scholarly communication as:
the system through which research and other scholarly 
writings are created, evaluated for quality, disseminated 
to the scholarly community, and preserved for future 
use. The system includes both formal means of commu-
nication, such as publication in peer-reviewed journals, 
and information channels, such as electronic listservs. 
(para. 1)
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The original focus of scholarly communication centered on the un-
sustainable economic practice of “buying back”—through library jour-
nal subscriptions—scholarly content from commercial publishers and 
scholarly or professional societies that were publishing faculty research 
output. The now-famous graph (Figure 1.1) indicating sharp price in-
creases over time illustrates the negative impact on libraries’ budgets as 
they attempted to cover the escalating costs of library and institutional 
subscriptions. This does not take into account adding new resources that 
are always on the horizon but instead emphasizes a steady state.
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While sustainability issues related to journals were clearly the 
focus of scholarly communication initiatives, the scholarly monograph 
also faced its own set of challenges. Publishers and book vendors 
in the mid-1990s began to experience a decline in sales of scholarly 
monographs to libraries as changing methods of scholarship altered 
the ways that libraries acquired books. The traditional acquisition 
model of purchasing individual book titles began to compete with 
alternative options, including annual subscription models and the 
purchase of subject packages assembled by publishers and aggrega-
tors. Licensing and format access restrictions have challenged libraries’ 
ability to share e-content through traditional services such as resource 
sharing or interlibrary loan. Due to flattening materials budgets and 
the assumption of ever-higher costs of materials, more availability of 
content, and the increasing tendency toward research specialization, 
libraries have departed from their traditional collection development 
policy of acquiring materials “just in case” and began to develop 
alternative “just in time” practices, such as patron- or demand-driven 
acquisitions. University presses are increasingly concerned about their 
sales figures and profit margins and are more selective in accepting 
manuscripts, making it harder for scholars to publish and forcing them 
to look to commercial and trade publishers.
Opinion pieces, editorials, and letters to university administrators 
and publishers have been plentiful, sharing different viewpoints on 
the perceived crisis in scholarly publishing and the untenable nature 
of the current scholarly journal subscription and monograph pricing 
model (see Owens 2012). As a response to this growing concern, the 
conversation of scholarly communication has evolved to include a call 
for sustainable pricing and alternatives to the traditional publishing 
models of scholarly and commercial publishers. The current conver-
sation also encourages the awareness of the cycle of creation, trans-
formation, dissemination, and preservation of knowledge related to 
teaching, research, and scholarly endeavors. It argues for new roles for 
libraries, so that they become not just repositories and buyers’ clubs, 
but active participants in the endeavor of making information avail-
able and supporting the generation of new efforts to educate, develop, 
and advocate for best practices in scholarly communication.
As one of these best practices, most academic research libraries 
have created ways to inform faculty and students about best practices 
associated with the core content areas of scholarly communication.
Authors’ Rights and Intellectual Property
The legal right of authors, composers, translators, illustrators, edi-
tors, and all contributors to the scholarly product to retain or confirm 
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the right to distribute one’s work broadly is at the core of scholarly 
communication. Even if the work has been published, oftentimes an 
addendum can be secured so that the work can be deposited within 
a disciplinary or institutional repository, capitalizing on the potential 
to reach a greater readership as well as to ensure perpetual access, 
regardless of where the content was originally published.
Copyright and Fair Use
According to the US Copyright Office (2012), this form of intellec-
tual property law “protects original works of authorship including 
literary, dramatic, musical, and artistic works, such as poetry, novels, 
movies, songs, computer software, and architecture. Copyright does 
not protect facts, ideas, systems, or methods of operation, although it 
may protect the way these things are expressed.” Copyright and fair 
use have enormous consequences in teaching and research because of 
the limits and rights bestowed on copying, distribution, and access. 
The Copyright Law of the United States (17 U.S.C.; see US Copyright 
Office 2011) governs the making of reproductions of copyrighted 
material and makes users liable for any infringement. Most institu-
tions of higher education adhere to this statute, relying on educational 
exemptions provided to libraries and the fair use provisions of the 
copyright law and obtaining the permission of the copyright holder 
when required. The Copyright Act of 1976 (17 U.S.C §107) contains 
a fair use doctrine, known as the “Four Factors Test,” to evaluate and 
determine if something falls under an allowed fair use.
Dan Lee, Director of the Office of Copyright Management and 
Scholarly Communication at the University of Arizona, summarizes 
the approach that many libraries have adopted:
The primary issue is to promote access to the scholarly 
literature, and that is done on various levels… On the 
copyright side, it’s making sure we don’t overstep our 
bounds, but in making sure we don’t broadly define 
those bounds or have tight controls… The access we 
want would allow the scholars on campus to have the 
publications reach the communities they want to reach. 
(Everett-Haynes 2008)
The advent of digitization, which provides a means both to 
produce and to distribute content and can be used to convert ana-
log content to digital, necessitates new understanding of these limits 
and rights. As distance education becomes more common and widely 
available, both faculty and students need to be educated on their legal 
rights and responsibilities related to the distribution, access, and use 
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of e-content. For example, alternatives to traditional copyright such as 
Creative Commons licensing1 allow creators to communicate which 
rights they retain and which rights they waive for the benefit of read-
ers, researchers, or other creators.
Open Access (OA)
Open access (OA) is defined as a mode of publication or distribution 
of research results that limits or removes payments, fees, licensing, or 
other barriers to readers’ access to research reports, journal articles, 
conference proceedings, books, or any other type of scholarly litera-
ture or research product. Although many of the best-known discus-
sions of OA focus on scientific, medical, and technology research, open 
access publishing occurs in all subject areas. OA publishing requires 
nontraditional business models to pay the costs of publishing because 
the usual modes of payment, such as subscriptions, are eliminated or 
minimized. Some publications offset costs by requiring the authors to 
pay publication charges after the manuscript has been peer-reviewed 
and accepted for publication; others use a membership model (e.g., 
BioMed Central, PeerJ). There are different “flavors” of OA that define 
ways that it can be achieved while still reducing or eliminating costs 
associated with accessing the publication. For example, publishers 
sometimes build endowments or ask for financial support from the 
communities that most benefit from their work. Universities, research 
centers, and libraries have occasionally subsidize researchers to enable 
them to participate in open access opportunities. Many traditional 
publishers are joining the effort to make OA a choice with some of 
their journals. There are a number of social and political initiatives 
that promote OA, such as the Alliance for Taxpayer Access, Students 
for Free Culture, the Right to Research Coalition, and the Scholarly 
Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition (SPARC) developed by 
the Association of Research Libraries (ARL).2
Management of Research Data
Libraries have been instrumental in helping scientists and scholars 
honor the recent mandates from federal funding agencies that require 
research data to have a management plan so that it can be found, 
curated, shared, potentially reused, and archived. New toolkits and 
resources have become available to support e-science and other disci-
plines, making a broader statement of support for e-research. Again, 
libraries and librarians are centrally positioned in these efforts. Exam-
ples of this emphasis are seen in the recent rollout and adoption of the 
Data Management Plan Tool issued by the California Digital Library 
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to provide instructions and guidance about articulating a data man-
agement plan and the Purdue Data Curation Profiles Toolkit launched 
by Purdue University to create communities of scholars, librarians, and 
archivists who are exploring ways to manage research data.3
New Publishing Opportunities and Options
Scholarly output has experienced many changes in recent years. Tech-
nology drove many of these changes; however, new product lines and 
experiences by readers, students, and scholars point to different expec-
tations that have transformed creative output. The journal has expe-
rienced fundamental changes, but the scholarly monograph has been 
challenged as well. Electronic books, or e-books, are becoming part 
of the mainstream and present many choices in the publishing pro-
cess. Print versus online is one choice, but compatibility with different 
distribution channels, migrating technologies and devices, and shifts in 
readership trends create an ever-changing landscape. The availability 
of online publishing and digital services has pushed libraries to take on 
new roles previously assumed only by publishers. In this new environ-
ment, more libraries are exploring and engaged in publishing services 
and finding opportunities to provide greater discoverability to and 
curatorial support for unique content in their own collections. Uni-
versity archives and special collections units have been instrumental 
in actively digitizing collections and creating finding aids to increase 
access to users both locally and globally. Libraries have also provided 
the momentum in establishing institutional repositories in which mem-
bers of the academic community can place their scholarly output and 
intellectual property so it can be more widely shared and discovered 
by search engines such as Google. Educating the academic community 
about these issues has been enlightening for faculty and librarians, and 
growing awareness of scholarly communication issues has influenced 
the services and collection management practices in libraries.
Reporting a series of interviews in the article “Whither Science 
Publishing?” science journalist Bob Grant (2012) concludes:
To keep up with the blistering pace of scientific and 
technological advances, publishers are getting creative. 
In recent years, new concepts such as post-publication 
peer review, all scientist editorial teams, lifetime publish-
ing privilege fees, and funder-supported open access 
have entered the publishing consciousness. (para. 3)
The publishers, researchers, and information scientists who par-
ticipated in these interviews concur that the current publishing system 
is broken and badly in need of repair, that peer review is imperfect and 
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needs to remedy its cumbersome processes and time-consuming delays, 
that open access is the wave of the future but still in need of refine-
ment, and that hybrid publishing that merges subscription models 
with open access may be a good alternative. These new directions are 
already having an impact on the practices of researchers, librarians, 
and readers and will continue to do so in the future.
Let us turn our attention from this brief overview of the back-
ground and current issues in scholarly communication to those in 
information literacy.
Information Literacy: Background and Current Issues
Like scholarly communication, information literacy emerged in 
response to developments in the academic and information environ-
ment as a way for librarians to focus their individual and institutional 
instructional efforts and establish legitimacy in the curriculum of 
higher education beyond the library. Just as the increase in available 
materials caused collection librarians and bibliographers to change 
collection management practices, it also drove the need for informa-
tion literacy and instruction librarians to teach students how to find, 
use, and evaluate those materials. As higher education became more 
accessible, students entered the academy with more diverse educational 
backgrounds and with varying levels of skills and familiarity with the 
methods of scholarly research. And finally, as the curriculum expanded 
to meet different needs, instruction methods shifted from lecture to 
inquiry-based instruction with increased emphasis on the pursuit of in-
dividual research interests. The debates around the purpose, outcome, 
and placement of library instruction—whether is it most effective as a 
separate course or as an integrated component of a subject or disci-
pline—began early and continue to the present (Salony 1995).
The modern library instruction movement emerged in the 1960s in 
response to research that documented the tendency of students then, as 
now, to be uncritical in their use of information (Grassian and Kaplow-
itz 2009). Even before the advent of electronic publishing, informa-
tion in print formats was increasing exponentially during this decade. 
Research interests of faculty became more specialized, which resulted 
in an increasing number of specialized publications written for smaller 
and more focused communities of scholars. The curriculum of higher 
education diversified and expanded to include both specialized re-
searchers and more focused, pragmatic programs intended to teach vo-
cational skills. As more information became available, students needed 
guidance in learning the skills necessary to locate, evaluate, and use it.
The professional literature of information literacy reveals that the 
debates around the placement, methods, goals, and objectives of li-
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brary instruction in academic libraries continued and intensified in the 
thirty-year period from 1960 to 1989 (Grassian and Kaplowitz 2009, 
14). In 1989, the chair of the ALA Presidential Committee on Informa-
tion Literacy, Patricia Breivik, reconceptualized the intended outcome 
of library instruction as “information literacy,” and the committee de-
veloped the core definition we use today: “To be information literate, a 
person must be able to recognize when information is needed and have 
the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed informa-
tion” (ALA 1989, para. 3).
It is also evident from the literature that the range of activities in 
information literacy instruction is very broad. Articles and conference 
presentations that focus on providing information literacy instruction 
to discrete sets of students in specific disciplines and in defined educa-
tional contexts are numerous and common. Much of the information 
literacy literature is directed toward the librarian practitioner and of-
fers useful solutions to common instructional challenges. Most librar-
ians familiar with information literacy will agree that the literature 
reflects both a broad range of institutional environments and a wide 
variety of programs designed to teach students information literacy 
skills and concepts. They would probably also agree, upon reflection, 
that the ACRL (2000) Information Literacy Competency Standards for 
Higher Education, while imperfect, provide a common set of learning 
outcome expectations that span different environments and provide 
some commonality regardless of the educational context.
Recently, inspired and informed by the literature of teaching and 
learning, many professionals have started to build a more solid theo-
retical foundation of praxis that moves beyond the Information Lit-
eracy Competency Standards (Accardi, Drabinsky, & Kumbier 2010; 
Elmborg 2006; Simmons 2005; Jacobs and Berg 2011; Townsend, 
Brunetti, and Hofer 2011). Examining and applying learning principles 
espoused in critical literacy, threshold concepts, appreciative inquiry, 
and problem-posing education will allow academic librarians to use a 
common core set of values, identified in the Core Values of Librarian-
ship, to design outreach programs that will reach both students (the 
traditional audience for information literacy instruction) and faculty 
(the traditional audience for scholarly communication).
Another feature of the professional conversation around informa-
tion literacy is the way in which it addresses scholarly communication, 
either explicitly or implicitly. Part of the debate about the placement of 
information literacy attempts to answer the question of whether it is a 
defined subject content area of its own or whether it is most effectively 
addressed as an understanding of the research methods of a discipline 
(Badke 2008). Regardless of where it is placed in the curriculum, we 
suggest that information-literate members of the academy should un-
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derstand how knowledge is created, evaluated, shared, and preserved 
within a discipline. If we define scholarly communication as the ways 
in which subject knowledge is created (research methodology), evalu-
ated (peer review), shared (through scholarly journal articles, mono-
graphs, conference proceedings, and research reports), and preserved 
(repositories writ large), then it is clear that an information-literate 
individual is one who understands both the issues and processes of 
scholarly communication.
While giving a high-level summary of the content and focus of the 
information literacy literature, it is worthwhile to consider the differ-
ences that we observed between the professional literature of informa-
tion literacy and that of scholarly communication. These differences 
serve to illustrate the ways in which professional conversations about 
each area have taken place in separate and seemingly disconnected 
venues.
Scholarly Communication: Audience and Changing Realities
Scholarly communication, as central as it is to the mission of most aca-
demic libraries, is sometimes perceived as distant from the daily pro-
cesses and procedures that members of the library staff engage in with 
typical users. Instead, it often appears to be centralized as a relatively 
new rollout of practices and services directed by library leaders and 
management teams that have close relationships with campus leader-
ship, such as the provost, academic deans, directors of the university 
press (if there is one), university counsel, deans or vice chancellors of 
research, faculty who serve as editors of prestigious journals, and the 
like. Special programming has increasingly widened to include presen-
tations to broader audiences that now typically attract more gradu-
ate students, who are considered an important target as they are the 
next generation of scholars and are currently engaged in research and 
creative enterprises and being exposed to current best practices while 
working under advisors and mentors. As bibliographers and subject 
liaison librarians strive to develop closer relationships with faculty 
and students, it is clear that librarians need to be increasingly comfort-
able with and well-versed in the options in each of the topical areas of 
scholarly communication.
As thematic emphases in scholarly communication mature, one 
now sees entire books dedicated to open access, copyright issues in 
libraries, institutional repositories, and data management plans. In 
addition to books exploring these topics, rich conference papers and 
proceedings provide insight through the use of case studies and local 
approaches that can be revised and replicated. Most academic libraries 
today devote portions of their websites to sharing information on how 
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they promote and manage scholarly communication. In addition, there 
are many specialized scholarly communication workshops, webinars, 
seminars, and conferences held by nearly every local and national 
professional library association that offer professional development 
opportunities. Scholars and students are increasingly relying upon 
blogs, Twitter feeds, and preprint servers to capture scholarly conver-
sations and commentary. This application of social media, often called 
“altmetrics,” uses methods of crowdsourcing peer review to determine 
impact, learn about new applications, and solicit and use feedback and 
assessment on the scholarly information provided. The next generation 
of bibliographic management software, such as Mendeley and Zotero, 
described as reference managers, are free and Web-based and help us-
ers manage not just what they write, but what they read, discover, and 
retrieve from information seeking and conducting literature reviews.
Scholarship, learning, and publishing trends all have an interna-
tional, if not global, reach. It follows that the scholarly communication 
and open access movement is not limited to a North American audi-
ence. The international history now extends over a decade, with the 
Budapest Open Access Initiative arising from an Open Society Insti-
tute meeting in 2001 that envisioned accelerating progress by making 
scholarship freely available on the Internet (BOAI 2012a). Today over 
635 organizations are signatories, and nearly six thousand individuals 
have shown their support (BOAI 2012b). The Berlin Declaration on 
Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities was signed 
in 2003 and today has more than 300 institutional signatories (Max 
Planck Society 2012). Each year since 2003, the Berlin Conference 
convenes to discuss and strategize around issues of open access and 
publishing.
Open Access Week, during the month of October, is an oppor-
tunity for the academic and research community to learn about the 
potential benefits of open access and to inspire wider participation in 
helping to make open access a new norm in scholarship and research. 
Another public advocacy group is the Right to Research Coalition, 
which encourages students, scholars, professionals and librarians to 
promote open access as a method to democratize and share research.4
Indeed, publishing today is a worldwide enterprise with publish-
ers and agents seeking and competing for the best manuscripts and 
submissions. Responding to the increasing need to develop consistency 
across the global publishing industry, the National Institute of Stan-
dards Organization (NISO) issues standards that inform the publishing 
industry and increasingly influence the work of libraries. According to 
its mission statement, “NISO fosters the development and maintenance 
of standards that facilitate the creation, persistent management, and 
effective interchange of information so that it can be trusted for use in 
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research and learning” (NISO 2012). NISO’s work explicitly addresses 
scholarly communication themes; examples of these contributions 
include the issuing of SERU: Shared Electronic Resource Understand-
ing, which codifies best practices for the sale of e-resources without 
licenses;5 the standardization of the digital object identifier (DOI) stan-
dard, which has been extended more recently to data by the DataCite 
community; and the more current engagement with the Open Archives 
Initiative in the ResourceSync Project to synchronize Web-scale data 
repositories allowing replication of content and metadata between re-
positories in close to real time.6 These examples of the NISO standards 
offer parallel structure to the ACRL Information Literacy Competency 
Standards and suggest that the publishing industry and librarians share 
concerns regarding technical issues and infrastructure in the realm of 
scholarly publishing. Finally, the works of Jingfeng Xia (2008) and 
Bruce and Katina Strauch (2002) are representative of the many lucid 
examples in the literature for how academic library communities 
around the globe have responded to scholarly communication.
Professional Resources and Programming (Toolkits, Standards, or 
Something Else?)
The American Library Association (ALA), the Association of Research 
Libraries (ARL), the Association of Academic and Research Libraries 
(ACRL)and other specialized librarian groups and professional societ-
ies have formed committees that are dedicated to educating members 
about scholarly communication. Rather than developing unique 
scholarly communication standards that parallel the Information Lit-
eracy Competency Standards, the ACRL (2009), the ARL (2010), and 
SPARC (2012) have each produced resources in the form of toolkits 
that assist the library community in promoting an understanding of 
scholarly communication principles. There have also been success-
ful ACRL roadshows and regional meetings of academic librarians, 
publishers, and vendors that have addressed different aspects of the 
toolkits. Programming that resonates with users builds confidence in 
best practices and ensures that they are exposed to legitimate options 
subscribed to by their peers in a specific discipline. The best-practices 
approach suggests what lessons have been learned and points to new 
directions that are likely to evolve. Trends of publishing on the Web, 
self-publishing, new forms of grey literature, and more multiformat 
and multimedia integration complement the already diverse range of 
scholarly publishing. These new products will continue to use peer 
review and allow for the role of citation metrics, impact factors, and 
other measures to define value.
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For those working in information literacy, ACRL supports pro-
grams in the areas of professional development, assessment, and 
instructional development. Spearheading many of these programs 
is the ACRL Institute for Information Literacy (IIL). IIL is charged 
with preparing librarians to become effective teachers in information 
literacy programs; supporting librarians, other educators, and adminis-
trators in taking leadership roles in the development of information lit-
eracy programs; and forging new partnerships within the educational 
community to work towards information literacy curriculum develop-
ment (ACRL 2012, para. 20–23). In addition to the IIL, conferences 
such as LOEX in the United States, WILU in Canada, and LILAC in 
the United Kingdom focus on practical topics of interest to teaching 
librarians and provide opportunities to create information literacy 
communities of practice. With the emphasis on teaching the ability to 
evaluate information, some aspects of scholarly communication, such 
as those related to establishing authority, are addressed in these arenas, 
but scholarly communication rarely emerges as a stand-alone topic.
Although scholarly communication toolkits emphasize practi-
cality in outreach and demonstrate an understanding of the need to 
reach diverse audiences with a clear educational message, we found it 
interesting and revealing that we could not find any explicit reference 
to information literacy in discussions of scholarly communication. 
The differences in the audiences, purposes, intent, and content found 
between the literatures of information literacy and scholarly commu-
nication are illustrative of the administrative and professional discon-
nects between these two fundamental areas of academic librarianship. 
Where can we find common ground between the two?
Information Literacy: Understanding the Context of the Standards
Although the ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standards for 
Higher Education, which followed the 1989 final report of the ALA 
Presidential Committee on Information Literacy, focus almost exclu-
sively on describing the skills, knowledge, and abilities of an informa-
tion-literate individual, it is useful to point out that the committee’s 
final report presents the need for information literacy in a much larger 
context. An understanding of information literacy is introduced as 
follows:
How our country deals with the realities of the Infor-
mation Age will have enormous impact on our demo-
cratic way of life and on our nation’s ability to compete 
internationally. Within America’s information society, 
there also exists the potential of addressing many long-
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standing social and economic inequities. To reap such 
benefits, people—as individuals and as a nation—must 
be information literate. (ALA 1989, para.3)
The report also states:
Information is expanding at an unprecedented rate, and 
enormously rapid strides are being made in the tech-
nology for storing, organizing, and accessing the ever 
growing tidal wave of information. The combined effect 
of these factors is an increasingly fragmented informa-
tion base—large components of which are only avail-
able to people with money and/or acceptable institu-
tional affiliations. (ALA 1989, para. 1)
By expanding our focus beyond the definition of information 
literacy to the broader, more inclusive context of the whole report, the 
document begins to offer a foundation for outreach efforts by academ-
ic librarians that includes and implicitly connects both information 
literacy and scholarly communication.
Other, more recent documents build upon the idea of access to in-
formation as a foundation of a democratic society, a key tenet of both 
information literacy and scholarly communication. In his proclama-
tion which designated October 2009 as National Information Literacy 
Awareness Month, President Barack Obama declared:
An informed and educated citizenry is essential to the 
functioning of our modern democratic society, and I 
encourage educational and community institutions 
across the country to help Americans find and evaluate 
the information they seek, in all its forms. (Obama 2009, 
para. 4)
The Alexandria Proclamation on Information Literacy and 
Lifelong Learning jointly adopted by representatives from UNESCO, 
IFLA, and the National Forum on Information Literacy states:
Information Literacy lies at the core of lifelong learning. 
It empowers people in all walks of life to seek, evaluate, 
use and create information effectively to achieve their 
personal, social, occupational and educational goals. It 
is a basic human right in a digital world and promotes 
social inclusion of all nations. (NFIL 2005, para. 2)
These and other statements provide a vision that can inspire and 
inform our efforts to eliminate the disconnect and strengthen the align-
ment between scholarly communication and information literacy.
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Broadening the Information Literacy Focus beyond Undergraduate 
Education
Another feature of the professional conversations about information 
literacy is its focus on the undergraduate as the target population 
for instruction. There is some mention of information literacy needs 
of professional populations (engineering, business, and medicine are 
common examples), but for the most part, the programs and practices 
described are directed toward undergraduates. This is not surprising 
in view of the placement of information literacy within the library 
organizational structure and its integration into the curriculum of the 
academy. It stands in contrast to the corpus of scholarly communica-
tion literature, which focuses on the information needs of faculty and 
graduate students.
However, there is evidence that undergraduates are not the only 
students who can benefit from a better understanding of information 
literacy, an understanding that incorporates core scholarly communi-
cation concepts. Researchers of Tomorrow is the United Kingdom’s 
largest study to date on the research behavior of Generation Y doctor-
al students (born between 1982 and 1994). The study, commissioned 
in 2009 by the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) and the 
British Library, involved 17,000 doctoral students from 70 universities 
over three years (Education for Change 2012, 5). The research findings 
revealed:
•	 Doctoral	students	are	increasingly	reliant	on	second-
ary research resources (e.g. journal articles, books), 
moving away from primary materials (e.g. primary 
archival material and large datasets).
•	 Access	to	relevant	resources	is	a	major	constraint	for	
doctoral students’ progress. Authentication access 
and license limitations to subscription-based resourc-
es, such as e-journals, are particularly problematic.
•	 Open	access	and	copyright	appear	to	be	a	source	
of confusion for Generation Y doctoral students, 
rather than encouraging innovation and collaborative 
research.
•	 This	generation	of	doctoral	students	operates	in	an	
environment where their research behavior does not 
use the full potential of innovative technology.
•	 Doctoral	students	are	insufficiently	trained	or	in-
formed to be able to fully embrace the latest oppor-
tunities in the digital information environment. (JISC 
2012a)
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Although the students surveyed for the report were affiliated with 
British institutions, it is likely that the results of a survey of American 
graduate students would parallel the findings of the British survey in 
many important aspects. It is particularly revealing to note that the 
students surveyed demonstrate:
a continuing lack of understanding about the nature of 
open access. Generation Y students felt that putting 
their own work out openly will bring them no positive 
benefits, and may even have a negative impact. Equally, 
doctoral students’ understanding of the intellectual 
property and copyright environment appears to be a 
source of confusion, rather than an enabler of innova-
tion. (JISC 2012b, para. 7)
Open access and intellectual property rights are key to addressing 
many of today’s scholarly communication challenges, yet graduate stu-
dents, the researchers and faculty of tomorrow, don’t understand how 
these issues affect them. This lack of understanding, while distressing 
in the short term, presents a golden opportunity to expand the focus 
of information literacy from its traditional undergraduate audience to 
align more closely with scholarly communication efforts to educate 
graduate students on how to protect their own intellectual work at 
the same time as they make it available to others in order to facilitate 
innovation and the advancement of research.
Using the Core Values to Connect Information Literacy and Scholarly 
Communication
The comprehensive nature of the current ACRL Information Literacy 
Competency Standards (IL Standards) is laudable, and after twelve 
years of using them in the library classroom, we can learn from our 
experience in future revisions and new efforts. The experience of using 
scholarly communication toolkits has proven that they are a viable 
method to implement training and influence librarian, publisher, and 
faculty behavior. The literature on content standard development offers 
guidance on how to develop standards and toolkits that will help us 
focus on the big ideas and core concepts of information literacy and 
scholarly communication (Townsend, Brunetti, and Hofer 2011). The 
fact that librarians have embraced, used, applied, assessed, and critiqued 
the IL Standards attests to their practical application. Scholarly commu-
nication toolkits serve a purpose similar to the IL Standards in that they 
provide guidelines for action and a core curriculum and suggest impor-
tant content that needs to be shared and acted upon in order for the 
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desired outcomes to be achieved. Just as information literacy standards 
guided the development of content for library instruction programs and 
scholarly communication toolkits guided the development of resources 
for collection development and management activities and advocacy 
efforts, professional resources that incorporate the best practices of both 
information literacy and scholarly communication are needed to guide 
the development of education and outreach programs.
The ALA’s Core Values of Librarianship states:
The foundation of modern librarianship rests on an 
essential set of core values that define, inform, and 
guide our professional practice. These values reflect the 
history and ongoing development of the profession and 
have been advanced, expanded, and refined by numer-
ous policy statements of the American Library Associa-
tion. Among these are:
•	 Access
•	 Confidentiality/Privacy
•	 Democracy
•	 Diversity
•	 Education	and	Lifelong	Learning
•	 Intellectual	Freedom
•	 Preservation
•	 The	Public	Good
•	 Professionalism
•	 Service
•	 Social	Responsibility	(ALA	2004)
A close examination of the Core Values of Librarianship provides 
a vision that more closely aligns the big ideas and core concepts of 
information literacy and scholarly communication. In working to sup-
port this alignment, we can use the Core Values as a foundation and 
framework to guide the development of robust professional resources 
that will begin to bridge the disconnect between the scholarly commu-
nication toolkits and the Information Literacy Competency Standards.
Examining the Standards through the Lens of Core Values
Jacobs and Berg’s (2011) article, “Reconnecting Information Literacy 
Policy with the Core Values of Librarianship,” which inspired and 
informed our thinking on the alignments between information literacy 
and scholarly communication, provides an excellent critique of the 
limiting nature of defining information literacy instruction as an activ-
ity by which librarians deposit knowledge about the location, evalua-
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tion, and use of information into students. Instead, the authors encour-
age incorporating a problem-posing approach to teaching information 
literacy. In this model, the librarian actively encourages students to 
consider and question the social, economic, political, and cultural 
aspects of information creation, distribution, retention, and ownership 
as part of the information literacy curriculum. This approach clearly 
supports the idea that concepts of scholarly communication, such as 
open access versus paid subscriptions, the role of the library in knowl-
edge creation and dissemination, and issues of copyright and intellec-
tual property are essential components of information literacy (Jacobs 
and Berg 2011, 390).
We strongly advocate that future revisions of the ACRL Informa-
tion Literacy Competency Standards incorporate a basic understand-
ing of scholarly communication principles and include explicit state-
ments that an information-literate individual understands:
•	 the	basic	concepts,	issues,	and	methods	of	scholarly	communi-
cation
•	 the	fact	that	methods	of	scholarly	communication	differ	be-
tween disciplines
•	 the	methods	of	scholarly	communication	within	his	or	her	field	
of study or area of expertise
By using the phrase “information-literate individual” instead 
of “information-literate student,” we can also imply that an under-
standing of these concepts is important to all members of society 
and broaden the audience for information literacy education beyond 
undergraduates.
Applying the Core Values
Although it is unrealistic in this chapter to provide a comprehensive 
analysis of the possible ways that the Core Values of Librarianship 
can be used to align information literacy and scholarly communica-
tion, this is a good time to provide examples of how this process might 
work and some of the challenges librarians might encounter. First, let 
us look closely at the idea of access as a core value of librarianship 
and consider how this value is expressed in information literacy and in 
scholarly communication.
ACRL (2000) Information Literacy Competency Standard Two 
states, “The information literate student accesses needed information 
effectively and efficiently.” In this case, access refers to the method or 
process of finding the needed information. On the other hand, access 
in scholarly communication typically refers to the availability of infor-
mation and includes such issues as perpetual access, barriers to access, 
and open access. The ALA Core Values statement on access reads, 
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“All information resources that are provided directly or indirectly by 
the library, regardless of technology, format, or methods of delivery, 
should be readily, equally, and equitably accessible to all library users” 
(ALA 2004, para. 5). In this instance, it is clear that the Core Values 
statement relates more closely to the scholarly communication concept 
of access than it does to the information literacy application. Although 
librarians support the idea that “All information resources … should 
be readily, equally, and equitably accessible to all library users,” some 
findings suggest that faculty attitudes towards archiving publications, 
peer review, and open access may not reflect this lofty ideal. As King 
and Harley (2006) conclude in one study of University of California 
Berkeley faculty attitudes toward scholarly communication issues, “ap-
proaches that try to ‘move’ faculty and deeply embedded value systems 
directly toward new forms of archival, ‘final’ publication are destined 
largely to failure in the short-term” (2). The King et al. study attempts 
to more fully explore the academic value system by associating dif-
ferent levels of access within a discipline and holistically within the 
universe of scholarly publication and communication and finds that 
the complexity and interconnectedness of peer review, e-publishing, 
economic and cost issues, open access, electronic communication, data 
storage, data management needs, and archival specifications contrib-
ute to a lack of understanding among faculty and authors of critical 
decision-making elements in promoting scholarly communication prin-
ciples more widely. Today, half a decade later, the comfort level among 
faculty with e-publishing is greater, and the publishing milieu is more 
mature. The faculty concerns expressed in this study, although still 
factors, are no longer the barriers they were just a few years ago. Any 
conversation addressing an alignment between the information literacy 
implications, understanding, and applications of access and those of 
scholarly communication will need to acknowledge and address the 
differing perspectives of several populations, including undergraduates, 
graduate students, librarians, and faculty.
Next, the broad and overarching value of education and lifelong 
learning is another example of a natural connection between informa-
tion literacy and scholarly communication. The Core Values state:
ALA promotes the creation, maintenance, and enhance-
ment of a learning society, encouraging its members to 
work with educators, government officials, and orga-
nizations in coalitions to initiate and support compre-
hensive efforts to ensure that school, public, academic, 
and special libraries in every community cooperate to 
provide lifelong learning services to all. (ALA 2004, para. 
9)
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Although lifelong learning is not mentioned in the Information 
Literacy Competency Standards, the introduction to the standards 
proclaims:
Information literacy forms the basis for lifelong learning. 
It is common to all disciplines, to all learning environ-
ments, and to all levels of education. It enables learn-
ers to master content and extend their investigations, 
become more self-directed, and assume greater control 
over	their	own	learning.	(ACRL	2000,	para.	2)
Recent discussions of the ACRL Scholarly Communication Com-
mittee explored issues of lifelong learning. Following the discussion 
of how librarians could “encourage the use of a committee discussion 
group to draw the connection between the earlier efforts to develop 
information literacy as a core expertise for librarians with emerging 
work regarding scholarly communication” (Ogburn 2011, para. 3). At 
the ACRL Scholarly Communications Discussion Group meeting at 
ALA Annual 2011, Joyce Ogburn, the past president of ACRL, raised 
the following questions:
•	 How	can	information	literacy	programs	help	students	
learn about the whole cycle of scholarly communica-
tion?
•	 Scholarly	communication	librarians	are	frequently	
teachers; what can they learn from the information 
literacy experts?
•	 What	lessons	can	be	learned	and	ideas	exchanged	
by librarians incorporating information literacy and 
scholarly communication into their work? (Ogburn 
2011, para. 5)
Her conclusions led her to coin the phrase “Lifelong learning 
requires lifelong access.” She expands on her ideas by stating, “In 
other words, creating critical thinkers and expectations of continuous 
learning requires highly credible resources to be available, easily found 
and recognized for their quality among the abundance of information 
propagated so freely on the Web” (Ogburn 2011, para. 7).
In the introduction to Transforming Research Libraries for the 
Global Knowledge Society, Barbara Dewey (2010) argues that librar-
ians need to take a lead role in what she terms “creation literacy,” 
which she defines as “the ability to create and disseminate new 
knowledge in meaningful ways in our global networked society” (5). 
She goes on to state that “creation literacy goes beyond information 
literacy in that it focuses on research output and its impact beyond the 
process of find appropriate resources and solving problems of a given 
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project or task” (5). While we might argue with both the terminology 
(the phrase “creation literacy” might be more likely to bring up the 
idea of creationism than is intended) and the characterization of infor-
mation literacy as focused simply on process and “solving problems of 
a given project or task,” the creation and dissemination of new knowl-
edge is a powerful role for libraries, one that academic librarians need 
to understand in order to undertake the work of achieving this goal.
As these two recent examples illustrate, the role of libraries in 
fostering a learning society is central to the alignment of information 
literacy and scholarly communication. This can be used as a guiding 
principle as the profession develops strategies for information literacy, 
collection management, and subject liaison librarians to take a larger 
role in promoting awareness of scholarly communication issues. As we 
noted earlier, a distributed model will give scholarly communication 
more traction than depending on a single administrator, copyright of-
ficer, or “evangelist” for the cause to spread the scholarly communica-
tion message. Extending the focus beyond economic issues to include 
societal and cultural impacts on scholarship and academic publishing 
has the potential to create programmatic synergies across library and 
publishing organizations that are valued by all librarians and stake-
holders with investments in research and learning.
Conclusion
Now is an opportune time for academic librarians at all levels to 
undertake an effort to more closely align scholarly communication 
and information literacy. As of summer 2012, a formal review of the 
ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standards is underway. The 
2011 ACRL Plan for Excellence identifies both student learning and 
scholarly communication as strategic directions. These efforts will, as 
we share Joyce Ogburn’s confidence, bridge “student learning and the 
research and scholarly environment” by extending a call “for librar-
ians to transform student learning, pedagogy and instructional prac-
tices through creative and innovative collaborations and to accelerate 
the transition to a more open system of scholarship” (Ogburn 2011, 
514). As this speculative and preliminary attempt to use the ALA Core 
Values to take information literacy and scholarly communication out 
of their silos and weave them more seamlessly into the collective con-
sciousness of academic librarians indicates, the resulting conversations 
will introduce many issues that both sides care passionately about, and 
will undoubtedly serve as the foundation for action plans to address 
the identified disconnect.
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Notes
 1. For more information, see the Creative Commons website at 
http://www.creativecommons.org.
 2. For more information, see the websites of these organizations: 
Alliance for Taxpayer Access, http://www.taxpayeraccess.org; 
Students for Free Culture, http://freeculture.org; Right to Re-
search Coalition, http://www.righttoresearch.org; Scholarly 
Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition, http://www.arl.
org/sparc.
 3. For more information, see the websites for these planning tools: 
Data Management Plan Tool, https://dmp.cdlib.org; Data Cura-
tion Profiles Toolkit, http://datacurationprofiles.org.
 4. For more information, see the Right to Research Coalition web-
site at http://www.righttoresearch.org.
 5. For more information, see NISO’s SERU webpage at http://www.
niso.org/committees/seru.
 6. For more information, see NISO’s ResourceSync webpage at 
http://www.niso.org/workrooms/resourcesync.
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Chapter 2
Exploring the Intersections of Information 
Literacy and Scholarly Communication
Two Frames of Reference for Undergraduate Instruction
Kim Duckett
North Carolina State University
Scott Warren
Syracuse University
You can know the name of a bird in all the languages 
of the world, but when you’re finished, you’ll know 
absolutely nothing whatever about the bird… So let’s 
look at the bird and see what it’s doing—that’s what 
counts. I learned very early the difference between 
knowing the name of something and knowing some-
thing.
—Richard Feynman, (2010)
Unfortunately, students are too often asked to use 
the tools of a discipline without being able to adopt 
its culture. To learn to use tools as practitioners use 
them, a student, like an apprentice, must enter into 
that community and its culture.
—John Seely Brown, Alan Collins,  
and Paul Duguid (1989, 33)
Introduction
When librarians, regardless of their professional role, hear the phrase 
“scholarly communication,” they likely think of topics such as peer re-
view, the journal “crisis,” open access, impact factors, licensing, copy-
right, authors’ rights, and institutional repositories. On the surface, 
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these topics might seem far removed from what librarians think of 
as tenets of information literacy instruction, especially when they are 
working with undergraduates. Many librarians consider the one-shot 
instruction session as too brief to successfully engage students about 
the ins and outs of open access. They may regard undergraduates as 
the wrong audience for a discussion about the journal pricing crisis, 
the cost of procuring and producing information for academic con-
sumption, and the troubling need to reduce or cancel campus subscrip-
tions. Yet all of the scholarly communication phenomena listed above 
radiate from a more basic and central core that is highly relevant to 
the undergraduate experience in higher education: how scholars com-
municate, how they create, share, vet, discover, process, and access 
new knowledge. This is the basis of scholarly communication. The 
issues in librarianship commonly associated with that highly charged 
term deal with the practices and tools that support the communication 
processes of researchers. These are the same processes that students are 
asked to participate in when they must find scholarly literature and use 
it in their assignments in ways perceived as valuable and appropriate 
to the academic community.
If librarians are to help students become information literate with-
in an academic context—one in which they must find, understand, and 
use scholarly sources—teaching students about how scholars commu-
nicate seems like a pretty fundamental undertaking and one that must 
be approached carefully. Perhaps not every topic associated with schol-
arly communication is relevant, but many of the central issues can be 
used in powerful and transformative ways within information literacy 
instruction. Librarians who teach undergraduates just need the right 
frames of reference and a common understanding of the “languages” 
that attach and derive from those frames of reference. Indeed, they are 
likely already to be using a few scholarly communication tactics and 
issues without labeling them as such. Often, however, librarians could 
go deeper—perhaps much deeper—in exploring scholarly communica-
tion issues with students in order to provide greater context for how 
to search and how to find by exploring “Why is it this way?”
In a recent publication, we outlined a suite of instructional strate-
gies to incorporate scholarly communication and economic topics 
systematically into a one-shot library workshop (Warren and Duckett 
2010). These strategies have been developed, tested, and refined through 
seven years of experience providing a seventy-five minute session equally 
divided between hands-on practice with using disciplinary databases 
and Google Scholar and a rich discussion of peer review, journal pricing, 
a research library’s collections budget, open access, and more.1
Based on this experience, we developed a strong conviction that 
teaching students about scholarly communication has an essential 
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place within library instruction. The students’ and instructors’ recep-
tion to learning about these scholarly communication topics has been 
so overwhelmingly positive that this work has infiltrated instruction 
for other contexts, including a freshman composition program and a 
three-credit undergraduate honors seminar at the school where this in-
struction model originated (North Carolina State University). Parts of 
this instruction model have also been used with audiences as disparate 
as engineering and textiles management undergraduates and educa-
tion and communication graduate students. Moreover, these ideas have 
been presented to other librarians at conferences as diverse as ASEE 
(American Society for Engineering Education), LOEX (Library Orien-
tation Exchange), ACRL (Association of College and Research Librar-
ies), and the Charleston Conference to positive response, so we believe 
we are onto something.
In this chapter we will explore the essential role of scholarly com-
munication in information literacy instruction within higher educa-
tion, especially as it pertains to undergraduate students, and provide 
two frames of reference that can be used for thinking about the infor-
mation imparted. The first of these is a sociocultural perspective that 
focuses on exposing the dynamics at play in the creation of scholar-
ship. The second is an economic perspective that brings the business 
side of scholarly information into instruction to shed light on today’s 
complex information landscape. Obviously these two perspectives 
cannot be wholly divorced from each other, and though they can be 
used separately, they have natural intersections as well. We will share 
examples of instructional contexts and strategies for which these two 
perspectives make sense in information literacy instruction.
Academic Information Literacy and Scholarly Communication
In higher education, library instruction is often focused on support-
ing students in understanding how to find, evaluate, access, and use 
scholarly information. In other words, the focus is on developing what 
Elmborg (2006) calls “academic information … the ability to read, 
interpret, and produce information valued in academia”(196). From 
the very beginning of their academic careers, students are initiated into 
these practices through their course readings and research assignments. 
Many students are required to find and use peer-reviewed, scholarly 
articles written for the academic community. They are expected to 
write and cite like historians, sociologists, or physicists—practices 
that are very far removed from how they communicate in their daily 
lives. Of course, academic information literacy does not represent the 
full spectrum of what it means to be information literate, but within 
higher education, a great deal of attention has been devoted to it as it 
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seems to remain a perpetual challenge for students. None of the new 
search tools or improved interfaces ever quite removes the barrier.
Placing boundaries around what we are describing as informa-
tion literacy in the context of this article is important. Since the early 
1990s, researchers have focused on literacy from a variety of disci-
plinary perspectives and now believe that there are many “literacies.” 
These literacies span domains such as information literacy, digital 
literacy, media literacy, and visual and spatial literacy, among oth-
ers, but many researchers also emphasize that literacies are given 
meaning within specific social groups. Many proponents of the new 
literacies argue that literacy is to a great extent a sociocultural rather 
than simply a mental or psychological phenomenon (i.e., developing 
a literacy is part of participating in a social or cultural group rather 
than something that simply transpires within an individual; see, for 
example, Gee 2010). Accordingly, we can view becoming academically 
information literate as a process of enculturation into academic and 
disciplinary practices, which is in line with many of the objectives of 
higher education.
Teaching students about the sociocultural dynamics at play in 
scholarship also finds support from a situative learning perspective 
and the concept of communities of practice, both of which hold that 
all learning is intimately tied to cultural and social contexts. Hence, we 
learn concepts and skills, not simply by doing, but specifically by doing 
in a way that is consistent with how the doing is done by real practi-
tioners (in this case, faculty members). As Brown, Collins, and Duguid 
(1989) described in their seminal article, “Situated Cognition and the 
Culture of Learning,” concepts are tools that are progressively learned 
through authentic activity. Chemical concepts cannot be truly learned 
by studying formulas in a textbook; they must be experienced through 
chemical manipulation as chemists use them in their practice. We learn 
the intricacies of language through its use in real social contexts rather 
than by studying grammar. Furthermore, they argue that learning is in-
evitably tied to enculturation because concepts and core skills—which 
they label tools—cannot be divorced from the communities of practice 
in which they function and have meaning. As they explain, “Because 
tools and the way they are used reflect the particular accumulated 
insights of communities, it is not possible to use a tool appropriately 
without understanding the community or culture in which it is used” 
(33).
In the context of academic writing and research, peer review (a 
core concept and value), journals, articles, and databases or indexes 
(all core tools), plus the more recent addition of repositories, should 
be brought into play in activities that help students better understand 
how the academic community produces and shares knowledge. It can 
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be argued that the frequent requirement for students to use scholarly 
literature is instructors’ shorthand for “Don’t use Google, use the 
library.” It may be an effort to steer students towards what instructors 
perceive as higher quality information. At other times, this require-
ment represents an intentional desire to have students grapple with 
how disciplinary researchers communicate and have them emerge with 
an understanding that knowledge in the academy is being produced 
as the result of many conversations and discussions and often is not 
in a settled state such as textbooks present. In either case, the “peer-
reviewed” requirement can leave students bewildered. As Brown, Col-
lins, and Duguid (1989) warn, “Unfortunately, students are too often 
asked to use the tools of a discipline without being able to adopt its 
culture. To learn to use tools as practitioners use them, a student, like 
an apprentice, must enter into that community and its culture” (33). In 
the case of academic information literacy, without situating concepts, 
values, and tools within their academic cultural context, they too often 
remain arbitrary and disjointed for students. This is certainly the situa-
tion many librarians confront when trying to gauge why students have 
such difficulty in transferring practical searching and discovery skills 
across resources, much less understanding how a library works in a 
holistic way.
True enculturation takes time, but if students must find, read, 
understand, and use peer-reviewed literature in a rhetorical style mim-
icking scholars, they deserve to have these concepts, tools, and values 
explained to them in order to facilitate the process of becoming more 
academically information literate and hence better students.2 Librar-
ians are well-positioned to provide the bigger picture of how academic 
information is created, vetted, distributed, stored, and accessed. In aca-
demia we are usually the most knowledgeable experts on these topics 
and often the only ones who see the larger context. If the disciplinary 
information taught by faculty is the trees, the structures that delimit 
how that information is shared are the forest. This bigger picture of 
scholarly communication can be brought down into language students 
can understand and into contexts that help them make sense of the 
requirements imposed on their assignments.
The ACRL’s (2000) Information Literacy Competency Standards 
for Higher Education provide an oft-cited common framework for de-
signing, implementing, and assessing instruction sessions and programs 
in higher education librarianship. Scholarly communication issues 
are right there among the standards, though the term is never used 
explicitly. Standard 5 describes that “the information literate student 
understands many of the economic, legal, and social issues surround-
ing the use of information and accesses and uses information ethically 
and legally.” The performance indicators focus attention on a range 
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of issues important in scholarly communication—privacy, copyright, 
plagiarism, intellectual property, correct use of citation, and the ability 
to identify and discuss “issues related to free vs. fee-based access to 
information” (5.1–5.3). But in practice, how often do librarians bring 
scholarly communication topics into the library instruction classroom 
or even use that term in relation to their work? While the phrase 
“scholarly communication” may not resonate with students, citation, 
intellectual property, and plagiarism often do and may be incorporated 
into library instruction. Meanwhile, there are other “economic, legal, 
and social issues surrounding the use of information” that are less 
commonly woven into the lesson plan.
Bringing scholarly communication into library instruction means 
teaching students about information—what it is, how it comes to be, 
and the forces at play in scholarly publication. We believe that provid-
ing students with such context goes hand-in-hand with teaching the 
discovery, evaluation, and use of information for academic purposes. 
Over the past decade, librarians such as Elmborg (2006), Pawley 
(2003), Swanson (2004), and others (Accardi, Drabinsky, and Kumbier 
2010) have collectively brought a critical approach to information 
literacy similar to that which has also penetrated literacy studies and 
education in general. At the heart of this movement is the belief that 
helping students become more information literate inevitably means 
teaching students about the social, economic, and political forces at 
work in the creation, evaluation, and interpretation of information. 
Such an emphasis is important in order to help students see informa-
tion as more than simply an object out there to be discovered (Pawley 
2003), which is too often the common perspective of librarians and 
library users alike. Information is created within social contexts and 
can be valued differently by various groups or individuals, including 
the student herself. Getting students to understand that they may actu-
ally develop a critical perspective on whatever field they are studying, 
and that doing so is often the mark of becoming a scholar, is a general 
challenge within higher education. Providing this social, political, and 
economic context to information literacy means telling students the 
“back stories” of information (Chung and Duckett 2009) in addition 
to teaching them to use search tools such as library catalogs, article 
databases, repositories, and Google Scholar.
Proponents of critical information literacy argue that standards 
such as the ACRL’s (2000) Information Literacy Competency Stan-
dards may lead to an excessive focus on teaching skills related to 
finding, accessing, and evaluating information at the expense of 
teaching students about how information is intimately tied to the 
social contexts in which it is created and used. The ACRL standards 
may be useful in outlining the research process, but to echo Swanson 
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(2004), “Before we train students to use search tools, before we send 
them to books, periodicals, or Web sites, we need to teach them about 
information. What is it? How is it created? Where is it stored?” (259). 
Frequently in the library instruction setting in higher education, teach-
ing about information is teaching about scholarly information and, 
therefore, about scholarly communication. “How” is important, but 
cannot be everything. “Why” has a place as well.
Two Frames of Reference
Becoming literate in the world of academia is no small feat, and too 
often an assumption is made that it just happens, as if by osmosis. 
Academic information functions in ways foreign to outsiders. The 
peer-review system, publication practices, and disciplinary rhetorical 
styles are complicated parts of academic culture that reveal subtle and 
not-so-subtle values and structural templates not only for understand-
ing, but also for engaging with the world.
Understanding the social world of academic communication, 
discourse, and publication practices goes hand-in-hand with students 
developing the skills to discover, evaluate, and use scholarly informa-
tion in their academic research projects. Thus academic information 
literacy sits on the bedrock of scholarly communication—it is com-
pletely based on how scholars create, share, and vet new knowledge, 
as well as their specific rhetorical and citation traditions. It requires 
knowledge and skill in how to discover and access scholarly informa-
tion using a variety of search tools, or how to successfully engage with 
a library, itself a complex culture with its own internal norms and 
literacies. Teaching students about these social dynamics gives them 
greater context for understanding why instructors ask them to use 
peer-reviewed sources and how scholarly information comes to be. We 
call this social focus the sociocultural frame of reference for scaffold-
ing library instruction. And again, at its heart is scholarly communica-
tion.
Additionally, as part of information literacy instruction, librarians 
strive to help students understand why they should use the library’s 
article databases, indexes, journals, catalog or journal locator, reposi-
tory (if one exists), and other tools. Herein lies perhaps the most 
powerful reason to bring scholarly communication into information 
literacy instruction: to expose the business side of libraries and thereby 
emphasize how the library’s resources relate to and complement the 
free search tools students use every day—Google and Wikipedia. It can 
help them understand the value of the information available through 
their library and why they must often go through the hassle of using 
the library’s website instead of Google to find what they need for their 
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assignments. It also exposes how the for-free and for-fee parts of the 
Web are becoming more porous, but are certainly not yet homologous. 
This is exactly why sometimes one can see a message to buy an article 
from a publisher when using Google Scholar and not when going to 
the same journal via the library. More importantly, such instruction 
teaches students why this phenomenon occurs and what to do about 
it. Using this economic frame of reference (as simple as saying “Things 
cost money”) can have powerful implications for teaching students 
the distinction between discovery of information (proof of publica-
tion) and access to information (how you get your hands on what you 
need). Indeed, arriving at an understanding of that simple dichotomy 
between discovery and access is a threshold concept for all of the work 
we have done in incorporating scholarly communication into informa-
tion literacy.
Instructional Strategies in Practice
The Sociocultural Frame
Librarians often use the scholarly versus popular versus trade trichoto-
my in order to illustrate the key differences between these publication 
formats. Through such instruction, students may learn that peer-
reviewed articles:
•	 are	written	by	expert	researchers
•	 are	intended	for	a	scholarly	audience	(faculty,	graduate	stu-
dents)
•	 detail	original	research	or	build	on	other	researchers’	findings
•	 have	been	peer-reviewed
•	 contain	disciplinary	jargon
•	 provide	references
These descriptions are used to help students view the scholarly 
article as something different from what they know from their more 
everyday conception of articles built from the use of magazines and 
newspapers. They are also used to help students distinguish a scholarly 
article from a popular article when they find one online.
The features highlighted in the typical scholarly/popular/trade 
trichotomy barely scratch the surface of scholarly communication. 
They touch only on rhetorical and structural issues inherent in a spe-
cific end product of scholarship—the author, audience, purpose, and 
writing features. Talking to students about the peer-review process, 
how it happens, and its role in research takes the student deeper. It 
begins to bring to light the person or persons involved in the process 
behind the end product: what each of their roles may be and why 
those roles exist, are valued, and came to be. The question here is how 
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often the process is actually explained in sufficient detail to make real 
comprehension take place. Some instructors, forgetting what it is like 
to be a novice, may assume students already understand the process. 
They might assume the students learned about peer review in previous 
courses. Librarians might assume instructors have described the pro-
cess to their students. In our experience, however, it is not uncommon 
to talk with upper-level students who need to find peer-reviewed ar-
ticles, yet have no clear idea what the term peer review actually means; 
they are often unsure or simply cannot describe it accurately.
As a result, at North Carolina State University (NCSU), librarians 
created a short video, “Peer Review in Five Minutes,” which highlights 
the importance of peer review in the vetting of new knowledge and de-
scribes how the process takes place (NSCU Libraries 2009). It begins 
by framing the issue in relation to how knowing about peer review 
affects one as a student. It asks, “Have you gotten the peer-reviewed 
article assignment yet? If not, you will at some point in college. Why 
do profs ask you to find these articles? What’s the big deal with peer 
review? What is peer review anyway? And why is it so important?” 
The video outlines how researchers share their ideas from inception 
to publication and describes how peer review can happen not only as 
part of the journal submission process, but also when researchers are 
sharing their work through conference papers and presentations. It 
touches on the competitiveness of publication and the high rejection 
rates for top-level journals. It mentions that researchers often have to 
make changes or improve the article based on feedback from the peer 
reviewers. These issues are brought up in order to enhance students’ 
understanding that not all articles are created equal and that research-
ers undergo a lot of rigorous processes behind the scenes in order to 
get their work into highly coveted journals. (This insight is especially 
important for students who are strongly considering graduate school 
and an academic career.)
At NCSU, this video is incorporated into the standard instruction 
session for freshman writing courses immediately following a break-
down of the scholarly/popular/trade distinction. It is incorporated into 
the libraries’ information literacy tutorial and elsewhere on the library 
website. It is also available via YouTube and is currently used by 
librarians, writing instructors, and other educators across the United 
States and beyond.3
With upper-level students, murkier terrain has been explored to 
highlight the social dynamics at play in the publication process. Part 
of a professional writing course for junior- and senior-level science 
majors begins by asking students what they know about the impor-
tance of journal articles in scientific research based on their previous 
encounters with them at college. Students will often highlight that the 
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journal article is a way for the scientists to package their research to 
share with others. Several students commonly volunteer that jour-
nals help with peer review, which ensures that the research quality 
is high. Experience bears out that upper-level students are interested 
in acquiring a deeper understanding of journal publishing. Instruc-
tion then reinforces that it is important for scientists to publish in the 
“right” journal through (1) the scope of readership, (2) exposure of his 
or her findings, (3) gaining tenure, (4) securing grants, and (5) general 
prestige for professional accomplishment. These sociocultural aspects 
of publication shed light on what researchers actually do and what 
they care about. Many of these students are considering careers as 
researchers or work with campus faculty in labs, so bringing this back 
story into instruction illuminates the “Why is it this way?” behind the 
articles. These issues also highlight why journal articles are treated 
with such special consideration in academia (especially in the STEM 
disciplines) and provide an important foundation for understanding 
the economic dynamics of publication, explored below.
The Economic Frame
As mentioned earlier, in a recent publication we outlined a suite of 
instructional strategies to incorporate scholarly communication topics 
systematically into a one-shot library workshop in order to expose the 
business side of libraries (Warren and Duckett 2010). The setting for this 
instruction is a seventy-five minute library workshop for a professional 
writing course at NCSU called English (ENG) 333: Communication for 
Science and Research. The course is a requirement for several science 
majors as well as a popular elective. Each semester librarians work with 
four to six sections of twenty-two students. The library session is equally 
split between a rich discussion of scholarly communication topics and 
teaching search strategies and techniques for using disciplinary databas-
es and Google Scholar. Again and again while teaching this course, we 
have been struck by the deep engagement of these students during the 
library workshop. The session begins by laying down the sociocultural 
foundation for understanding journal articles and their prominence in 
scholarly communication among scientists. Then it moves into building 
an understanding of the business side of academic information—that 
journal publishers sell subscriptions to their products, and that is why 
you can sometimes find, but not access, scholarly articles via Google 
Search. From there the following points are systematically covered:
•	 In	every	field	of	research	there	are	top-tier,	middle-tier,	and	
lower-tier journals that vary in how competitive it is to get pub-
lished in them—just as colleges vary in how competitive they 
are in admissions.
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•	 Many	journals	cost	money	(though	not	all	do),	usually	much	
more than individuals can afford to pay.
•	 Journals	in	the	science,	medical,	and	technology	fields	typically	
cost more than journals in the social sciences and humanities, 
but no researcher, regardless of the field, can personally buy all 
the information she would ever need to use.
•	 Libraries	act	as	gateways	to	information	and	sophisticated	
search tools like article databases (most of which cost a lot of 
money) for their campus communities.
The librarian then leads the students through a game-like exercise in 
which they guess the cost of a high-price journal such as Brain Research 
or Tetrahedron. When a range of guesses have been put forward, the 
librarian tallies up the number of students who vote for each suggested 
price. She prompts the students to justify their votes before revealing 
the current subscription price for the journal, to students’ shock and 
sometimes outrage. Then a simple breakdown of the library’s collection 
budget is presented, and students are asked to grapple with complex 
questions such as why a journal publisher can commonly charge four-
figure and sometimes even five-figure prices per year for a journal and 
why a library is willing to pay that price—and why some journals are so 
much more expensive than others. The facts that journals get the bulk 
of most libraries’ collection spending and that the aggregate figure spent 
annually is in the millions (at least for research libraries) never cease to 
amaze. It is not uncommon for students to express pride that their li-
brary buys so much for them and to acknowledge that they should take 
greater advantage of everything available to them.
Having laid a foundation for understanding the business side of 
information with this simple exercise, the discussion moves on to how 
search technologies are shaped by these economic dynamics. Using 
the metaphor of the Deep or Invisible Web, the librarian explores the 
distinctions between Google (open Web), library subscription-based re-
sources (primarily “Deep”), and Google Scholar (where the open Web 
and “deeper” Web converge). These distinctions help students under-
stand why Google cannot always provide access to scholarly articles, 
why you need a library to have access to portions of JSTOR or to any 
of Academic Search Premier, and why you sometimes see a message to 
buy an article when using Google Scholar. It also affords the opportu-
nity to discuss broader—and generally troubling to students—societal 
implications for the cost of information through questions such as:
•	 What	happens	when	you	are	no	longer	affiliated	with	the	uni-
versity?
•	 How	can	the	costs	of	information	affect	access	to	publications	
at institutions without as much money as ours? How about 
researchers not affiliated with a university and its resources?
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•	 How	might	these	economic	factors	impact	research	at	universi-
ties in developing countries?
Highlighting the economic forces at work in scholarly publication 
often allows the librarian to bring the students back around to the 
sociocultural aspects, thereby tying both perspectives together. She can 
discuss the open access movement and highlight how researchers are 
standing up for change. Current events impacting scholarly commu-
nication can be used to emphasize the issues at stake. For example, in 
spring and summer 2012 the following events provided invaluable op-
portunities for teaching scholarly communication in ways undergradu-
ates could appreciate:
•	 the	Cost	of	Knowledge	website	(http://thecostofknowledge.
com), where researchers took a stand against Elsevier by pub-
licly declaring their personal boycott of publishing, peer-review-
ing, and serving on the publisher’s editorial boards
•	 the	public	petition	to	have	the	Obama	Administration	imple-
ment policies to “require free access over the Internet to sci-
entific journal articles arising from taxpayer-funded research” 
(John W. 2012)
•	 the	debate	over	the	Research	Works	Act	as	well	as	Stop	On-
line Piracy Act (SOPA) and PROTECT IP Act (Preventing Real 
Online Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual 
Property Act, or PIPA), the latter of which had been publicly 
brought to students’ attention by Wikipedia’s and Google’s 
educational efforts
The second half of the seventy-five minute session is dedicated to 
navigating the library’s website, exploring search strategies for using 
disciplinary databases, and exposing students to the advanced search 
features and setting configurations in Google Scholar. Having built a 
foundation for “Why it is this way,” the librarian now shows how to 
use search tools to the students’ advantage, tailoring the presentation 
and activities to the course assignment.
Going beyond this, more advanced relevant economic concepts 
such as inelastic markets and fungible commodities could be intro-
duced to advanced students in a seminar setting and have occasion-
ally been discussed. Librarians at NCSU have also begun to leverage 
the economic frame of reference, albeit in a more limited way, at the 
other end of the spectrum when introducing the library to freshmen 
through ENG 101: Academic Writing and Research, the central course 
in the Freshman Writing Program. Instruction sessions incorporate 
information about the library’s collection budget as well as the costs 
of scholarly journals (using the sticker shock of Brain Research’s 
$23,000+ price tag) to help students understand as early as possible 
how the library (any library, really) plays a fundamental business role 
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in access to information and to present the library’s online collection 
in relation to Google or the free Web. A core message is, “Scholarly 
information is generally expensive, and the library has to buy much of 
it for you. Now we will teach you to use the library’s website to access 
it, or at least that portion of it that you cannot otherwise reach via the 
free Web.”
The Scholarly Communication—Information Literacy Dichotomy
Having shared both the sociocultural frame of reference and the eco-
nomic frame of reference and noted how they could all come together, 
it may be worth exploring the limits of overlap between scholarly 
communication and information literacy and determining what is out 
of scope—or is it? Indeed, while we have argued all along that there is 
overlap, we do not believe that every concern that occupies the schol-
arly communication world in fact is highly relevant to undergraduate 
instruction or, if shared in such a setting, would successfully impact 
pedagogy and lead to improved learning outcomes. For instance, we 
have definitely never broached topics in the classroom such as the 
h-index or other trends in bibliometrics, data preservation, open peer 
review, etc., that certainly pertain to scholarly communication. So 
what makes sense and what doesn’t?
It may be instructive to first to look at how some other librarians 
view this dichotomy. A poster presented at the 2011 ACRL Confer-
ence by Catherine Palmer, Head of Education and Outreach, and Julia 
Gelfand, Applied Sciences & Engineering Librarian, both from the 
University of California, Irvine, is highly useful (Palmer and Gelfand 
2011). The poster uses a Venn diagram model to look at what topics 
belong squarely to information literacy, what topics belong to schol-
arly communication, and which overlap. For instance, on the scholarly 
communication side of the diagram, one sees topics such as tenure, 
authors’ rights, and accreditation. Within the information literacy 
circle, we see topics such as plagiarism, citation, attribution, lifelong 
learning, etc. The overlap includes resource sharing, economic benefit, 
open access, and knowledge generation. Though what is placed inside 
or outside the shared overlap is debatable, we believe that Palmer and 
Gelfand are essentially correct in constructing the relationship between 
these two spheres of academic librarianship as a Venn diagram. Our 
contention is that set boundaries are not rigidly fixed, however. As the 
students engaged become more advanced (honors students, seniors 
intending to go to graduate school, graduate students, or those in 
graduate seminars, for instance), the pool of “nonapplicable” scholarly 
communication topics should shrink. But for regular undergraduate 
sessions, topics like authors’ rights, accreditation, data storage plans, 
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and the preservation functions of repositories are indeed a stretch. We 
would be hard-pressed to claim they have a primary place in instruc-
tion. The things we should focus on, such as understanding why going 
through the library as a portal is so important, why one might see mes-
sages to buy articles when using Google Scholar, and why repositories 
and open access journals represent a portion of knowledge but that 
such openness is still a minority position, are topics we have mostly 
already mentioned and developed instructional strategies around. If 
time and student interest permit exploration beyond that, it is good 
and welcome, but not as crucial.
What Palmer and Gelfand’s Venn diagram image of scholarly 
communication and information literacy elegantly illustrates is that 
scholarly communication, when more deeply explored, is a subtle field 
itself and has passed well beyond its early stage of just being about a 
journal crisis or the high prices of bundled Big Deal packages. Let us 
be emphatic here: scholarly communication is not simply about librar-
ies having larger budgets and journals being expensive (though stu-
dents do need to understand that first to understand anything else that 
follows). Rather it could be said to be the exploration and perhaps 
embracement of a series of positions relating to “rights” that pertain 
to information. Those rights can and generally are legally defined in 
contracts, but can be disputed, and what libraries do vis-à-vis online 
resources might be better understood as paying for rights, which al-
lows a select campus population certain uses of information, not the 
information itself. Access is perhaps the fundamental use, but there are 
others, too.
That crucial distinction is one that has not really been explored 
in any meaningful way within the classes we worked with. However, 
we believe that the emphasis on rights is at the heart of contemporary 
scholarly communication and perhaps could serve as a template for 
encouraging librarians engaged in information literacy to become 
more knowledgeable about scholarly communication. Earlier we sum-
marized some of the theoretical underpinnings of information literacy 
pedagogy, but there are legal, political, and economic theories that 
contribute to, delineate positions on, and generally inform scholarly 
communication as well. If a librarian who teaches considers himself 
a neophyte in the world of scholarly communication, reading three 
seminal books can rather quickly provide a comprehensive and often 
startlingly illuminating basis of understanding:
 1. The Access Principle by John Willinsky (2009)
 2. Understanding Knowledge as a Commons by Charlotte Hess 
and Elinor Ostrom (2011)
 3. The Wealth of Networks by Yochai Benkler (2007) 
The first argues strongly for open access for scholarly material. 
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The second and third describe economic, political, and legal perspec-
tives that encourage or hinder the creation of knowledge and why it 
might be socially beneficial if knowledge were construed as a common 
good rather than a privately held and sold commodity, as well as what 
impact the online world has on this. Hess is a librarian, but Willinsky 
has a long career as an education professor studying the intersections 
of technology and literacy; the recently deceased Ostrom was a politi-
cal scientist who won the Nobel Prize for Economics for her work on 
commonly held goods, and Benkler is a noted legal scholar. Therefore, 
their frames of reference may seem quite far removed from libraries 
in general, yet what they have to say does in fact resonate in the more 
workaday world of procuring, providing, and teaching about informa-
tion in libraries. Regardless of whether one agrees or disagrees with 
any of their conclusions (and the above explanation is a gross over-
simplification of complex ideas), exploring scholarly communication 
at this level is probably not appropriate for younger undergraduate 
students in library instruction sessions due to their lack of context, but 
makes sense for librarians.
The reference to disagreements within some of the legal, politi-
cal, and economic discussions taking place (mostly outside the library 
sphere too!) brings us to another fundamental distinction between 
scholarly communication and information literacy. Information literacy 
is grounded in the present tense; even what we do in exploring ideas 
and not just focusing on skills is still intended to grant students a deep-
er contextual understanding of the library and scholarly communica-
tion world as it presently works so that they become more proficient at 
their academic tasks in the here and now. Students, after all, have rather 
imminent deadlines for writing and are rarely looking too far ahead.
On the other hand, the professional practice of scholarly com-
munication and much of the deeper theoretical writing, such as the 
three works mentioned earlier, is generally future-oriented. That is, it 
is intended to bring about a transformation of the manner in which 
scholars communicate, not just explain how it happens in the pres-
ent day. It often embodies an advocacy orientation, is not neutral in 
assumption of values, and strongly critiques market-based solutions 
to dissemination of academic information. In fact, for some propo-
nents of open access, scholarly communication actually assumes a 
singularly teleological interpretation, which means they believe that a 
particular outcome must result, often because of changes in technol-
ogy. Usually this translates to everything freely available to all online—
“Information wants to be free.” The future of scholarly communica-
tion is predetermined in such a worldview. Another, perhaps simpler 
analogy might be that information literacy is like a descriptive diction-
ary, while scholarly communication is a prescriptive one.
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Regardless, by reaching this analogy, have we entered a philo-
sophical realm too removed from the initial, practical concern for 
instruction that we should never lose sight of: improving student un-
derstanding and use of the library today in order to facilitate academic 
performance? We certainly note these deeper distinctions for the sake 
of librarians rather than students. If librarians bring scholarly com-
munication into the classroom, then being aware of the implications 
of that act and thinking hard about the cultural differences between 
scholarly communication and information literacy as both have his-
torically been practiced becomes necessary for the self-aware instruc-
tor. And yet, even given that caveat lector about a dive off the cliff into 
esoteric concerns in the classroom, we cannot forget that ideas have 
power and thus perhaps not so much of contemporary scholarly com-
munication lies outside of the concerns of information literacy after 
all.
What all this points to is that scholarly communication itself, 
as practiced within libraries, is a literacy as well, one defined, as 
mentioned earlier, by its proponents and practitioners. Once enough 
vocabulary and pertinent rhetorical narratives are mastered, any 
librarian can become part of that community. However, scholarly com-
munication is a bit trickier to define as a community because there are 
multiple parties who have competing, or at least nonparallel, goals. 
While we have mostly discussed librarians and researchers, there are 
publishers, funders, vendors, etc. that also have ideas about scholarly 
communication and how it should play out. For a librarian deciding 
to include scholarly communication in the classroom, an important 
question is whether it is necessary to adopt the advocacy voice. Or 
is describing the situation enough? Should arguments from multiple 
perspectives be shared? This ethical quandary harkens back to what 
the librarian is trying to achieve—instruction that improves contem-
porary student performance by providing contextual understanding 
of today’s academic information ecosystem or exploring, and possibly 
championing, certain desired transitional or perhaps even transforma-
tive changes in how that ecosystem functions. Can both be handled at 
once? At the very least, a librarian should be aware of whether she is 
making polemical assertions in a classroom as opposed to just raising 
issues. It may be a fine line, but without a doubt, that threshold does 
exist. Therefore, we might ask: Does it make sense to pursue these 
topics along advocacy lines, especially with those students destined for 
graduate studies?
Perhaps it does if we remember that the kernel of these complex 
discussions is premised on certain quite simple concepts that almost 
anyone can relate to (even though disagreement prevails regarding 
how they should play out, or what the best outcomes might be): shar-
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ing, ownership, use (and reuse), credit for creation, payment, career 
advancement, sustainability, etc.
Conclusion
Thus while not every topic associated with scholarly communication 
may be equally relevant to information literacy, many of the central 
issues can be used in powerful and transformative ways within instruc-
tion. In the introduction to this chapter, we described how teaching 
students about scholarly communication is fundamental to helping them 
become academically information literate and stated that with the right 
frames of reference and language librarians can find natural intersec-
tions between scholarly communication and information literacy. By 
then introducing the sociocultural and economic frames of reference, 
we provided two mutually reinforcing lenses that allow librarians to 
appropriately and effectively filter scholarly communication issues into 
information literacy instruction. We also provided working examples 
of how these frames of reference improve learning by giving students 
the necessary concepts they need rather than just how-to skills and how 
they can easily be implemented in the one-shot instructional setting. We 
also argued that, like any other literacy, information literacy requires not 
just a grammar that says what order to put the words in, but a deeper 
conceptual understanding of the world that the words are expressing.
The limits of how scholarly communication and information lit-
eracy overlap and some broader questions that arise from pairing these 
two seemingly disparate areas of practice were also explored. While 
a dichotomy exists, we believe there is value in instruction librarians 
reflecting on scholarly communication and the broader conversations 
taking place around it to see how readily they can adapt those topics 
into their own pedagogy. They may discover innovative means for do-
ing so that we have not yet identified or even considered.
Finally, remember that right there among the ACRL Information 
Literacy Competency Standards is Standard 5, which says that “the 
information literate student understands many of the economic, legal, 
and social issues surrounding the use of information and accesses and 
uses information ethically and legally” (ACRL 2000). Given that stan-
dard, is it so far-fetched in the advanced undergraduate classroom to 
discuss ideas of information as a commonly held good or explore the 
legal ramifications of rights to information? Why not ask students to 
consider these questions of political economy as they apply to infor-
mation consumed in the classroom and produced on the campus? Why 
not teach students that the modern library is engaged in a challenging 
real-time experiment about rights rather than the simple procurement 
of stuff—and that the outcome is far from predetermined? All of these 
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are merely extensions of the simpler topics (peer review, finding schol-
arly articles, etc.) that they are already tasked with learning. Trust the 
student to rise to the challenge.
Perhaps the surest way to gauge whether scholarly communica-
tion makes a difference to library instructional sessions is to just ask 
students. For instance, following the library workshop in ENG 333, 
the instructor engages students with discussion board questions within 
the course learning management site. The following sample of student 
comments sheds light on their level of engagement and how they think 
about what they learned and provides ample proof that students are 
indeed willing to confront salient hot-button issues in scholarly com-
munication.
•	 “How	is	it	possible	that	much	of	the	research	published	in	these	
journals was published by taxpayers’ money through federal 
grants yet publishers make it almost impossible for those same 
taxpayers to have access to the research they helped fund?”
•	 “With	today’s	ability	to	rapidly	and	efficiently	share	infor-
mation electronically through e-mail, websites, etc. and with 
companies like Google having the infrastructure necessary to, 
if they so please, set up a secure, all-encompassing location to 
publish science on the web, I don’t see how scientific journals 
are going to survive without changing the way they do busi-
ness.” (both NCSU ENG 333 students, spring 2012)
Questioning is surely the beginning of knowledge, and this level of 
understanding can best be achieved by merging and meshing informa-
tion literacy and scholarly communication. Librarians not only can, 
but should, build on the best theory and practice that each sphere has 
produced and use the results to the fullest advantage of the student 
learner.
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Notes
 1. Warren originally began teaching this workshop in 2002. He 
left North Carolina State University in 2008 for a collections 
position at the Syracuse University Library. From 2004 to the 
present, Duckett has been teaching the workshop. From 2004 to 
2008, the authors always team-taught the instruction sessions.
 2. The core assumption here, an axiom for instruction librarians, is 
that information literacy can improve learning outcomes. 
 3. “Peer Review in Five Minutes” (NCSU Libraries 2009) and other 
“big picture” videos can be accessed at the NCSU Libraries You-
Tube channel: http://www.youtube.com/user/libncsu/videos.
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Chapter 3
Theft of the Mind
An Innovative Approach to Plagiarism and Copyright Education
Gail Clement
Texas A&M University
Stephanie Brenenson
Florida International University
Introduction: Theft of the Mind as a Model Curriculum
This chapter presents an innovative approach to plagiarism and copy-
right education that invites students to explore these challenging topics 
in a thought-provoking, nonthreatening, and effective manner. The 
Theft of the Mind curriculum is designed to engage learners in the is-
sues of intellectual honesty and integrity “as something that matters to 
them personally” rather than as matters of compliance or punishment 
(Brown et al. 2010, 40). The substance of Theft of the Mind integrates 
core information handling competencies from information literacy and 
scholarly communication but situates each lesson in popular culture or 
familiar media. The authors prefer the term information handling to 
describe the relationship between student and source material because 
it is “role-agnostic”: it applies equally to students who are handling 
sources created by others and to students handling the works they 
produce themselves for eventual use by others. However, for reasons 
of style and text economy, the somewhat synonymous terms source use 
and source misuse are used interchangeably with information handling 
in this chapter. The use of movies and songs, current literature, You-
Tube videos, news, advertisements, etc. generates interest and demon-
strates relevance of the subject matter to real life1 while also provid-
ing a safe space in which students can consider intimidating subjects 
without feeling defensive (Price 2002).
At the heart of Theft of the Mind is a comprehensive set of learn-
ing outcomes that ask students to contemplate their roles, responsibili-
ties, and choices as they create and disseminate projects and papers 
throughout the course of their academic careers.2 The integration of 
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principles from both information literacy and scholarly communica-
tion provides a framework for students to see themselves both as users 
of other people’s work and as creators of new works of potential use 
to others. The reliance on carefully selected case studies drawn from 
popular culture and familiar media illuminates the range of real-life 
questions, predicaments, and conflicts that surround the legal and 
ethical use of information and culture in the twenty-first century. As 
students work through each case study or scenario, they explore the 
various stages within the creative cycle, from assignment or inspira-
tion to completed work of scholarship or culture. In doing so, stu-
dents consider the choices that authors and creators make in handling 
source materials (both others’ and their own) and what consequences 
those choices have. In this way, students gain an understanding that 
the oft-maligned forms of “mind theft”—plagiarism and piracy—are 
but endpoints on a continuum between source use and misuse. Stu-
dents come to see that many real-life information handling choices in 
the Digital Age do not quite line up at either end of the scale. Rather, 
the authorship choices so familiar to NetGen students—mimicking, 
satirizing, sampling, blending, mashing up, remixing, and transform-
ing—fall somewhere along the continuum.
The Theft of the Mind curriculum was originally conceived as a 
progressive series of learning experiences that students would complete 
as part of their university education at both the undergraduate and 
graduate levels. To that end, a comprehensive set of student learning 
outcomes was developed based on information literacy and scholarly 
communication principles. These outcomes were then mapped to stu-
dent audience level (see Appendix 3.1). Sample lesson plans were also 
developed to demonstrate the use of popular culture and familiar me-
dia as case studies for student exploration and analysis. (For a sample 
lesson plan, see Appendix 3.2).
In early 2011, the first opportunity to implement the Theft of 
the Mind curriculum arose at Texas A&M University in the form of 
a credit-bearing, semester-long seminar for incoming freshmen. The 
proposed course, “Theft of the Mind: Tales of Piracy and Plagiarism 
from History to Hollywood,” was approved by the Associate Provost 
for Undergraduate Studies and added to the group of carefully se-
lected offerings for the First Year Seminar program in the fall of 2011. 
After quickly enrolling its maximum of twenty freshmen, the course 
proceeded according to plan. This first implementation of Theft of the 
Mind provided an opportunity to test the curriculum design and to 
gain feedback for improving it.
The ultimate aim of this chapter is to describe the rationale and 
processes for developing the model curriculum for Theft of the Mind 
and then implementing appropriate elements of it within the context 
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of a freshman seminar at Texas A&M. The materials presented in this 
chapter are intended as a starting point for discourse and deliberation 
about transforming plagiarism and copyright education on our cam-
puses into a more meaningful, relevant, and enjoyable element of the 
college experience. The authors have shared the learning outcomes and 
some sample lessons for this curriculum in the hopes that readers will 
implement, adapt, assess, and further enhance the materials in their 
own settings, sharing alike their own results and insights.
Background: The Case for a New Approach to Plagiarism and 
Copyright Education
The phrase “Theft of the Mind” is a translation of the ancient Hebrew 
expression gneivas da’as, a term historically used to describe a form of 
stealing through deception (Fountain and Fitzgerald 2008). Rabbi Jer-
emy Wieder (2012), when speaking on the topic of cheating at Yeshiva 
University, translated the phrase as “attempting, through creating a 
false impression, to ingratiate one’s self with someone else, presumably 
in the hope of gaining some favor or some future benefit” (para. 3). In 
applying the concept at an institution of higher learning, Rabbi Wieder 
explained that gneivas da’as can be simply explained to mean “when 
we take work that is not ours and we submit it in our name” (para. 
14). The authors of this chapter have interpreted this explanation to 
embody and apply to both plagiarism and copyright infringement. 
In the former case, the student may gain something (a good grade, 
respect, additional opportunities) for something she did not create. In 
the latter, she may gain rewards (monetary, social) for sharing some-
thing that is not hers.
Central to the Theft of the Mind approach is the principle that this 
form of stealing is egregious as much for what it takes from the com-
munity as for what it takes from the owner. Any gain a “mind thief” 
achieves through his act of deception (be it monetary, reputational, or 
strategic) comes at a heavy price for the thief and his community—lost 
trust and a fractured sense of fairness. It is for this reason that the 
phrase Theft of the Mind was chosen as the name for a university-
level plagiarism and copyright education program. Theft of the Mind 
reflects the special expectations placed on students as they take their 
place in the academy (and, by extension, in society). They are expected 
to make reasoned and responsible choices in all aspects of their infor-
mation handling practices. The Theft of the Mind approach reflects the 
view that intellectual honesty and integrity are cornerstone principles 
of higher education, underpinning the entire teaching, learning, and 
scholarly enterprise. In the words of one American research university, 
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the exploration and discovery of ideas, the exchange of findings, and 
the dissemination of knowledge are pursuits that must be based on a 
foundation of mutual trust and respect, enveloped in “an atmosphere 
of confidence and fairness” (University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
2012, para. 2).
Theft of the Mind is innovative because it departs from the gener-
ally moralistic, compliance-based forms of plagiarism and copyright 
education found on many campuses today. Such programs commonly 
take the form of prevention campaigns that teach students to follow 
the rules or face serious consequences. Stern messages and rigorously 
enforced honor codes may be augmented with technological preven-
tion measures (for instance, wide-scale use of plagiarism-detection 
software or file-sharing monitors). In combination, these compliance-
based approaches can be effective in notifying a large percentage of 
the student population about the consequences they face should they 
violate the code. But these approaches may not actually reach the stu-
dents and elicit their understanding, as pointed out by college English 
professor Amy Robillard (2008). In “Situating Plagiarism as a Form of 
Authorship,” she admonishes, “Lectures to students—especially first 
year students—likely become increasingly draconian, and students 
likely become increasingly immune to the warnings and threats” (27).
That is not to say that compliance with the law and with stan-
dards of ethical conduct is not critical for institutions of higher 
education today. Indeed, there are now a variety of requirements for 
integrity and copyright instruction that campuses must fulfill. Legal 
mandates for campus copyright instruction now come from the Higher 
Education Opportunity Act of 2008;3 the Technology, Education, and 
Copyright Harmonization Act of 2002;4 and the Digital Millennium 
Copyright Act of 1998.5 Additionally, some regional accreditation 
bodies have added information ethics and law in their instructional 
framework (Saunders 2007). Additional impetus for training on infor-
mation ethics and law is also now coming from federal funding agen-
cies such as the National Science Foundation (2009), which requires 
that grant recipients “provide appropriate training and oversight in the 
responsible and ethical conduct of research to undergraduate students, 
graduate students, and postdoctoral researchers participating in the 
proposed research project.”
An element of such agency-required training includes “Publication 
Practices and Responsible Authorship” and “Data Management”—
two categories likely to include issues of copyright and proper attribu-
tion of research materials (TAMU 2012a).
But campus reliance solely on compliance-based training is not 
enough to help students develop the necessary information handling 
skills to succeed in the increasingly complex society of the twenty-first 
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century. In the words of Chris Anson (2008), writing in “We Never 
Wanted to Be Cops,” “A ‘solution’ to plagiarism that focuses primar-
ily on policy, detection, and punishment does nothing to advance 
our presumed mission, which is education” (140). Indeed, educators 
concerned with providing a meaningful education that “empowers 
individuals and prepares them to deal with complexity, diversity, and 
change” (AAC&U 2012b, para. 1) may find that compliance-based 
plagiarism and copyright training are antithetical to the core principles 
of modern education. Such training demands mindless conformity to 
black-and-white rules rather than spurring critical thinking to address 
problems in myriad shades of gray. What’s more, campus educators 
may see that compliance-based programs shortchange learners by pre-
senting the complex issues of intellectual honesty and integrity in an 
overly simplistic, black-and-white manner. With regard to plagiarism, 
for example, teaching students that they have to cite any source they 
use unless it is common knowledge ignores the fact that what knowl-
edge is considered common is highly subjective, varying considerably 
from one discipline or context to the next. With regard to copyright, 
compliance-based instruction that advises students to always ask the 
owner’s permission before copying and reusing source materials in a 
paper gives short shrift to legitimate rights and opportunities to share 
content through fair use, Creative Commons licensing, and leveraging 
of the public domain.
Educators need look only as far as the campus library, where 
instructional programs are being developed through the offices of in-
formation literacy and scholarly communications. By drawing together 
core principles from both of these areas of academic librarianship, 
today’s educators can build a framework for engaging students in a 
deeper understanding of, and appreciation for, intellectual honesty and 
integrity. Theft of the Mind offers one such model for how that frame-
work can be implemented.
Methods: Developing the Curriculum
The impetus to develop an innovative model curriculum for plagiarism 
and copyright education was born out of a perceived lack of standards 
in this essential area of student learning. As described below, the first 
two steps in the curriculum development process (Step 1: Assessing the 
Need; Step 2: Developing Student Learning Outcomes) were initiated 
well before there was any expectation concerning implementation. 
However, when the opportunity to design and deliver a freshman semi-
nar arose, a third step (Step 3: From Outcomes to Lessons) was needed 
to transform the learning outcomes and approaches into a course syl-
labus and corresponding lesson plans.
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Step 1: Assessing the Need
Drawing on extensive experience in responding to student questions 
about plagiarism and copyright, the authors began the development of 
the Theft of the Mind curriculum with an analysis of need. Learners’ 
needs were grouped into three primary categories:
 1. What constitutes use and misuse, and who decides?
 2. What are my information handling choices?
 3. What are the costs and consequences of misuse?
The first category embodies student needs for clear definitions of 
plagiarism and copyright infringement as standards of source misuse, 
for clear explanations of how these standards are established and by 
whom, and for a clear understanding of the purpose that each stan-
dard serves. Student questions under this category typically include, 
“What exactly is plagiarism or copyright?” “Why should I care about 
these issues?” “How do I know if my use or handling of information 
is OK or not OK?” An important aspect of Theft of the Mind is that 
these questions are addressed not only for the benefit of informa-
tion users, but also for the benefit of information producers. In doing 
so, this curriculum covers many aspects of copyright law that might 
be overlooked in compliance-based instruction, such as the right of 
copyright owners to transfer their rights to others (e.g., publishers) 
and the right of owners to reserve some but not all of their copyright 
rights to allow wider sharing of their works. Other more basic out-
comes for plagiarism and copyright education, such as the definition of 
intellectual property, common knowledge, and public domain, are also 
located under this first category.
The second category of student need addresses what informa-
tion handling choices are OK or not OK. Student questions under this 
category can essentially be summarized as, “How can I get my desired 
task done while avoiding plagiarism or infringement?” This category is 
where the authors place outcomes relating to the “how to” and “which 
style” aspects of citation. It is also where they place outcomes relating 
to users’ rights under copyright law (e.g., exercising exemptions in the 
law such as fair use and leveraging public domain materials) and out-
comes relating to the effect that contracts, licenses, and institutional 
policies may have on information handling choices. Finally, outcomes 
relating to authors’ choices in managing their own copyrighted works 
also fall within this category.
The third category of student need most closely aligns with 
compliance-based education. The most common student concern un-
der this category is “What happens to me if I plagiarize or infringe?” 
But the authors also place under this category a few outcomes that 
cover the costs of plagiarism, infringement, or transferring away one’s 
copyright as borne by the community and by society. This additional 
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aspect of the cost and consequences question distinguishes Theft of the 
Mind from many other instructional approaches.
Step 2: Developing Student Learning Outcomes
Outcomes from Information Literacy
From information literacy comes the recognition that plagiarism and 
copyright are equally critical concepts for students of higher educa-
tion to understand, that these concepts are interrelated and sometimes 
overlapping, and that both fit within the larger context of social issues 
surrounding information use. These principles are embodied within 
Standard 5 of the Information Literacy Competency Standards for 
Higher Education developed by the Association of College and Research 
Libraries and endorsed by other higher education groups (ACRL 2000).
The plagiarism- and copyrighted-related outcomes derived from 
ACRL Standard 5 (and presented in Table 3.1) provide much of the 
framework needed for Theft of the Mind. Indicator 1, Outcome d, 
under Standard 5 (“Demonstrates an understanding of intellectual 
property, copyright, and fair use of copyrighted material”) is sufficient-
ly broad to encompass all of the copyright-related outcomes needed, as 
well the few trademark and patent outcomes included in the curricu-
lum. This outcome is so expansive, in fact, that the authors estimated 
that a semester-long, three-credit course would be needed to fulfill its 
Table 3.1
Learning outcomes from the aCrL (2000) Information Literacy Standards for 
Higher Education, Standard 5, Incorporated into Theft of the Mind
Standard 5: The information literate student understands many of the 
economic, legal, and social issues surrounding the use of information and 
accesses and uses information ethically and legally.
demonstrates an understanding of intellectual property, copyright, 
and fair use of copyrighted material 
Indicator 1, 
outcome d
Legally obtains, stores, and disseminates text, data, images, or 
sounds
Indicator 2, 
outcome e
demonstrates an understanding of what constitutes plagiarism and 
does not represent work attributable to others as his/her own
Indicator 2, 
outcome f
Selects an appropriate documentation style and uses it consistently 
to cite sources
Indicator 3, 
outcome a
posts permission granted notices, as needed, for copyrighted 
material
Indicator 3, 
outcome b
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scope. For this reason, the authors segmented Indicator 1, Outcome d, 
into numerous related mini-outcomes that could be fulfilled in indi-
vidual sessions such as the typical one-hour class meeting, a one-shot 
session of course-related instruction, or a stand-alone workshop. These 
are the delivery formats most common among academic librarians.
ACRL Indicator 2, Outcome e (“Legally obtains, stores, and dis-
seminates text, data, images, or sounds”), for Standard 5 is scoped to 
include “legal” forms of information handling, which could include 
not only copyright, trademarks, and patents but also materials gov-
erned by contract or license. This is therefore a particularly important 
outcome because so much content used and produced in academia is 
subject to publishers’ licensing terms and conditions. Students need to 
understand that any rights they may have had under copyright law (in-
cluding fair use) could be eclipsed by restrictions stated in the license.
Two plagiarism-related outcomes under ACRL Standard 5 needed 
for Theft of the Mind are Indicator 2, Outcome f (“Demonstrates 
an understanding of what constitutes plagiarism and does not rep-
resent work attributable to others as his/her own”), and Indicator 3, 
Outcome a (“Selects an appropriate documentation style and uses it 
consistently to cite sources”). Somewhat related to these in terms of 
learning objectives is the last outcome under Standard 5: Indicator 
3, Outcome b, which covers the need to acknowledge the copyright 
status of reprinted work (“Posts permission granted notices, as needed, 
for copyrighted material”).
In sum, the ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standards 
for Higher Education provide a solid framework for teaching students 
about the information handling choices they may make as they incorpo-
rate source materials in their papers and projects. Additionally, Standard 
5, Indicator 1, Outcome d, is broad enough to also cover some choices 
that student authors make as they prepare to disseminate their works 
for use by others. Yet in their present form, the ACRL standards alone 
do not fully support students’ roles and responsibilities as authors of 
scholarly works. Considering the highly active and prolific nature of the 
today’s student researchers and creators, this gap seems like a significant 
oversight. It is therefore important to also draw on the principles of 
scholarly communication to fulfill the objectives of Theft of the Mind.
Outcomes from Scholarly Communication
According to the ACRL (2003), scholarly communication is “the 
system through which research and other scholarly writings are cre-
ated, evaluated for quality, disseminated to the scholarly community, 
and preserved for future use. The system includes both formal means 
of communication, such as publication in peer-reviewed journals, and 
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information channels, such as electronic listservs” (para. 1). While 
many academic libraries have established scholarly communication 
programs, most of the instruction in these programs has been aimed 
at faculty, research associates, and graduate students.6 This unfortu-
nate circumstance means that no student learning outcomes have been 
formally established in support of scholarly communication principles. 
The situation is beginning to change, as librarians recognize the im-
portance of reaching this audience not only as experienced producers 
of digital media to satisfy course assignments, but also as researchers 
and published authors in their own right. Opining on this very issue in 
her column, “Engaging Undergraduates in Scholarly Communication,” 
Stephanie Davis-Kahl (2012) writes:
Undergraduate student awareness of, and engage-
ment with, issues such as open access, public access, 
creator rights, and the economics of publishing should 
become part of our mission and vision of undergraduate 
education so students can become effective advocates 
for access to their own work, or for access to research 
that can aid them in becoming informed and critical 
researchers, consumers, and citizens. (212)
In her column, Davis-Kahl indicates that the information literacy 
standards are now under review, giving hope that scholarly commu-
nication principles may be incorporated into a future revision. For 
the present, however, the authors chose to draw on the ACRL (2003) 
Table 3.2
Learning outcomes derived from principles Supported in “principles and Strategies 
for the reform of Scholarly Communication” (aCrL 2003) and Incorporated into 
Theft of the Mind
Scholarly Communication 
Defined
Principles Supported
“Scholarly communication is the 
system through which research 
and other scholarly writings are 
created, evaluated for quality, 
disseminated to the scholarly 
community, and preserved for 
future use. the system includes… 
formal means of communication, 
such as publication in peer-
reviewed journals.”
•	 the	broadest	possible	access	to	
published research and other scholarly 
writings
•	 increased	control	by	scholars	and	the	
academy over the system of scholarly 
publishing
•	 open	access	to	scholarship
•	 extension	of	public	domain	information
•	 fair	use	of	copyrighted	information	for	
educational and research purposes
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white paper “Principles and Strategies for the Reform of Scholarly 
Communication” for the scholarly communication–related outcomes 
developed for Theft of the Mind. Table 3.2 represents the principles 
deemed relevant for student scholars.
The complete list of student learning outcomes for Theft of the 
Mind, representing both information literacy and scholarly commu-
nication principles, is presented in Appendix 3.1. It will be apparent 
that these outcomes reflect a range of cognitive levels within Bloom’s 
Taxonomy.7 This circumstance reflects the authors’ expectation that 
achieving the higher-order cognitive objectives—Application, Analysis, 
Synthesis, and Evaluation—is essential to internalizing course goals, 
even at the freshman level. For example, the lower-level outcome 
“Explain what is meant by ‘common knowledge’ in the context of cit-
ing sources” is necessary so that students will understand that there is 
an exception to the directive to cite anything that they themselves did 
not create. This outcome may be fulfilled simply by reciting a generic 
definition of common knowledge as found on a university plagiarism 
site or on the pages of Wikipedia: “Common knowledge is knowledge 
that is known by everyone or nearly everyone, usually with reference 
to the community in which the term is used” (Wikipedia 2012). Yet 
the related outcome “Explain why the definition of common knowl-
edge might change from one context to the next” is also essential to 
fill out the incomplete picture left by the lower-level outcome that 
established that common knowledge is community-based. The higher-
level outcome requires that students think of each course they take, 
or each discipline they study, as a separate community, each with its 
own expectations and standards of what needs to be cited. Students 
can thus come to appreciate that they cannot be complacent in their 
plagiarism education after completing that initial tutorial in freshman 
English or reading and accepting the university’s honor code during 
freshman orientation. Rather, they need to sustain an ongoing effort to 
learn the multiplicity of citation guidelines and style manuals used in 
each discipline in order to meet professors’ expectations and perform 
well in each course.
Finally, as noted in the key to Appendix 3.1, the authors empha-
size that the outcomes devised for Theft of the Mind may be applied 
and adjusted for any level of campus constituent: undergraduate, 
graduate, and even faculty. The Student Level indicator in the last 
column of Appendix 3.1 represents only a general recommendation as 
to when an outcome is best introduced, or reintroduced and refreshed. 
Some outcomes are recommended for introduction at a particular level 
in order to satisfy the various mandates and standards for plagiarism 
and copyright education discussed earlier in this chapter. Others are 
recommended for a later point of introduction, when students encoun-
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ter more sophisticated assignments requiring information handling 
practices that could put them at legal risk: significant use of licensed 
source materials, inclusion of existing works into a project or paper, or 
distributing their works via Web-based open access publishing.
The Orphaned Outcome
Finally, it is important to recognize the one important student learn-
ing outcome that did not find representation in either set of library 
principles. This outcome is essential to NetGen learners who have 
been copying, remixing, and transforming existing works since early 
adolescence. For Theft of the Mind, this outcome is written as follows: 
“Explain why the concepts of ‘original authorship’ and ‘uniquely new 
creation’ are changing in the 21st century due to technological inno-
vations, and that laws and standards may lag behind what is possible 
with technology.”
This outcome was not originally considered when the model 
curriculum was developed, but the need for it quickly arose during 
the freshman seminar version of Theft of the Mind at Texas A&M. 
Students in this course continually challenged the presumption that 
an idea, or even a published work, is a unique asset belonging to one 
person exclusively. In analyzing the movie The Social Network, for 
example, students pondered the likely possibility that, on a campus 
where social networking apps were a wildly popular part of everyday 
life, unassociated students at Harvard could have conceived of differ-
ent online Facebook sites “at pretty much the same time” (Ferguson 
2011). In watching the documentary “Everything Is a Remix: Part 3” 
(Ferguson 2011), students realized that the phenomenon of “multiple 
discovery,” a term introduced in the film to explain similar innovations 
that arise from different sources at the same time, was not limited to 
the past (e.g., in the case of Newton’s and Leibniz’s contemporaneous 
discovery of calculus, or Bell’s and Gray’s simultaneous patent applica-
tions for the telephone) but occurs continually in their own familiar 
world of YouTube videos, top forties songs, and smartphone apps.
In essence, the NetGen freshmen at Texas A&M intuitively arrived 
at the same point as a whole school of scholars working in the field of 
plagiarism education. Exemplified by Rebecca Moore Howard (1995) 
in her article, “Plagiarisms, Authorships, and the Academic Death 
Penalty,” these scholars have been challenging the modern notion of 
“normative autonomous, individual author” (791) for over a decade. 
Howard’s artfully articulated questions about the very meaning of 
authorship and the possibilities that any work is entirely original are 
reflected in her “Proposed Policy on Plagiarism,” which opens with 
this statement: “It is perhaps never the case that a writer composes 
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‘original’ material, free of any influence. It might be more accurate to 
think of creativity, of fresh combinations made from existing sources, 
or fresh implications for existing materials” (789).
Affording today’s students the opportunity to explore the meaning 
of authorship and creativity in the context of plagiarism and copyright 
validates their authentic experiences, eliciting their confidence and trust 
in the educational system. But just as importantly, it also equips them 
to function more effectively in a society in which laws and policy lag 
behind digital technology and the Internet. It may have been a fortuitous 
coincidence that the Theft of the Mind seminar first ran in fall 2011, as 
news feeds and comedy shows were paying increasing attention to the 
recently introduced Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA) and the PROTECT IP 
Act (Preventing Real Online Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of 
Intellectual Property Act, or PIPA). But there was no more effective teach-
ing tool than seeing daily headlines threatening “Under SOPA, ‘Justin 
Bieber Would Be In Jail’” (Rapoza 2012) to underscore the importance of 
the lessons students were engaged in as part of Theft of the Mind.
Step 3: From Outcomes to Lessons
Transforming learning outcomes into effective and engaging learn-
ing experiences is more art than science, and there is no one formula 
for success. The various factors to consider in designing each lesson 
include number of sessions with the students, duration of the sessions, 
amount of homework time available, facilities and resources available, 
and individual characteristics of the enrolled students (age group, level 
of study, major discipline selected). In the case of the freshman seminar 
Theft of the Mind at Texas A&M, lessons had to fit within the course 
parameters: thirteen weekly fifty-minute class meetings and thirteen 
weekly homework assignments of no more than three hours’ dura-
tion. Moreover, an additional factor governing lesson design was the 
requirement that high-impact learning practices be incorporated into 
all First Year Seminars at Texas A&M. According to the university’s 
Associate Provost for Undergraduate Studies, “High-impact pedagogi-
cal practices deepen learning and foster student engagement and thus 
lead to better outcomes. High-impact practices have been shown to go 
beyond grade point averages or even degree attainment in increasing 
undergraduate student success” (TAMU 2012b, para. 1). In the con-
text of freshman seminars, high-impact learning involves, among other 
things, “critical inquiry … information literacy, collaborative learning, 
and other skills that develop students’ intellectual and practical com-
petencies” (AAC&U 2012a).8
The topics of plagiarism and copyright are natural candidates 
for high-impact learning. They represent both practical concerns and 
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philosophical considerations that have direct relevance to student 
life. They implicitly encompass many areas of gray, requiring students 
to wrestle with opposing viewpoints and critically evaluate multiple 
possibilities. And because plagiarism and copyright exist, in part, to 
protect creative and commercially valuable media, these topics lend 
themselves to a rich variety of newsworthy and media-driven examples 
to pique student interest. Examples of lessons integrating high-impact 
learning practices into Theft of the Mind follow.
Sample Lesson 1
The lesson “Fair Use or Foul?” was devised to guide students through 
the critical-thinking process necessary to determine whether a given 
use of copyrighted material could qualify as a fair use. In this lesson, 
students analyzed a real-life case of alleged copyright infringement and 
determined whether the defendant’s use met the standards of fair use 
based on a Four Factors evaluation. (See Appendix 3.2 for the cor-
responding lesson plan.) The infringer in question was a presidential 
candidate running in the primaries for the 2012 election; the infring-
ing use was a political ad he produced using ABC News footage from 
the 1980 Olympics. In the ad, the candidate touts his record as a 
champion and hero by juxtaposing his own likeness against images 
of the “Miracle on Ice”—the US hockey team scoring its final upset 
goal over Russia. After learning about fair use and the Four Factors 
Test in class, students completed a homework assignment to view the 
political ad for themselves, read a newspaper article about the alleged 
infringement, and then perform a fair use analysis of the TV ad using a 
popular Four Factors evaluation tool (the Fair Use Checklist produced 
by Columbia University Libraries [2008]). The following class session 
was dedicated to a presentation of the students’ fair use findings and a 
discussion and debate about the case.
This lesson elicited a high level of engagement and an impressive 
degree of critical thinking from the students. The results of the stu-
dent’s individual fair use evaluations are shown in bar graph form in 
Figure 3.1. This data shows that the majority of students determined 
the use was not fair because the politician was using the Olympics 
footage for personal gain when he had the funds necessary to license 
the video from ABC. But opposing views on this case made for a very 
dynamic, interesting and insightful discussion. For example, analysis of 
the first factor (purpose of the use) centered on the notions of “profit” 
and “societal good.” Students who opposed a fair use finding for the 
politician believed that the candidate could profit from the Olympics 
footage by improving his image as a hero and fighter against an “axis 
of evil” (the former Soviet Union). They further reasoned that the 
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reputational gain achieved from the ad could also translate into mon-
etary profit through improved fundraising and even a hefty executive 
salary should the candidate’s election bid go his way. Those students 
who argued in favor of fair use for this political ad asserted that 
running for, and serving as, president of the United States is a public 
service and that any political ad in aid of a candidate’s election serves 
the public good. With regard to the third fair use factor (amount of the 
work used and its substantiality), the fair use proponents pointed to 
the relatively short duration of the clip used. The fair use opponents, 
however, emphasized that the brief clip captured the moment of vic-
tory, thereby representing the heart of the work. Finally, with regard to 
the fourth fair use factor (effect on the market), the fair use opponents 
felt that the politician had surely raised enough funds to pay fees to 
license the clip from ABC. The fair use proponents felt the candidate 
should not have to pay to use the footage.
Figure 3.1
Graph showing the results of a fair use analysis performed by students in the freshman 
seminar Theft of the Mind at Texas a&M in fall 2011. Fourteen students analyzed a 
real-life case of alleged copyright infringement and then evaluated the defendant’s 
claim of fair use using the Four Factors test required by US copyright law.
The points and counterpoints made by the students in the in-class 
discussion of “Fair Use or Foul?” closely resembled the kind of debates 
that commonly surround fair use cases. In this way, the intrinsic uncer-
tainties surrounding fair use in real life were made real to the students, 
exposing them to the complexities involved in applying copyright law 
to everyday decision making. Additionally, students reflected on the 
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fact that their individual political leanings could have affected their 
views on the fairness of the candidate’s use of copyrighted material 
in his TV ad. This insight led to some speculation about whether the 
judges who rule on fair use cases in federal court can be completely 
objective in their decision making.
Sample Lesson 2
High-impact learning in the Theft of the Mind seminar was also ob-
served during a culminating activity that took place after the copy-
right and plagiarism modules were concluded. In this lesson, students 
critiqued a popular academic integrity video tutorial—“The Dr. Dhil 
Show”—that contains several factual mistakes concerning the defini-
tion of plagiarism (Mezzocchi 2004). By identifying several of these 
errors in the video tutorial and validating their findings with other 
members of the class, students reinforced their newly acquired under-
standing of source misappropriation. They also came to recognize that 
not all sources of plagiarism education are accurate and complete, 
regardless of how popular they are on the Internet.
Because it closely parodies a familiar TV talk show, the plagiarism 
video is appealing to students for its humor and irony. In the video, 
Tania—an attractive college student with a “plagiarism problem”—is 
lured onto the talk show and forced to face up to her best friend, Jim, 
who claims his life has been ruined because of all the things Tania 
“took from him and made her own.” The video cuts to flashback 
scenes depicting a series of Tania’s “thefts”: an essay written by Jim 
but copied and turned in under Tania’s name, Tania’s removal of sev-
eral mechanical parts from Jim’s car without permission, and Tania’s 
“borrowing” of Jim’s original story about cutting his face while shav-
ing (while Jim laments that the story couldn’t possibly be hers because 
girls don’t shave!). Students were asked to reflect on each act of alleged 
plagiarism shown in the video and identify which ones are actual 
examples of source misappropriation. Most of the students in Theft of 
the Mind completed this part of the assignment perfectly.
The final component of the “The Dr. Dhil Show” assignment was 
more challenging, testing whether students could distinguish between 
an act of plagiarism and an act of copyright infringement. The stu-
dents were asked to identify any and all forms of “mind theft” that 
occurred in the concluding scene of the Dr. Dhil video. In this scene, 
best friends Tania and Jim had reconciled their differences and had 
shared a pledge to fight the scourge of plagiarism together. They sealed 
their vow with the performance of a jointly created song called “Cite 
the Source” from their newly recorded CD Plagiaristic Contempla-
tion. As Tania and Jim break into the chorus, a third friend objects to 
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the performance as blatant plagiarism because it uses the tune of the 
popular song “We Are the World.” Jim and Tanya quickly remedy their 
error by citing the source of the tune.
Only a couple of the freshmen students recognized that Jim and 
Tanya had infringed the copyright in the tune for “We Are the World” 
and that citing the source of the song would not be sufficient. Yet 
because they did successfully meet the challenge, they were most eager 
to share their understanding and insight with their fellow students. 
They provided a highly effective explanation of Jim and Tania’s act 
of “mind theft,” and even suggested that perhaps the class perform a 
Four Factors evaluation to see if they did not really need permission 
to adapt and perform someone else’s song for their own purpose. The 
experience of leading the classroom discussion around “Dr. Dhil” was 
as impactful for the students who achieved the outcome as for the rest 
of the students, who improved their own understanding by learning 
from their peers.
Assessment of the Curriculum
As a First Year Seminar at Texas A&M University in fall 2011, “Theft 
of the Mind: Tales of Piracy and Plagiarism from History to Holly-
wood” proved to be an enjoyable, meaningful, and positive learning 
experience that academic administrators have recognized as having 
impact on student success. Evidence that students fulfilled the learning 
objectives for the course comes from the students’ individual perfor-
mances, with 95 percent passing the class. The majority of students (90 
percent) achieved a final grade of B or higher. The final grade repre-
sented ten individual homework assignments, nine in-class activities, 
and a group project requiring a minimum of twelve hours of effort per 
student.
Additionally, an end-of-semester evaluation administrated by the 
Provost’s office indicated that the majority of students in the course 
expressed satisfaction with their course experience and felt they ben-
efited from high-impact learning practices by improving critical think-
ing, dialoguing across differences, and working collaboratively on their 
group projects. Most students named specific activities of particular 
interest and benefit in their evaluations of the course, including these:
•	 using	the	Fair	Use	Checklist	to	perform	Four	Factor	evaluations	
on real-life cases
•	 playing	different	roles	in	a	“You	Be	the	Judge”–style	scenario	
involving a fictionalized case of plagiarism and copyright in-
fringement on campus
•	 evaluating	whether	the	trademark	on	Hormel’s	canned	meat	
product was violated in advertisements for computer spam-pro-
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tection programs and in scenes from Muppet Treasure Island 
featuring the hairy porcine muppet named Spam
•	 deciding	whether	Facebook	founder	Mark	Zuckerberg	in-
fringed the copyright of the Winklevoss twins, as depicted in 
the movie The Social Network
Another qualitative indicator of success for the freshman semi-
nar was the number of learning outcomes fulfilled by the students by 
semester’s end. The course design initially included only a subset of the 
outcomes listed in Appendix 3.1 because of the experimental nature of 
the course and uncertainties about student ability and degree of prior 
knowledge. To the instructor’s surprise, however, the students exceeded 
expectations for engagement, curiosity, and self-directed learning. They 
asked questions and spurred debate in class and shared links of case 
studies and examples on the online course site. Most came early to 
class to chat informally, and a dedicated few lingered after each class 
session to continue discussion. Since the class ended, students have 
remained in contact, asking for information about becoming a student 
member of the Honor Council and asking for a reference for a summer 
honors scholars program. This evidence about freshman acceptance of 
the Theft of the Mind curriculum has prompted the authors to mark 
more of the student learning outcomes as suitable for introduction at 
the lower-division undergraduate level.
Moving beyond implementation as a freshman-year seminar, 
evidence that the Theft of the Mind curriculum has promise for 
more advanced students comes from numerous sessions developed 
for honors undergraduates as well as graduate students. Examples 
of implementations at these levels include sessions on authors’ rights 
and publishing choices delivered in a weekly seminar for the summer 
scholars undergraduate program, for a graduate-level chemistry eth-
ics course, and at a monthly seminar for veterinary science graduate 
students. Regularly scheduled clinics on fair use, Creative Commons 
licensing, and negotiating with publishers have become well-attended 
offerings for students writing their theses and dissertations (as well as 
their faculty advisors). What’s more, the curriculum for Theft of the 
Mind is also being adapted for other settings on campus. The United 
States Electronic Thesis and Dissertation Association (USETDA) has 
approved elements of the curriculum for adoption in its continuing 
education certificate program Copyright Essentials for ETD Profes-
sionals. Several dozen graduate school professionals and administra-
tors have recently completed the basic course, reflecting the fact that 
a new approach to plagiarism and copyright education has benefit 
not only for librarians and the students they serve, but also for other 
campus professionals who are integrally involved in student writing 
and publishing.
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Conclusion
Theft of the Mind was designed to teach students that making good 
choices in information handling is important not only for their own 
success and well-being, but for the progress and health of their com-
munities and for society as a whole. By affording students the op-
portunity to explore, discuss, and gain some comfort level with the 
complexities of authorship, attribution, and copyright in the Digital 
Age, it is hoped that they will ultimately leave campus better prepared 
to enter the workforce and contribute to society as effective consumers 
of, and contributors to, the body of human knowledge and culture.
Initial successes of the Theft of the Mind curriculum make evident 
that the subjects of plagiarism and copyright can be highly engaging 
and interesting to NetGen learners—young adults who have grown 
up in an era of information superabundance, saturated in media and 
adept at interacting with it in new and transformative ways. By draw-
ing on core principles from both information literacy and scholarly 
communication, the Theft of the Mind approach invites students to 
more deeply understand their roles, responsibilities, and opportunities 
as both users and creators of information. Teaching with situations 
familiar to and preferred by the students transforms potentially intimi-
dating or unpleasant subject matter into something far more engaging, 
interesting, and relevant. In this way, students gain genuine confidence 
and comfort in navigating the complexity of legal and ethical issues 
they will encounter on campus and beyond. These important compe-
tencies will help them fully participate as digital citizens within the 
fast-changing cultural, legal, and ethical contours of the twenty-first 
century.
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appendIx 3.1
Theft of the Mind Student Learning Outcomes
Key
not all learning outcomes on this master list are intended for use at all levels or in all 
contexts. 
the Student Learning outcomes in column one have been sorted according to the 
Student need category, but otherwise reflect no particular order.
the Student need column refers to the three questions students want to answer, as 
outlined in the section Step 1: assessing the need in this chapter:
1. what constitutes use and misuse, and who decides?
2. what are my information handling choices?
3. what are the costs and consequences of misuse?
the Student role column reflects whether the outcome is designed for the student as 
a user of source materials produced by others; or as an author of source materials to 
be used by others. this distinction is discussed in the introduction to the chapter.
the column Map to aCrL IL Std. 5 refers to the outcomes included in Standard Five, as 
discussed in the section outcomes from Information Literacy in this chapter.
the column Map to aCrL SC principles column refers to the statement “principles and 
Strategies for the reform of Scholarly Communication” (aCrL 2003), as discussed in 
the section outcomes from Scholarly Communication in this chapter.
the Student Level column reflects a general recommendation as to when the outcome 
is best introduced (or reintroduced and refreshed), but certainly will vary according to 
instructional goals and student needs. 
U = lower-division undergraduate; G = upper-division undergraduate or graduate 
student
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appendIx 3.2
Theft of the Mind Sample Lesson Plan
 Lesson Plan
Course Information
Theft of the Mind: tales of piracy and plagiarism from 
headlines to Hollywood
UGSt 181-517. Fall 2011
Lesson name
Fair use or Foul?: was pawlenty’s Use of olympic Footage 
an Infringement 
Lesson delivered 
date(s):
Description of Lesson:
Students individually analyze a real-life case of alleged copyright infringement 
where the defendant claims his use was Fair. Based on news reports of the 
case and a screening of the actual commercial containing the allegedly infringing 
material, students perform a four factors analysis and decide if they believe the 
use is fair.
they compare their findings with classmates and defend their positions in class. 
Student Learning Outcome(s) Addressed in this Lesson 
•	 List two examples of Fair Use of copyrighted works and why they are Fair.
•	 Gain practice using a Four Factor analysis to determine if using a copyrighted 
work meets the standard for the Fair Use exemption
Resources Needed
article “aBC Sports says pawlenty violated copyright with ‘Miracle on Ice’ 
footage” Iowa Caucuses website, online, UrL: abc-sports-says-pawlenty-
violated-copyright-with-miracle-on-ice-footage
Video (approx. 30 seconds) “tV ad: the american Comeback,” online, UrL: 
http://youtu.be/a5q1rmQQeso
Fair Use Checklist from Columbia Copyright advisory office, online, UrL: http://
copyright.columbia.edu/copyright/files/2009/10/fairusechecklist.pdf. [note: 
handed out in class under Fair Use’s provision for making multiple —download 
additional copies yourself if needed]
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In-Class Activity/ies Out of Class Activity/ies
•	 turn in completed Fair Use 
Checklist
•	 Screen video in class
•	 project Fair Use Checklist on 
screen and review each factor 
together. allocate approx. 30 
minutes to cover each factor and 
allow students to discuss and 
debate 
•	 project bar graph showing results 
of evaluations. Question to class: 
why do you think the results are 
mixed?
•	 read assigned article 
•	 watch assigned video
•	 perform Four factors evaluation 
using Fair Use Checklist. Fill in 
relevant boxes on form and write 
findings (Fair | Infringement) at 
the top of the form
•	 e-mail results of Fair use 
evaluation to professor by 
deadline 
Take-home messages to offer at conclusion of class
•	 Fair use can be risky—the only findings that matter are the judge’s ruling
•	 options to avoid risk? 
•	 ask permission. 
•	 Use material that does not present copyright issues
 — Material you make yourself
 — Material already licensed for your use
 — Material that is in the public domain
Assessment Method
•	 timely completion and submission of e-mail reporting results of Fair Use 
evaluation
•	 timely completion and submission of Fair Use Checklist at beginning of class
•	 participation in in-class review and discussion of Four Factors evaluation
Notes on Improving this Lesson for next time
For in-class review and discussion of four factors analysis, use clickers in order to 
•	 anonymize each student’s findings
•	 also ask students to key in their political affiliation or leanings
ask class if they think a Fair Use evaluation could be influenced by bias on the part 
of the judge?
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Notes
 1. For more information, see Springer and Yelinek 2011 and Ariew 
and Runyan 2006.
 2. The learning outcomes developed for Theft of the Mind, along 
with a sample lesson plan, are provided at the end of the chapter 
in Appendices 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. The authors encourage 
readers to adapt, expand on, and assess the curriculum in their 
own campus settings, with the hope that any resulting materials 
will be shared alike.
 3. Pub. L. No. 110-315, 122 Stat. 3078.
 4. Pub. L. No. 107-273, 116 Stat. 1758.
 5. Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2860; for more information 
about legal mandates for campus copyright instruction, see Gil-
liland and Clement 2012.
 6. For more information, see Newman, Bleic, and Armstrong 2007.
 7. For more information about Bloom’s Taxonomy, see UNC Char-
lotte 2012.
 8. For more on high-impact practices in higher education at Texas 
A&M, see TAMU 2012b; for more information about research 
into high-impact practices, see AAC&U 2012a.
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Chapter 4
Scholarly Communication for Credit
Integrating Publishing Education into Undergraduate Curriculum
Isaac Gilman
Pacific University
Introduction
As academic libraries place increased emphasis on educating students 
and faculty about issues related to scholarly publishing, it has become 
clear that workshops, events, and even course-integrated instruction 
are often not enough to fully engage students and faculty. To be most 
effective, scholarly communication education should be integrated into 
the formal academic life—and mission—of an institution and must 
offer tangible benefits to students and faculty. For most institutions 
(especially those with an emphasis on liberal arts), the core mission 
centers around the teaching and learning experience: in other words, 
the classroom and the curriculum. In order for scholarly communica-
tion to be recognized as anything more than an optional adjunct to 
this mission, it must become a regular part of the curriculum. A practi-
cal way to accomplish this is by strategically developing credit-bearing 
courses and programs that simultaneously support the goals of the 
academic departments and educate students about scholarly commu-
nication issues. At Pacific University, library faculty developed a course 
on scholarly journal publishing for undergraduates and collaborated 
with academic faculty to create a new academic minor in editing and 
publishing.
Publishing Practices in Undergraduate Coursework
Integrating information about the scholarly publishing process into 
academic coursework is already recognized as a vital component 
in preparing undergraduates to be more effective researchers, to be 
more successful in graduate work, and to be contributing scholars 
within their respective disciplines. In a study of undergraduate science 
students, Tenopir et al. (2003) noted that educating students about the 
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mechanics of publishing, particularly peer review, can help students 
grasp the importance of using peer reviewed articles to inform their 
own research. Tang and Gan (2005) emphasize that familiarity with 
the nature of scientific literature and the peer review process (in this 
case, for grants) is also vital preparation for graduate research activi-
ties, and the authors created a course for senior undergraduates to fo-
cus on these topics. For similar reasons, Guildford (2001) successfully 
used practical exercises to teach undergraduate engineering students 
about author guidelines and the peer review process.
While attention is certainly paid to educating students about the 
mechanics of preparing manuscripts for publication and participat-
ing in the peer review process, there are fewer examples of courses 
dedicated to providing students with a more comprehensive picture of 
scholarly publishing. One of the strongest case studies presented in the 
literature is provided by Jones et al. (2006), who developed a course 
on scientific publishing for undergraduate neuroscience majors. As the 
authors note, “The processes of peer reviewing, editing, and publish-
ing, [are] largely invisible to students,” and the course was designed 
to educate students about all aspects of publishing, “from the practi-
cal issues to the philosophical challenges” (A60). The specific topics 
addressed in their curriculum allow students to engage in the complex 
issues of the formal scholarly communication system: editing methods, 
ethics in scientific communication, open access publishing, impact fac-
tor and h-index, the role of undergraduate journals, the role of Eng-
lish in global science, scientific misconduct/peer review, scientific lay 
publishing, alternative media, and website design (A61). During the 
course, students also have the opportunity to review and edit manu-
scripts that have been submitted to the school’s undergraduate journal, 
IMPULSE.
In the discussion of their motivation for this course, Jones et al. 
(2006) make a connection between the growing emphasis on under-
graduate research and the need for students to be educated about the 
means through which research is formally shared (i.e., publishing). 
Indeed, if undergraduate colleges and universities want to devote re-
sources to building a robust infrastructure for undergraduate research 
and scholarship, it is only logical that such a program should require 
students to engage with the issues and practices that directly affect 
the ability of their future work to have the greatest impact possible. 
Furthermore, Davis-Kahl (2012) observes, “Undergraduates … have 
an important role to play as future graduate students, scholars, and 
as citizens” (212). Educating students not only about peer review and 
manuscript preparation, but also about the importance, opportuni-
ties, and challenges of the scholarly communication system will best 
prepare them for these roles.
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Pacific University and Scholarly Communication
Pacific University (Forest Grove, Oregon) is a prime example of an 
institution with a growing emphasis on undergraduate research and 
scholarship. Pacific University, founded in 1849, is a small private uni-
versity with a strong tradition of both liberal arts education and gradu-
ate professional education in health care and teaching. Within the past 
four years, the university has created both a Research Office (headed by 
a Vice Provost for Research) and a Director of Undergraduate Research 
position (held by a full-time faculty member). While faculty members 
within the undergraduate College of Arts and Sciences are supportive of 
this growth in undergraduate research activities, many also feel strongly 
that the primary emphasis of the institution should remain on teaching.
Accordingly, as the Pacific University Library has developed its 
scholarly communication program, it has been a goal of the library to 
explicitly connect its services and initiatives (e.g., journal publishing) 
both to the scholarly and research aspirations of the university and 
to its traditional teaching and learning mission. Connecting scholarly 
communication services and content directly to undergraduate cur-
riculum not only provides an expanded opportunity for education and 
advocacy, but also increases the likelihood that undergraduate faculty 
will view the content and issues as worthy of time and discussion.
The most direct and meaningful way to integrate any topic into 
the curriculum is to develop a new course devoted to that topic. The 
subject of scholarly journal publishing was selected because it could 
be directly connected to the library’s services and because it offered 
a context in which issues relevant to scholarly communication could 
be discussed. The course content also provides useful knowledge for 
students who are interested either in publishing careers or in graduate 
education that will require engagement with the scholarly publishing 
environment.
Shortly after the scholarly publishing course—Introduction to 
Scholarly Journal Publishing—was first offered within the college, 
library faculty began to investigate additional ways that the library’s 
publishing services (and now, the publishing course) could further sup-
port the teaching and learning mission of the college. Discussions with 
English department faculty led to the collaborative development of an 
academic minor in editing and publishing, a multidisciplinary program 
that includes courses from English, media arts, art, and business. The 
mix of required coursework has strong ties to the traditional liberal 
arts (e.g., an English course on major writers and their contemporane-
ous publishing practices) and to practical skills (e.g., copyediting and 
web design). One of the courses included in the minor is the library’s 
scholarly publishing course.
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As the following discussion will demonstrate, both the minor in 
editing and publishing and the journal publishing course have served 
to embed scholarly communication into the undergraduate curriculum, 
to provide new roles for the library in supporting undergraduate learn-
ing, and to give students opportunities to gain knowledge and skills 
that will serve them in future academic or professional careers.
Minor: Editing and Publishing
Although the university library’s publishing program is a relatively 
recent development, there is a strong publishing culture at Pacific 
University, both within an on-campus center (the Berglund Center 
for Internet Studies) and in academic departments. One of the most 
notable examples is within the department of English, which publishes 
a professional literary magazine, Silk Road. The magazine is edited by 
English faculty, but is largely staffed by graduate and undergraduate 
students, who manage most aspects of the publication. Undergraduates 
working on the magazine are enrolled in a one-credit, semester-long 
course, Literary Magazine Production. Many students who have been 
involved with the magazine have gone on to graduate programs in 
publishing or to employment in the publishing field.
Apart from the literary magazine production course—and now the 
scholarly journal course, which will be discussed shortly—there has 
not been a formal mechanism in place at Pacific University to provide 
interested students with additional education related to careers in 
editing and publishing. The library’s promotion across campus of its 
publishing services and publishing course led to discussions with Eng-
lish department faculty as to how the two units could collaborate to 
coordinate editing and publishing resources (e.g., academic advising, 
career guidance, and coursework) for undergraduate students. Library 
and English department faculty developed an internal grant proposal, 
which resulted in the creation of the Editing and Publishing Center, 
a virtual home for the collaboration.1 The purpose of the center is to 
connect students with existing opportunities at Pacific University (e.g., 
internships in the library, Berglund Center, or University Relations; the 
literary and scholarly publishing courses; etc.) and to cultivate expand-
ed options for education and skill building (e.g., courses and external 
internships).
A shared vision of the faculty involved in the Editing and Publish-
ing Center project was the creation of a formal academic program that 
would offer students recognition for coursework and internships relat-
ed to editing and publishing. No similar program existed in the region, 
though we were able to identify limited instances across the country: 
for example, at California State University, Chico, and Florida State 
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University. However, many programs that were identified are certifi-
cate programs or are for graduate or professional students only. After 
evaluating potential comparable programs, the following rationale for 
the creation of a minor in editing and publishing was identified:
•	 Specialized	education	and	experience	are	necessary	for	students	
who may be interested in careers in editing and publishing.
•	 Students	who	have	no	career	interest	in	editing	and	publishing,	
but who may pursue graduate or academic careers, will benefit 
from knowledge of the publishing process and industry.
•	 Coursework	in	writing,	editing,	and	publishing	will	reinforce	
effective communication skills and will support the growing 
undergraduate research program.
•	 Editing	and	publishing	knowledge	and	skills	will	be	a	practical	
complement to many academic majors, from business to Eng-
lish literature and beyond.
•	 The	minor	program	will	build	on	existing	strengths	of	Pacific	
University and distinguish us from peer institutions that lack 
similar offerings.
•	 Student	retention	will	be	positively	impacted	by	offering	course-
work, experiential learning, and mentoring relationships in 
connection to a career (for interested students).
•	 The	“applied	arts”	nature	of	the	program	will	be	attractive	to	
prospective students and parents who may have concerns about 
the employment prospects of traditional liberal arts graduates.
During development of the academic minor proposal, discussions 
frequently touched upon the concept of “applied arts,” which is simul-
taneously seen as a positive and a negative by various stakeholders on 
campus. Some faculty are understandably protective of the traditional 
liberal arts curriculum and are wary of diluting the strength of that 
model through the addition of programs that are “professional” in 
nature. At the same time, however, Pacific University already provides 
opportunities for students to experience the liberal arts curriculum 
while also preparing for professional careers, primarily in education 
and the health professions. To address concerns about adding another 
program (even a minor) with a focus on professional preparation, in 
the minor program proposal, we presented the minor as an opportu-
nity to educate professionals who would also possess the knowledge 
and skills inherent in a liberal arts program:
The	Minor	in	Editing	and	Publishing	will	build	on	this	
strength by educating editing/publishing professionals 
within the context of a curricular experience that fosters 
critical thinking, creativity, adaptability and understand-
ing of diverse perspectives. Students in a wide variety of 
disciplines, with either a creative or a scholarly focus, will 
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benefit from participation in the minor, and will be pre-
pared for either graduate study or professional success.
Although the stated curricular objectives of the minor are largely 
skill-based (see Table 4.1), a new course was also proposed as part 
of the curriculum that tied the minor more explicitly to the liberal 
arts emphasis of the English department (the sponsoring department 
for the minor). The course, Literature and Publishing: Special Topics, 
examines a major author within the context of his or her contempo-
raneous publishing practices. For example, a section of the course that 
focuses on Emile Zola or Charles Dickens might examine serial publi-
cation and its impact on nineteenth-century fiction and novels.
Minor Curriculum
Though new courses are included in the course of study, the minor is 
largely a formal coordination of courses that already existed within 
the College of Arts and Sciences. Courses from the departments of 
art, business, English, and media arts are all included (see Table 4.2), 
providing students with multidisciplinary elective options. While some 
Table 4.1
Minor in editing and publishing—program objectives
the primary objective of the Minor in editing and publishing is to educate students 
about the theories and practices of editing and publishing. Upon completion of the 
minor, students should be able to:
•	 Understand and articulate the publication process, from initial manuscript 
submission to final publication, for both monographic and serial publications.
•	 distinguish between, and describe the relative benefits of, different publishing 
models (in terms of both format and economics).
•	 Understand the legal relationships between author, publisher and reader 
in order to protect their own intellectual property rights as authors and to 
respect others' rights.
•	 Understand the process for selecting, editing and preparing manuscripts for 
publication.
•	 distinguish between, and perform, developmental editing, substantive editing, 
copyediting and proofreading.
•	 demonstrate competence in utilization of relevant technology: editorial 
management platforms, design software and web editing software.
•	 articulate a marketing strategy appropriate to different types of publications.
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students may not be interested in business courses, including elec-
tives like Marketing or Advertising and Promotion makes it easier for 
business majors to complete the minor and gives other students the 
option of learning business practices that are vital for the publishing 
industry.
Table 4.2
Minor in editing and publishing—Curriculum
Required Courses 
enGw-203* professional writing and editing 4.00 credits
Meda-122 Introduction to digital Media 2.00 credits
Meda-363 publication editing & design 4.00 credits
enGw-475* editing practicum 2.00 credits
Required Elective 
Students must take at least one of the following courses. note: Some courses 
have pre-requisites.
Meda-364 Introduction to Scholarly Journal 
publishing
2.00 credits
enGw-300* Book editing, design and production 2.00 credits
enGw-466 Literary Magazine production 2.00 credits
Elective Courses 
Students must take at least 8 credits from the following courses. note: Some 
courses have pre-requisites.
artSt-239 the artist Book I 4.00 credits
artSt-339 the artist Book II 4.00 credits
Ba-309 Marketing 4.00 credits
Ba-410 Marketing research 4.00 credits
Ba-440 advertising and promotion 4.00 credits
enGL-431* Literature & publishing: Special topics 4.00 credits
enGw-300* Book editing, design, and production 2.00 credits
enGw-466 Literary Magazine production 2.00 credits
Meda-150 pacific Index (Student newspaper) 1.00 credits
Meda-265 web design 4.00 credits
Meda 364 Introduction to Scholarly Journal 
publishing 
2.00 credits
Meda-450 pacific Index-Management 2.00 credits
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Two of the most significant new additions are the courses related 
to book publishing and the practicum requirement. Book editing and 
production have many characteristics that are unique (in comparison 
to serial publishing), and adding appropriate coursework to address 
this type of publication is key to providing a comprehensive publish-
ing education. Furthermore, the structure of the minor allows students 
to informally select a “track” and focus on the type of publishing that 
interests them the most: book, literary magazine, or scholarly journal. 
In addition, the practicum requirement ensures that students receive 
hands-on experience and possess more than a theoretical knowledge 
of publishing practices. Beyond the general hour requirement for the 
practicum, students will be able to select a setting that is of the great-
est interest to them, whether that is a literary magazine, a graphic 
novel publisher, a university press, or a commercial publisher.
Next Steps
The College of Arts and Sciences faculty approved the Minor in Edit-
ing and Publishing in the spring of 2012, and students are able to be-
gin applying credits toward the minor requirement in the fall of 2012. 
It is important to note that not every new course approved as part of 
the minor will be available in the 2012–2013 academic year; taking in 
account existing faculty teaching loads and the need to hire additional 
adjunct faculty, the book publishing courses will likely not roll out 
until the 2013–2014 academic year.
A key component of growing the minor is the development of 
relationships with potential practicum sites for students. The Portland 
metropolitan area is home to a number of small publishing houses, 
as well as larger companies like Dark Horse Comics, so there are 
ample opportunities for student interested in literary fiction. The most 
challenging area to provide students with local experience is within 
scholarly publishing. Certainly, the Pacific University Library’s own 
publishing program is one opportunity, but we are also trying to es-
tablish connections with the few university presses in the area, in both 
Washington and Oregon. For students who are willing and able to 
undertake practica at sites across the country, there are obviously more 
options.
Course: Introduction to Scholarly Journal Publishing
Though not a practicum site, one scholarly publishing–related option 
close to home is the library’s scholarly journal publishing course. An 
initial impetus for developing the course was to provide a mechanism 
to train student editors and reviewers to work with the undergraduate 
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journal founded by faculty from Pacific University and from Central 
Washington University and published by the university library. Depen-
dent on student availability and interest, the course may also be used 
in the future to train students to work in support of the library’s other 
publications. This model, of providing undergraduates opportuni-
ties to work on both student and scholarly publications (which is not 
to say that student journals are not capable of being as scholarly as 
those in which faculty publish), has been applied successfully at other 
institutions: the Xchanges journal project at New Mexico Tech (Boles 
and Newmark 2011), Young Scholars in Writing at the University of 
Missouri–Kansas City, Illinois Wesleyan University’s work with its 
Undergraduate Economic Review and economics capstone students 
(Davis-Kahl 2012), and the opportunities for students with the South-
east Missouri State University Press.
While cultivating student editorial support for local journals was 
an initial motivating factor, a journal publishing course was also seen 
as an ideal opportunity to provide students with an intensive introduc-
tion to the issues surrounding scholarly journal publishing in general 
(as in Jones et al. 2006). By creating a course that focused more gener-
ally on the practices and challenges of scholarly journal publishing 
(rather than connecting it solely to the undergraduate journal), we 
believed the content would be more applicable and useful to a broader 
range of students. In addition, we also anticipated the potential for the 
course to serve as a powerful advocacy tool, giving students the op-
portunity to actively interrogate scholarly communication issues, such 
as open access and author rights, within the context of a credit-bearing 
course, rather than a one-time workshop (which may be easily forgot-
ten or missed).
At Pacific University, the library is currently unable to offer credit 
courses under its own designation. Because of this, in order to propose 
a credit-bearing course in the College of Arts and Sciences, library fac-
ulty must identify a department that is willing to “adopt” the course 
and approve it as part of the departmental curriculum. In this case, 
the media arts department agreed to receive the course proposal for a 
course on scholarly journal publishing; the curriculum committee and 
arts and sciences faculty subsequently approved the course.
Course Description and Objectives
The catalog description and objectives of the course, as proposed, were:
Scholarly publishing is a vital industry, providing a ven-
ue for sharing the results of research, study and creative 
activities. This course will explore the process through 
which scholarly writing is solicited, reviewed, accepted 
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and prepared for publication, both in a traditional print 
environment and in the growing online environment. A 
variety of issues related to scholarly communications in-
cluding economics, open access publishing models and 
citation metrics will be discussed. Students will have 
the opportunity to participate in mock editorial/review 
processes and to hear from a variety of guest speakers 
actively involved with scholarly journals.
The goal of this course is to prepare students to be 
actively engaged as authors, reviewers and editors in 
the scholarly publication process. For students who 
are considering graduate work and/or further careers 
as academics or researchers, understanding of schol-
arly communications will be a tremendous asset. This 
course will also provide students interested in the pub-
lishing industry with an overview of the opportunities 
that exist within journal publishing.
Upon completion of this course, students should be 
able to:
•	 Understand	and	articulate	the	publication	process,	
from initial manuscript submission to final publication.
•	 Identify	the	process/resources	necessary	to	establish	
a new publication.
•	 Distinguish	between,	and	describe	the	relative	ben-
efits of, different publishing models.
•	 Understand	the	legal	relationships	between	author,	
publisher and reader in order to protect their own 
intellectual property rights as authors and to respect 
others’ rights.
•	 Understand	the	process	for	selecting,	editing	and	
proofreading manuscripts for publication.
•	 Organize	the	review	process	for	a	scholarly	publication.
•	 Demonstrate	competence	in	utilization	of	an	online	
editorial management/publishing platform.
The course was designed as a two-week winter term course; at 
Pacific University, these courses are held during January for a varying 
number of weeks, dependent on the credits. As a two-credit course, the 
publishing class meets ten times over the two weeks, for three hours 
each session. The compressed time period limits the scope of assign-
ments that can be given, but also provides students the opportunity to 
focus intensely on one course for that period of time.
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Course Curriculum
The topics covered in the course were developed by examining the syl-
labi of similar courses (e.g., the content described in Jones et al. 2006) 
and by identifying areas that would be informative and useful for all 
potential students, whether they are pursuing publishing as career, will 
be engaging with publishing as a graduate student, or are simply tak-
ing the course out of general interest in the topic.
Because of the compressed course schedule, it was important to 
design the curriculum in ways that would (a) allow opportunity for 
information to be shared with students, (b) integrate active learning 
to avoid lecture burnout, and (c) provide assignments that would be 
meaningful but still reasonable to complete in the time allotted. In 
addition, guest speakers were incorporated into the syllabus to give 
students a chance to interact with people who are actively working 
in scholarly publishing, both within and outside the university. The 
course calendar is shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3
Scholarly Journal publishing—Course Calendar (January 2012)
Date Topics/Assignments
January 9 Course Introduction 
Introduction to Scholarly publishing
overview of debate topics
Activity: Group prep for debates
January 10 publishing Models: traditional/open access (oa)/hybrid
editorial workflow
ediKit® demo
January 11 writing for publication
Guest: John Medeiros Journal of Manual & Manipulative therapy (JMMt)
January 12 Starting a new online Journal
Guest: hanna neuschwander (democracy & education)
Assignment DUE: Scholarly publishing debate
January 13 peer review
Activity: peer review
January 16 no CLaSS - MLK daY
Assignment DUE: topics in Sp paper
January 17 ethics in Scholarly publishing
Copyright/author rights/Ctas
Activity: Copyright transfer agreements (Ctas) exploration
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Course assignments (see Table 4.4) were developed to help students 
connect with philosophical and practical issues related to scholarly 
journal publishing while simultaneously giving them the opportunity 
to gain hands-on experience as authors, reviewers, and editors/publish-
ers. The culminating assignments of the course are the presentation of 
a research paper and the submission of a proposal for a new scholarly 
journal. Throughout the course, the paper is treated as a scholarly 
manuscript and is submitted for peer review by classmates; the journal 
proposal requires students to think about how they would address the 
issues raised during the course if they were to start a new publication.
Table 4.3
Scholarly Journal publishing—Course Calendar (January 2012)
January 18 Journal evaluations
Activity: Journal Site Mock-Up
Assignment DUE: peer review
January 19 Copyediting
Activity: Copyediting workshop
Guest: Jill Kelly
January 20 Guest: Marina Kukso (pLoS) [webcast]
Citation Metrics/Impact Factor
Indexing (ISSn, doI, databases, etc.)
Assignment DUE: revised paper (by midnight)
Course evaluations
January 23 Assignment DUE: new Journal proposal
Assignment DUE: tSp presentations
Table 4.4
Scholarly Journal publishing—assignment descriptions (January 2012)
Topics in Scholarly Publishing Paper/Presentation
5–7 pages on an issue of relevance to the scholarly publishing industry. possible 
topics include (but are not limited to): open access publishing, open peer review, 
citation metrics/impact factor, economics of publishing, transition from print to 
online publication, journal pricing, or review of a publishing-related technology 
(e.g. open Journal Systems). If selecting a topic not on this list, please review it 
with the instructor prior to starting work. papers must include citations to relevant 
literature. at least 3 sources must be peer reviewed, and a minimum of 5 total 
sources are required. papers must use either Chicago, MLa, or apa formatting.
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papers will be submitted twice: an initial submission and then a revised 
submission which will incorporate changes based on your classmates' peer review 
of your paper. papers will be evaluated on the quality of writing and rhetorical 
organization, the presence of critical analysis/thought and the use of appropriate 
references/literature to support the ideas presented. paper topics will be 
presented to the class; visual aids (slides, live web demos, etc.) are encouraged 
for the presentations. presentations should be at least 10 minutes in length (not 
including time for questions).
Scholarly Publishing Debates
the scholarly publishing debates will cover three common areas of disagreement 
within the scholarly community: the merits of open access publishing, copyright 
ownership of journal articles, and the efficacy of the peer review system. Students 
will be assigned to one of two teams for one of the debate topics. each team 
member will be expected to contribute to an in-class debate on his/her assigned 
topic. teams will be expected to prepare a 5 minute opening statement, as well as 
be able to rebut their opponent’s arguments and answer questions raised by the 
instructor. 
Topic A: Open Access Publishing
•	 pro oa team: “open access is beneficial and necessary to the process of 
scholarly communication.”
•	 Con oa team: “open access is not beneficial or necessary to the process of 
scholarly communication.”
Topic B: Copyright Ownership
•	 author team: “authors should retain the copyright for their articles.”
•	 publisher team: “It is necessary and beneficial for authors to transfer 
copyright ownership to publishers.”
Topic C: Peer Review
•	 Status Quo team: “the current system of peer review works well and is 
necessary for maintaining the quality of scholarly publishing.”
•	 Change team: “the current system of peer review is broken and should be 
replaced with alternate forms of review.”
New Journal Proposal
Students must research and compile a proposal for a new scholarly journal in an 
area of interest to them. the proposals must establish the need for the publication, 
discuss the proposed publishing model, and provide an estimated budget of the 
costs of starting (and sustaining) the publication. Students will also design a 
homepage for their journal (a mock-up, not an active site). Final submission of the 
assignment should include a) the completed proposal template, b) a completed 
ISSn application form, and c) an image file of the journal homepage design.
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To the extent possible, the course was designed to engage stu-
dents in self-directed learning and discovery. For example, rather than 
hearing a lecture that describes both sides of certain issues related to 
publishing, students are assigned to research and debate those issues. 
This gives them a stake in understanding different sides of an issue and 
also allows the students to educate each other through participating 
in and observing the debates. Similarly, the research paper encourages 
students to independently investigate (to the extent possible in five to 
seven pages) a relevant publishing topic, while the journal proposal re-
quires them to creatively apply information from the lectures, assigned 
readings, and in-class activities.
Outcomes
Student evaluations of the course have been largely positive in both 
years that it has been offered (see Table 4.5), even though the majority 
of students enrolled in the course have not been actively interested in 
publishing or scholarly communication. Most students who have taken 
the course have done so either for the upper-division credit or because 
it was recommended by an advisor. However, a small (but growing) 
number of students have also been attracted to the class because of the 
creation of the minor in editing and publishing.
The general consensus of students who provided comments in 
their course evaluations has been that they learned a lot about publish-
ing that they had not known. Not surprisingly, students also indicated 
that the information provided through the course would likely be most 
useful for someone who was interested in publishing or in starting a 
Table 4.4 (Continued)
Scholarly Journal publishing—assignment descriptions (January 2012)
Peer Review
Students are required to perform a review of their classmates’ topics in Scholarly 
publishing papers. reviews must be completed according to the provided 
template, and will be simulated "double blind" reviews coordinated through the 
Berkeley electronic press editorial workflow system. (true double blind reviews are 
not possible due to the structure of the course).
Journal Evaluation
Select a journal in your discipline (if you are undeclared, pick an academic area 
of interest to you) that interests you or from which you have previously read 
an article. You may evaluate a print journal, an online journal or a journal that is 
published both in print and online. Complete the following survey about the journal 
you have selected; provide as much detail as possible in your responses to open-
ended questions: Journal evaluation Survey.
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journal. But the comments that best illustrate the intended value of the 
course were those that indicate the unique role that the course fills: “I 
learned a lot from this course I didn’t know and probably wouldn’t 
have had the chance to learn” and “Each [of the guest speakers] 
offered awesome information that I don’t think I would have ever 
encountered.” Whether these students go on to become researchers, 
authors, publishers, or simply citizens, they are now more informed 
about the ways in which scholarly knowledge is shared and dissemi-
nated and the ways in which that process can be improved. The debate 
assignment has been particularly useful as means of encouraging 
critical thinking about issues relevant to scholarly publishing; although 
students are provided with broad and polarized positions to debate, 
they have brought careful and nuanced arguments to the table.
Next Steps
The course itself evolved from its first to second year and will likely 
continue to change. An initial objective of the course, to have students 
“demonstrate competence in utilization of an online editorial manage-
ment/publishing platform,” has proved unrealistic given the time frame 
of the course, though students do still experience Berkeley Electronic 
Press’s EdiKit platform as part of the research paper and peer review 
assignments. And while more activities (e.g., a copyediting workshop) 
have been added to the course since the first year, student feedback 
indicates that they would like to see a further reduction in the amount 
of content delivered via lecture, and this will be a focus for future it-
erations of the course. We’ll also be seeking further collaboration with 
Pacific University’s undergraduate research journal. Currently, students 
Table 4.5
Student Course evaluations, 2011–2012
Evaluation Item January 2011
(1 = extremely poor,
7 = excellent)
January 2012
(1 = extremely poor,
7 = excellent)
provide an overall rating of the 
course
n = 5
μ = 6.4
Med = 6
n = 10
μ = 5.6
Med = 6
rate the likelihood that you 
would recommend this course to 
another student.
n = 5
μ = 6.2
Med = 6
n = 10
μ = 5.7
Med = 6
rate your increase in skills/
understanding as a result of 
taking this course.
n = 5
μ = 6.4
Med = 6
n = 10
μ = 6.3
Med = 6.5
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in the class participate in the peer review of a manuscript that has 
been submitted to the journal, but there will likely be other opportuni-
ties to assist with editorial tasks and marketing activities as the journal 
grows. As the university library’s broader publishing services program 
expands and activities related to the minor in editing and publishing 
also expand, there will also be opportunities to integrate more “live” 
examples and projects into the course syllabus, allowing students to 
contribute to active journals.
Conclusion
Regardless of whether institutions like Pacific University have placed 
increased emphasis on research and scholarship, whether by students 
or faculty, the core of the undergraduate experience will always remain 
in the “classroom” (in the many forms that it now takes). Given this, 
the best opportunity to engage students in critical thinking and discus-
sion about scholarly communication issues is within the context of an 
academic course or program. This is not a new revelation for librarians; 
we already question the efficacy of the one-shot instruction session 
or workshop when it comes to information literacy, and engagement 
with scholarly communication is no different. To be most effective, it 
should not be an optional activity or in-class intrusion, but an aca-
demic exercise that provides students with an incentive (i.e., credit) for 
engagement. For lack of a better term, discussion of scholarly com-
munication should be “mainstreamed,”2 not segregated. Incorporating 
it into a credit-bearing course and into an academic major, minor, or 
concentration is one of the best ways to accomplish this. Not only are 
students introduced to ideas that affect their lives (think textbook pric-
ing and public access to health research), but it is accomplished within 
a context where they also gain valuable skills and knowledge that will 
benefit them in their future academic or professional careers.
This approach not only benefits students, it also strengthens the 
library’s position as an institutional leader. Library leadership and 
involvement in developing courses and academic programs can help 
others at an institution to think about the library in new ways and can 
provide a strong example of the library’s commitment to student learn-
ing and success. That commitment has always existed, but at a time 
when libraries are being called upon to demonstrate their value to the 
educational process (Oakleaf 2010), helping to shape that process at 
its core (the classroom) is an invaluable marker. And, of course, being 
able to connect the library’s scholarly communication activities to the 
educational process helps demonstrate relevance and value in that area 
to faculty and others who may be less engaged with open access poli-
cies or institutional repositories.
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With that being said, the specific path followed at Pacific Univer-
sity may not be the best means at other institutions of mainstreaming 
scholarly communication and connecting it to the undergraduate cur-
riculum. Much depends on the culture of the individual institution and 
the opportunities that are present. But the opportunities, in some form, 
do exist to connect students with scholarly communication. For exam-
ple, working as advisors, or even publishers, for undergraduate literary 
magazines or newspapers would provide an opening to discuss the 
economics of publishing and open access. Coteaching a course with a 
history or sociology professor on intellectual property in the Digital 
Age would be the perfect opportunity to engage students around au-
thor rights, alternative content licensing, and the relationship between 
copyright and course-pack pricing—or simply encouraging or working 
with faculty to make the experience of authorship a requirement for 
students in their courses, following the model of Jones et al. (2011). 
Whatever the method, though, the strategy should remain the same: 
integrate the issues of scholarly communication into the teaching and 
learning activities of the institution in a format and context that are 
familiar and meaningful to students.
Notes
 1. See the Editing and Publishing Center at http://www.pacificu.edu/
library/epc.
 2. For a discussion of “mainstreaming” scholarly communica-
tion within the work of academic libraries, see: Malenfant, K.J. 
(2010). Leading change in the system of scholarly communica-
tion: A case study of engaging liaison librarians for outreach to 
faculty. College & Research Libraries, 71: 63-76.
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Chapter 5
“Pirates of Metadata”
Or, The True Adventures of How One Journal Editor and  
Fifteen Undergraduate Publishing Majors Survived a  
Harrowing Metadata-Mining Project
Cheryl E. Ball
Illinois State University
Introduction
In this chapter, I discuss the use of metadata in digital publishing as 
both a necessary means for creating accessible and sustainable scholar-
ship and a method of promoting information literacy in students. To 
make this point, I argue that information literacy extends beyond tech-
nical competence and into a critical understanding of the contexts and 
ecologies in which information is created and used. That is, while un-
derstanding metadata, as a concept, is a functional part of information 
literacy, understanding the role metadata plays in information commu-
nication, such as scholarly publishing, requires far more rhetorical and 
critical understanding, which enhances information literacy practices. 
The study that showcases this practice centers on a digital publishing 
class during which I asked undergraduates to mine metadata from an 
open access scholarly journal that publishes exclusively hypertextual 
and multimedia scholarship.
Setting the Scene: The Precarious Scholarly Landscape of the World 
Wide Web
The Internet was built for scholarly communication, and the Web 
made its distribution that much friendlier. While the military and the 
sciences had been using the Internet for decades, the Web’s arrival 
in 1994 allowed aficionados in the digital humanities to take better 
advantage of this technological and scholarly infrastructure. Within 
a year of the Web’s debut, online journals proliferated (Hitchcock, 
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Carr, and Hall 1996), and a group of graduate students from around 
the United States decided to start their own scholarly journal in the 
interdisciplinary areas of rhetoric, technology, and pedagogy—a field 
then known as “computers and composition,” populated primarily 
by college writing instructors who also happened to be techies. The 
journal is now called Kairos: A Journal of Rhetoric, Technology, and 
Pedagogy. The field of computers and composition (sometimes more 
recently known as digital writing studies or digital rhetoric) research-
es how writing functions and is taught in networked digital writing 
environments. This research overlaps with information literacy. As 
digital rhetorician Stuart Selber (2004) aptly explained in his book, 
Multiliteracies for a Digital Age, computer literacy programs often 
overemphasize technical skills to the disservice of students (and 
teachers) who need to engage in higher-level literacy practices. It is 
generally agreed in digital writing that although information literacy 
practices necessarily include functional, practical computing skills 
(e.g., one needs to know how to use a word processing program in 
order to write in it), these lower-level skills should be incorporated 
only into teaching and learning practices that frame learning within 
contextually driven spaces that focus on higher-level rhetorical and 
critical-literacy practices. Thus, the approach to information literacy 
practices that I espouse in this chapter is akin to what the Associa-
tion of College and Research Libraries (ACRL 2000) states as the 
goal of information literacy (versus information technology) in 
reporting on the differences between these two terms: “Information 
literacy’s focus [is] on content, communication, analysis, information 
searching, and evaluation; whereas information technology ‘flu-
ency’ focuses on a deep understanding of technology and graduated, 
increasingly skilled use of it” (para. 5). In the next section, I describe 
how the journal I edit, Kairos, served as an experiment in informa-
tion literacy learning for students in an undergraduate publishing 
class.
Rising Action: Everything Seems under Control until … Metadata!
It won’t be news to librarians, information literacy specialists, and 
digital communication scholars that 1996 was a time filled with 
both promise and peril for any new publication starting on the Web. 
Kairos’s editorial staff knew that and planned well, filling a niche in 
scholarly publishing that was made for the Web: hypertextual and (as 
Web-based design technologies matured) media-rich scholarship. In 
the spirit of the academic discipline that the journal calls home—one 
in which writing is composed and taught as a collaborative process 
between multiple authors in networked computing environments—
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Kairos has always peer-reviewed submissions collaboratively and has 
always been an open access journal, making itself freely available to 
anyone with Internet access.1 It is the longest-running journal of its 
kind in the world.
From the first issue in January 1996, the editors had the foresight 
in planning for the future of the journal to find in-kind server space, 
plan editorial collaboration via e-mail distribution lists, create sustain-
able information architecture for the journal’s twice-a-year publica-
tion, distribute the workload through co-editors who work virtually 
with each other, and commit to being an independent publishing venue 
so that the mission and vision of this experimental journal could 
remain strong. However, what the original staff didn’t know was how 
crucial metadata would be to finding information on the Web in five, 
ten, or (as of the writing of this chapter) seventeen years later—or 
what kinds of metadata would be important to capture the history 
and exponentially growing future of scholarly multimedia, or how 
expensive the process of creating metadata after the fact could be, a 
particular problem for an independent journal with a no-money-in/no-
money-out business model.
In 2008, there was a brief lull in the action when the editors be-
gan implementing a small metadata schema in every newly accepted 
webtext (Kairos’s term for scholarly multimedia articles). Using a 
version of Dublin Core, the editorial staff began copying, pasting, 
and tweaking a dozen or so lines of metadata into the header of 
every HTML page the journal would publish, starting with the Fall 
2008 issue. Keeping in mind that all webtexts are built with a series 
of linked, interactive webpages, media files, and file directories, the 
process of pasting, tweaking, and also copyediting and proofreading 
the metadata for every HTML page in an issue is no small under-
taking. As an example, the Summer 2012 issue of Kairos had 128 
HTML pages across fifteen folders and subfolders, and the metadata 
had to be pasted into and changed to match the unique data (such as 
URI) of each page, never mind all of the other editorial production 
work that the staff completes to ensure the highest quality scholar-
ship possible. 
In addition, this metadata work is done manually, which isn’t 
at all surprising given the editorial workflow the journal has always 
used. In fact, every step in the publishing process—from soliciting and 
reviewing submissions, to copyediting and design-editing webtexts, to 
publishing an issue—has been performed manually by staff members 
for the entirety of the journal’s history. This means staff members 
employ functional information literacies such as downloading zip files 
or folders using a free secure file transfer protocol (SFTP) program,2 
copyediting those files in an HTML editor, uploading those files to 
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another virtual server using SFTP, and e-mailing the staff distribution 
list to indicate that the text is ready for the next stage of copyediting. 
Those functional, technical skills support the rhetorical and criti-
cal information literacies they practice as editorial and disciplinary 
specialists in digital media composition, technical communication, 
user experience design, and so on. Of course, the problem is that it’s 
not 1996 anymore, and information literacy no longer refers simply to 
functional skills but also incorporates the higher-level rhetorical and 
critical skills. The journal’s own communicative practices needed to 
adapt.
In early 2010, the senior editors knew that the journal’s workflow 
needed to change to keep up with the proliferation of submissions 
as well as the technologies and technical standards required of Web-
based scholarship. We needed a system that would help us automate 
and sustain this otherwise functional process, a system that would 
be technologically well beyond our current practice of relying on one 
editor’s personal e-mail archives and “Type-A” approach to publica-
tion timelines (myself, as editor) and another editor’s extensive server 
knowledge (Douglas Eyman, senior editor of Kairos). This system 
should also allow us to set up a workflow that didn’t rely on our 
institutional memories so that new editors could step into these roles 
without problems. But there were no editorial management systems 
on the market (either open-source or commercial) that, out of the box, 
could handle the kind of multimedia content Kairos publishes. And 
with no budget, we couldn’t afford to buy a commercial system and 
request tweaks, nor could we implement an open-source system and 
pay a programmer to make changes suitable for us. So, we applied for 
a National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) Digital Humani-
ties Start-Up Grant, which would allow us to pay a programmer to 
build multimedia-specific plug-ins for the open-source software Open 
Journal Systems (OJS).
OJS has been around since 2001 and is distributed for free by the 
Public Knowledge Project (PKP).3 Kairos chose OJS as the foundation 
for its editorial-system grant because PKP’s founder, John Willinsky, 
is extremely dedicated to open access scholarship and to making 
OJS open-source, including opening its codebase to programmers, 
which was an important requirement for completing the grant project 
on time and on budget. In addition, with OJS we wouldn’t have to 
maintain our own system; we would just have to build plug-ins that 
work with the existing system and offer those plug-ins back to the 
open-source community for others to make use of and improve. We 
were lucky to get the NEH grant on the first try, and the Kairos-OJS 
plug-ins should be available to the public by the fall of 2012. But, in 
our excitement at getting the grant, we’d forgotten one thing. 
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The Climax: The Specter of Metadata Returns!
OJS runs on a database, and in order for that database to work, it needed 
data that we didn’t have. We had only a very limited set of Dublin Core 
metadata for two years of the journal’s then fourteen years of publica-
tion, and that data was not easily extracted from the code in which it 
was embedded. So the first order of business was to create a metadata 
schema that would capture the data we wanted to capture within OJS, 
which uses a limited variation of Dublin Core. Doug Eyman, myself, and 
Kathie Gossett, Kairos’s associate editor, spent three months creating a 
crosswalk comparing Dublin Core, OJS, and Kairos’s unique metadata 
needs specific to its multimedia content. (Unfortunately, space precludes 
me from detailing the outcomes of that process in this chapter.)
In the process of discussing schemata, we realized we wanted to 
capture data not only at the webtext (or article) level, but also at the 
level of the media element, such as a path-specific URI that identi-
fies where a media element falls within the architecture of a specific 
webtext (e.g., /images/header.gif). With this goal in mind, we ended up 
with twenty-nine fields to capture at the webtext and media element 
levels, including Title, Creator, Keyword, Description, Designer, Status, 
Genre, FileType, and others. We could use a metadata field such as 
Title to refer not only to the title of a webtext but also to the title of 
an HTML page, since each page in a webtext functions as a discrete, 
nonlinear unit in our publications. In addition, a metadata field such 
as Description could stand in for a webtext’s abstract but also, at the 
media element level, as the alt text for an image used in the webtext. 
This level of granularity would allow us to provide more compre-
hensive and more finely tuned research opportunities for readers and 
potential authors, eventually allowing us to tag every media element in 
a webtext so that it would be independently searchable and remixable 
and could be cited appropriately. This granularity would also allow us 
to better describe and preserve, if only through metadata, some of the 
webtext components that become technologically obsolete with age. A 
good example is Kairos’s most-cited webtext, “a bookling monument” 
by Anne Wysocki. It’s a Shockwave piece from 2002, designed in Mac-
romedia Director (when, alas, there was such a program), that only oc-
casionally still runs, depending on whether browser companies decide 
to keep the Shockwave browser plug-in up-to-date. For several years 
in the late 2000s, the piece was completely inaccessible, but people still 
cite it because it is one of the most cutting-edge and unusually de-
signed pieces in the journal’s history. Metadata would help us preserve 
the import of the Shockwave piece for archival and research purposes, 
even if the medium—or, more specifically, file format—in which the 
piece is delivered becomes inaccessible again in the future.
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We were so wrapped up in what data we wanted to collect in our 
redesigned version of OJS, however, that we forgot we would need to 
collect data for all of our back issues as well. To populate the impending 
OJS database, we would need to create metadata for what was, on early 
counts, over 500 webtexts and 25,000 media elements that the journal 
had already published. Worse, having already spoken with several su-
percomputing experts on data mining, we knew there was no way to do 
this algorithmically with our multimedia content. (In fact, those experts 
are only now, two years later, starting a project where this work might 
be possible.) At the time, not a few tears were shed during the confron-
tation with this massive metadata-mining challenge, which we knew 
could be completed only with human labor and a ton of perseverance. 
But how? The journal staff consists of around twenty-five PhD students 
and tenure-track scholars who volunteer a few hours a week (and some-
times much more) on top of their high teaching loads (the average is 
four classes per semester) to put out two or three issues a year. The ad-
ditional workload would have been an undue burden for them, and the 
documentation I would have had to prepare to make this project work 
at twenty-five different sites (since the staff is distributed) would have 
been an undue burden for me. And if I took this project on myself, what 
could I learn from it? Better yet, I realized, my students could learn from 
mining metadata from scholarly, open access multimedia?
Yes, I would have a captive audience of fifteen undergraduates in 
my digital publishing class the following semester. All of them would 
be seniors in my department’s publishing studies sequence, the most 
difficult sequence to get into (due to the number of seats available). 
Thus, the sequence has the highest standards for students—standards 
that, in my experience teaching in this sequence, the students surpass 
on a weekly basis. They are the best of the best. On the one hand, I 
admit feeling guilty about throwing them into such a massive project, 
and one that I would see professional benefit from. On the other hand, 
students in this sequence crave real-life and practical publishing expe-
riences, and this project was unlike any they would work on in their 
other publishing classes. Most students wanted something “digital” in 
this sequence, and many waited a semester to take this class with me 
because it dealt specifically with digital topics. This class opportunity 
was the perfect solution to my metadata problems, and I vowed from 
the beginning to credit the students’ data-mining work, either through 
acknowledgements or co-authorship, as the case warranted.4
Falling Action: Teaching Metadata to Make the Journal Sustainable
To collect this data—in what turned out to be over 800 webtexts from 
Kairos’s then fifteen years of publication—I created a syllabus for 
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my senior-level publishing class that included a ten-week sequenced 
assignment of mining the metadata, which I discuss in more detail 
below, and a reading list on metadata, open access and digital publish-
ing, and nontraditional scholarship. Some of these readings included 
Baca’s (2008) Introduction to Metadata, Fitzpatrick’s (2010) Planned 
Obsolescence, Borgman’s (2007) Scholarship in the Digital Age, and 
Willinsky’s (2009) Access Principle; I purposefully used the open ac-
cess versions of these texts when they were available. Based on those 
readings, we discussed issues such as these:
•	 What is scholarship, and why is peer review important?
•	 What role does peer review play in your professors’ lives?
•	 What does open access mean?
•	 How does being open access impact the sustainability of digi-
tal scholarship?
•	 What are these “webtexts” we’re working with?
•	 What is metadata, and why is it important to digital publish-
ing and to webtexts in particular?
The students were eager to discuss these topics in detail since most 
of the concepts were brand-new to them, and all directly related to their 
major. For instance, the students had no idea what tenure, or the tenure 
track, was, even though these concepts pervade their university lives 
through their professors.5 Tenure relates directly to the ideologies and 
processes of scholarly publishing, and so to be better editors and pub-
lishers, these publishing studies students would need to know as much 
about this form of scholarly communication as they could. We had long 
discussions—in relation to reading the peer-review sections of Fitzpat-
rick’s (2010) book supplemented by my personal experiences and re-
search regarding the use of digital and open access, peer-reviewed schol-
arship in applying for tenure6—about why professors have to research, 
what the outcomes of that research look like in different humanities 
fields, where and how it gets published, who reviews it, what editorial 
reviewers get paid, and what getting a peer-reviewed article published in 
a scholarly journal means in relation to their teaching effectiveness and 
tenure. All of this information was crucial for students to know so they 
could better understand why an author or an editor might face certain 
institutional and disciplinary challenges when choosing to publish in an 
open access journal, never mind in a medium—such as webtexts—that 
differs from traditional forms of scholarly communication.
Open Access
The first major lesson of the class centered on understanding the 
importance of open access. Students in the publishing sequence are 
trained primarily in print-based, literary and nonprofit (grant-funded 
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and subscription-based) publishing, and they know how to edit, de-
sign, market, and distribute literary texts. But prior to this class, they 
hadn’t considered what access they’d have to these texts, or to any of 
the scholarship professors require them to cite in their own papers, 
once they graduate. John Willinsky’s (2009) book provided a great 
and easy-to-read (so said the students) introduction to the principles of 
open access. For instance, Willinsky bluntly says:
What is clear at this point is that open access to re-
search archives and journals has the potential to change 
the public presence of science and scholarship and 
increase the circulation of this particular form of knowl-
edge. What is also clear is that the role that open access 
will play in the future of scholarly publishing depends 
on decisions that will be made over the [next] few years 
by researchers, editors, scholarly societies, publishers, 
and research-funding agencies.
This is a book that lays out the case for open access and 
why it should be a part of that future. It demonstrates 
the vital and viable role it can play, from both the per-
spective of a researcher working in the best-equipped 
lab at a leading research university and that of a history 
teacher struggling to find resources in an impoverished 
high school. (ix–x)
To drive these points home, and perhaps much to the chagrin of 
my university’s library officials and information technology staff, the 
students and I had frank conversations about the purchase of propri-
etary software for creating bibliographies when dozens of open-source 
versions existed, which students could learn now, for free, and con-
tinue to use long after they graduate. We also discussed the difference 
between open access and open source, and the fact that some open-
source programs, like Zotero, could capture and store open access and 
openly available documents on the Web. To clearly demonstrate the 
levels of access that students would have after they graduate, I asked 
them to look up the CV of their favorite professor, find an article he or 
she had written, and see whether they could access the full text of that 
article online without going through our library’s website. In every 
case, the answer was no. Yet they were, or would be, that high school 
teacher (or nonprofit editor) Willinsky referred to.
To compound Willinsky’s point, I relayed the news of the National 
Institute of Health’s decision to require scholars receiving NIH grants 
to publish their results in a venue that is open to the public.7 In read-
ing Borgman’s (2007) book on digital scholarship, with its particular 
emphasis on e-science, we had already discussed the salary and grant-
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funding disparities between the sciences and the humanities and the 
fact that the sciences usually build paying for open access publishing 
into their grants, so the NIH’s decision wasn’t that big a deal, whereas 
open access in the humanities could be a financial hurdle as well as an 
ideological one. As a counterpoint to the NIH example, I told them an 
anecdote that Brett Bobley (2010), Chief Information Officer for the 
NEH, shared at a conference once:
I get a little Google alert whenever various things occur, 
and I saw a little article about the fact that [a big-name 
scholar has published an article]… And I click on it and 
what comes up? A pay wall. It’s printed in some journal, 
and that means I’ll never get to read it. Ever. And I work 
for the NEH! I fund this stuff! Scholars all the time say to 
me, “Hey, Brett, did you read that article I published?” I 
go,	“Did	you	publish	it	open	access?”	No.	I	never	read	it.	
I can’t afford journal subscriptions.
Bobley reminds academics that if scholarship is not published 
open access, neither the funders nor the general public will ever see it. 
Given this information paired with the class discussions about tenure 
and peer-reviewed scholarship, the students could easily see why open 
access was an important point along the publishing and informa-
tion communication spectrum. And, although this publishing course 
was not a special topics class in open access scholarship, most of our 
discussions came back to this issue throughout the semester, including 
why and how we were to collect metadata for Kairos.
Metadata for Webtexts
The connection between information literacy and the production of 
the metadata was implicit in the class, but I hope to make that con-
nection explicit for readers in this section. The point is that techni-
cal tasks, such as metadata creation, should not exist outside of the 
critical, rhetorical contexts in which they are being performed if a full 
sense of information literacy is to be expected. In this case, the criti-
cal and rhetorical topoi include digital scholarship, peer review, open 
access venues, copyright, and other issues within the scholarly commu-
nicative landscape.
To prepare for the metadata-mining project, we spent the first few 
weeks of class reading about open access, peer review, and the kinds of 
digital media scholarship that Kairos publishes. We read Baca’s (2008) 
Introduction to Metadata, which put into larger context some of the 
instruction sets on mining metadata from Kairos, which I provided 
students on a weekly basis. Based on the great questions raised by 
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Baca’s book, such as why metadata is important, I wrote lengthy con-
textual explanations into the instruction sets for students as a way to 
reinforce the scholarly and publishing importance of creating metadata 
for digital texts. Their first handout explained several reasons why we 
were collecting metadata from Kairos and what that data would be 
used for:
1. It will be used by Kairos editors to populate a 
database they are creating. This database, which 
will interact with Open Journal Systems (a scholarly 
publishing platform) to allow readers, editors, and 
authors to better search for useful digital media 
scholarship in the journal.
2. It will allow for more accurate citation practices of 
the digital media elements within Kairos webtexts.
3. It will make previously published webtexts more 
accessible for more users—both for scholars doing 
Web-based researchers [sic] and for users who are 
differently abled.
4. It will serve as a prototype for metadata in all future 
Kairos submissions, so that authors will begin to 
create their own metadata upon submission to the 
new database/system; thus making the gathering of 
metadata more sustainable in the future, based on 
your experiments and workflow recommendations.
5. It will be used by editors and researchers to dis-
cover new information (e.g., relationships, visual-
izations, search patterns, reading patterns, media-
types, etc.) and to create new knowledge about 
digital media scholarship.
6. Once the metadata terms we are using have been 
conceptualized through your work and proven to 
be successful (or not), the metadata terms will be 
distributed to other digital media publications so 
as to become a standard for this kind of scholarly 
publication. (Ball 2011)
Because of the scope of this project, I knew it would be crucial 
to remind students that it was equivalent to an internship and would 
be a useful résumé line for them. (Although I wasn’t expecting it, two 
students went on to get jobs where their primarily responsibilities 
were to work with metadata in digital publishing venues.) I translated 
to layperson’s terms the 25 items that we would capture over the 
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eight weeks of hands-on class time spent on this assignment: Authors, 
Designers, Creators, Author/Designer Affiliation, Academic Rank, 
Author/Designer (current) Emails, Webtext Title, Abstract, Publisher, 
Volume/Issue, Date Published, Section, Language, Peer-Reviewed 
Status, Peer-Reviewers, DOI, Rights, File Name, File Size, MimeType, 
Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) Type, URI, Page Title, Alt 
Text, and Genre. These fields crossed three categories of data we 
wanted to collect: at the level of the webtext, at the micro-level of the 
media elements within a webtext, and contact information for authors. 
(There were thirty-five fields of metadata total, some referenced below 
and repeated across the webtext level and the media-element level, but 
I had to cut back based on what the students would be physically and 
emotionally able to accomplish during the term, so we ended up with 
nineteen. Space prevents me from detailing all of these fields.) I parsed 
the mining project into the assignments shown in Table 5.1, which I 
thought would create a workflow that made the most sense given the 
concepts, locations in the webtexts, and technologies students would 
need to find them.
Every week, students would get another multipage handout 
describing in detail how to collect or create some grouping of this 
metadata. These handouts always included brief discussions about why 
fields as seemingly simple as Author, Title, Publisher, and Date might be 
difficult to find and might even be contested. For instance, the handout 
“Fields Requiring Little Instruction” included directions for finding 
authors, webtext titles, volume and issue, language, designers, and peer 
reviewers and was five single-spaced pages with four images—two each 
to demonstrate how to find designers and peer reviewers (information 
Table 5.1
Metadata elements presented during the Semester
week 1 [Feb 9] Fields requiring Little Instruction
week 2 [Feb 16] Fields requiring Simple Lists (not Mimetypes) + doI
week 3 [Feb 23] rights + affiliation, rank, email
week 4 [March 2] abstract, Keywords + notes [spring break]
week 5 [March 16] MediaId + Filename, FileSize, Mimetype, dCMI 
type, UrI
week 6 [March 23] page title, alt text, Creator + [webtext] dCMI type, 
File Size, UrI
week 7 [March 30] Genre [webtext & Media tabs], Creator
week 8 [april 6] Update rights & affiliations fields
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that is rarely included in webtexts). The description for finding authors 
alone included the following details (which probably won’t make sense 
to readers, but did make sense to students since we’d spent a good deal 
of time looking at the journal before starting the project):
Authors:
1. To find the authors for a webtext, look at the Table 
of Contents (TOCs) for each issue of Kairos or on the 
“home” page for each individual webtext. To access 
the back issues, go to the Kairos home page (http://
kairos.technorhetoric.net) and click on the tab at the 
top for “Issues.” The TOC is on the main page of the 
journal,	EXCEPT	for	the	following	issues:	7.3,	6.2,	
5.2, 4.1, where the TOC for the “CoverWeb” section 
has to be accessed by clicking on the themes or the 
hyperlinked title to the CoverWeb.
2. Once you find the authors, copy them from the 
webtext and paste them into the Authors column in 
the Webtext tab of the Excel spreadsheet. Authors 
should be listed just like they appear in the webtext, 
including any middle initials, but NOT including any 
degrees	or	ranks	(e.g.,	PhD,	if	it	follows	a	name).
3. If there are multiple authors for a single webtext, 
they should be listed in the order they appear on 
the webtext, with commas separating each full 
name.	BUT	MAKE	SURE	TO	DELETE	the	“and”	
which will usually be included in the TOC.
EXAMPLE:
Author	listing	in	the	TOC:	Christopher	Dean,	Will	Hoch-
man,	Carra	Hood,	and	Robert	McEachern
Author	listing	in	the	spreadsheet:	Christopher	Dean,	Will	
Hochman,	Carra	Hood,	Robert	McEachern
Date of publication (another not-simple entry) would have been 
easier if the journal hadn’t changed its publication schedule halfway 
through its history, or its name (a third entry that required choosing 
from multiple options) from Kairos: A Journal for Teachers of Writing 
in Webbed Environments to its current name in 2004.
In the schedule shown in Table 5.1, there was a definite split be-
tween the work completed before spring break and the work completed 
afterwards. After break, students had to move from browser-based min-
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ing to code-based and file-directory-based mining. That is, before spring 
break, they had been searching through the interfaces of the journal 
and webtexts to find the information they needed, using web brows-
ers such as Firefox—technologies they were familiar with. After spring 
break, they had to use FTP programs and web-editing programs like 
Dreamweaver to download and search through the code, in some cases. 
The major hurdle here was not necessarily the difficulty level of teaching 
students what a DCMIType was and when a GIF is not a StillImage but 
a MovingImage.8 The difficulty was that most of the students had never 
before made a webpage or put it on a server; they had to be taught how 
to search for, download, and install web-editing and publishing software 
on our lab computers and their laptops, then to complete intricate and 
extended searches in HTML code or file directories for the metadata in-
formation they needed. For instance, the most efficient and least techno-
logically complicated way I could figure out how to mine for alt tags on 
all images was to have students search for the alt tag code in an entire 
issue of Kairos. For most of the students, this was their first introduction 
to HTML code, so the instructions on just this one part of the week’s 
assignment were three and a half pages long, and that didn’t include 
the definitions for terms such as file directory, HTML tag, and SFTP 
program (which had previously been covered). The instructions included 
definitions for nearly every step in setting up a site in Dreamweaver, 
including what Dreamweaver was and what open-source programs 
students could use if they didn’t have Dreamweaver at home.
Each set of instructions also included Mac- and PC-compatible 
keyboard shortcuts or menu names. Most of each three-hour studio 
class had us working hands-on to start that week’s mining assignment, 
troubleshooting the instructions when students inevitably ran into 
interface, architecture, or technology issues that didn’t match every 
possible combination I could think of in advance. The instruction sets, 
initially created for a student with learning disabilities in the class, 
quickly became the reference for all students as we collaborated as 
a class on how to use and improve them. In and of themselves, they 
were a perfect example of how access for one can mean better access 
for all, a macrocosmic example of what alt tags do for each micro-
cosm of a webtext. Finally, this course was a prime lesson in what 
Stuart Selber (2004) has termed the functional, critical, and rhetorical 
literacies inherent in being multiliterate in a digital age. Without the 
critical literacies of understanding digital scholarship, peer review, and 
open access publishing; without the functional literacies of tinkering 
with file directories in Dreamweaver, Firefox or Safari, and Filezilla; 
without the rhetorical literacies of applying typical units of analysis 
to webtexts (e.g., who is the audience, what is the text’s purpose, in 
what context is it published, etc.), these students could not have begun 
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to compete this project. But they did. And their data was, as much as 
could be expected, clean and excellent.
Denouement: The Pirates of Metadata Are Salvagers Extraordinaire!
This was a massive project—too big—which the students and I coped 
with in different ways. Students would come to class excited to tell me 
how they explained this metadata project to their history or biology 
major roommates. At the same time, they were exhausted by its menial 
orientation, not surprising given the cut-and-paste tasks at the heart 
of this project. The students completed the semester by producing an 
Excel spreadsheet for each of the journal’s issues they were assigned 
to mine. On average, each spreadsheet contained 35,000 cells of data, 
and each student had at least two spreadsheets. My rough count is 
that students collected over a million cells of data. On its own, the 
data has the potential to shape the way scholars research and think 
about Kairos webtexts as representative of the history and future of 
design on the World Wide Web. This makes their work no small feat 
(the outcomes of which I discuss more below). The students coped by 
expressing how they felt week after week of mining metadata: Arrgh!!! 
It drove them crazy, but they also love-hated it. They started call-
ing themselves the Pirates of Metadata and made their own logo and 
T-shirts, covered with metadata jokes only they would appreciate (see 
Figure 5.1). One of the jokes was a riff on our DOI schema—volume.
issue.section.authorLastName-et-al—which was transformed into 
5.11.kairos.arrgh-et-al for a tagline on the shirts (5.11 was for May 
2011, when the class ended). They’d twisted the functional literacy 
of a DOI naming schema into a rhetorically appropriate parody—a 
Figure 5.1
the pirates of Metadata, proudly Sporting their t-shirts
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transfer that showcases, even in a minor and fun way, their critical-
information literacy learning.
It was through the students’ information literacy learning via this 
metadata project that they were able to make a significant contribu-
tion to digital publishing studies. And vice versa: because I reinforced 
weekly that the students were contributing to scholarship in digital 
publishing studies, they understood that their work had reach far 
beyond the classroom and were willing to push themselves harder to 
make that impact successful. To reach this outside-the-classroom audi-
ence, I asked students to write a report outlining their methods of data 
mining (particularly if they deviated from the instructions I provided) 
and include observations about their dataset and recommendations for 
stakeholders. Their audience was editors, librarians, information lit-
eracy scholars, and others who might implement a similar project with 
a scholarly multimedia journal in the future. Goals of the assignment 
included reflecting on what they learned from the metadata project in 
relation to the theoretical contexts of digital publishing studies and to 
summarize outcomes of that learning (via Findings, Discussion, and 
Recommendations sections) by providing succinct examples from their 
metadata sets. For instance, in the Findings section of the report, I sug-
gested some kinds of data they might report on:9
•	 the kinds of genres they ended up using
•	 the number of media files they ended up with
•	 a short list of examples of how media files were named by the 
authors
•	 the sections their Volume.Issue covered
•	 the number of alt text or page titles (or not) used in their 
webtexts
This data was typical of those we spent more time discussing in 
class, as opposed to the more (but not exclusively) functional cut-and-
paste fields such as Author, Volume.Issue, and URI. The question about 
which sections appeared in students’ particular Volume.Issue, however, 
would elicit information critical to the historical changes in sections 
that Kairos has undergone (e.g., the first issues had a section called 
Pixelated Rhetorics, which morphed into Kairos Meet the Authors, 
which morphed into two different sections: Interviews and Praxis). 
Changes in sections sometimes indicated the peer-reviewed status 
(another metadata collection point) of webtexts, which has repercus-
sions for authors’ tenure and promotion. Although students wouldn’t 
always know these larger issues that I, as editor, could easily interpret 
from the data, we discussed these issues in class, and if I suggested the 
impact factor of section changes, students could easily grasp its import 
to publishing studies as a whole. A quick overview of the students’ 
outcomes and recommendations from this study shows the following 
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import of seemingly functional topics such as genre, media files, nam-
ing conventions, and alt text, which the students and I have presented 
elsewhere (Ball et al., 2011):
•	 Web architecture has changed dramatically in fifteen years, 
with a noticeable shift between volumes 1–10 and 11–15. 
Journal architecture as a whole is messier than it should be 
(particularly in older issues), but individual webtexts have 
become more “deep” in their folder structures.
•	 File-naming conventions have become slightly more rhetorical 
(e.g., named according to rhetorical function, such as header.
gif) and more technologically sustainable (e.g., fewer filenames 
in ALL CAPS or weird spaces).
•	 Genres and DCMITypes change dramatically as the journal 
grows.
•	 The number of webtexts published per issue has been halved.
•	 Accessibility elements such as alt text and page titles are miss-
ing from most early issues and are inconsistently used in later 
issues.
This is just a small sample of the observations students made in 
their reports about Kairos based on the metadata project. And a major 
observation that nearly all the students had was that mining metadata 
retroactively is costly and prone to human error. Some of the problems 
that students encountered in trying to mine metadata—such as finding 
accurate affiliations, ranks, and e-mail addresses for authors, particu-
larly those in earlier issues—are already part of OJS or were already 
planned as part of the Kairos-OJS version. But the students came up 
with other recommendations or requirements that were incredibly in-
sightful and that Kairos plans to implement in future iterations of our 
metadata-collection schema in OJS, such as:
•	 Webtexts need technology descriptions in abstracts that also 
describe the interactive designs of each piece.
•	 Accessible documentation (alt text, transcripts, reading in-
structions, etc.) should be a mandatory part of any webtext 
submission.
•	 A controlled vocabulary (if that’s possible?) for webtext and 
media genres should be provided so that authors can tag their 
own elements from this set list.
Finally, students recommended that the labor of metadata be 
shifted to authors. This is not a surprising recommendation given the 
state of digital scholarly publishing at the moment. Calls for open 
access and collaboration are often accompanied by calls for crowd-
sourcing, which essentially means re-envisioning the labor structure of 
publishing. Students who were brand-new to digital publishing could, 
after only one semester of study, see this and agree that this discussion 
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needs to take place. Their recommendations are important—and excit-
ing, knowing that these students are the next generation of critically, 
rhetorically, and functionally literate editors of scholarly communica-
tion.
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Notes
 1. As of last count, the journal has over 45,000 unique hits a 
month, with readers in 180 countries (Eyman 2006).
 2. Kairos advocates open-source software such as Cyberduck.
 3. For more information about the Public Knowledge Project, see 
http://pkp.sfu.ca/history.
 4. We have already co-authored a poster session on the outcomes of 
their mining workflow: see Ball et al. 2011.
 5. Illinois State University is a second-tier school in the Normal 
tradition, well respected for its faculty teaching and its teacher-
education programs, and the English department faculty typically 
teach two to three classes per semester, but the university still 
has strong research expectations, with peer-reviewed articles and 
scholarly books making up the bulk of what’s expected prior to 
tenure.
 6. See Ball 2009.
 7. For more information, read the National Institutes of Health 
Public Access Policy Details at http://publicaccess.nih.gov/policy.
htm.
 8. There are twelve terms—or descriptors for “the nature or genre 
of the resource”—in the DCMI Type controlled vocabulary: 
Collection, Dataset, Event, Image, InteractiveResource, Mov-
ingImage, PhysicalObject, Service, Software, Sound, StillImage, 
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and Text (DCMI Usage Board 2012). Kairos uses only a subset 
of these Types (e.g., the journal doesn’t publish PhysicalOb-
jects, Events, or Services). All webtexts in Kairos are considered 
InteractiveResources under DCMI’s definition, but not all GIFs 
are StillImages because animated GIFs move, which makes 
them MovingImages instead. In this case, information technol-
ogy skills (e.g., knowing that .gif represents an image file) don’t 
help a metadata miner understand the context in which that 
GIF is used. Instead, a student needs to understand the rhetori-
cal context of the GIF by viewing it on the webpage in which it 
was published (e.g., what’s the GIF doing and in what context) in 
order to evaluate its function within the webtext and thus tag it 
appropriately in the metadata.
 9. One goal of this assignment was to teach students how to write 
business reports, a genre that publishing majors would need in 
their jobs. For the full assignment (and links to other assignments 
on the syllabus), see http://ceball.com/classes/354/spring11.
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Chapter 6
The Poster Session as a Vehicle for Teaching 
the Scholarly Communication Process
Merinda Kaye Hensley
University of Illinois at Urban-Champaign
Introduction
Teaching librarians will agree that information literacy concepts are 
best taught when students are invested in the outcomes of their learn-
ing. Student engagement can be demonstrated in many ways: a lesson 
that is directly tied to a course assignment, a one-shot session that 
incorporates student-driven activity, or a one-on-one teachable mo-
ment at the reference desk. For the past decade, efforts to improve the 
undergraduate experience have been taking place through the devel-
opment of new curricular experiences including first-year seminars, 
writing-intensive courses, undergraduate research, global and service 
learning, capstone projects, and much more. These programs are a 
game changer for information literacy efforts, impacting the tradi-
tional ways librarians interact with students through the classroom 
experience and on the reference desk.
The curriculum changes in academia all have one aspect in 
common: they create an environment where the undergraduate 
student moves from being a consumer to being a creator of knowl-
edge. Undergraduate students are increasingly contributing to the 
academic conversation by writing papers for their courses that 
are archived in the institutional repository and presenting their 
research results at conferences. In what ways should the librar-
ian’s approach to information literacy instruction adopt scholarly 
communication issues when the undergraduate student becomes the 
author?
Let us first consider two terms that are common in a librarian’s 
vocabulary: information literacy and scholarly communication:
113
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To be information literate, a person must be able to 
recognize when information is needed and have the 
ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed 
information. (ALA 1989)
Scholarly communication is the system through which 
research and other scholarly writings are created, evalu-
ated for quality, disseminated to the scholarly commu-
nity, and preserved for future use. (ALA 2003)
Librarians are intensifying efforts to influence developments 
around scholarly communication issues, and this advocacy is finding 
its way into the classroom. Warren and Duckett (2010) challenge li-
brarians to consider undergraduates as a prime audience for discussing 
the economics of the publishing cycle:
A greater awareness of where information comes 
from and where it is accessible is important for not 
only developing the evaluative skills needed to find 
and make the best use of information, but also to 
understand the social nature of information and 
knowledge. Shaping this contextual understanding of 
information has allegedly always been an aspect of in-
formation literacy, but in practice it is frequently over-
shadowed by a skills-based approach that focuses on 
teaching students how to find, access, and evaluate 
information. (350)
Since 2007, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has 
been working with a one-of-a-kind undergraduate research program, 
the Ethnography of the University Initiative (EUI), to assist students 
with developing and presenting research posters and publishing them 
in the institutional repository, Illinois Digital Environment for Ac-
cess to Learning and Scholarship (IDEALS).1 Undergraduate research 
programs offer new opportunities for librarians to weave together 
their expertise in areas of student learning, information literacy, and 
scholarly communication. In fact, one could argue that the librar-
ian’s expertise is best positioned to lead support for the last phase 
of the research process—publication and dissemination of original 
undergraduate student work. This chapter will examine the role of the 
librarian in teaching the scholarly communication process, outline the 
relationship between a library and a formal undergraduate research 
program, detail how the poster session operates, and look ahead to 
how libraries can support expanding undergraduate research pro-
grams.
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Creating High-Impact Learning Experiences throughout the 
Undergraduate Experience
Undergraduate research experiences continue to gain momentum 
across types of institution as well as by discipline. The Council on Un-
dergraduate Research (CUR),2 an organization that focuses on provid-
ing support through publications and outreach, defines undergraduate 
research as “an inquiry or investigation conducted by an undergradu-
ate student that makes an original intellectual or creative contribution 
to the discipline” (CUR 2012a). Research universities, such as the 
University of Illinois, continue to emulate the progress of liberal arts 
and four-year private institutions in refining undergraduate education 
to provide discipline-oriented research programs, such as undergradu-
ate research opportunities, that provide a strong foundation in inqui-
ry-based learning (Boyer Commission 1998). Librarians’ efforts to 
expand the reach of information literacy have not gone unnoticed by 
the academy. The Association of American Colleges and Universities 
(AAC&U) includes information literacy in its outline of high-impact 
learning experiences,3 which includes formal undergraduate research. 
“The goal is to involve students with actively contested questions, 
empirical observation, cutting-edge technologies, and the sense of 
excitement that comes from working to answer important questions” 
(Kuh 2008, 10). These high-impact learning experiences also generate 
new opportunities and environments for teaching librarians to engage 
students beyond the one-shot instruction session.
Not to be confused with curriculum of the past (e.g., the stand-
alone research paper assignment), undergraduate research programs 
invite students into faculty-led research by allowing them either to 
design a research project of their own or to be a partner within a 
faculty member’s research agenda. Students are mentored throughout 
the research process, including doing background research, gather-
ing and organizing data, and contributing to the resulting scholarly 
output. Students benefit from exposure to the rigors of academia 
under the tutelage of a disciplinary expert, and the faculty member 
is enriched by the unobstructed and neophyte view of the student. 
Most significant, though, is that students publish and disseminate the 
results of their research in myriad ways: by publishing in undergrad-
uate student journals, presenting at campus symposia and national 
conferences, creating research posters, and depositing their research 
in institutional repositories. Liberal arts and research institutions 
have been able to provide undergraduate research opportunities in 
the sciences by allocating resources for faculty to individually men-
tor undergraduate students as part of their research agendas and the 
goals of their departments. The social sciences and humanities have 
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followed the lead of the science disciplines in fostering scholarly 
engagement through experiential learning opportunities, including 
immersive fieldwork and experiments, and by exploring the growing 
field of digital humanities. The new curricular landscape provides 
experiential opportunities for the librarian to lead discussions that 
will assist students in understanding the publication process, intellec-
tual property issues, and the significance of archiving collections of 
student research.
The Role of the Teaching Librarian
Today’s undergraduate students are sharing exponentially more in-
formation than their predecessors, their extensive Web lives exposed 
through a social media deluge. We know very little, however, about 
their understanding of the authorship and publication process within 
academic digital scholarly production.4 Students are making deci-
sions early in their academic careers that will influence how they 
capture and release information for the rest of their lives. When stu-
dents participate in undergraduate research, they face new decisions 
regarding copyright, data management, open access (OA), authors’ 
rights, and the creation of metadata for preservation purposes. The 
students’ relationship to scholarly communication transforms from 
that of consumer to that of producer when they submit their re-
search to an institutional repository or student journal or present at 
a conference. Librarians have the expertise to play an educative role 
throughout the process of publication, dissemination, and preserva-
tion.
Faculty may understand the value librarians bring to the class-
room in teaching students how to locate, evaluate, and use informa-
tion, but our narrative is only beginning to emerge on issues relating 
to the creation and curation of undergraduate student work. While 
discussion in the literature on the partnership between libraries and 
undergraduate research programs is scarce, Stamatoplos (2009) identi-
fied a new paradigm:
Though their needs can in many ways resemble those 
of faculty researchers, such students understandably 
might not always think like experienced scholars. The 
librarian becomes a critical ally in the research process 
and a welcome guide to a more sophisticated approach 
to scholarship. The librarian can make a significant con-
tribution to what is an inquiry-based model of teaching 
and learning both at the campus level and throughout 
the research community. (240)
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Working with students on scholarly communication issues as they 
pertain to undergraduate research strengthens the role of the librar-
ian in the publishing and dissemination process, affirming Ogburn’s 
(2011) compelling phrase, “Lifelong learning requires lifelong access” 
(515).
Ethnography of the University Initiative at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign
Background
Celebrating its ten-year anniversary in 2013, the Ethnography of the 
University Initiative (EUI)5 is a collaborative program that engages 
students in ethnographic research about the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign community, including but not limited to the stu-
dents’ experiences in the community. Although based at the University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, EUI has explored multiple academic 
perspectives through courses at other universities, including University 
of Illinois at Chicago, Illinois State University, Parkland College, Ithaca 
College, and Syracuse University. EUI is, at its heart, a multidisciplinary 
endeavor, and while the number of courses affiliated with the pro-
gram varies by semester, examples include agricultural and consumer 
economics, anthropology, Asian American studies, curriculum and 
instruction, educational organization and leadership, educational policy 
studies, kinesiology, natural resources and environmental sciences, 
rhetoric and composition, speech communication, and studio art. Each 
semester, EUI recruits faculty who teach established courses through the 
EUI structure. Courses taught as part of EUI operate in coordination 
with Institutional Review Board training and approval and library part-
nerships with the Student Life and Culture Archival Program (SLC), 
the University Library, and the institutional repository, IDEALS. Unlike 
undergraduate research programs in the sciences, where students are 
individually assigned to a faculty member, EUI courses form learning 
communities that are mentored together by the teaching faculty, the 
students’ peers, and campus partners. From a student’s perspective, core 
disciplinary concepts are taught by looking through an ethnographic 
or archival lens in order to gather qualitative or historical data around 
issues that most often resonate with the student’s Illinois experience 
(e.g., campus safety, socialization, students with physical and learning 
disabilities, use of campus space). Student work culminates in the Bi-
Annual Student Research Conference comprised of panel presentations, 
research posters, and most recently, multimedia presentations.
The University Library has been involved with EUI from its incep-
tion, although this relationship has matured over time. Library efforts 
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have included leading one-shot library instruction on searching skills, 
maintaining a bibliographic list of publications about the University of 
Illinois, and membership on the EUI Internal Advisory Board.6 While 
there are several subject specialist librarians that serve EUI, there is 
one over-arching library liaison that coordinates efforts across the 
Library. The SLC serves as a museum of university activities, collect-
ing and archiving documents and artifacts that shine light on “student 
involvement in fraternities, sororities, student government, religious 
associations, publications, social events, athletics, and other activities 
that contribute to the total student experience in higher education” 
(SLC 2012). Each semester, the SLC invites students to learn how 
an archive is different from a library and how archival materials are 
stored and organized, and to explore the plethora of primary source 
materials related to the lives of past University of Illinois students. 
When the experience of archival research is interconnected with 
searching the institutional repository, a living history is formed that 
tells a story about the university and its culture throughout time:
Students often pass through universities with little 
knowledge of the histories, mandates, regulations, 
economies, or values that have structured university 
organization and practices. Even a brief foray in the ar-
chives helps students to see the university as an evolv-
ing institution and to appreciate the historical specificity 
of their own inquiries. (Hunter et al. 2008, 43)
An established collection in the institutional repository presents 
new opportunities for publishing undergraduate student research. In-
stead of repeatedly asking the same questions from semester to semes-
ter, faculty members are able to encourage students to build on previ-
ous students’ work by searching IDEALS during the formulation of 
their research questions. To date, over 600 student projects have been 
archived in IDEALS. Examples include studies of language barriers 
for the international campus community; ethics of animal care at the 
College of Veterinary Medicine; examination of social cultures across 
campus; investigation of the campus controversy about the retirement 
of a campus mascot; the freshman experience in dorms, cafeterias, and 
PanHellenic life; and much more.7
EUI is an example of the type of undergraduate research program 
in the social sciences and humanities described in the Boyer report: 
“The focal point of the first year should be a small seminar taught 
by experienced faculty. The seminar should deal with topics that will 
stimulate and open intellectual horizons and allow opportunities for 
learning by inquiry in a collaborative environment” (Boyer Commis-
sion 1998, 28). The University Library is a facilitator of student learn-
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ing by virtue of its instructional mission, archives, student collections, 
and service ethos. Incorporating a student research poster session 
elevates the library’s commitment to information literacy and schol-
arly communication by fostering inquiry at the undergraduate level 
through the publication of original student work.
An Example of EUI Student Work
While the scope of EUI’s projects are too diverse and numerous to 
share within this narrative, a recent example serves to demonstrate 
the library’s essential role. Students in a fall 2010 course Kinesiology/
Sociology 249: Sport and Modern Society (instructor: Synthia Syd-
nor)8 examined the educational evolution of female faculty and their 
role in the history of athletics and sports scholarship. Eight student 
groups were each asked to examine the contribution and impact of an 
assigned female professor to today’s University of Illinois kinesiology 
department. The students combined archival and ethnographic research 
to chronicle the faculty members’ activities. Specifically, the students 
researched faculty papers in the University Archives and conducted eth-
nographic research through interviews with current professors, as well 
as students and family members who could speak to the intellectual 
life of the assigned faculty member. Toward the end of the semester, the 
liaison librarian taught an in-class session on how to create an effective 
research poster from the primary source material and qualitative data 
collected. At the end of the semester, each group presented its research 
as a poster at the EUI Bi-Annual Student Research Conference.9
Benefits from the EUI program for students include the opportunity 
to collaborate with faculty in the research and discovery process, con-
tribute to the dialogue of a community of scholars, and gain presenta-
tion experience at the student conference. Students learn to do primary 
source and archival research, they collect and manage qualitative and 
quantitative data, and sometimes their research is used to provide feed-
back to the university on student issues. Because EUI frequently tackles 
controversial and challenging topics, students who identify with specific 
communities (e.g., international students, LGBT students, students of 
color) lend a unique voice to strengthening undergraduate retention,10 
which simultaneously lays the groundwork to improve students’ confi-
dence in applying to graduate school. Faculty benefit from seminars that 
explore student intellectual property rights and the pedagogical practices 
around ethnographic and archival research (EUI 2012a). Perhaps most 
interesting, reciprocal learning provides faculty members with a fresh 
look at the academy through the experiences of their students. And fi-
nally, EUI presents a new avenue for re-envisioning information literacy 
instruction by teaching the life cycle of scholarly communication.
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The Evolving Role of the Library: Research Posters
As we have seen, the University Library works with EUI during several 
phases of the research process. The primary library liaison works with 
EUI to provide general library and poster development instruction. 
The University Archives and the SLC Archival Program work with 
courses to teach primary sources and strategies for performing archival 
research. The coordinator of IDEALS works with the EUI co-directors 
and program coordinator to create metadata and manage uploads of 
student projects to the institutional repository. These relationships 
support the liaison librarian’s goal of engaging students in discussions 
around intellectual property, research, and publication.
Bi-Annual Student Research Conference
In 2006, EUI’s Bi-Annual Student Research Conference consisted of a 
series of student-led panels. Although student participation was volun-
tary, teaching faculty strongly encouraged or mandated attendance at 
the conference. Students must apply to participate in the conference, 
and while no student has ever been denied an opportunity to present 
his or her work, many more students supported their peers by being 
in the audience rather than choosing to present. Panels were grouped 
by topic, and students were given up to five minutes to present their 
semester-long research, oftentimes with presentation slides. After each 
student had a chance to present his or her work, the audience was en-
couraged to ask questions of the panelists. Although the campus com-
munity is customarily invited, the majority of the audience consisted of 
peers, friends, teaching faculty, EUI coordinators, and librarians. When 
asked why they chose not to present at the conference, students indi-
cated hesitation to participate because of the mystery of what a student 
conference entailed. Anxiety about public speaking and the ambiguity 
over what questions might be asked as a panel presenter overpowered 
any desire to share their research. The liaison librarian identified a new 
opportunity: a poster session would address the students’ concerns 
while expanding the content of the conference by including students 
who wouldn’t have otherwise taken part in the event.
In the sciences, poster sessions have been common at conferences 
for many years, and more recently poster sessions have been gaining 
momentum across disciplines, including the social sciences and the hu-
manities. Posters provide the opportunity to break down research into 
core elements: an abstract, detailed methodology, visual presentation 
of data, and discussion of results. They also allow for informal con-
versation between the researcher and his or her audience. The liaison 
librarian proposed the idea of a poster session to the coordinators of 
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the EUI program as a way to further engage students in the conference 
process, as well as an opportunity to teach scholarly communication 
concepts. The poster session was piloted in spring 2007 and became a 
feature of the student conference the following fall semester.
Why is a poster session an effective addition to a student confer-
ence? Poster sessions can be framed as a first step into the world of 
research dissemination while challenging students to think about how 
they are going to clearly and succinctly convey ideas and conclusions 
from their research. First, students must determine how to present 
quantitative and qualitative research data in a visual manner that bal-
ances aesthetics and information. Second, the opportunity to present 
a poster appeals to the learning strategies of those who would rather 
interact on a personal basis than risk facing a group; the amateur 
researcher is exposed to discourse in a safer environment than at the 
front of a room full of faculty and peers. And finally, the poster session 
is an exercise in professional development, allowing students to hone 
skills that will prove beneficial in graduate school or a professional 
job.
From the liaison librarian’s perspective, the benefits of working 
with students on creating research posters drives progress toward 
meeting Standard Five of the Information Literacy Competency 
Standards for Higher Education: “The information literate student 
understands many of the economic, legal, and social issues surround-
ing the use of information and accesses and uses information ethically 
and legally” (ACRL 2000). First, undergraduate students engaged in 
formal undergraduate research programs have the opportunity to cre-
ate new information. As part of that creation, students as authors must 
consider the ethical and legal ramifications of archiving their work in 
the institutional repository. Second, librarians are best situated to lead 
a conversation about the publication process by highlighting topics 
such as copyright, intellectual property issues, OA, and the significance 
of archiving collections of student work. Ultimately, these elements 
are woven into an instruction session about how to design a research 
poster while considering issues focused on the larger scholarly commu-
nication process.
Organizing the Poster Session
At the beginning of each semester, the liaison librarian is introduced to 
the teaching faculty as part of a larger orientation session that discuss-
es the Institutional Review Board and ethical research standards spe-
cific to the structure of EUI, including best practices for using course 
management software, use of technology by student researchers, and 
strategies for undertaking archival research. Since the structure of 
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EUI does not require classes to participate in the student conference 
at the end of the semester, the orientation provides the liaison librar-
ian a chance to promote the poster session while teaching faculty are 
still planning the semester. Increasingly over the past five years, the 
library’s participation in the orientation has made a visible impact; fac-
ulty are choosing to encourage student participation in the conference 
and have promoted the poster session to their students in a variety of 
ways: as a mandatory assignment, for extra credit, or as a professional 
development opportunity. However, as part of the EUI structure, fac-
ulty members are required to donate class time throughout the semes-
ter for guest speakers in order to facilitate ethnographic and archival 
research (e.g., Institutional Review Board, the EUI coordinator). With 
tight schedules and significant course content to be covered, not every 
course is able to extend an invitation to the library liaison to teach 
students during class time about developing a poster. Getting into the 
classroom to teach the students about the poster session is the single 
largest challenge for this library initiative.
Teaching Posters
The pedagogical strategy for EUI courses focuses on inquiry-based 
learning, a form of active learning that aligns well with presenting a 
research poster. Inquiry learning is not about how much knowledge 
transfer can happen over the course of the semester; rather, it empha-
sizes the processes around student-driven questions and making mean-
ing from the resulting research and observations. First, posters provide 
the opportunity for students (as knowledge producers) to contextualize 
and explain what they have learned. Second, the poster session creates 
a learning environment in which there is distributed knowledge shar-
ing among the attendees. Each presenter and attendee brings his or her 
experience and knowledge to the conversation, giving the presenter a 
broader perspective on the research and oftentimes leaving the presenter 
with new questions. Teaching students how to develop a research poster 
provides an entry to the classroom to forge deeper relationships with 
budding researchers and the teaching faculty (who may also have ques-
tions about scholarly communication issues but are hesitant to ask).
The lesson plan for teaching research poster design is threefold: 
instruction in how to develop and design a compelling research poster, 
instruction in how to work effectively with data visualization tools, 
and an overview of scholarly communication issues. The lesson plan is 
taught in a fifty-minute session but can be condensed to thirty minutes 
with support from the corresponding online guide.11
The liaison librarian begins the session by asking students if they 
have previously presented or attended a poster session. Frequently, 
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no one in the room has presented a poster but one or two are willing 
to share their impressions of attending a poster session, usually the 
campus student research symposium held each spring. Next, during a 
slide show of past EUI posters, students are asked, “What elements do 
or do not work for this poster?” “Does the visualization of this data 
tell a story?” “What would you do differently?” The liaison librarian 
also brings a physical poster to the library instruction session so that 
students can begin to envision how their research will translate into a 
poster presentation.
There are three elements students are asked to consider before 
designing a poster:
1. What information should be covered verbally in a lightning 
talk (1–2 minutes)?
2. What information is best shared visually on the poster?
3. What information should be conveyed through a handout?
The three elements should complement one another. When se-
lecting which content is appropriate for each element, the librarian 
encourages students to tell a story, constructing a narrative that brings 
their research alive for the audience. The lightning talk should bring 
context to the visual information presented in the poster. Handout 
information should include complex background information, possibly 
a written abstract, more detailed results, references cited, and links to 
online portfolios.
The next section of the lesson plan, best practices for poster 
design, is covered only briefly, relying upon the more detailed informa-
tion in the online guide. The liaison librarian outlines poster specifica-
tions using Microsoft PowerPoint, and although there are myriad soft-
ware programs that can be used to create a poster including the use 
of institutional templates, most students prefer to start with software 
with which they are already comfortable.
Parallel to the Information Literacy Competency Standards, the 
ACRL Visual Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education 
provide a framework for teaching students about visual literacy.12 In 
order to develop an effective research poster, students must be able to 
choose, evaluate, and create visual images that concisely convey the 
talking points of their research.13 Students may use a combination of 
visual images or create graphic representations from their data. The 
librarian demonstrates examples from past EUI posters, including use 
of charts, tables, graphs, tag clouds, infographics, and photographs, in 
order to spark inspiration. Visualization of data is a complicated topic, 
and most students have not gathered all of their data, usually qualita-
tive ethnographic interview data, by the time of the library instruction. 
While the visualization of ethnographic data can be challenging for 
an experienced researcher,14 one of the goals of the EUI curriculum is 
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to expose students to the many aspects of data management. Visual-
ization techniques help to tell a story and break up text-heavy poster 
presentations. Given the limited time available for library instruction, 
students are directed to an open library workshop on data visualiza-
tion.15 Students can also make appointments with the subject special-
ist librarian who specializes in data visualization or with the liaison 
librarian for personalized assistance.
The University Library has allocated funds each semester as an 
investment in undergraduate research so that students can present a 
professionally printed poster at the student conference. Since the print-
ing budget is limited, the first twenty-five students to send an e-mail 
to the liaison librarian with their tentative poster title are allocated 
free printing. Others who would like to present a poster may pay for 
printing on their own, or their department may choose to cover the 
cost. The e-mail establishes a working relationship between the student 
and the liaison librarian. Over the following weeks, the liaison librar-
ian communicates with the entire group, highlighting best practices 
and reminding students of deadlines. Oftentimes, students will set up 
individual consultation time to talk through their poster development. 
The liaison librarian makes suggestions for content, visualization, 
and design and reviews each poster for mechanical details, including 
spelling and grammar. When the liaison librarian works with a student 
over the course of a semester, she can reinforce her role in the research 
process in ways that one-shot sessions and chance encounters do not.
For most undergraduate EUI students, this is their first experience 
from being an information consumer to being a knowledge producer. 
While EUI would like to see all the student posters archived, submis-
sions are voluntary, and not all students initially understand the value 
of submitting their posters to the institutional repository. During the 
instruction session, the liaison librarian shows the EUI online com-
munity and briefly discusses the benefits for the students: contributing 
to a knowledge base about their university, providing future students 
a record of past research, influencing the generation of future research 
questions, a permanent URL that can be used on a résumé, and posi-
tive online presence in search engines.
Finally, information about the University Library Student Poster 
Award is briefly addressed, including the rubric that is used for selecting 
the award winners. Students are reminded that they need to show effec-
tive visual elements of their research, demonstrate use of library resourc-
es, and properly cite all of their sources (usually though a handout). 
Students are also shown how to cite their poster presentation on their 
résumé, further emphasizing the professional nature of the conference.
There are myriad advantages for the library in teaching students 
how to design a research poster. First, it gives the librarian a chance to 
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advocate for the role that teaching librarians can play in the research, 
publication, and dissemination process. Second, the librarian can 
discuss scholarly communication issues in the context of faculty cur-
riculum goals. Third, conversation can begin to focus on copyright 
concerns for the student as author, an increasingly essential under-
standing whether a student chooses a path in the public or private sec-
tor. Fourth, the library can promote use of the institutional repository 
to future researchers, professionals, and current faculty as an archive 
as well as a resource.
Poster Printing
As anyone who has ever had a poster professionally printed knows, it 
is very expensive, and this is especially true on a student’s budget. Nev-
ertheless, seeing a colorful, professionally printed research poster on 
an easel is rewarding, and it cements the experience of what it means 
to be an author and experienced researcher. The University Library 
does not currently offer large-format printing to students and faculty, 
so the library negotiated with a local printing company to secure a 
discounted rate based on bulk printing. The posters are uniform in 
size (40 inches high by 30 inches wide) and printed in color on light-
weight (60#) paper. The library administration’s allocated fund pays 
for twenty-five posters to be printed each semester. The library also 
invested in standing easels, cardboard backings, and small binder clips 
to secure each poster. Students are encouraged to keep their posters 
after the conference.
University Library Student Poster Award
Since the fall 2009 semester, two students have been recognized with 
an University Library Student Poster Award, oftentimes including 
an additional honorable mention. The two top awardees are given a 
$25 campus bookstore gift card,16 funded by the University Library 
and EUI. The awards are selected by the liaison librarian and the 
SLC Librarian or a member of the University Library User Education 
Committee, with input from the EUI directors and coordinator. The 
liaison librarian collaborated with the committee to draft and approve 
a rubric for the award.
The rubric evaluates three main elements for the posters: visual 
literacy, demonstration of use of library resources, and proper attribu-
tion and citation formatting. Within the subcomponents of the rubric, 
each poster is rated on a three-point scale (3 = exceeds, 2 = meets, 1 = 
does not meet) for each element. Visual literacy is examined by con-
sidering, “How did the student communicate their research through 
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the use of visuals? (e.g., graphs, charts, infographics, tag clouds, 
photography).” Librarians look for evidence of use of library resources 
by asking the question, “Did the student use the archives, electronic 
resources, books in the collection, etc.?” And finally, the librarians 
look for proper citation management by asking, “Did the student use 
a single, consistent citation style? Did the student properly cite sources 
including images?”
At the Conference
The EUI Bi-Annual Student Research Conference is typically sched-
uled two weeks before the end of the semester and runs for five hours 
into the evening. Students arrive dressed in business-casual attire, with 
handouts ready, and excited to see their posters and talk about their 
work. The posters are scheduled between panel sessions; during one 
of the poster sessions, the EUI supplies pizza and drinks for attendees. 
The poster sessions are scheduled for thirty-five minutes, but conversa-
tions are often in full force at the hour mark. One of the liaison librar-
ian’s favorite inquiries is, “If you could continue this research next 
semester, what new questions would you ask?”
The implementation of the poster session has led to unexpected 
outcomes. The close quarters of the posters often leads to serendipi-
tous exchanges between presenters. During a past conference, two stu-
dents from separate classes, placed next to each other, had carried out 
similar research on dorm life. Before the poster session even started, 
the students held an intense discussion about their findings, to the de-
light of other presenters and attendees. It was a spontaneous exchange 
of ideas and an example of how inquiry-based learning allows students 
to engage in reciprocal critical thinking. Anecdotally, several teaching 
faculty members have shared with the liaison librarian that the process 
of creating posters has led to improved final papers; students were 
asked challenging questions during the poster session, which often-
times led their final conclusions in a more reflective direction.
The development of research posters demonstrates oral and writ-
ten work and provides an opportunity for critique of student work, a 
valuable element in thoughtful and progressive undergraduate educa-
tion. The Boyer report emphasizes, “Dissemination of results is an 
essential and integral part of the research process, which means that 
training in research cannot be considered complete without training in 
effective communication” (Boyer Commission 1998, 32).
Archiving Student Work
While capturing student knowledge contributes to the larger EUI mis-
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sion of examining the university over time, publishing original student 
research in the institutional repository also initiates an opportunity 
for creators of knowledge to curate their own collection. Students are 
brought into the world of information organization by participating 
in the process of choosing what to preserve, considering issues related 
to intellectual property, and generating the metadata attached to their 
materials. In working with the faculty supervisor, the liaison librar-
ian and the IDEALS coordinator to archive their work, students learn 
to systematically catalog not only their research but also their larger 
online lives.
Approximately 50 percent of EUI projects have been preserved in 
the institutional repository since 2005. As of mid-October 2012, proj-
ects from the EUI community have been downloaded 247,808 times 
(EUI 2012b). There are eleven defined collections, including Diver-
sity on Campus/Equity and Access, Globalization and the University, 
Student Communities and Cultures, Technology and Student Life, and 
University Units and Institutional Transformation. The project that 
has been downloaded most frequently (20,846 times) is titled, UIUC 
Women’s Crew: Origins, History, and Progress.17
As part of the EUI process, students are given the option of signing 
an agreement for submitting their work to the institutional repository 
(IDEALS 2006). This is usually a student’s first experience in navigat-
ing authors’ rights and OA, providing an ideal opportunity to talk 
with students about intellectual property rights. The IDEALS coordi-
nator worked closely with the EUI coordinator to draft the agreement 
that must be signed in order to deposit student work in the institu-
tional repository. There is a train-the-trainer program in place where 
the EUI coordinator, with advice from the IDEALS coordinator, works 
with teaching faculty to emphasize talking points regarding intellectual 
property issues that need to be clarified for students. “Asking students 
to consider if and how they want their own work to be shared and 
used by others shifts the nature of discussions from cautionary and re-
active to reflective and proactive, and explicitly acknowledges that the 
students’ work is valued enough to be shared if they choose” (Davis-
Kahl 2012, 213).
A wide variety of student materials are preserved in IDEALS: 
research proposals, annotated bibliographies, robust course manage-
ment pages that include anonymized student discussions, interview 
and survey instruments, data in all forms, research process essays, 
final papers, slide presentations, posters, and media projects including 
podcasts and video.
The EUI staff, in collaboration with the IDEALS coordinator, cre-
ates metadata for the entire collection. Subject headings are provided to 
conform within the EUI community, and students are given the oppor-
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tunity to provide abstract and keywords. Due to the open nature of the 
IDEALS platform, all records are indexed by online search engines and 
therefore findable by anyone with an Internet connection. Item records 
include the research question, instrument, methodologies, analysis of 
data, and in some cases, the raw research data (Shreeves 2009). Stu-
dents must de-identify any research subjects, which means they ano-
nymize their data, before it can be included in IDEALS. The teaching 
faculty and the EUI coordinator are responsible for ensuring that this 
has happened, and it provides an opportunity to talk further about data 
management issues. Submissions are not peer-reviewed, and all student 
work is accepted into the archive, although some students choose to 
anonymize or embargo their submissions given the controversial nature 
of the topics covered in the EUI courses. All coursework affiliated with 
EUI is identified as such in the item description so as not to confuse 
undergraduate student work with peer-reviewed faculty publications.18 
And most important, students retain copyright over their work.
The value of preserving original undergraduate student research 
includes these advantages:
•	 Future students, at Illinois and beyond, are able to find re-
search on the same or similar topics.
•	 Past student work can be a starting point for current research 
topics and provide background information.
•	 Students can see how different research methods are used 
across parallel topics.
•	 Students are better able to differentiate their work from previ-
ous projects (Shreeves 2009).
When the archived student work is combined with primary re-
sources from the Student Life and Culture Archival Program and the 
University Archives, EUI students are able to paint a more colorful, 
complex, and thoughtful picture of the Illinois community experience.19
Looking Ahead to Support Expanding Undergraduate Research 
Programs
Not surprisingly, new ideas have emanated from the original poster 
session as conceived five years ago. One semester, two undergraduate 
rhetoric professors teamed together, required each student to design a 
poster, and held their own conference of virtual posters presented on 
a projection screen. The faculty members were able to see the value of 
data visualization and presenting student research even if the confer-
ence was unable to accommodate the entirety of both classes.
As part of the move to facilitate multimedia student projects, the 
EUI program recently secured campus grant money to purchase tech-
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nology for creating video and podcast projects. In partnership with the 
Undergraduate Library, this development parallels a new University 
Library initiative to build a media commons. The media commons 
recently hired a coordinator and will be located in the Undergraduate 
Library, which will provide space, furniture, and technology in sup-
port of multimedia production. In-house technology will include new 
hardware, software, media-viewing stations, collaboration rooms, a 
green screen, mobile whiteboards and screens, huddle boards with 
cameras, and loanable technology. The multimedia projects are also 
being archived in the institutional repository.20
Another opportunity for the library comes with the implementa-
tion of a student research symposium for the spring semester through 
the campus rhetoric program. The liaison librarian has provided simi-
lar library instruction similar to that given to poster presenters at the 
EUI student research conference.21 The next stage for this program is 
to partner with the IDEALS coordinator in order to archive the post-
ers, and possibly video of the presentations.
The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign is seeing an 
increase in disciplinary student research conferences, and the liaison 
librarian has been invited to teach about posters in the applied health 
sciences and the mechanical engineering departments. And finally, the 
campus is preparing to centralize support for formal undergraduate 
research. An inaugural director for the new Office of Undergraduate 
Research has been recently appointed.
“Traditional” undergraduate research initiatives can be difficult to 
implement at large research universities; there simply are not enough 
faculty mentors to work with students one-on-one across disciplines. 
At Illinois, EUI is a model program that builds an undergraduate re-
search experience into an interdisciplinary course structure of learning 
communities. It is reasonable to expect that research institutions will 
continue to find creative ways to implement undergraduate research 
programs. The instructional mission of the library must also expand 
to reflect undergraduate students’ movement from being information 
consumers to being knowledge creators and curators.
Conclusion
Formal undergraduate research programs have potential to stimulate 
original thought and conversation between students and within their 
academic disciplines. As the directors of EUI remind us, “Universities 
have increasingly recognized the importance of engaging students in 
active learning, relating that learning to students’ lived experiences, 
and helping them recognize that they are creators of knowledge rather 
than mere recipients of learned truths” (Hunter et al. 2008, 42). 
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The library supports the value of undergraduate authorship through 
information literacy and scholarly communication instruction efforts, 
archival and online collections, and its service commitment to publish, 
disseminate, and preserve original student work.
Undergraduate students are scholars-in-training, and their roles 
as authors will undoubtedly impact the questions that are being asked 
in scholarship. It may be the librarian’s hope that this impact be felt 
in the overall scholarly communication process for it is future authors 
who will use their knowledge of the scholarly communication process 
to advocate for a more open system of information sharing. In order 
for those hopes to be realized, the responsibility lies with the teaching 
librarian to examine our praxis in the campus classroom in order to 
nurture students as authors.
There is a paradigmatic shift on the horizon in the way librarians 
think about our mission in the classroom. In collaborating with formal 
undergraduate research programs, teaching librarians can provide a 
learning environment that is ripe for working with scholarly commu-
nication issues in all forms.
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Notes
 1. The IDEALS website is at https://www.ideals.illinois.edu.
 2. The CUR website is at http://cur.org.
 3. Kuh (2008) argues that ideally students would have access to 
one high-impact experience per year. High-impact learning 
experiences include first-year seminars and experiences, common 
intellectual experiences, learning communities, writing-intensive 
courses, collaborative assignments and projects, undergraduate 
research, diversity and global learning, service and community-
based learning, internships, and capstone courses and projects.
 4. This idea was explored in an unfunded Institute of Museum and 
Library Services (IMLS) grant.
 5. The EUI website is at http://www.eui.illinois.edu.
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 6. Members of the Internal Advisory Board are listed at http://www.
eui.illinois.edu/people/internal.
 7. IDEALS has a community dedicated to EUI, which can be ex-
plored here: https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/handle/2142/755.
 8. For a more complete description of the project, see http://ahs.
illinois.edu/untoldstory.aspx.
 9. As a result of the collaboration, the librarian was invited to be a 
member of an advisory board, “Untold Story” Provost’s Gender 
Equity Grant.
 10. The Council on Undergraduate Research states that undergradu-
ate research programs increase retention (see CUR 2012b), and 
the directors of EUI also cite anecdotal evidence from conversa-
tions with students in which they have discussed retention and 
applications to graduate school.
 11. The online guide, “Preparing a Research Poster for the EUI Stu-
dent Conference,” is at http://uiuc.libguides.com/poster.
 12. According to the document’s definition of visual literacy, “Visual 
literacy is a set of abilities that enables an individual to effec-
tively find, interpret, evaluate, use, and create images and visual 
media. Visual literacy skills equip a learner to understand and 
analyze the contextual, cultural, ethical, aesthetic, intellectual, 
and technical components involved in the production and use of 
visual materials. A visually literate individual is both a critical 
consumer of visual media and a competent contributor to a body 
of shared knowledge and culture” (ACRL 2011).
 13. To help students find and evaluate images, the librarian refers to 
student to an online guide, “Finding and Using Images,” at http://
uiuc.libguides.com/images.
 14. For some interesting ideas on visualization of data, see Lengler 
and Eppler 2007, Chapman 2009, and Friedman 2007.
 15. For more information about the Savvy Researcher workshop 
series, visit http://illinois.edu/calendar/list/4068.
 16. One semester, the poster award was given to a group. The librar-
ian worried needlessly about how the students would split a $25 
award—they decided to purchase snacks with the gift card and 
share them during class time.
 17. To see a current statistics report, see “Top Downloads for Eth-
nography of the University Initiative,” https://www.ideals.illinois.
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edu/handle/2142/755/report.
 18. This text is placed on every EUI submission in IDEALS: “Note: 
This is a student project from a course affiliated with the Ethnog-
raphy of the University Initiative. EUI supports faculty develop-
ment of courses in which students conduct original research on 
their university, and encourages students to think about colleges 
and universities in relation to their communities and within 
larger national and global contexts.”
 19. See “Student Research Projects” at http://www.eui.illinois.edu/
student/multimedia/AnUntoldStoryVirtualExhibit.aspx.
 20. See “Multimedia Projects —Ethnography of the University Initia-
tive” at https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/handle/2142/30631.
 21. Unfortunately, the University Library cannot afford to fund the 
printing of posters for the growing number of student poster ses-
sions campus-wide and as part of the disciplines.
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Chapter 7
Sparking Creativity
The Sparky Awards and Mind Mashup at the University of Florida
Margeaux Johnson
University of Florida
Matthew Daley
University of Florida
Introduction
In 2009, the University of Florida (UF) Libraries began participating 
in Open Access Week events. Most of the event plans were directed 
as outreach to university faculty, medical researchers, and our own 
library faculty and staff in all departments. Librarians designed and 
developed a weeklong array of programs targeted toward these popu-
lations to raise awareness, start conversations, and garner support 
for open access (OA) initiatives. However, initial planning left one of 
the most vital groups of stakeholders out of the conversation—future 
researchers. As Davis-Kahl (2012) points out, “The open access move-
ment has typically engaged graduate students and faculty in discus-
sions and advocacy around changing the scholarly communication 
landscape” (212). This focus on faculty and graduate students leaves 
behind an important change agent—undergraduate students. What if, 
instead of focusing on the establishment, we took the time to educate 
undergraduates before they begin making decisions about their schol-
arly communication practices?
Recognizing that undergraduate students and their perspectives 
were missing from the academic dialogue surrounding scholarly com-
munication and because of the shifting digital media landscape where 
our students live, we began to consider how to engage them in this 
topic, one that will no doubt become increasingly important as they 
pursue future paths as content creators, researchers, or simply mem-
bers of our current online participatory culture.
The answer came in the form of a call from the Association 
of Research Libraries (ARL) Scholarly Publishing and Academic 
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Resources Coalition (SPARC) for the 2009 host-your-own Sparky 
Awards. “The Sparky Awards is a contest that recognizes the best 
new short videos on the value of sharing information, and aims to 
broaden the discussion of access to scholarly research by inviting 
students to express their views creatively” (McLennan 2009, 19). 
This contest inspired a tech-savvy group of librarians to create and 
host a local contest. We felt that the creative component and the 
prize element of the Sparky Awards @ UF would be an excellent 
opportunity to create interest and dialogue with the students and 
would meet our objectives of increasing student engagement in this 
topic.
A half-dozen library employees came together based on a shared 
interest in scholarly communication, open source software, and 
technology. The grassroots group represented professionals from vari-
ous departments—IT, the Digital Library, the Humanities and Social 
Sciences Library, the Science and Engineering Library, and the Art 
Library. As we contemplated the idea of promoting a contest as an ac-
tivity to engage student interest, the group decided that simply hosting 
and publicizing the Sparky Awards at the library was not enough; we 
were looking for active engagement in the topic, rather than passive 
participation in the form of lectures or talks. The team realized that 
the UF Libraries needed to provide a framework for undergraduates 
to understand open information sharing and access to media creation 
tools. This led to the development of a complementary program in the 
Information Commons—a Mind Mashup Workshop that focused on 
media creation.
As a means of framing our decision to develop the workshop and 
promote the contest, this chapter will first examine the gap in under-
graduate engagement in scholarly communication issues and then 
detail the need to begin this conversation because of the current digital 
media culture. Finally, we will offer concrete details from the local 
Sparky Awards @ UF contest and Mind Mashup Workshop as models 
for undergraduate learning.
Open Access Outreach: Are We Leaving Out Undergrads?
“The student voice brings freshness and energy to this ongoing con-
versation, highlighting that the students are not only the stewards of 
new and social technologies, but also that they have the potential to 
reshape scholarly communication entirely—simply by holding fast to 
the sharing practices now a part of their daily lives” (McLennan 2009, 
19). If McLennan’s assertion is true, then why are methods for engag-
ing undergraduate students with scholarly communication virtually 
nonexistent in the OA outreach literature?
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With the exception of McLennan (2009) and Davis-Kahl (2012), 
very little has been published in terms of advocacy for integrating 
scholarly communication outreach toward undergraduates. One no-
table exception is Warren and Duckett’s (2010) article about engaging 
science students with scholarly communications issues. Warren and 
Duckett outline discussion questions and teaching points that move 
students to a higher level of critical thinking than the traditional 
information literacy “skills-based approach that focuses on teaching 
students how to find, access, and evaluate information” (351). These 
questions are not relevant only to science, technology, engineering, 
and math (STEM) students; they can also be used to develop critical 
evaluations surrounding the social, political, and ethical implications 
of information production among undergraduates of all majors. It is 
important to begin these conversations with undergraduates because 
of the growing trends of media production and digital sharing.
“Undergraduates … have an important role to play as future 
graduate students, scholars, and as citizens, one that should catalyze 
librarians who serve this population to acknowledge and act on a 
shared educational imperative” (Davis-Kahl 2012, 212). Davis-Kahl 
goes on to argue that libraries’ vision for undergraduate education 
should include engagement with scholarly communication issues. As 
participants in the current digital media landscape, undergraduates are 
content creators. This shift in the ability of who is able to create and 
distribute content is yet another reason to engage undergraduates in 
the discussion surrounding copyright, authors’ rights, and scholarly 
communication in the Digital Age.
Current research-based approaches to OA examine faculty per-
spectives in the disciplines or provide strategic plans for OA change 
(Emmet et al. 2011; Renfro 2011). It is easy to find information 
about faculty attitudes or publishing preferences for OA in fields 
as diverse as engineering, business, and library science.1 Strategic 
plans for OA action often omit student engagement and focus on 
faculty. This is true of national organizations, like ARL,2 calls for 
action aimed at librarians in prestigious academic library journals,3 
and individual university plans.4 Descriptions of Open Access Week 
involvement at major universities fail to identify undergraduate 
students as key stakeholders. For example, Cryer and Collins (2011) 
describe OA outreach events at Duke. In the introduction, they iden-
tify the major players they hope to engage as authors, funding agen-
cies, publishers, and librarians. There is no mention of the public or 
students as a stakeholder group whom they hope to target, although 
later in the article they laudably identify global health students as a 
motivated group of professional students who are willing to engage 
in OA discussions.
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The Digital Media Landscape: Exploring the Remix Territory of Digital 
Natives
Now that an argument for including undergraduates in the scholarly 
communication conversation is clearer, librarians need to understand 
the current culture of the digital native in order to develop a relevant 
curricular approach. To better understand the changing attitudes 
toward copyright and OA, it is worth exploring the recent evolution 
of the digital media landscape. Currently, there is a societal expecta-
tion that the access to digital goods, services, and information should 
be immediate and free, and this is precipitating changes in attitudes 
toward traditional copyright. It is common to share images via social 
networking sites like Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, Tumblr, and Pinter-
est without regard to photo credits. File sharing for copyrighted TV 
shows is rampant because watching the latest episode of a popular 
show is required for participation in the cultural conversation. Swap-
ping music, games, and movies is a way of developing social bonds. It’s 
less important to students who owns the material than what mate-
rial is available when they need it and how it can be used for their 
purposes—a remix culture. Remix culture, a concept popularized by 
Lawrence Lessig,
is a digital media practice and expression made by 
copying, editing and recombining pre-existing digital 
media. It describes a variety of sample-based and digi-
tally manipulated music, video, text and mixed media.
For Lessig, remix is not only a form of individual expres-
sion, it is a participatory mode of communication, one 
that marks a return to Jeffersonian ideals of democratic 
discourse. (Borschke 2011, 18)
A case in point: remixing permeates popular music and music 
video production—by both professionals and amateurs. Highly un-
likely to disappear, this trend will, in fact, grow more complicated over 
time. From the 1989 releases of the Beastie Boys’ Paul’s Boutique and 
De La Soul’s 3 Feet High and Rising, through to the 1996 release of 
Endtroducing by DJ Shadow, a sixty-four minute album created purely 
of samples, remix culture is not entirely new; however, it has increased 
in popularity. The mantle of sampling and remix culture has been 
taken on by current artists like RJD2, Girl Talk, and Danger Mouse. 
When Danger Mouse released The Grey Album, a mashup of vocals 
from Jay-Z’s Black Album with instrumentals from The Beatles White 
Album, he did not receive permission from EMI (the copyright holder 
to the Beatles’ back catalog). This controversy led to Grey Tuesday,5 
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where websites in support of copyright reform and the restructuring 
of the music industry postulated that as the White Album was released 
before federal copyright protection laws were implemented in 1972, 
that use of the album was fair use according to Section 107 of the 
copyright act.6 While a number of cease-and-desist letters were sent 
out to participants (see Jensen 2004), no charges were brought.
The question is often whether or not the derivative work is accept-
ed or challenged by the original copyright holder. Even though current 
copyright laws protect satire and derivative works that constitute a 
significantly new creative work, most sharing sites remove any works 
that are contested by a copyright holder without an opportunity for 
response from the remix creator. In 2007, Australian DJ Nick Bertke 
remixed chords and animations from Disney’s Alice in Wonderland in 
his video “Alice” (Pogo 2007). As of 2012, the video has been viewed 
over nine million times. As reported in an NPR interview, shortly after 
the posting, “Bertke was contacted by Disney. But to his surprise, in-
stead of a subpoena, the company offered him a job: a commissioned 
work, to be based on sounds from the Pixar movies” (NPR Staff 2012, 
para. 6). This is not the usual interaction that many Disney fans expe-
rience when they remix Disney content. In the current remix culture, 
what is accepted (even praised) and what is “scrubbed” from YouTube 
by copyright holders can be confusing for undergraduate students. Us-
ing examples of appropriation, remix, sampling, and derivative works 
in the classroom can help students understand the concepts of fair use, 
satire, and significant creative contributions.
According to Lessing, because of outdated copyright laws, “Our 
kids have been turned into criminals” (in Colbert 2009). Recent 
research indicates that almost half of adults “have bought, copied, or 
downloaded unauthorized music, TV shows or movies,” while among 
young adults between 18 and 29 years old, “70% have acquired music 
or video files this way” (Karaganis 2011, 2).
Gregg Gillis of Girl Talk commented for Lessig’s book Remix, and 
perfectly encapsulated the attitude of the current generation toward 
copyright, and even though he mentions music specifically, it can be 
applied to all media: “People are going to be forced—lawyers and… 
older politicians—to face this reality: that everyone is making this 
music and that most music is derived from previous ideas. And that 
almost all pop music is made from other people’s source material. 
And that it’s not a bad thing. It doesn’t mean you can’t make original 
content” (in Lessig 2008, 15). Permission is vital, legally, to move away 
from a “read only” attitude and toward a “read/write” culture, where 
the remixing and reimagining of others cultural works is legally toler-
ated, and even encouraged. Current outdated copyright laws make this 
an impossible goal.
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Recent research by Wu et al. (2010) has shown four major trends 
in students’ misunderstanding of copyright in relation to digital re-
sources, including the beliefs that “digital resources should be shared,” 
“downloaded digital resources are legitimately authorized and permit-
ted,” “all educational use is fair use,” and “any downloading is permit-
ted as long as you are paying tuition” (205–206).
If the attitudes described above are those which students believe 
in and are passionate about, then it is our duty as librarians to educate 
ourselves about these evolving attitudes and information needs to en-
sure that we continue to serve our students where they are now, rather 
than where they were a decade ago. It is crucial that we engage and 
educate them about Creative Commons, fair use, and authors’ rights 
to have them work within the current legal parameters of sharing and 
remixing as much as possible.
Mind Mashup Workshop: Integrating Digital Remix Culture
In partnership with a local student organization, Florida Free Culture, 
librarians designed a Mind Mashup Workshop that would tap into the 
digital media landscape described above. It addressed remix culture 
and served to prepare undergraduate students for participation in the 
Sparky Awards, which are described in more detail in the following 
section. Librarians and undergraduate students collaborated to create 
sessions about Creative Commons, open source software, and “free 
culture” (Lessig’s ideology). These sessions, held in the main library’s 
Information Commons, promoted library space as a central informa-
tion ground to learn more about scholarly communication concepts 
and develop multimedia projects.
The rich partnership formed between the libraries and the UF chap-
ter of Students for Free Culture, known locally as Florida Free Culture, 
paved the way for the success of the Mind Mashup event. Florida Free 
Culture students were interested in shifting models of scholarly commu-
nication and invited Science and Technology librarians to present about 
open access, Creative Commons, and authors’ rights at their regular 
meetings. These issues dovetailed with the group’s mission “to advance 
cultural participation, especially in areas of new technology, and to 
promote intellectual property policy in the public interest” (Florida Free 
Culture 2012). The library was a natural fit for students with these goals 
since libraries promote informal education for cultural participation, 
provide technology resources for the public, and have clear stances on 
intellectual property that are in the public interest.
After a series of library presentations at Florida Free Culture 
meetings, the Florida Free Culture students approached librarians 
and offered to teach open source software that could be used to cre-
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ate Sparky Awards videos. The students identified Blender, Audacity, 
Inkscape, and Gimp as programs that would be particularly useful for 
student creation. After familiarizing themselves with the programs, 
librarians arranged for access to all these programs on Information 
Commons computers and worked with the students to develop an out-
line for the workshops. The agreed goal for the workshop was that by 
its end, students would understand the basics of Creative Commons, 
authors’ rights, open access, and four open source software programs 
for media creation. At the workshop conclusion, they would be invited 
to share what they had learned by participating in the local Sparky 
Awards contest. This collaboration is described in detail as it relates 
to twenty-first century skills development in an article that argues 
librarian-student organization partnerships provide a high return on 
investment for library events (Johnson et al. 2011).
It must be emphasized that librarians did not steer the agenda for 
the Mind Mashup Workshop; rather, the Florida Free Culture club 
offered suggestions, and the librarians helped to fine-tune the details. 
All subjects were cotaught or peer-taught. It was a highly collaborative 
event where students took the initiative.
The two-hour workshop demonstrated not just how to use open 
source software, but also where to find Creative Commons–licensed 
works that can be adapted and modified. So, for example, in the Gimp 
portion of the workshop, the peer teacher demonstrated how to search 
Creative Commons and limit the search to works that students could 
modify, adapt, or build on. He explained which sites would yield the 
best results for visual images, specifically illustrations. Then he walked 
the participants through the process of downloading an image of an 
elephant and an image of a rocket. These images were imported into 
Gimp, and students were shown how to use the tools to crop, layer, 
color, and enhance the images. Finally he created a remixed image 
of the elephant’s head in close-up holding the rocket in its trunk. He 
showed the students how to give attribution to the original images and 
how to save the new work. In planning the workshop, we realized that 
students would be able to follow along faster on their own laptops and 
that this approach would allow participants to bookmark information 
throughout the sessions. We made sure to include this information on 
all workshop promotion materials. Club members promoted the work-
shop by distributing flyers at the student union, posting an announce-
ment on their blog, and discussing Mind Mashup in conjunction with 
a “Free your PC” (open source software distribution) event, where the 
UF Help Desk and IT Security team cleaned and secured laptops and 
installed open source software. The library promoted the event via li-
brary social media accounts (Facebook, Twitter, and a WordPress blog), 
posters within library buildings, and flyers at our reference desks. The 
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planning and implementation of this event took less than a week. For 
more information, see Appendix 7.1: Mind Mashup Workshop Details.
Workshop Results
Even though there were only a few weeks to advertise the event, prepa-
ration for the workshop required minimal time. Return on investment 
was high, as approximately fifty students attended. The participants 
represented a wide range of disciplines and were enthusiastic about 
the topics. Students also commented on how helpful all the programs 
were for a variety of assignments. The LibGuide that librarians made 
in collaboration with Florida Free Culture students continues to be 
available as resource on open source software and finding media to 
remix.7 Finally, the two-hour workshop inspired at least one entry for 
our local Sparky Awards contest. Positive outcomes of the workshop 
included solidifying the relationship between Florida Free Culture and 
the libraries, adding open source software to our public computers, 
and reaching a number of students across various disciplines.
Sparky Awards @ UF: Integrating an Undergraduate Contest into Open 
Access Week
Background: The Sparky Awards
Beginning in 2007, cosponsored by ACRL (Association of College and 
Research Libraries) and ARL, the Sparky Awards were an initiative of 
SPARC. This experimental awards program, which has since ceased, 
challenged participants to create short (maximum of two minutes) 
videos emphasizing the importance of open access.
The Sparky Awards were a great start to a different kind of con-
versation and an opportunity to promote library services—including 
the information commons or media services—and underscore that the 
library is a key part of everyone’s learning experience. The library can 
be a place to edit video, browse media, work collaboratively, and learn 
about citations and copyright (McLennan 2009, 20).
Creators were asked to submit either an animation, a nonedited 
monologue (which could include interviews and dramatizations, but 
no additional external materials), or a remix video, which allowed 
students the opportunity to bring together legally obtained and autho-
rized video files, music, and still images to develop an original video. 
Video creators retained all copyright permissions to their work, but in 
order to further expand the outreach of open access, the contest neces-
sitated that all videos made for the awards be released under one of 
the six Creative Commons licenses.
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UF librarians learned about the SPARC call to host a local Sparky 
Awards contest in the spring of 2009. The George A. Smathers Librar-
ies at UF created an entry for the 2007 competition, and librarians 
were enthusiastic about getting involved again. An informal group 
of librarians, who were already involved in scholarly communication 
outreach on campus and who had also been working on integrating 
emerging technologies into library services, met to discuss the steps they 
would need to take to have a successful local contest. They developed a 
time line that served as a guide for the year-long effort, which included 
getting administrative support, determining campus partners, develop-
ing a marketing plan, recruiting judges, and organizing the culminat-
ing screening. Excited about the potential to involve undergraduates 
in the plans for the 2009 Open Access Week events, the grassroots 
group approached library administration with a clearly outlined plan 
for hosting a local contest. Our proposal provided an overview of the 
contest, clearly stated the purpose of the event, named campus partners, 
outlined the rules for submissions, and gave a budget and time line.
Promotion of Sparky Awards @ UF
Entry to the local Sparky contest was open to all UF students, and a 
team of tech-savvy librarians devised a number of ways to promote 
the submission of entries, which they clearly outlined and distributed 
library-wide. Print materials advertised the contest and the software 
available for media creation at the library. The graphically compelling 
flyers, bookmarks, posters, and postcards were distributed at circula-
tion and reference desks, in classes, and in departmental buildings, 
with particular interest paid to communication venues in the School of 
Art and Art History. Subject liaison librarians and instruction librar-
ians promoted participation by mentioning the Sparky Awards via Lib-
Guides and during instruction sessions. The contest coordination team, 
formed out of a shared interest in free culture and open access, worked 
with UF librarians to ensure that announcements would be made 
throughout the fall semester, particularly to programs and departments 
that would have a particular interest in creativity, sharing resources, 
or open access. E-mail communications (see Appendix 7.2: Marketing 
Materials) served to inform colleagues about the contest and encour-
age them to announce it to their colleagues across campus.
Members of the team searched course catalog listings for media 
production classes and sent targeted e-mails to professors and teaching 
assistants in those departments. Advertisements in the library and on 
the library homepage notified students that the library would pro-
vide Flip video cameras for checkout and had video editing software 
available in the Information Commons. Commercials to advertise Flip 
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video checkout (Daley 2010a, 2010b) appeared on branch library 
homepages and on technology LibGuides.
Furthermore, the team developed a website to promote the local 
contest and promoted the contest via social media sites, including the 
library’s established Facebook and Twitter accounts. A Sparky Awards 
@ UF Facebook group served as a discussion board for students who 
were actively interested in creating videos for the contest. Librarians 
posted software tips and contest equipment availability reminders 
almost daily.
Local Contest Prizes and Judging
The library development officer secured funds from an anonymous 
donor that would provide for prizes. Because of the nature of the 
donation, cash prizes were not a possibility. The team decided that 
media creation tools would be an excellent prize and would motivate 
students to enter. The funds allowed for an iPod Touch for the winning 
entry and Flip video cameras for two runners-up. The library provided 
funds for refreshments for the local contest screening.
To bring additional attention to the competition, we were able to 
secure judges with both local and national reputations: Jim Liversidge, 
the curator of the Popular Culture Collections in the Department of 
Special and Area Studies Collections and a former local radio person-
ality; Allison Bittiker, a local photographer and the assistant director 
for Programming and Events for the Florida Experimental Film and 
Video Art Festival; and Patrick Flanagan, the former Vice President 
for Florida Free Culture. This team of judges agreed to volunteer their 
time to rank the videos submitted for the local contest.
Local Contest Results
The competition received six entries from a variety of majors. We were 
happy to hear that they learned of the opportunity in four different 
ways: a poster in our main humanities library, through word of mouth 
from a friend, at the Mind Mashup Workshop hosted by Florida 
Free Culture, and in a local campus newspaper. This emphasized the 
importance of promoting the competition through standard advertis-
ing (posters and newspapers), but also through local outreach, as we 
targeted potentially interested parties through associated workshops.
While a rudimentary comprehension of information sharing exist-
ed in all the entries, they suffered from an inability to effectively trans-
late their concepts to screen. The library provided software and tools, 
the Mind Mashup Workshop provided training, but overall we lacked 
a concrete synthesis of the two to help students develop their concept 
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from page to screen. Greater revision, critique, and commentary on 
student ideas during their project development could have improved 
the quality of the videos. For example, nearly half of the entries used 
a box metaphor to represent information. We needed to encourage 
students to “think outside the box” and develop more creative submis-
sions that would demonstrate a deeper understanding of the topic.
At a post-contest debriefing, the librarians involved in Sparky 
Awards @ UF brainstormed ways to improve the contest in future 
semesters. Interesting ideas included having an intense twenty-four 
hour film challenge for participants. This “library lock-in” challenge 
would start with a Mind Mashup-style workshop and conclude with 
a screening of a film created during the twenty-four hour challenge. 
Along the way, librarians and technical experts would provide feed-
back to nurture creative development of entries. A more traditional 
idea for improvement included a series of workshops to teach story-
boarding and narrative development skills early on in the competition. 
Finally, the opportunity to embed the Sparky Awards as a credit-bear-
ing assignment in a course was seen as an excellent way to cultivate 
better-quality submissions with a deeper understanding of scholarly 
communication. This approach was adopted the following year (2010) 
in the undergraduate honors course Discovering Research and Com-
municating Science. However, embedding is a limited approach that 
reaches out to only one course rather than the whole of the student 
body. Since 2009, we have not continued local involvement with the 
Sparky Awards or Mind Mashup Workshop because the direction of 
scholarly communication outreach at UF has changed, although future 
opportunities to explore OA outreach to undergraduates remain.
Conclusion
Engaging undergraduates in scholarly communication issues is crucial 
not only because they are the researchers of tomorrow, but also be-
cause the current generation’s attitude toward copyright has changed. 
The cultural evolution of remixing, sampling, and sharing creative 
works precipitates the need for better understanding of author and 
creator rights. Digital media makes creation easy, and more students 
can participate than ever before. The Mind Mashup described in this 
chapter provided students with the tools and the copyright knowledge 
they needed to become informed creators of content. Furthermore, 
hosting a local Sparky Awards contest provided opportunities for 
students to interpret scholarly communication issues in a creative way 
and contribute their voices to the conversation. The coupling of these 
two events was a synergistic fusion of function and creative inspira-
tion, which we would encourage other libraries to remix.
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appendIx 7.1
Mind Mashup Workshop Details
Workshop Description:
Members of the student group, Florida Free Culture, will hold a free 
workshop to demonstrate how to use open source software programs 
to remix images, music, and videos licensed under Creative Commons 
to create new content. Attendees are encouraged to bring their own 
laptop so they can bookmark and/or download these free resources 
and use them again.
Objectives:
By the end of this workshop students will:
•	 Understand the basics of Creative Commons, authors’ rights, 
and open access
•	 Become aware of open source software that can be used in 
media creation
•	 Utilize media creation tools available in the UF Library Infor-
mation Commons
•	 Explore Gimp, Audacity, Inkscape, and Blender to create a 
simple image, animation or sound clip
Materials:
•	 Presentation screen, presenter computer, and internet access 
•	 Computer workstations or personal laptops for workshop 
participants
•	 CDs with open source software available for download
•	 Flyers for open access week
•	 Promotional materials—“I support Open Access” and “Cre-
ative Commons” buttons
•	 Refreshments (juice, cookies, and popcorn)
Workshop Outline: (Duration: 2 hours)
1. Introduction
a. Invitation to participate in the local Sparky Awards contest 
at UF
b. What is open access?
2. Creative Commons
3. Open Source Software Programs
a. Gimp
b. Blender
c. Inkscape
d. Audacity
4. Conclusion
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appendIx 7.2
Marketing Materials
Postcard
Figure 7.1 
the front of the Sparky awards @ UF postcard gave contest information and the 
UrL for the contest rules.
Figure 7.2 
the reverse side of the Sparky awards postcard provided a list of resources 
students could use to create videos at the UF Libraries Information Commons.
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E-mail Message:
Dear Selectors & Instruction Librarians,
Please help us promote the UF Libraries Video Awards Contest 
this fall by spreading the word to all UF students! Here are a few 
ideas:
•	 Mention the Sparky Awards at your next instruction session. 
(Project the attached PowerPoint Slide on the screen as stu-
dents enter or leave the classroom).
•	 We now have Flip video cameras that students can use to cre-
ate their entries! Promote the contest in conjunction with our 
equipment loans & the software available in the Information 
Commons.
•	 Announce the contest to your departments, especially to pro-
grams/departments that care about creativity, sharing resourc-
es, or open access (Marketing, Art, Educational Technologies, 
English, Music, Visual Anthropology, etc).
•	 Include Sparky Award details on a LibGuide. (An image of the 
Sparky Logo is attached).
•	 Promote the contest by giving out flyers at reference desks, in 
classes, and in departments. 
For more information on the Sparky Awards, please contact me.
Thank you!
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Notes
 1. For more information about faculty attitudes or publishing pref-
erences for OA in engineering, see Mischo and Schlembach 2011. 
For business, see Coonin 2011. For library science, see Johnson 
and Roderer 2008 and Xia, Wilhoite, and Myers 2011.
 2. See Blixrud 2011.
 3. See Renfro 2011.
 4. See Rathe, Chaudhuri, and Highby 2010 and Emmett et al. 2011.
 5. For more information, see EFF 2012.
 6. For information on fair use, see US Copyright Office 2012.
 7. The LibGuide is available at http://guides.uflib.ufl.edu/media.
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Chapter 8
Communicating with Future Scholars
Lesson Plans to Engage Undergraduate Science Students with 
Open Access Issues in a Semester-Long Course
Margeaux Johnson
University of Florida
Amy G. Buhler
University of Florida
Sara Russell Gonzalez
University of Florida
Introduction
In the three-credit information literacy course Discovering Research 
and Communicating Science (IDH 3931) at the University of Florida 
(UF), undergraduate science, technology, engineering, and mathemat-
ics (STEM) students explore the information landscape of scientific 
research and engage in complex issues surrounding research ethics, 
information use, and communication in STEM fields. Scholarly com-
munication is a central theme woven throughout the course, and each 
semester the course devotes two weeks to exploring open access (OA) 
issues.
Lesson plans, learning objectives, lecture outlines, and projects 
synthesized over several semesters of teaching this course will be 
presented in this chapter as a way to scaffold undergraduate students’ 
understanding of scholarly communication in the sciences. Pedagogi-
cally our approach is learner-centered and reflects Anderson and 
Krathwohl’s (2001) revision of Bloom’s Taxonomy. In the course, 
students move from lower-order thinking skills (understanding and 
identifying scholarly communication issues) to higher-order thinking 
skills (creating a multimedia project that expresses their evaluation of 
OA). Approaching learning about OA issues from a discussion-based, 
learner-centered model allows students, who are the scientists of the 
future, to create their own understanding of scholarly communication 
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and adopt attitudes that can enable them to make intelligent decisions 
about publishing throughout their careers.
Conceptually, the design of this course takes on a three-tiered ap-
proach (Figure 8.1) that is grounded in the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy 
(Anderson and Krathwohl 2001). Foundation lesson plans relate to 
lower-order thinking skills like recognizing, identifying, and under-
standing. Framework lesson plans utilize mid- to high-level thinking 
skills such as evaluating, appraising, comparing, and synthesizing the 
concepts that were previously introduced in the Foundation sessions. 
The ultimate products are assignments that challenge students to cre-
ate and write, which constitute the Building tier. These correspond to 
higher-order thinking skills in the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy.
In practice, instructors introduce Foundations via lectures, dem-
onstrations, and hands-on activities with databases. Next, the learning 
responsibility is shifted to students as they develop a framework to 
understand OA through a more open-ended exploration of the con-
cepts presented in class. They become involved in Open Access Week 
events, participate in an OA debate, and form groups to storyboard 
Figure 8.1
Conceptual design of the Lesson plans in a three-tiered Foundation/Framework/
Building Model
Building
Creating projects and writing papers as formal 
graded assignments to solidify knowledge and 
express opinions about Scholarly 
Communication issues
Framework
Evaluating, appraising, comparing,  
contrasting, and synthesizing scholarly 
communication concepts into students cognitive 
understanding both in and out of the classroom
Foundation
Identifying, recognizing, understanding,  
discussing, and applying scholarly  
communication concepts in the classroom
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videos and begin work on a final multimedia project. To solidify their 
knowledge, students create multimedia projects or write formal essays 
that help to build their personal perspectives on OA.
Discovering Research and Communicating Science—An Undergraduate 
Honors Course
In 2006, Dr. Sara Gonzalez, a former geophysicist turned physical sci-
ences librarian at the University of Florida Marston Science Library, 
designed, developed, and co-taught a three-credit course that allows 
undergraduate STEM students to discover and utilize the scientific lit-
erature as well as convey their scientific knowledge using different me-
dia. The overarching goal of the course was to provide students with 
the skills necessary not only to succeed, but also to thrive as academic 
professionals and researchers in the sciences. As noted by Johnson and 
Gonzalez 2011:
STEM undergraduates require specific IL (Information 
Literacy) and career skills to succeed in graduate school 
and eventually grow into global researchers. To remain 
competitive, undergraduates need to find scientific 
research opportunities within their first years of college. 
Therefore, beginning researchers should be aware of 
processes for scientific communication, funding, and 
literature searching. (93–94)
With this mindset, Dr. Gonzalez proposed Discovering Research 
and Communicating Science (IDH 3931) as a fall semester course in 
the Honors Program. The Honors Program at UF has a commitment 
to offering challenging courses with small course sizes that allow for 
deeper interactions with professors. Faculty from any UF depart-
ment, including the libraries, can apply to teach through the Honors 
Program. While adding innovative or experimental courses can be 
a challenge through other departments at UF, the Honors Program 
embraces creative, interdisciplinary, and nontraditional offerings. 
Information literacy courses taught by librarians have been included 
in Honors Program since the 1990s; however, this course was the 
first attempt at creating a subject-specific information literacy offer-
ing. Not only was the course popular, it became highly valued by the 
director of the Honors Program, who also happened to be a STEM 
PhD. By 2010 the course became a fixture in the Honors course 
catalog, with several science librarians team-teaching and refining 
the course syllabus during each subsequent semester the course was 
offered.
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Each year at the beginning of the fall semester, a small class of ap-
proximately twenty Honors students commit to learning more about 
STEM research through exploration of library resources, scientific lit-
erature databases, and the academic publishing model. The course in-
cludes guest lecturers from a variety of disciplines to speak about their 
research projects, available research opportunities, and the skills they 
see as essential for new STEM graduate students. Weekly assignments 
introduce the students to scientific publication processes and writing 
styles. Furthermore, students engage in discussion of topics including 
citation studies, publication formats, conferences, and funding.
Learning objectives for the course can be broken into two catego-
ries: (1) information literacy skills objectives and (2) life and career 
skills objectives. Johnson and Gonzalez 2011 describe these objectives 
(outlined in Table 8.1), as well as the details of initiating a subject-
specific information literacy course.
While scholarly communication is not the only focus of this semes-
ter-long course, it does play a crucial role in the underlying basis for 
many of the topics. The intent in providing the lesson plans for various 
Table 8.1
Learning objectives for Idh 3931, as applied to Information Literacy Skills and Life 
and Career Skills
Information Literacy Skills Life and Career Skills
Students enrolled in Idh 3931 will 
be able to:
•	 access scientific information 
(online, in print, and in special-
ized museum collections)
•	 Select appropriate databases to 
search scientific literature
•	 evaluate information and select 
relevant resources
•	 analyze information resources 
to effectively communicate 
science
•	 Use information tools to pursue 
individual research goals
•	 Understand the importance of 
research ethics, avoiding plagia-
rism, academic integrity, and 
citation styles
Students enrolled in Idh 3931 will:
•	Seek undergraduate research opportunities
•	Understand scientific communication 
processes: journal literature, societies, and 
conferences
•	develop written communication skills (in-
cluding abstract writing, proposal writing, 
curriculum vitae and bio sketch prepara-
tion, and manuscript preparation)
•	Understand the scientific funding process
•	recognize the importance of open access 
publication models
•	develop technology skills (including Latex , 
htML, xML, and web design)
•	develop presentation and oral communica-
tion skills
•	Understand the skills needed to apply 
for graduate or professional school in the 
sciences
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lectures, in-class activities, and assignments is to offer concrete sugges-
tions for including scholarly communication issues throughout semester-
long information literacy courses in various disciplines. While the ex-
amples provided here are for a scientific information literacy course, the 
lesson plans and assignments could be adapted for other subject areas in 
the humanities, social sciences, arts, or health sciences. The lesson plans 
are uniquely geared toward developing a comprehension of scholarly 
communication over the course of a semester rather than through a 
one-shot workshop or a course-integrated information literacy session. 
The sample lesson plans represent the authors’ synthesis and reflections 
on best practices for building this knowledge derived from our collective 
experiences over four iterations of planning and teaching the course.
Foundation: Identifying, Recognizing, Understanding, Discussing, 
and Applying Scholarly Communication Concepts in the Information 
Literacy Classroom
Presentations on Open Access Resources
IDH 3931 instructors laid the groundwork for students to begin un-
derstanding and applying their knowledge of scholarly communication 
via presentations on publicly available resources like PubMed, arXiv, 
and the UF digital collections. As students are introduced to the rich 
variety of STEM databases, instructors discuss issues of access and 
availability. Instructors emphasize to which resources students will 
have consistent access outside of their affiliation with the university. 
Prices and restrictions on information are discussed hand-in-hand with 
social issues surrounding publicly funded research. Undergraduates are 
very aware of education costs and are in tune with social justice issues 
(Davis-Kahl 2012, 212). They are quick to make the connection be-
tween public funding and the justice of public access. This is especially 
true in the case of medical literature, where inequalities of access to re-
search may be a matter of life and death. For these resources, scholarly 
communication issues are interwoven with teaching the mechanics of 
access to the database. The emphasis in most cases is on the resource; 
however, students are slowly introduced to the vocabulary of scholarly 
communication, thus priming them for the more direct Foundation 
lectures on scholarly communication.
PubMed Lesson Plan
This lesson plan details a PubMed session for IDH 3931. Scholarly 
communication and OA are discussed in tandem with database fea-
tures, search strategies, and resource access tips. While the focus may 
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be on navigating PubMed to locate and access resources, there is a 
continuing discussion of who has access to the medical literature, who 
pays for medical research, and how translational science influences 
medical practice. Students understand the concept of taking research 
“from bench to bedside,” and they make the connection that access to 
research is a key step in facilitating the translational research process.
See Appendix 8.1: Foundation—Lesson Plan for Open Resources: 
The PubMed Database.
arXiv and Astrophysics Data Systems Lesson Plan
In the lesson plan for arXiv and Astrophysics Data Systems (ADS), 
students learn about subject repositories. Instructors for IDH 3931 
discuss the “science of team science” and how discovery in physics and 
astrophysics requires data sharing to progress. An emphasis on the 
nature of funding from government institutions, the cost of equipment 
and instruments in the physical sciences, and the massive size of datas-
ets in these fields underscores the need for OA.
See Appendix 8.2: Foundation—Lesson Plan for Open Resources: 
arXiv and Astrophysics Data Systems (ADS).
IR Submission
Once students begin to conceptualize the availability of free databases 
and freely accessible literature, as outlined in the lesson plans, they are 
given the opportunity to contribute their own work to the University 
of Florida Institutional Repository (IR@UF). This empowers students 
to begin sharing their scholarship and creates a pathway by which 
they can choose to continue contributing their own scholarship to the 
international conversation.
The introduction to institutional repositories activity builds off a 
previous poster presentation assignment, asking students to archive 
an electronic copy of their poster in the IR@UF (see Figure 8.2). The 
activity is voluntary; however, students are encouraged to create IR@UF 
accounts and self-submit their poster during class. The lecture focuses 
on the range of repositories for institutions and disciplines, the use of 
metadata for archiving information, the need to archive learning ob-
jects, and the content contained within the IR@UF. The concrete act of 
self-submittal reinforces the students’ responsibility, as future scientific 
researchers, to make their findings publically available. The submitted 
posters also become a lasting record of products created in the course 
and help future students design their assignments. The students are typi-
cally engaged and enjoy the process of viewing previous students’ sub-
missions. This contributes to their own willingness to submit materials.
See Appendix 8.3: Foundation—Lesson Plan for Open Resources: 
University of Florida Digital Collections and the IR@UF.
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Lectures on Scholarly Communication
Also in the Foundation category of understanding and formulating 
a concept of scholarly communication issues are lectures on OA and 
scholarly communication in the sciences. The Scholarly Communica-
tion Librarian for UF addresses the class to provide an overview of 
the history and current challenges in scholarly communication, which 
focuses on the shift in scholarly communication models in the past de-
cade. Perhaps one of the most compelling lectures of the whole course 
is a face-to-face discussion with a prominent scientific editor from 
UF. This lecture begins with a presentation about the scientist’s own 
research, which lends credibility and prestige to his or her argument 
for involvement with OA publication. In recent semesters, Dr. Grant 
McFadden, the deputy editor for PLoS Pathogens and a well-respected 
microbiology and cell science professor, has engaged the students in 
a candid, in-depth conversation about his decision to be involved in 
OA publishing. In previous semesters, Dr. Tom Walker, a professor 
emeritus of entomology and a founding member of one of the earliest 
OA journals, The Florida Entomologist (which became OA in 1994), 
discussed the need for OA to push research in the sciences forward. 
Whereas students may view the Scholarly Communication Librarian’s 
Figure 8.2
the Ir@UF has a self-submittal tool, pictured here. Student submission to the Ir@
UF provides an opportunity to discuss concepts like metadata, self-archiving of 
research, and access to learning objects.
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perspectives on OA as biased, the researchers’ views are seen as an 
accurate weighing of pros and cons within their field. Students respond 
enthusiastically to the professors’ presentations about their research 
and connect to the professors’ insights on publication practices. Pre-
senting multiple viewpoints ensures that students develop a holistic 
understanding of the issues.
See Appendix 8.4: Foundation—Lesson Plan for Lectures on 
Scholarly Communication: A Librarian’s Perspective and Appendix 
8.5: Foundation—Lesson Plan for Lectures on Scholarly Communica-
tion: The Open Access Journal Editor’s Perspective.
Framework: Evaluating and Synthesizing Scholarly Communication 
Concepts into Students’ Cognitive Understanding in and outside of 
the Classroom
After students recognize and understand scholarly communication 
issues in the sciences, they are ready for activities that encourage them 
to think critically about these issues. The lesson plans in the Founda-
tion section, such as lectures and focused discussions, prime students 
to develop their own frameworks to evaluate the complexity of schol-
arly communication issues, compare multiple perspectives, and begin 
to develop a personal mental model of their roles as future researchers.
In the Framework section, IDH 3931 instructors provide the 
cognitive space for students to explore scholarly communication. The 
approach to learning is less didactic and more open-ended, with many 
possible outcomes or paths to discovery. The emphasis for learning in 
the lesson plans is to have students develop their own context for un-
derstanding. Activities include attending events associated with Open 
Access Week in order to write personal reflections and participating in 
a class-wide OA debate.
See Appendix 8.6: Framework—Lesson Plan for Open Access 
Week Activity.
The OA debate gives students the opportunity to perform the role of 
one of three stakeholders in the scholarly communication landscape—re-
searchers, librarians, and publishers. This activity spans two class sessions 
and can be mediated by a guest judge (usually a librarian or a research-
er). One class session is devoted to students collecting information about 
their assigned perspectives, synthesizing their arguments, and negotiating 
with their teammates regarding how they will present their perspective. 
The day of the debate itself is charged with energy as students advocate 
for their position. Past classes have yielded “winners” from multiple 
sides—yes, even the publishers have won. However, the crux of this 
activity is not the competition, but the thoughtful compilation of each 
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team’s position. Multiple perspectives presented by peers aid students 
as they continue on their journey toward solidifying a personal opinion. 
In keeping with the Framework approach, the information is developed 
internally by students rather than externally by experts.
See Appendix 8.7: Framework—Lesson Plan for Debate on Open 
Access: New Publishing Models.
Building: Creating Projects and Writing Papers as Formal Graded 
Assignments to Solidify Knowledge and Express Opinions about 
Scholarly Communication Issues
In the Foundation section, experts introduce students to the basic con-
cepts related to scholarly communication. Following the introduction, 
students explore these concepts and formulate their own understand-
ings through the lesson plans presented in the Framework section. The 
culmination of student engagement with OA issues is a formalized as-
signment that allows students to solidify and express their knowledge. 
Assignment outlines are presented in this Building section.
As a formal evaluation of their knowledge, students choose to 
either create an OA multimedia project or produce an OA paper. These 
assignments assess that students understand OA as a complex change 
in the publication system and ensure that students have cognitively 
developed a personalized perspective on scholarly communication in 
the sciences. The choice between the paper and the project allows for 
various learning styles. The paper is designed for students who prefer 
individual, written, analytical approaches to formalizing knowledge. 
The multimedia project is designed for students who prefer a team-
based, visual, creative approach to formalizing knowledge. Both as-
signments carry the same weight in the overall course grade and both 
take a similar amount of time and effort for each individual student to 
produce. Furthermore, both assignments address the same three learn-
ing objectives. Students will be able to:
•	 synthesize the various arguments surrounding OA studied in 
class
•	 develop and express a personal opinion on OA and scholarly 
communication issues
•	 understand why scholarly communication models in the sci-
ences have changed and how they relate to the student’s future 
role as a scientific researcher
The multimedia project challenges students to work in teams 
and develop a short video. Their process must include synthesizing a 
perspective on the scholarly communication issues presented in class, 
developing a concept, storyboarding their shots, properly crediting the 
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multimedia used, and sharing the final video online. The open-ended 
nature of this assignment has resulted in creative interpretations of 
the assignment. In the past students have developed narrative stories, 
conducted news-style interviews with experts, and created animations.
See Appendix 8.8: Building—Scholarly Communication Assign-
ment: Open Access Multimedia Project.
The OA paper has concretely defined sections and is designed for 
students who prefer a more linear approach to learning. The paper 
must include the following sections:
•	 an introduction to OA concepts
•	 the history of the OA movement
•	 detailed analysis of the movement from the perspective of 
various stakeholders, including:
 — researchers
 — librarians
 — publishers
 — scholarly societies
 — the public
•	 a personal synthesis and understanding of OA
•	 a conclusion
•	 citations in APA format
The paper submissions are of very high quality. Whereas some 
students may deviate from a clear message in multimedia project, the 
structure of the paper lends itself comprehensive coverage of the topic.
See Appendix 8.9: Building—Scholarly Communication Assign-
ment: Open Access Paper.
Conclusion
A discussion of the social, ethical, and legal implications of research 
is germane to the preparation of undergraduate students to become 
information-literate professionals. In particular, STEM students, who 
are future STEM researchers, need to form a clear understanding of 
scholarly communication issues to participate in the current scientific 
research landscape. It is essential to provide pathways for these stu-
dents to develop their own perspectives on scientific communication 
processes.
Based on our experiences teaching multiple semesters of our 
course, we suggest a three-tiered scaffolding approach to integrating 
scholarly communication into semester-long courses—Foundation, 
Framework, and Building. In the first phase (Foundation), instruc-
tors introduce concepts underlying OA first in the context of database 
instruction, then via formalized lectures. This provides students with 
the scaffolding they need to explore the issues. In the second tier 
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(Framework), class time allows for discussion, reflection, and debate as 
students develop their own perspectives. Finally, in the culminating tier 
(Building), instructors design opportunities for students to formalize 
and share knowledge related to scholarly communication.
In our courses, we observed an increased awareness of open access 
to information from the beginning to the end of the semester. To as-
sess this, we used a variety of formative assessment models, including 
engaging students with discussion questions in class activities. We also 
sought formative assessment through quizzes and reflective writing 
assignments. Prior to these lectures, students could not differentiate be-
tween free and subscription-based resources, and the majority of stu-
dents were not familiar with the concept of OA. Many of the students 
in the course were pre-med, and recognizing the disparities in access 
to health information was particularly eye-opening. It was exciting as 
instructors to see the students, as future researchers, become passion-
ate about the benefits and challenges of OA.
OA is a difficult and complex topic to understand, especially as 
an undergraduate student new to scholarly communication. Yet, as 
the students listened to the various speakers and worked in teams to 
prepare for the debate, we noticed their level of comprehension and 
awareness grow. From early exercises of submitting a previous as-
signment to the university institutional repository to sharing their 
culminating multimedia project on the open Web, students were given 
the opportunity to practice sharing their scholarship. Many previ-
ous students have kept in touch with us and have relayed successes in 
obtaining research positions, publishing papers, and being admitted to 
professional and graduate programs. We believe that the knowledge 
they have obtained about OA and scholarly communication will be 
invaluable as they interact with their lab mates, advisors, and future 
students as they progress in their STEM field.
The lesson plans and assignments in this chapter suggest one path 
to scaffolding scholarly communication for undergraduates in a credit-
bearing information literacy course. It is our hope that these plans can 
be adapted, modified, and reinvented to meet multiple contexts while 
successfully following the model of Foundation, Framework, and 
Building that has succeeded in the Discovering Research and Commu-
nicating Science course.
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appendIx 8.1
Foundation—Lesson Plan for Open Resources: The PubMed Database
Class Title: Open Resources: The PubMed Database
Time Frame: 50 minutes
Format: Hands-on in a computer classroom
Class Overview: This session introduces students to PubMed, the 
premier free database in biomedical literature. Students use multiple 
types of search tools and techniques (e.g., keyword, nesting search 
terms, MeSH, etc.), accessing full-text articles from the database (e.g., 
PubMed Central) and manipulating results using tools such as Clip-
board and My NCBI. Students learn that PubMed is free, but not all 
the articles are freely accessible, and students discuss issues of equality 
of access to health-related research.
Facilities Requirements, Materials, and Supplies
•	 Computer lab/classroom 
•	 Handout (print or electronic) 
Learning Objectives
Students will:
1. Understand what types of information are contained in 
PubMed.
2. Identify appropriate search terms using the MeSH database.
3. Use PubMed tools like Search History to perform a multiterm 
search in the database.
4. Recognize the importance of OA to medical literature for 
health professionals working in rural, international, or under-
funded institutions.
Outline of Session:
1. Scholarly communication in the health sciences  
(class discussion):
a. Funding for medical research
b. Access to health science research
i. Common databases 
ii. Consumer health information
c. Translational science
i. Bench to bedside
ii. Bedside to bench
d. NIH open access policy
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2. Overview of PubMed (lecture):
a. Types of materials indexed by PubMed
b. NLM and PubMed
3. Hands-on searching:
a. Phrase searching 
b. Order of terms/nesting 
c. Author searching 
d. Using limits 
e. Using search history 
f. MeSH database 
g. Displaying your results 
h. Accessing a journal article from the results list 
i. Exporting a record to citation management software like 
RefWorks 
4. Conclusion:
a. Discussion of what was learned. This discussion may be 
continued online through discussion board in the course 
management system.
Assessment: Assessment of comprehension for this session is incorpo-
rated into a broader quiz covering various databases. The quiz requires 
students to utilize PubMed to answer one or two reference questions. 
In addition, students will ask questions and engage in a discussion 
about the issues raised in class. If this is an appropriate database for a 
student’s subject area, the student will use PubMed to find articles for 
other assignments in this course.
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appendIx 8.2
Foundation—Lesson Plan for Open Resources: arXiv and Astrophysics 
Data Systems (ADS)
Class Title: Open Resources: arXiv and Astrophysics Data Systems 
(ADS)
Time Frame: 50 minutes
Format: Hands-on in a computer classroom
Class Overview: This lesson introduces the arXiv and ADS databases, 
two open resources essential for disciplines in mathematics and the 
physical sciences. Students practice locating journal articles and pre-
prints, explore the differences between the two databases, and learn 
how to search and retrieve astronomy literature using astronomical 
object IDs, positional coordinates, and keywords. Furthermore, stu-
dents discuss the cost of physical science experiments and equipment, 
the size of datasets, and the need for large research collaborations in 
these fields, as well as how open sharing of information moves discov-
ery forward.
Facilities Requirements, Materials, and Supplies
•	 Computer lab/classroom
•	 Handouts providing database URLs, descriptions, and search 
hints
Learning Objectives
Students will:
1. Recognize the different types of literature contained within 
ADS and arXiv.
2. Use multiple search commands, including Boolean logic, astro-
nomical data, and keywords to locate information.
3. Differentiate literature contained within arXiv, an e-print 
repository, from ADS.
4. Understand the shift in scholarly communication in physical 
sciences that led to the development of subject repositories 
like arXiv.
Outline of Session:
1. Review of types of scientific literature and the peer-review 
process (class discussion):
a. How do physical scientists and mathematicians communi-
cate?
b. How does research in the physical sciences differ from 
biological sciences and engineering?
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c. Who funds physical science research? What are the costs of 
labs and equipment in physical science?
d. Size of datasets in physical science. How do you analyze 
terabytes? Why is team science so important?
2. Introduction to arXiv:
a. Search by date and keyword
3. Introduction to ADS:
a. Search by keyword
b. Author and institution searching
c. Search by astronomical ID
d. Sorting records
e. Retrieving records and outputting bibliographic informa-
tion
4. Conclusion:
a. Discussion of what was learned. This can be moved to the 
discussion boards in an online course management system 
if class time does not permit.
Assessment: Assessment of comprehension for this session is incorpo-
rated into a broader quiz covering various databases. The quiz requires 
students to utilize ADS and arXiv to answer one or two reference 
questions. In addition, students will ask questions and engage in a 
discussion about the issues raised in class. If this is an appropriate da-
tabase for a student’s subject area, he or she they will use ADS to find 
articles for other assignments in the course.
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appendIx 8.3
Foundation—Lesson Plan for Open Resources: University of Florida 
Digital Collections and the IR@UF
Class Title: Open Resources: University of Florida Digital Collections 
and the IR@UF
Time Frame: 50 minutes
Format: Hands-on in a computer classroom
Class Overview: In this session, students explore the science resources 
available through the University of Florida’s Digital Collections 
(UFDC). Furthermore, students submit digital copies of their posters to 
the Institutional Repository (IR@UF) and learn about self-archiving as 
the “green road” in open access.
Facilities Requirements, Materials, and Supplies
•	 Computer lab/classroom 
•	 Students must bring digital copy of their previous poster as-
signment.
Learning Objectives
Students will:
1. Explore the variety of science resources available in the UF 
Digital Collections, including the Herbarium Collections, 
Food and Agricultural Sciences materials, and Wetlands re-
search
2. Discuss self-archiving of research as the green road to OA
3. Contribute a digital copy of their work to the IR@UF
Outline of Session:
1. The UF Digital Collections (UFDC):
a. Open exploration of collections at UFDC—explore, then 
show and tell
i. “In your research teams, search the UF Digital collec-
tions for an interesting object, research paper, video, or 
presentation.”
ii. “Share what you found with the class.”
iii. Emphasize the diversity and scope of research at UF and 
the diversity of the collections
b. Searching digital collections
i. Search tips, tricks, and drawbacks
c. Science-specific collections
i. Herbarium collections
ii. Agricultural collections
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iii. Wetlands research
iv. Discuss lack of physical, chemical, and mathematical 
sciences collections
v. Discuss scope of Florida-based collections
2. Class discussion of repositories:
a. Why create subject-based repositories or collections? What 
do you encourage by collecting in a subject-based collec-
tion? 
b. Why create institution-based repositories?
c. Green road OA
d. Authors’ rights
e. Guidelines for gray literature (conference presentations, 
posters, proposals)
f. Guidelines for course materials
3. The Institutional Repository at UF (IR@UF):
a. Introduction to searching the IR@UF
b. Self-submission of student assignment
i. Upload
ii. Create basic metadata
iii. Add abstract and subject-specific metadata
iv. Save link for CV, bio sketch, and future assignments
4. Conclusion:
a. Discuss what sharing your scholarship means. Why and 
how should we retain authors’ rights?
Assessment: Assessment of comprehension for this session is incorpo-
rated into a broader quiz covering various databases. The quiz requires 
students to utilize UFDC to answer one or two reference questions. In 
addition, students will ask questions and engage in a discussion about 
self-archiving of materials in repositories.
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appendIx 8.4
Foundation—Lesson Plan for Lectures on Scholarly Communication: A 
Librarian’s Perspective
Class Title: Scholarly Communication: A Librarian’s Perspective
Time Frame: 50 minutes
Format: Lecture/discussion
Class Overview: This session presents students with an introduction to 
OA and the role it plays in scholarly communication. This includes a 
brief history of the OA movement, the main characteristics of an OA 
publication, various OA initiatives, and how researchers can partici-
pate in OA. 
Facilities Requirements, Materials, and Supplies 
•	 Classroom with a computer podium and LCD projector is 
ideal to allow for visual presentation of concepts.
•	 Notepads or whiteboards
•	 Markers
Learning Objectives
Students will:
1. Define OA
2. Paraphrase the differences between OA and conventional 
publishing
3. Recognize ways to participate in OA as a researcher
4. Identify local initiatives in OA
Outline of Session:
1. Overview of scholarly communication
2. Differences between OA and conventional publishing models 
a. In teams, students draw the publication process on large 
notepads or whiteboards.
3. The definition of OA:
a. How does OA change the traditional publication process?
b. Have students revise their research publication model
4. Class discussion:
a. Why is OA important?
b. How does it change the impact of research?
c. Who does it benefit? Who does it hurt?
d. Who pays for OA? How is this different than traditional 
publication?
5. What public access means
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6. International and national statements and mandates regarding 
OA
7. Ways to participate in OA:
a. Self-archiving in a repository
b. Publishing in an OA journal or monograph
c. Hybrid models
8. Local OA initiatives:
a. IR@UF, UF Open Access Publishing Fund, and policy
b. Open Access Week
Assessment: Student comprehension is determined through students’ 
interaction with the speaker and questions throughout the session. In 
addition, discussion of the presentation can occur asynchronously via 
discussion board, e-mail, etc. Information learned from this session is 
incorporated into the open access paper or multimedia project.
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appendIx 8.5
Foundation—Lesson Plan for Lectures on Scholarly Communication: 
The Open Access Journal Editor’s Perspective
Class Title: Lectures on Scholarly Communication: The Open Access 
Journal Editor’s Perspective
Time Frame: 50 minutes
Format: Lecture
Class Overview: This session exposes students to the OA publishing 
model and the interworking of an OA publication from an academic 
researcher and editor’s perspective. Facilities Requirements, Materials, 
and Supplies 
•	 Classroom with computer podium and LCD projector is ideal 
to allow for visual presentation of concepts.
Learning Objectives
Students will:
1. Understand OA from a scientific researcher’s perspective
2. Describe how OA is impacting the publishing world
Outline of Session:
1. Editor’s personal background as an academic researcher
2. Overview of OA
3. Facts about the OA model:
a. OA is not a business model; it is a property of publication.
b. Ability to pay plays no role in editorial process.
c. Ensures stable model of global dissemination
d. Fully OA or hybrid models of publishing thriving
e. OA embodies the concept of peer review.
f. Catalysts for change
4. Growth of OA publications
5. History of the editor’s OA journal
6. Editor’s role in the OA journal (how he or she became in-
volved)
7. Fundamental shifts in OA publishing, including:
a. Static document to living resource
b. Journal level to article level
c. Prepublication review and postpublication review
d. Readers/authors decide value and impact.
e. Community takes back the content.
f. Knowledge is shared globally with all who choose to ben-
efit.
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Assessment: Information learned from this session is incorporated into 
the open access paper or multimedia project. Student engagement dur-
ing discussion and informed questions during the presentation help to 
gauge student comprehension.
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appendIx 8.6
Framework—Lesson Plan for Open Access Week Activity
Class Title: Open Access Week
Time Frame: Dependent on local OA events. In 2011, there were a 
variety of events held on October 26 from 1:00 to 3:30.
Format: Exploration of event and exploratory essay
Class Overview: Instead of a traditional in-class activity, one class 
period is cancelled and students are asked to attend Open Access Week 
events in late October. They discuss perspectives through roundtables, 
attend poster presentations, or go to a lecture. Then they write a brief 
reflection paper to demonstrate their developing understanding of 
scholarly communication and relate it to concepts learned in class.
Facilities Requirements, Materials, and Supplies: N/A
Learning Objectives
Students will:
1. Participate in Open Access Week, which is a miniconference 
environment
2. Synthesize ideas from presentations, roundtables, and poster 
sessions
3. Create a review of Open Access Week as an initial formal 
product that demonstrates evaluation of the issues surround-
ing OA
Outline of Session: 
Attend the University of Florida Open Access Week events and write 
up a one-page review answering the following three questions: 
1. What is open access, and how does it change scholarship in 
the sciences?
2. For you personally, what was the most interesting aspect of 
Open Access Week?
3. What are the implications of OA publications for internation-
al access, peer review, graduate research, and authors’ rights?
Assessment: This activity is assessed through students’ essay responses 
to the above questions. The development of this knowledge base con-
tributes to the open access debate and the open access project or paper. 
This brief paper allows the instructor to assess if individual students 
need more understanding before they move forward to the higher-level 
evaluation needed for the culminating projects.
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appendIx 8.7
Framework—Lesson Plan for Debate on Open Access: New Publishing 
Models
Class Title: Debate on Open Access—New Publishing Models 
Time Frame: Two class periods: 50 minutes for in-class preparation 
and 50 minutes for the actual debate. These should be held on separate 
days to allow teams time to formulate their argument and locate sup-
porting evidence.
Format: Team-based learning activity
Class Overview: The class, divided into three groups, debates the 
merits of open access publishing from the perspectives of the three 
stakeholders: researchers, libraries, and publishers (corporate and 
society/nonprofit). This classroom exercise is designed to help students 
prepare for their graded OA paper or project.
Facilities Requirements, Materials, and Supplies
•	 Open space with access to tables or group meeting areas is 
ideal for this activity.
•	 Access to laptop, tablet, or mobile device for evidence gather-
ing
•	 Access to notes from previous course sessions
•	 Handout detailing the guidelines for the debate
•	 General debate-judging rubric 
Learning Objectives
Students will:
1. Define the issues surrounding OA from their assigned perspec-
tive
2. Explain how the OA publishing model impacts their assigned 
stakeholder
3. Evaluate the issues surrounding OA that impact stakeholders 
from all areas
Outline of Session:
1. Three- to five-minute opening statement from each team with 
respect to:
a. Team’s role—which perspective it represents
b. Current state of participation in OA
c. Concerns with current models or concerns with changing 
the current model
2. Moderators (instructors) ask follow-up questions that may 
include:
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a. Should the current peer-review system be modified?
b. Which stakeholder should bear the publication costs?
c. What actions should stakeholders at this institution take to 
participate in OA?
d. Are the commercial publishers making unreasonable profits 
from their journals?
e. What variation of the OA model seems the most financially 
viable?
3. Three minutes per team to address posed questions
4. Three-minute rebuttal per team
5. Three- to five-minute closing statement from each team with 
respect to:
a. Summary of its position
b. Recommendation for the scholarly publishing community
Assessment: Instructors assess this exercise through a general debate-
judging rubric, many of which can be easily accessed online. Further, 
the knowledge gained by the students for this exercise is incorporated 
into the open access paper or multimedia project. 
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appendIx 8.8
Building—Scholarly Communication Assignment: Open Access 
Multimedia Project
Assignment Title: Open Access Multimedia Project
Assignment Overview: The OA multimedia project gives students a 
chance to create a short film that embodies their perspectives on open 
access. Working in teams, students develop a message, storyboard how 
to express that opinion, and share a two-minute video that explains 
open access. This video should synthesize presentations, lectures, and 
readings from class to express a personal opinion on the issues sur-
rounding scholarly communication in the sciences.
Learning Objectives
Students will:
1. Synthesize the various arguments surrounding OA studied in 
class
2. Develop and express a personal opinion on OA and scholarly 
communication issues
3. Understand why scholarly communication models in the sci-
ences have changed and how they relate to their future role as 
a scientific researcher
Assignment Instructions:
1. Select a partner to develop a multimedia project detailing the 
team’s personal views on OA from the perspectives of a stu-
dent and future scientific researcher.
2. As a team, brainstorm ways to synthesize the OA and schol-
arly communication issues that have been presented in class. 
Decide together on what message to convey.
3. Storyboard a concept and plan the details of the project. For 
library resources and free media editing software, see the 
library guides at:
a. www.uflib.ufl.edu/sparkyawards/resources.html
b. http://guides.uflib.ufl.edu/media
4. Create a two-minute video and upload the project to a video-
sharing site such as YouTube, Blip, or Vimeo.
5. Submit a document to the course website that includes:
a. A title, a list of the group members and actors, and a link 
to the video
b. The storyboard and a succinct overview of the team’s per-
spective
c. Credits for any media used to make the film
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Grading Rubric
This assignment is 20 percent (or 20 points) of the overall course 
grade.
•	 Worked collaboratively with team member to develop a 
shared perspective [1 point]
•	 Message addressed the explicit theme of personal perspective 
on OA as a student and future scientific researcher [4 points]
•	 Video utilized multimedia, including at least two of the fol-
lowing: images, video, audio, music, text, or animation [2 
points]
•	 Final submission included title, group, actors, link to video, 
storyboard, brief overview, and credits [9 points]
•	 Video was uploaded to a video-sharing site [1 point]
•	 Creativity of idea and concept [2 points]
•	 Technical skill [1 point]
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appendIx 8.9
Building—Scholarly Communication Assignment: Open Access Paper
Assignment Title: Open Access Paper
Assignment Overview: Scholarly communication in the sciences is 
rapidly changing. New publication models such as the OA model have 
become the standard for publication in many scientific fields. It is es-
sential to have an understanding of the arguments for and against this 
shift in scholarly communication. This individual assignment, in con-
junction with in-class lectures and the in-class OA debate, will lay the 
foundations for understanding editor perspectives, researcher perspec-
tives, economic arguments, and public access movements.
Learning Objectives
Students will:
1. Synthesize the various arguments surrounding OA studied in 
class
2. Develop and express a personal opinion on OA and scholarly 
communication issues
3. Understand why scholarly communication models in the sci-
ences have changed and how they relate to future roles as a 
scientific researcher
Assignment Instructions
Open Access Paper:
1. Write an eight- to ten-page paper detailing the issues and per-
spectives surrounding OA. The paper should include:
a. An introduction to OA concepts
b. The history of the OA movement
c. Detailed analysis of the movement from the perspective of 
various stakeholders including:
i. Researchers
ii. Librarians
iii. Publishers
iv. Scholarly societies
v. The public 
d. A personal synthesis and understanding of OA
e. A conclusion
f. Citations in APA format
2. Submit your paper online to the course site.
Grading Rubric
This assignment is 20 percent (or 20 points) of the overall course grade.
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•	 Paper included all required sections: introduction, history, 
analysis of multiple perspectives, conclusion, and citations [5 
Points]
•	 Synthesis of personal perspective was insightful and demon-
strated understanding of the issues [5 Points]
•	 Stakeholder perspectives (publishers, researchers, librarians, 
scholarly societies, and the public) were included in the view-
points [2.5 Points]
•	 Paper is well written (uses academic language, is free of spell-
ing and grammatical errors, is in the appropriate style, and 
demonstrates understanding of the issue) [2.5 Points]
•	 Citations are in APA format [2.5 Points]
•	 eight to ten pages [2.5 Points]
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Chapter 9
Scholarship & Advocacy at the UVa Scholars 
Lab: An Interview with Bethany Nowviskie, 
Ph.D. and Eric Johnson
Stephanie Davis-Kahl
Illinois Wesleyan University
Editors’ Note: In our own research for this volume, we came 
across the Scholars’ Lab1 at University of Virginia (UVA) 
and were struck by how its service offerings find a balance 
between scholarly communication and information literacy. 
Bethany Nowviskie, PhD, Director, Digital Research and 
Scholarship, and Eric Johnson, MA, MLIS, Head, Outreach 
and Public Services, agreed to speak with us about their 
work and how the scope of what they do at the Scholars’ 
Lab enacts the connections between infrastructure, creation 
of scholarship, and the ethos of openness.
Stephanie Davis-Kahl (SDK): Bethany and Eric, thank you so much 
for speaking with me today. To start us off, can you tell me how the 
Scholars’ Lab was created? Who were the main players and main driv-
ers behind it?
Bethany Nowviskie (BN): The Scholars’ Lab was founded in 2006 
as a partnership between the University of Virginia library system 
and campus Information Technology Services [ITS]. Three centers 
combined to bring together their staffing and services into one loca-
tion: EText, the Electronic Text Center at UVa, which was one of 
the earliest digital humanities centers for the creation and analysis 
of electronic texts; GeoStat, a center for geospatial and statistical 
data analysis; and UVa Research Computing Support, a high-perfor-
mance computing center that also manages site licenses for software 
across the university and trains users on statistical and mathematical 
software packages.
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SDK: So there’s definitely an educational element. Bringing the three 
groups together was not only about infrastructure, it’s also about 
education.
BN: Yes, I think that’s fair to say. All three of the centers had a mission 
to work within their subject domains to do training and to help people 
think through new possibilities for digital research and scholarship.
SDK: What areas of expertise and knowledge are key for the lab and 
the many services you provide?
Eric Johnson (EJ): We have a model in place that incorporates a couple 
of different approaches. One is a walk-in service area for students and 
faculty who are looking for help with software and hardware par-
ticular to the Scholars’ Lab. We have students staffing a desk to help 
users at that level, and we have a group of staff members—software 
developers and GIS specialists—who help out with longer-term project 
work. They do consultations with faculty, graduate students, or under-
graduates who are working on projects and need help. 
Our Research and Development [R&D] team is a group of humanists 
who work in the digital realm doing software development support 
and long-term infrastructure and tool building for humanities work. 
Everybody here ends up with a different background in the humani-
ties. Several of us have masters’ degrees, a couple of us have PhDs. We 
have an ABD in history, two doctorates in English, two masters’ in 
history, and a statistical analyst who has a degree in Physiology.
We have two consultants—one of them is the aforementioned statis-
tical analyst—that are connected through our ITS department who 
support the statistical software and analysis work. The requisite 
background for our staff is one of well-roundedness and intellectual 
curiosity more than anything else, but we do have specialists in certain 
areas that we know are high need: for instance, in the areas of statisti-
cal analysis and GIS. The R&D team is trained pretty broadly in a 
number of software languages. We don’t typically look for people with 
specific programming skill sets, but instead we look for a shared ap-
proach and the ability to pick up on the necessary languages depend-
ing on the nature of the project.
SDK: Eric, can you tell me about how you came to the Scholars’ Lab?
EJ: Before I came here, I worked in both university libraries and 
museum libraries.2 I’d come out of the library world but had an ongo-
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ing interest in the applications of information and technology in the 
humanities writ large. I did a lot of public services work, and then they 
posted this marvelous position, which is a great balance between the 
need to support public services work and the scholarly undertaking 
in the Scholars’ Lab. I do outreach to faculty and students who may 
be working on digital scholarship and talk about how we can plug 
into their work as they’re going along. I’m involved in a kind of a 
crossroad of traditional library public services work with cutting-edge, 
forward-facing creation of digital humanities scholarship. It’s really a 
wonderful blend.
BN: Eric came to us, I think, because the Scholars’ Lab has developed 
a profile as a major North American digital humanities center. A lot 
of people don’t realize that we’re administratively embedded within 
a library because we function so much like our peers, which are 
independent, faculty-run digital humanities centers. We got to know 
Eric first through hosting regional digital humanities conferences like 
THATCamp [The Humanities and Technology Camp] and in develop-
ing partnerships with other regional universities and cultural heritage 
institutions like Monticello.
SDK: What’s the interaction like with the other librarians in the 
library?
EJ: It’s good; it’s been kind of a fun conversation because a lot of the 
librarians are interested in figuring out how to plug into the digital 
world. Some are traditionally trained subject librarians, and others are 
newer librarians, but across all the libraries on campus, the librar-
ians are keenly interested in being part of the conversation around 
“digital” and what that will mean in terms of scholarship. In terms of 
scholarly communication issues, there’s a big push for people to learn 
more about copyright and publishing. It’s certainly recognized by the 
administration as an area that librarians should focus on. From our 
perspective, being embedded in the library provides us a good avenue 
for both outreach and keeping strong ties to the scholarly culture of 
a university because the library still very much represents that culture 
for a lot of people. It’s been really beneficial in both directions.
BN: The library at UVa has invested in digital humanities from the 
outset. In fact, digital humanities in the United States got its start in 
UVa Library. We’ve fostered the creation of the Institute for Advanced 
Technology in the Humanities [IATH], which is still housed here in 
Alderman Library, and the EText Center and Geostat Center were 
created around the same time. Through them, the library could be 
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pursuing creation of its own digital collections and thinking about 
how its content played into the faculty-driven projects that were hap-
pening out of IATH. As the Scholars’ Lab has taken shape, it has come 
to incorporate both of those functions in some ways. Being adminis-
tratively part of the library allows us to provide access for scholars 
to library content for use in their interpretive projects and a path for 
talking with institutional IT about how to get those projects hosted 
and supported. It also continues to help the library serve as an intel-
lectual crossroads for the university community. The library belongs to 
everybody, so it’s the perfect place to put an interdisciplinary unit like 
the Scholars’ Lab.
SDK: How do you assess and evaluate the work that you do, especially 
since you’re bringing together so many different people and projects?
BN: Assessment happens in different ways in different areas of the 
Scholars’ Lab. Part of the assessment process in the Scholars’ Lab 
R&D involves carefully choosing which faculty projects we partner 
with. It’s part of our mission to collaborate with faculty and grad 
students on projects since our focus is on training and education and 
bringing certain areas of our staff expertise into play. We try to foster 
meaningful collaboration with scholars as they’re creating their work. 
We are careful as we are making choices about which projects to 
partner on, and careful also to think about the impact that a project 
will have in any number of domains. One domain may be the subject 
area of the content and the audience for the project; the other could 
be a technical assessment that lets us know whether we’re expending 
our software development resources effectively. For instance, we want 
to work on projects that contribute something unique to the world 
but that also build on strong foundations and hold some promise of 
sustainability. It’s hard to quantify that kind of assessment.
I honestly think that the ability to choose our collaborations carefully 
and to say no to some opportunities is one reason that we’re widely 
perceived to be successful. When I first took this position, I did not 
come in having a library background. Instead, I had worked as a grad 
student, postdoc, and Media Studies faculty member on digital human-
ities projects. There, I learned to ask hard questions about the intel-
lectual contribution that any given project might make to its discipline 
and to the digital humanities community. The questions that I often 
got asked when we created the Scholars’ Lab were, “What is your in-
take process for faculty projects?” “Is there an annual call, and do you 
promise to do a certain number per year?” and “Who chooses them?” 
People are often surprised to learn that we would foster some relation-
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ships and not foster others, but it’s been a good thing for the university 
community. Our partnerships are genuine collaborations.
Scholars own their projects to a much greater extent than they would 
have with another model—they understand them top to bottom. They 
may not be able to code every piece of them, but at least they have a 
grasp on all of the pieces that go into making a project, and they’re 
able to edit and produce their own content. This is particularly impor-
tant to us when we work with graduate students because they are ex-
pected to defend dissertations and go away. We try to get their projects 
on a footing where they can easily be migrated to another university 
or to private hosting and also to cultivate in them an understanding 
of what it takes to run these projects. This wasn’t always the case with 
library digital services before.
We also seek out a collaborator first, if we can see that there’s some-
thing that a project provides to our larger portfolio or to the local 
community that’s really needed. It gives us the ability to choose the 
projects that are going to be pursued. Where it’s appropriate for the 
scholarship, we drive people toward common stable platforms, which 
allows us to focus our expensive and specialized resources on projects 
that will matter more.
SDK: It sounds like you start out with evaluation, using your mission 
and your resources as the primary filter, and the connections are made 
in order to further the scholarship in progress or that’s just beginning. 
There’s also the long-term view and ensuring the project can travel 
with the researcher.
BN: That’s very true. And we try to stay a half step ahead. For ex-
ample, several years ago, our digital humanities experts and software 
developers and librarians could see a spatial turn happening in various 
academic disciplines, and we could see a kind of conjunction ahead 
of advanced technologies in the geospatial realm, before our local 
community. The changing research questions that we were beginning 
to hear graduate students ask really inspired us. We were able to gear 
up, write some grants to create software, and host an institute on the 
spatial humanities that put us just slightly ahead of that curve. I think 
if we were being purely responsive to what people were asking us for 
at the time, we wouldn’t have been able and ready to collaborate when 
scholars finally came to us asking for the service. As part of this pro-
cess, we created a tool set using Omeka, called Neatline,3 which is an 
application for geotemporal storytelling with archival collections. It’s 
basically a tool for annotating maps and collections of documents or 
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artifacts and putting those together in a kind of visual narrative both 
on a spatial and a temporal axis. Now we’re ready for the projects 
that scholars are bringing us!
SDK: What are some of the challenges that you all face at the Scholars’ 
Lab?
EJ: I’d say, of course, it’s always a challenge, but a good one, to try 
to keep abreast of where scholarship seems to be headed. As Bethany 
mentioned, the spatial humanities emphasis here really came out of 
keeping our collective ear to the ground about what seems to be com-
ing next—that will be an eternal question. Designing our services to 
meet evolving needs is always going to be something that we’re work-
ing on and keeping ahead of as well.
BN: Funding streams for the work that we do are a concern. We are 
very unique as a digital humanities center not to have a lot of staff on 
soft money. The model at most DH centers that function outside of a 
library is to fund their software developers on grant money. We have 
not done that and intend not to, so when we bring grants in, the funds 
go towards the extra things for which we might not otherwise have 
had funding. Supplemental travel, extra equipment, and so forth. The 
spatial humanities work I mentioned earlier is a good example—we 
were funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities and later 
by Library of Congress to begin our investigations into this area. We 
had a grant from NEH to fund the Institute for Enabling Geospatial 
Scholarship, which we call the Spatial Humanities Institute. It was a 
two-year program that brought in around eighty scholars, software 
developers, and librarians from UVa and from outside the university 
for training, and it served as a catalyst for conversations about how 
the next generation of humanities inquiry could and should be using 
spatial tools and methods.
One thing that we haven’t talked about yet is our strong focus on 
graduate students at the Scholars’ Lab and the two graduate fellow-
ship programs that we run. One is a graduate fellowship in digital 
humanities that is funded internally by the library and targeted at 
ABD grad students. It follows a traditional fellowship model: students 
work as solo scholars on a digital project related to their disserta-
tion, and they have a year’s worth of funding and assistance from the 
Scholars’ Lab to realize their plans. The Mellon Foundation currently 
funds the other program through a project in the library called the 
Scholarly Communication Institute [SCI]. This year, SCI is focused on 
graduate education reform. The Scholars’ Lab’s graduate programs 
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are a case study for SCI through what’s we call the Praxis Program. 
It’s a fellowship for six graduate students at a time. They come in as 
a team to learn soft skills, such as collaboration and project manage-
ment, while they are learning some hard technical skills (like program-
ming). Together, this translates into an ability to plan, design, execute, 
communicate, and manage a digital humanities project from scratch. 
Teaching time comes from our R&D group, which is also devoted to 
other kinds of scholarly project work and to developing infrastructure 
for our local digital content. A big challenge for us is finding ongoing 
funding streams to support the kind of work we do, especially when 
so much of it is geared toward fellowship money for graduate students 
and staffing time to spend on preparing them to be successful.
SDK: Since digital humanities has such deep roots at UVa, how does 
that translate into the undergraduate curriculum? Do you typically see 
undergraduates coming to you for help in the digital humanities?
BN: There’s a real emphasis at UVa on undergraduates as researchers. 
There are a number of digital humanities projects in which faculty 
involve their students. Some of these projects are in the digital social 
sciences, so students take on a variety of roles: researchers, content 
providers, database contributors, and data analysts. There’s also a lot 
of support and training, especially in GIS, coming from the Scholars’ 
Lab for undergraduate classes at UVa. Every year our two GIS special-
ists run a standing workshop series during which they cover everything 
from basic to advanced kinds of spatial analysis. They also proactively 
work with faculty in the planning stages of their courses to create op-
portunities to teach sections that are GIS-focused.
EJ: Our staff may end up doing consultation work with undergradu-
ates who come in with questions based on their course projects. 
There’s a lot of one-on-one face-to-face training and assistance. Under-
graduates are heavy users of our physical lab space as well. We have 
an array of high-end desktop computers with scanners that students 
can use. The Scholars’ Lab also has a beautiful, sunlit, open room that 
they use to study. So we’re playing the long game by mentoring un-
dergraduates as future members of the Scholars’ Lab community. Our 
speaker series is another outreach avenue. Anyone is welcome to come, 
and it’s most heavily attended by faculty and graduate students, but 
undergraduates do pop in for that as well. The course focus is prob-
ably the major way we reach undergraduates.
SDK: Can you tell me a little bit more about the Scholars’ Lab com-
munity and how you’re building it?
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EJ: It’s something we’re very conscious of, and it permeates a lot of 
what we do. The graduate fellowships are at the heart of the com-
munity because we certainly coalesce around assisting them and being 
energized by them. The kind of questions they have and the scholarly 
directions that they’re interested in taking inform our services. We 
have an annual speaker series where we invite scholars from both off 
campus and on campus to come and share their work and outlook. 
We do a lot of outreach to various departments, as well as broadly to 
people who have expressed interest in being aware of our work and 
activities. This is a good opportunity for the kind of cross-pollinating 
conversation that I think is so vital to the digital humanities and to 
libraries generally.
There are so few opportunities for people to actually talk to folks from 
outside their disciplines in an environment that is so intentionally con-
genial as what we try to do here. Our speaker series is one way that we 
do that, and the workshop series that Bethany mentioned is another. 
We also have a specialist series every semester. We’ve done workshops 
on programming or on particular software packages, including some 
of the statistical packages. We’re planning on doing some related to 
the Neatline software coming up in the spring. The workshops are a 
more hands-on opportunity for people to be a part of this community, 
and we are very intentional about finding out what areas people are 
interested in. We’re very intentional about connecting individuals and/
or groups to help that cross-pollination.
SDK: How do you get people to think about sharing their projects, 
sharing the data that they’ve gathered through their projects? How 
does the Scholars’ Lab contribute to the open data movement?
BN: The lab is filled with open access advocates, so in part, it’s 
through our everyday practice. There is not a piece of code that we 
write that we don’t put into an open repository. For those of us who 
publish, we do not publish in closed-access venues. We choose to 
publish our work in open access journals. We’re able to do that in a 
way that many tenure-track faculty aren’t because we’re not trying to 
get over the hurdle of tenure. We have the ability to model attitudes 
toward sharing and also toward incremental publications that are 
harder to do in the humanities but are of great interest to emerging 
scholars. For instance, we provide humanities scholars with a model 
for making their practices mirror more closely practices of the free and 
open source software movement. We’ve also tried to be good stewards 
of all of the data that we are helping people to collect and share. For 
example, when we started the Scholars’ Lab, all of the GIS information 
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that the Geostat Center had collected over its fifteen-year existence 
was stored on physical media, so we had a conglomeration of closed 
media like CDs, DVDs, hard drives, etc. The only way to access the 
information was through a password-protected directory on a work-
station in the lab. So a major project for the Scholars’ Lab in its first 
few years was making all of that information open and shareable. 
We not only moved data from the closed physical media, but we also 
created infrastructure and a discovery interface through which faculty 
and researchers could search and share the data, and re-use it as web 
services. Open sharing is firmly within our ethos. We all try to pro-
vide a model of openness that can be emulated in our practices at the 
Scholars’ Lab.
With junior faculty and with graduate students, I see increasingly dif-
ferent attitudes towards these issues. There are some who will want to 
play the game as it is written, and there are some who want to change 
the game. We’re trying to enable the game changers.
EJ: The library is also engaged in this larger conversation around 
scholarly communication and what it means for libraries in an open 
access environment to support such a thing because the traditional 
model is not as open. Our question is, “What is the best way for the 
library to support open access?” Do we make ourselves advocates, or 
do we make ourselves supporters of other people who may be leading 
that charge?
SDK: So how are you involved in Libra [UVA’s institutional reposi-
tory]?
BN: Libra is run by a different group. The technical infrastructure is 
run by our online library environment department, and the related 
public services are managed by a new scholarly communication team, 
which is part of our humanities and social sciences services. But we do 
certainly talk to people about depositing their work in the repository, 
and we do a lot of counseling of graduate students who are thinking 
about new-form multimodal and digital dissertations, to think about 
how they can prepare their information to be archived. And we put 
our own work in there.
SDK: Do you think that the Scholars’ Lab embodies this connection 
between scholarly communication and information literacy that we’re 
trying to get people to see and work with more intentionally?
EJ: Writ large, we don’t frame it that way, but I think it is the case that 
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we are very much at the point of contact between the modes of pro-
duction of scholarship, which are now increasingly digital. Not only 
production, but the communication of scholarship across all kinds of 
media and the information itself are in the digital realm. The increas-
ingly easy-to-use tools allow people to do all kinds of unusual scholar-
ship such as analysis of bodies of text or large masses of information 
with spatial humanities approaches. So from that we need to be able 
to figure out what this mass of information is and what we can do 
with it—that is very much where we pitch ourselves.
SDK: The community aspect of what you’re trying to build also goes 
to the connection as well—for graduate students and undergraduates 
to understand that there is a community of scholars and that informa-
tion sharing allows other people to use it and build on their work and 
others’ work.
EJ: I think that is one of the big drivers of the idea of a community: a 
place where people are welcoming and where information is shared so 
that everybody benefits from it.
Notes
 1. The UVA Scholars’ Lab website is at http://www.scholarslab.org/.
 2. Eric has an MA in U.S. history and an MLIS.
 3. The Neatline website is at http://neatline.org.
Chapter 10
Modeling Academic Integrity for International 
Students
Use of Strategic Scaffolding for Information Literacy, Scholarly 
Communication, and Cross-Cultural Learning
Alex R. Hodges
American University
This chapter is a call to action and an overview of how several mem-
bers of the American University (AU) library faculty and academic 
staff work together to foster international students’ understanding of 
scholarly communication and information literacy. This collaboration 
is based on the foundation of cross-cultural communication. The AU 
Academics! Team provides educative opportunities for international 
students upon entry to the university and throughout their individual 
undergraduate and graduate degree programs. This collaborative 
effort from International Student and Scholar Services, the College 
Writing Program, the University Library, and the Academic Support 
Center, as well as academic departments, includes interactive sessions 
on information literacy and academic integrity at international student 
orientations. The academic integrity instructors work with teaching 
faculty to tie the content to disciplinary and programmatic learning 
objectives and additional course-integrated library instruction sessions, 
if requested by individual faculty. These instruction sessions may en-
hance what is learned through the initial international student–focused 
orientation.
Case Study Overview—The American University Environment
There is strong evidence in the literature that librarians currently 
provide information literacy instruction and outreach to international 
students (Hickok 2011; Hensley and Love 2011; Conteh-Morgan 
2002; Peters 2010). However, evidence is not as strong that scholarly 
communication education is as well integrated for all students—not 
just for international students. Knievel (2008) discusses the opportu-
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nity to effect early adoption of open access practices via the University 
of Colorado’s “Publish Not Perish” online tutorial, which has inter-
national impact (183). Jacobs and Berg (2011) and Elmborg (2006) 
remind librarians that one of our core missions is to reach out to the 
underserved, which from the perspective of the author of this chapter 
includes international student populations. Mullen (2011) describes 
how public services librarians can better use their platform of educa-
tion and influence to impact greater adoption of open access materials 
as legitimate research resources. This education would incorporate 
learning about open access, fair use, and authors’ rights issues. Often, 
librarians provide this side of scholarly communication education in-
formally to our teaching faculty colleagues or to one another, and the 
information, if conveyed, may trickle down from teaching faculty to 
student. The AU information literacy plan (Hodges, Becher, and Reece 
2012) is just one model for college and university educators to draw 
upon when developing instruction for international students. Admit-
tedly, AU faculty and academic staff members also need to place more 
attention and time on scholarly communication education efforts.
The current AU environment for teaching international students 
about academic writing is politically charged because so much is at 
stake. International students are beholden to the federal regulations 
for their student visas, which stipulate that international students 
maintain responsible behavior. This behavior includes developing 
research ethics and academic integrity. Adjudication resulting in expul-
sion because of plagiarism results in revocation of a student visa. Thus, 
any irresponsible research and writing activity weighs heavily on an 
individual international student’s ability to progress through American 
higher education. The culture of US higher education cannot groom 
or impact the careers of future scholars if they cannot remain in the 
country to complete their education. The global reach of US higher 
education cannot impact other cultures if Western-based grooming 
of scholarly communication practices cannot find its way back upon 
international students’ return to their home cultures, where returned 
students might continue to work within academia or research. Ameri-
can educators are exporting Western standards of academic honor and 
scholarly impact via international students’ learning, but first interna-
tional students must be successful in their development of academic 
honor and information literacy. It is the American educator’s respon-
sibility to provide this foundational understanding, which librarians 
often teach in course-integrated information literacy instruction.
At AU, librarians have several inroads to teach international 
students information literacy and scholarly communication principles, 
but there are few opportunities to reach only internationals in course-
integrated environments because international students are mostly 
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enrolled alongside American students in mainstreamed, inclusive 
classrooms. Much of this instruction that targets international students 
must be done during orientations or at voluntary walk-in workshops.
The Academics! Team focuses on the concepts and consequences 
of academic integrity as it is contextualized within the system of West-
ern scholarly communication. These sessions provide AU international 
students with an initial baseline understanding of scholarly expecta-
tions, research ethics, and campus support resources. Instructors aim 
to incorporate problem-based learning activities, such as manuscript 
contract negotiation, publication submission choice, and honor code 
violation adjudication. Lesson plans related to teaching these topics 
are integrated in the instructional strategies section of this chapter, and 
they incorporate scholarly communication education into information 
literacy instruction by offering librarians or other instructors tech-
niques for how to teach international students about authors’ rights, 
open access discovery, and academic integrity. Foremost, the lesson 
plans are tied directly to the Association of College and Research 
Libraries Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher 
Education (ACRL 2000).
While the focus of these lesson plans and orientation sessions is 
on matriculated undergraduate and graduate students, the Academics! 
Team also aims to educate AU faculty and academic staff about the 
cross-cultural communication and scholarly communication dimen-
sions that are involved in the support of multilingual writing and 
research. This kind of professional development outreach and sup-
port provides crucial scaffolding to instructors and support staff who 
need to understand the complicated dynamics of how cross-cultural 
communication success and distress affect the learning of both inter-
national and traditional students. The Academics! Team members lead 
sessions on writing and research at AU’s annual Ann Ferren Confer-
ence on Teaching, Research and Learning. The team aims for attendees 
(inclusive of library and teaching faculty members and academic staff) 
to gain knowledge of practical teaching tips as well as to learn whom 
to contact across campus for further cross-cultural academic and 
pedagogical support in regard to working with international students. 
More specific team collaborations are discussed later in the chapter.
Additionally, the AU Library has provided lectures and discussions 
on issues related to scholarly communication and open access for the 
greater AU faculty to consider how these issues impact their research 
and teaching. The AU Library has invited speakers such as Julia 
Blixrud in 2009 and Heather Joseph in 2012, both from SPARC1, and 
Stuart Shieber2 from Harvard University’s Office of Scholarly Com-
munication and the Berkman Center for Internet and Society, to raise 
the profile and level of discussion of scholarly communication issues 
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on campus. In 2011, AU librarians participated in the ACRL Scholarly 
Communication Road Show, which was hosted by the Washington Re-
search Library Consortium. The road show helped raise AU librarians’ 
consciousness to better integrate scholarly communication principles 
within information literacy instruction.
This ongoing work at AU builds upon and situates itself within the 
theoretical work contributed by applied linguists, academic librar-
ians, and higher education professionals. This chapter calls for US 
academia—including the institution of this case study—to do more for 
our international students in terms of scholarly communication educa-
tion. The AU approach is by no means perfected, and further assess-
ment and retooling are critical as scholarly communication develop-
ments warrant. AU librarians have been fortunate to collaborate with 
AU’s Center for Social Media (CSM) and Washington College of Law 
(WCL) to develop deeper understandings of scholarly communication 
issues across campus. Librarians have worked with colleagues from 
CSM and WCL to create campus-wide discussions and best practices 
for faculty ownership of intellectual property and use of multimedia 
under the fair use doctrine of copyright law. These activities have 
strengthened AU faculty’s teaching of scholarly communication is-
sues—especially as they relate to academic integrity and multimedia 
reuse in scholarship production—and it can be argued that this work 
strengthens all students’ understanding of these issues as students cre-
ate their own scholarly contributions. CSM and WCL members are a 
leading force—in tandem with the Association of Research Libraries 
(ARL)—in developing best practices and code for academic librar-
ians’ interpretation of fair use and copyright understanding. The AU 
Library endorses and adopts these best practices and code. This locally 
produced support provides excellent resources that librarians can use 
to build or retool their educative opportunities for campus constituen-
cies (ARL, CSM, and WCL 2012; Aufderheide and Jaszi 2011). Subject 
liaison librarians benefit from understanding the work of CSM and 
WCL so that the best practices can be addressed in subject-specific 
library instruction. With the hope that the discussion reaches our 
students through classroom instruction, library instruction, and re-
search experience, AU librarians have used the principles behind these 
resources to open discussions about scholarly communication among 
our library and teaching faculty.
At AU, which is a Carnegie-classified doctoral/research university, 
students from over 140 countries attend for a variety of time frames; 
some students may attend for a semester, others a year, while others at-
tend for the duration of an undergraduate or graduate degree, or both. 
Much of the AU curriculum3 is globally focused in nature. The AU 
School of International Service, with both undergraduate and graduate 
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international studies degrees, comprises the largest school of its kind 
focused on international relations in the United States. The School of 
International Service is also AU’s largest academic unit in terms of the 
enrollment of undergraduate and graduate students. The School of 
International Service and the Kogod School of Business enroll roughly 
the same number of international students and permanent residents. 
These schools hold the highest international student enrollment at 
AU.4 This curriculum has many ties to other universities worldwide 
and draws students from schools all over the world (2012). Librarians 
and teaching faculty work with the International Student and Scholar 
Services office to ensure that students are acclimated to American (and 
mostly Western) higher education and research culture. Many students 
have studied English as a foreign language in their home countries. In 
general, but not always, their spoken and written English—the produc-
tive skills—are not as strong as their reading and listening abilities—
the receptive skills. More often than not, international students need to 
take advantage of the university’s academic support services in order 
to bolster their writing and academic skills. This need can, at times, 
cause anxiety, as the students are reluctant to ask for help, which in 
some cultures is a sign of weakness. Library outreach to international 
students through orientations and meet-and-greet events assuages this 
fear by developing social connections early in a degree program. Also, 
librarians explicitly must demonstrate their worth to international 
students in core instructional and reference work. American University 
has established a referral service for international students’ academic 
support services among the Academics! Team members. For example, 
this service ensures that a when an international student is working 
in the Writing Center and the writing consultant notices the student 
needs to learn how to find better scholarly sources in databases, then 
the student is put in touch with either the subject specialist librarian or 
the librarian who manages international student outreach.
Cultural and Academic Issues Facing International Students
In order to understand any instructional outreach to international stu-
dents, one must thoroughly understand basic issues of cross-cultural 
communication and theories of applied linguistics, or second language 
acquisition. Students’ learning is impacted by societal norms and the 
influence of their first language’s (L1) culture (Nunan 1999; Scol-
lon, Scollon, and Jones 2012). There are several examples of cultural 
issues at play in the academic system: culturally appropriate power 
distance between classmates or between students and teachers; re-
spect for authority that favors a top-down transference of knowledge 
directly from teacher to student; low context/direct culture (aka the 
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United States) that usually demands an egalitarian classroom envi-
ronment where students have the assumed right to challenge their 
teachers’ pedagogical methods and content knowledge. In addition, 
scholarly communication standards, such as use of citation, integration 
of evidence, and writing structure, differ across the world, and these 
differences are amplified by Western standards of academic integrity. 
Culturally, this main difference then affects international students’ 
understandings of how scholarship is structured, cited, and dissemi-
nated. These are just a few of the cultural issues that affect classroom 
learning that librarians should be aware of when planning any infor-
mation literacy session, but especially those integrating information 
on scholarly communication issues. In heterogeneous classrooms of 
second language (L2) learners, it is assumed that these cultural issues 
affect not only all classroom relationships but also eventual accultura-
tion into the broader learning environment and target culture as well. 
If students—with help from their teacher’s attention to cultural differ-
ences—can be made to feel comfortable in an open classroom so that 
they can take risks, respect one another to feel a sense of affiliation or 
camaraderie, and be scaffolded supportively to achieve course learning 
objectives, then the cultural issues that international students bring to 
the diverse classroom might not interfere with their ability to succeed 
in their target culture.
With this scaffolding in place at AU, international students have 
many chances to interact with AU librarians on campus and online. 
There are opportunities for interaction inside and outside of the class-
room. American culture is low context, which means that the interna-
tional student will experience sometimes-fleeting attention from many 
social or academic groups that may be targeting them. Even though 
Americans tend to be direct, social opportunities are not always ex-
pressed directly or expected to be taken seriously. This type of social 
hedging can be frustrating (or confusing) to international students. 
It can affect their in-class relationships with their American peers, 
especially when the international student comes from a culture where 
a social invitation is a formal communication that is meant to express 
friendship or membership. A failed connection to a social opportunity 
(whether academic in nature or not) might make an international 
student feel less like a member of the community, and this concept of 
fraternization or membership is a crucial component of a safe extend-
ed learning environment, where an international student should feel 
comfortable to express him- or herself, especially in academic work.
Instructional Strategies and Lesson Plans
During one-on-one interactions or referred appointments with interna-
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tional students, librarians also must be aware of an international stu-
dent’s well-being. Often, this observation is difficult to make because 
librarians traditionally do not get to build individual relationships 
with students over time. Librarians can make inroads with internation-
al students by better understanding the international student’s point of 
view—especially in terms of the management of academic and cultural 
stress. Cultural stress—beyond language difference—involves students’ 
levels of discomfort that are related to food, transportation, money, or 
friendship. Other issues—such as political turmoil or natural catas-
trophes—in the students’ home countries also might affect their stress 
levels. These stresses appear during the student’s cultural adaptation 
time, which occurs when entering an American university for the first 
time. Sometimes the stresses never fully go away, but students must 
learn coping strategies to work through stressors so the stressors don’t 
negatively impact academic performance or personal well-being (Furn-
ham 1993). The changes have the potential to lead to culture fatigue, 
which is extreme disorientation, discomfort, or shock one feels when 
immersed in a new culture or language. Initial arrival is a difficult time 
for international students in the new environment, and it can cause 
students to negatively compare the American target culture with their 
native culture. Librarians’ awareness of international students’ culture 
fatigue can help librarians determine with faculty when it is appropri-
ate to integrate library-specific instruction into a course—too soon, 
and the students might not be able to incorporate the library lessons 
into their frame of reference; too late, and the students might have 
already developed their research habits.
This fatigue or depression can be confusing to professors, teach-
ers, or librarians, especially when power distance differences are at 
play. In some high-context cultures, which use formal word choice and 
implicit, culture-specific communications that favor culture members, 
it is inappropriate for students to ask questions of, or even contact, the 
instructor (Hall 1976). This high power distance leads some Western 
teachers to interpret that the student might be lazy or uninterested in 
learning. However, it is important to recognize that the student may be 
feeling uncomfortable with the new responsibility to initiate commu-
nication with the professor. This distance—when combined with all of 
the other changes—complicates the connection between the teacher 
and student (Scollon, Scollon, and Jones 2012, 52–59). Librarians can 
help reduce this distance by deliberately integrating their educative op-
portunities throughout the academic careers of international students: 
planned orientations at entry, consistent outreach, course-integrated 
library instruction, office hours, walk-in classes, and for graduate 
students specifically, high-level support for manuscript preparation or 
discussions on negotiation of authors’ rights.
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One major example of how librarians can help international 
students is with the concept of “code switching” between formal, 
academic language and informal, colloquial language. Librarians 
provide instruction on how to find and use resources that can explain 
academic vocabulary or jargon. AU’s librarians also provide instruc-
tion on how to write literature reviews and how to identify structural 
components of scholarly literature that are required for manuscripts in 
specific disciplines. AU students are instructed to use these manuscript 
examples as models for their own research and manuscript produc-
tion. The concept of code switching is important for scholarly commu-
nication because international students need to adopt the ability to use 
academic register, or formal language, and discipline-specific structure 
in academic writing, presentations, and the classroom.
Another important consideration of code switching is how stu-
dents relate to themselves or others as scholars. Student-to-student 
communication is a low power distance. Student-to-faculty member 
is a high power distance. However, language can be more informal in 
social situations in which the power distance is low, such as during a 
one-on-one consultation or during a small workshop. Any educator 
can explain informally concepts about culture and language that the 
international student might fear asking about in a classroom setting, 
especially if the classroom is not an ideal place to take risks to seek 
information. Librarians particularly can help internationals feel at ease 
in individual appointments, and if the student is at ease, librarians can 
make headway in informing the student about specific scholarly com-
munication or information literacy principles that have not yet been 
mastered in the formal classroom setting. At the same time, librarians 
can provide empathy as a means for students to know that we care 
about and understand the issues they are facing by checking for un-
derstanding in subtle, nondirect ways, such as using student response 
systems or requesting anonymous feedback. This feedback helps librar-
ians know that learning is occurring.
As educators, librarians can respond to the challenges of cultural 
issues by creating community-building opportunities inside and outside 
of our classroom. This approach can be implemented by conducting 
information literacy sessions that incorporate group work. In group 
work, active learning among all student group members is key. Role-
playing or role reversal activities can also facilitate active, collaborative 
learning. If each student has an assigned role, then there is an expecta-
tion of contribution that ties to the greater whole or the learning objec-
tive. The more interaction among members, the more the international 
student becomes or feels part of the group. Sharing visual evidence or 
documentaries that showcase a scenario helps students to conceptual-
ize that maybe they are not that much different in their basic needs 
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from other acculturated students or vice versa. In Lesson Plan A (see 
Appendix 10.1), the instructor shows students contracts for signing 
away rights to a manuscript. The students must discuss the differences 
between the contracts and the manuscripts, which also helps students 
understand the principles of manuscript submission and then eventual 
online discovery by other scholars per Lesson Plan B (see Appendix 
10.1). This simulation of verbal debate or negotiating activity can help 
international students develop or activate higher-order critical-thinking 
skills in bridging information gap or synthesis-related tasks. These types 
of activities are examples of informational interaction, and they foster 
a constructivist, collaborative effort to construct knowledge in context 
of the participants’ functional experiences. AU librarians created these 
activities so that they could be used with upper-level undergraduate or 
entry-level graduate students in order to address scholarly communica-
tion and information literacy imperatives that had been neglected or 
underemphasized in course-integrated library instruction throughout 
and across the AU curriculum. The intensive requirements of AU’s un-
dergraduate capstone paper and the process for writing graduate theses 
and dissertations, as well as the changing landscape of publishing and 
intellectual property, necessitated their creation.
Discussion and understanding of these cross-cultural communi-
cation impediments is especially imperative when we must attend to 
internationals’ understanding of our academic culture, of which the 
principles of scholarly communication are particularly complicated. 
We cannot teach progressive publishing practices without the baseline 
understanding of academic integrity expectations. We cannot reach 
our international students if we do not respect their potentially very 
different cultural viewpoints.
Educational Support Services for International Students
The following describes a shifting English for Academic Purposes 
(EAP) campus climate for international students at AU and how an ac-
ademic writing curriculum provides authentic language support for AU 
international students. A major focus of AU education and outreach is 
on academic integrity and scholarly communication, both grounded in 
information literacy instruction efforts.
AU closed its long-running English Language Institute (ELI) in the 
early 2000s. It was one of the first ELIs in the United States. At this time, 
an approach to teaching international students from both an English 
grammar–focused and content-based curriculum changed to one that is 
now almost singularly focused on content-based instruction for its ma-
triculated nonnative speakers (NNSs). The former ELI curriculum aimed 
to expand AU international students’ language skills beyond successful 
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use of grammar in academic writing. Academic writing is essential to 
understanding scholarly communication issues because it is the founda-
tion of the students’ communication skills in academic work, which fos-
ters eventual global impact and lifelong learning. The students’ develop-
ment of spoken and written language and the ability to produce cogent 
writing and articulation are helped by learning how to use and integrate 
source texts, which back up their logic. These texts are found through 
library-based research and discovery. The international students, just 
like any other students, must learn to fit research and their newfound 
knowledge within their current and building worldview. This building 
worldview impacts their intellectual development and builds upon what 
they already know—their personal schema (Leki and Carson 1997). 
This strategy is very much situated in the communicative language 
teaching approach, which aims to incorporate content-focused learning 
for practical purposes. In this case, the purpose is academic learning and 
acculturation to Western standards of scholarly communication.
In 2003, a new campus-wide organizational structure was imple-
mented to provide support for international students at AU. ELI instruc-
tors and staff previously provided much of the academic integrity sup-
port with assistance from librarians to integrate library instruction in the 
EAP writing courses. Three academic professional staff positions were 
created across campus in order to fill the void of the support provided 
previously by ELI staff: an international student writing coordinator in 
the department of literature (which houses the university’s central writing 
center), an international student advisor in the office of International Stu-
dent and Scholar Services, and an academic counselor for international 
students in the Academic Support Center in the university’s campus life 
division, which houses a writing lab to support students with exceptional 
needs (inclusive of international students). This “triangle of support” 
works as an informal team with the library’s instruction coordinator and 
the university’s academic affairs office to teach and enforce scholarly 
communication standards and the university’s academic integrity code.
At AU, the College Writing Program administers AU’s undergradu-
ate composition requirement for all matriculated students as well as a 
writing and cross-cultural communication course for international stu-
dents, “Literature (LIT) 160: The Culture of Higher Education in the 
United States.” The international student writing coordinator devel-
oped the LIT 160 curriculum in consultation with librarians and hired 
its instructors, as well as provided support for other graduate and 
undergraduate writing courses geared for international students. Each 
College Writing section has an assigned librarian who works with the 
writing instructor to integrate baseline information literacy instruc-
tion. The instruction coordinator provides targeted library instruction 
and personal appointments for the international students.
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In addition to librarian-focused attention for international stu-
dents, the international student writing coordinator spends time advis-
ing international students about their writing in one-on-one workshops 
to enhance not only grammar and structure but also the ability to 
create logical and well-supported arguments. She also trains graduate 
composition students who plan to teach writing, as well as her faculty 
colleagues, about cross-cultural issues and pedagogy that can better 
support international students’ efforts in English language campus 
classrooms. Her challenge is teaching the average American professor 
to look at the diversity of international students with a different lens. 
For instance, she might recommend to her colleagues that they must 
come to understand the indirect rhetoric of some East Asian cultures. 
In the case of many Japanese students’ writing, she suggests that faculty 
flip to the student’s conclusion if the introductory paragraphs do not 
concisely make an argument. This generalization can be problematic, 
too, because it supports the argument that contrastive rhetoric is reduc-
tive. Making this assumption about all of East Asian student writ-
ing is dangerous, and it is noted that the stereotype—though easy to 
explain—is not always true (Connor 2003). Connor (2003) also writes 
that contrastive rhetoric can lead to the further marginalization of 
gender- and race-related issues in an educational setting. This possible 
marginalization clearly does not aid the development of authentic, mul-
tiple voice possibilities in oral or expository argumentation. Librarians 
teaching about scholarly communication might take the same advice as 
they are leading an in-class activity or reviewing an assessment.
As educators of the international student population, librarians 
should allow space for students to develop their voice—especially as 
instructional situations encourage active learning and collaboration. 
Teaching librarians are responsible for ensuring that their planned 
learning activities help international students make sense of the mate-
rial with which they are engaging. Usage of the word voice relates to 
agency as a means of articulation, argumentation, or critical thinking, 
whether in written or spoken form.
Librarians’ jargon-laden communication may be steeped in aca-
demic and library-specific language; thus, we should create educational 
opportunities that support international students’ development of 
voice and understanding of how it relates to scholarly communication 
practices. Such activities can give students authentic “practice with 
the wide range of registers that they will encounter when they under-
take university work” (Biber et al. 2002, 42). One example activity 
could involve a deeper understanding of plagiarism via role-playing. 
Role-playing allows students to read, problem-solve, and discuss cases 
of plagiarism within the context of adjudicating the violation. Con-
sequently, students come to understand the issues of plagiarism from 
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both sides: plagiarist and adjudicator. The activity engages students 
by involving them directly in determining if a possible incident of 
plagiarism or misuse of fair use requires a sanction, such as a chance 
to rewrite a paper or revise an assignment, or complete course failure, 
academic suspension, or expulsion.
Students regularly invoke copyright and fair use as they aim to in-
tegrate derived text and multimedia into their own work. Classroom or 
orientation assignments and their related library-specific activities may 
encourage students to state and argue their opinion. Librarians, faculty, 
and academic staff members have a chance to collaborate to design and 
deliver these activities. The aim of the activity addressed in Lesson Plan 
C (see Appendix 10.1) creates a dialogic exercise that increases “critical 
awareness about voice in the sense [that] self-representation can help 
learners maintain control over the personal and cultural identity they 
are projecting in their writing” or presentations (Ivanic and Camps 
2001, 31). When students work together, they project and negotiate 
multiple authentic voices that show there is usually more than one way 
to draw a conclusion. Creating educative opportunities that allow such 
plurality of expression enable NNSs to showcase their authentic voices 
while learning the Western writing or publication standard.
While encouraging active learning and development of voice is 
extraordinarily important, librarians still need to focus on making sure 
that student collaboration in group work is on target with the learning 
objectives. As educators, librarians must provide direction, correction, 
and intensive feedback in order to underscore why anything taught 
in information literacy instruction is important. Also, student voices 
and their conclusions or contributions to class discussion may need 
correction or further discussion. Corrective feedback (CF), whether 
written or oral, is the way in which an educator provides the proper 
scaffolding to help the students stay on target or realign their line of 
thinking. In terms of CF strategies, Ferris (1997) explains that students 
care greatly about their teacher’s feedback, but may sometimes “ignore 
or avoid the suggestions” (330). Ensuring that feedback is understood 
and melded into everyday teaching is time-consuming. Librarians, who 
may not have a role in summative feedback (the provision of grades), 
should ensure that this feedback makes it to the students whenever 
possible. A librarian may provide an overview of common errors 
that have been noticed, and the instructor of record might share this 
explanation of the errors to the students. Likewise, librarians play a 
role in correcting form, usage, and content understanding and can do 
so in conjunction with their teaching partners. Sheen (2007) argues 
“that focused linguistic CF is more effective when it incorporates both 
provision of the correct form and metalinguistic explanation” (278). 
In fact, this “explanation” can be reinforced during any in-person or 
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electronic encounter, and librarians can seamlessly integrate linguistic 
advice when discussing or seeking student understanding of content. 
CF is a hallmark assessment technique of the lesson plans introduced 
in this chapter. Each lesson plan notes that the librarian should check 
for understanding via whole-group discussion or group report-back 
time. When a misunderstanding occurs—whether it be linguistic or 
content-based—the teaching librarian should provide a correction so 
that the whole group understands the correct information. This con-
cept is especially important when working with international students 
because CF acts as a scaffold and corrects misunderstandings that may 
occur during active learning exercises, when new learning is taking 
place through discussion and oral language.
Conclusion: Next Steps
This chapter presents a number of different ways that librarians at 
American University have integrated scholarly communication and 
information literacy into international students’ educational experi-
ences. Even though we are working towards more connections between 
scholarly communication and information literacy, we acknowledge the 
difficulties in addressing scholarly communication issues with interna-
tional students as adequately as we would like. The irony is that the 
issues have global impact and repercussions—especially as we export 
our notions of academic integrity and scholarly communication when 
international students return to their countries of origin as well as when 
our students go abroad for further education or work (Waters 2008). As 
public services librarians and educators, we need to do more to reiterate 
Mullen’s (2011) viewpoint that we create the time and space for schol-
arly communication discussion in information literacy instruction.
In the future, further analysis could be done to track the integra-
tion of these scholarly communication instructional goals and the au-
diences they reach. There may be students who are not being referred 
to the Academics! Team by their assigned professors. Further research, 
in terms of additional interviews or a campus climate survey, could 
uncover how AU faculty members perceive the need for additional and 
more pervasive scholarly communication support for AU’s nonnative 
English-speaking students.
Finally, the remaining issue this chapter raises is how to determine 
if there is enough support for international students, especially those 
at the graduate level, who may need higher-touch services and instruc-
tional outreach. While the student life component (social, cultural, 
and legal support) seems to be well developed at some institutions 
(Hickok 2011; Hensley and Love 2011), it is worth arguing that addi-
tional academic support could be beneficial more broadly throughout 
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American higher education for these students, especially those who do 
not progress through lengthy, tiered undergraduate academic program-
ming. Many students may take credit courses for academic purposes, 
and then they may progress to a degree program. All the while, they 
are learning from scholars to possibly become scholars. This progres-
sion helps the students learn in time and build from a foundation. 
Yet Atkinson and Ramanathan (1995) argue that many international 
students who have not had the foundational academic writing support 
will still struggle in their content-based courses, and in turn, whatever 
foundation they have been afforded affects their ability to take part in 
the scholarly communication process in their own right. Any librarian 
who teaches a one-off class or a workshop without prior knowledge 
of the attendees’ abilities may be unable to meet his or her information 
literacy or scholarly communication learning objectives as well as to 
scaffold instruction appropriately in class or beyond class in program-
matic learning objectives. At that point, addressing scholarly com-
munication education and advocacy may become beyond the scope of 
possibility for international students until the larger academic commu-
nity more widely embraces open access scholarship. In order to help 
other academics (international students included) embrace the prin-
ciples of scholarly communication, librarians must seize the opportu-
nity to work with their library and university administrators to create 
a culture similar to American University’s, which integrates elements 
from SPARC, ARL, and the ACRL Scholarly Communication Toolkit.5
By using the recommendations for active, communication- and 
problem-based learning activities discussed in this chapter and those 
emphasized in the integrated lesson plans, librarians can be intention-
ally supportive and empathetic toward the cultural and academic 
struggles of international students as they deepen their understanding 
of scholarly communication and become information-literate by US 
higher education standards.
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appendIx 10.1
Lesson Plans
Lesson Plan A: Teaching Author Rights
Prep Time: 1–2 hours | Activity Time: 1 hour
Overview and Purpose Information Literacy Standards  
Addressed
the instructor will teach 
international graduate 
students about authors’ 
rights for theses and 
dissertations. Coverage will 
include discussion of author 
contracts for manuscripts 
and institutional 
repositories.
the purpose of this 
instruction is to ensure 
that international graduate 
students understand the 
variety of options they may 
have as they venture into 
academic publishing.
Standard Five
the information literate student understands many 
of the economic, legal, and social issues surrounding 
the use of information and accesses and uses 
information ethically and legally.
Performance Indicator 1
the information literate student understands many 
of the ethical, legal and socio-economic issues 
surrounding information and information technology.
Outcome B
Identifies and discusses issues related to free vs. 
fee-based access to information
Outcome D
demonstrates an understanding of intellectual 
property, copyright, and fair use of copyrighted 
material
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Teacher’s Role Student’s Role Materials Needed
Objectives teach students to 
arrange for their rights 
as authors through 
contract acceptance 
and negotiation. 
Learn how and where to 
place works to benefit 
their personal scholarly 
research and impact 
goals. 
•	traditional journal 
article and initial 
contract
•	open access 
journal article 
and initial 
contract
•	UMI thesis or 
dissertation and 
contract
•	work deposited 
in institutional 
repository and 
contract
Instructions provide examples of 
different scholarly 
works and contracts 
from an institutional 
repository, an open 
access journal, a 
traditional journal, 
and a UMI thesis or 
dissertation.
review the various works 
and contracts. note 
fine print for third-party 
options. note copyright; 
ability to post copies 
online and revise works 
postpublication.
Activity and 
Assessment
Compare and discuss 
the differences in 
the contracts and 
publication types. Check 
for understanding via 
whole-group discussion. 
Critically read contract 
language and ask for 
clarification of language. 
work in groups, when 
possible, for better cross-
understanding.
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Lesson Plans
Lesson Plan B: Teaching Open Access
Prep Time: 1–2 hours | Activity Time: 1 hour
Overview and Purpose Information Literacy Standards Ad-
dressed
the instructor will teach international 
students about the differences 
between open access and 
subscription publications. Instruction 
will cover both how to search for the 
two categories and why one might 
consider publishing his or her own 
work in either venue.
another purpose of this instruction is 
to ensure that international graduate 
students, in particular, understand 
how to make decisions about 
choosing publication venues in their 
disciplines. discussion should include 
impact metrics as well as the reality 
of academic tenure pressure, but also 
the benefit of a wider reach that open 
access distribution provides.
additionally, the economics of 
the publishing industry should be 
discussed. 
Standard Five
the information literate student 
understands many of the economic, legal, 
and social issues surrounding the use 
of information and accesses and uses 
information ethically and legally.
Performance Indicator 1
the information literate student 
understands many of the ethical, legal 
and socio-economic issues surrounding 
information and information technology.
Outcome B
Identifies and discusses issues related to 
free vs. fee-based access to information
Outcome D
demonstrates an understanding of 
intellectual property, copyright, and fair 
use of copyrighted material
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Teacher’s Role Student’s Role Materials Needed
Objectives teach students to 
arrange how to 
find open access 
resources as well 
as understand open 
access venues for 
depositing work. 
Learn how to 
search open access 
repositories. explore 
open access methods 
of manuscript 
submission.
•	access to the 
directory of open 
access Journals
•	access to an 
institutional 
repository
•	projection to 
demonstrate search 
and Google Scholar
•	aCrL Scholarly 
Communication 
Kit http://www.
scholcomm.acrl.
ala.org
Instructions provide search 
examples in order for 
students to access an 
institutional repository 
and an open access 
journal.
Search Google Scholar 
and access proprietary 
and open access 
scholarship. observe 
authority and potential 
for impact.
Activity and 
Assessment
Compare and discuss 
the economic and 
format differences 
in the publication 
venues. teach citation 
impact. Check 
for understanding 
via whole-group 
discussion. 
Critically compare 
different venues. try 
to access fee-based 
and free works. work 
in groups for better 
cross-understanding. 
report back.
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Lesson Plans
Lesson Plan C: Teaching Academic Integrity and Fair Use
Prep Time: 2–3 hours | Activity Time: 1–1.5 hours
Overview and Purpose Information Literacy  
Standards Addressed
the instructor will teach international 
graduate students about academic 
integrity via authentic scenarios and 
violation adjudication. Coverage will 
include discussion of authorial errors 
related to inappropriate collaboration, 
incorrect documentation, and cheating.
the purpose of this instruction is to 
ensure that international graduate 
students understand the serious 
repercussions of academic integrity 
violation and how the errors correspond 
to misunderstanding scholarly 
communication practices and purpose 
(especially related to copyright, citation 
and fair use).
It is recommended that instructors use 
a student response system (clickers) for 
this activity so that students are more 
willing to contribute their individual or 
group’s thinking about what constitutes 
plagiarism. rich discussion can ensue, 
and it is the responsibility of the 
instructor to provide verbal and visual 
corrections so that the students all 
have the same baseline understanding. 
Student visas can be at stake. Clarity is 
imperative.
Standard Five
the information literate student 
understands many of the economic, 
legal, and social issues surrounding the 
use of information and accesses and 
uses information ethically and legally.
Performance Indicator 2
the information literate student 
understands many of the ethical, legal 
and socio-economic issues surrounding 
information and information technology.
Outcome F
demonstrates an understanding of what 
constitutes plagiarism and does not 
represent work attributable to others as 
his/her own
Performance Indicator 3
the information literate student 
acknowledges the use of information 
sources in communicating the product 
or performance.
Outcome A
Selects an appropriate documentation 
style and uses it consistently to cite 
sources
Outcome B
posts permission granted notices, as 
needed, for copyrighted material
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Teacher’s Role Student’s Role Materials Needed
Objectives teach students to 
adhere to academic 
integrity code. 
Learn how to reason 
what is plagiarism and 
what constitutes fair 
use of multimedia.
•	Student response 
system (clickers)
•	 Institutional academic 
integrity code
•	past campus 
academic integrity 
violation scenarios
•	Knowledge of 
institutional 
adjudication system 
for academic integrity 
violations
•	arL, CSM, and wCL 
2012
•	aufderheide and Jaszi 
2011
Instructions provide examples of 
violations from an 
institutional history. 
Cover adjudication 
measures for 
violations. discuss 
interventions and 
campus support.
review the various 
violations. Understand 
role and responsibility 
as scholar. View 
campus support 
structure as means to 
avoid violations.
Activity and 
Assessment
provide support to 
group discussions and 
corrective feedback 
to group adjudication 
discussions. Manage 
clickers. 
In groups, determine 
violations and 
adjudicate them. Use 
clickers to participate 
in whole-group 
discussion.
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Notes
 1. See “What Is SPARC?” at http://www.arl.org/sparc/about/index.
shtml.
 2. See “Stuart Shieber” at http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/people/
sshieber.
 3. The American University-wide curriculum aims to engage the 
campus with the world and the world with the campus. See more 
on global impact here: http://www.american.edu/discoverau/
global-impact.cfm.
 4. See the American University Academic Data Reference Book 
(Table 11: International and Permanent Resident Students by 
Primary Major) at http://www.american.edu/provost/oira/upload/
ADRB-2011-12.pdf.
 5. See ACRL’s Scholarly Communication Toolkit at http://schol-
comm.acrl.ala.org.
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Chapter 11
At the Nexus of Scholarly Communication and 
Information Literacy
Promoting Graduate Student Publishing Success
Marianne A. Buehler
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Anne E. Zald
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Introduction
Graduate students embarking upon a new phase in their educational 
careers may not realize the range of expectations, particularly the 
cocurricular or extracurricular expectation to participate in the schol-
arly communication process. Unforeseen faculty expectations may 
include a requirement to publish or copublish an article in order to 
pass a graduate course or to engage in grant-funded research that will 
result in conference presentations or publications. Learning about the 
publication process provides a key transitional experience between the 
independent intellectual endeavor of conducting research for course 
assignments and the social dynamics of being a professional researcher 
or scholar, interacting with a complex human system that encompasses 
significant variations of protocol. The initiate author must learn to de-
code and conform to the varied requirements of specific journals, using 
critical analysis and attention to detail. These lessons come to light and 
are made personal for the novice author as she transitions from being 
primarily a consumer to being a creator of published materials.
A widespread assumption is that faculty members mentor graduate 
students through the transition, however, research on graduate educa-
tion indicates that the practice of mentorship varies widely. Librar-
ians who are seeking hooks for information literacy connections with 
graduate programs are advised to look closely, yet discreetly, into the 
cultural dynamics of their liaison departments, as well as to gain famil-
iarity with their department’s resource requirements. Understanding 
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the extent to which publication by graduate students is encouraged and 
supported through mentorship in specific departments or programs is 
vitally important for planning and implementing services around both 
information literacy and scholarly communication. Librarians who 
facilitate professional exchange between faculty and graduate students 
around the publication process can contribute developmentally to a key 
transformative experience whereby a graduate student begins initiation 
into the mores and intellectual habits of his or her discipline.
Faculty-Graduate Student Publishing and Mentoring Relationships
A 2005–2006 study, conducted by the Center for Innovation and 
Research in Graduate Education (CIRGE), surveyed recent University 
of Washington, Seattle, PhD social science graduates to inquire about 
the application of their education in their ensuing careers (Nerad et 
al. 2007). A particular policy recommendation outcome, based on 
graduate student responses, called for a PhD education paradigm shift 
focused on universities that “need to pay more attention to connecting 
research training with teaching, writing, and publishing” and bring it 
forth “from the margins to the center of PhD education” (6). Of the 
social science PhDs, 63 percent held either tenure-track or tenured po-
sitions, and in the study rated a few aspects of their current positions 
as “very important,” including writing and publishing. Survey respon-
dents “often viewed their programs as failing to train them well in 
research design and writing and publishing” (22). The study’s recom-
mendations reaffirmed the value of writing and publishing in the social 
sciences as a fundamental academic competency. PhD programs might 
consider whether they are preparing students for creating and collabo-
rating in real-world applications of research across diverse disciplines 
and engaging with global colleagues (Nerad et al. 2007). Ann Austin’s 
(2002) work offers a view into the experiences of those graduate stu-
dents seeking an academic career. Through a review of prior quantita-
tive studies combined with interviews of graduate students about their 
educational experiences, she identifies significant gaps in the socializa-
tion of graduate students for academic careers:
Particularly	noteworthy	and	a	cause	for	concern	is	the	
lack of systematic professional development opportuni-
ties, minimal feedback and mentoring from faculty, and 
few opportunities for guided reflection. Although some 
students had faculty mentors who guided them carefully 
through the process, most did not. (104)
Students explore research areas and demonstrate their knowl-
edge by writing, and most graduate students are acquainted with 
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coursework writing. Adapting to a more challenging writing style for 
a different purpose is less familiar terrain. For example, aligning a 
manuscript to the specific requirements of an academic journal may 
be daunting. Graduate students’ professional identities are in constant 
development within their respective disciplinary cultures, and whether 
they choose to focus on a nonacademic research career or to pursue 
the academic track, they will be required to write for publication (Sa-
las 2009). The studies by Nerad et al. (2007) and Austin (2002) high-
light a gap that librarians can fill by facilitating mentorship between 
faculty and graduate students around publishing endeavors.
Most graduate students experience a substantial amount of con-
tact with faculty members and consider the relationship an important 
facet of their educational experience. Mutual support between faculty 
and students and their wide-ranging mentoring relationships may en-
compass a “nurturing process in which a more skilled or experienced 
person, serving as a role model, teaches, sponsors, encourages, coun-
sels and befriends a less skilled or less experienced person” (Anderson 
and Shannon 1995, 29). Faculty mentoring of graduate students is a 
“significant aspect that fosters student success” (Lechuga 2011, 757).
As evidence of good faculty mentorship practice, Lechuga’s 2011 
qualitative study examined tenured and tenure-track Latino faculty in 
STEM fields (science, technology, engineering, mathematics) centered 
on an instructor’s professional work life and motivational aspects 
of mentoring students. The study found that working relationships 
between graduate students as employees and faculty as employers 
contributed to academic socialization and had mutual advantages for 
both groups. The study also identified characteristics of graduate stu-
dents that faculty deemed vital for the faculty member’s work. As an 
employer, one biology professor stated that he considered the most im-
portant ability for a graduate student employee is to be able to work 
and publish independently. Other faculty consistently concurred that 
with quality graduate students, they could write papers and formulate 
new proposal ideas with increased productivity.
As agents of academic socialization, faculty in the study furnished 
their students with professional development prospects. One mechani-
cal engineering professor provided his graduate students with present-
ing and publishing opportunities, using research monies to send stu-
dents to conferences. Through these opportunities, graduate students 
accelerated the intellectual productivity of his lab. Another engineering 
study respondent asked his and other graduate students to review his 
journal manuscripts and encouraged them to be active in the scientific 
community by volunteering scholarly services in professional societ-
ies (Lechuga 2011). Though the employer-employee lab context for 
mentorship is discipline-specific and more common in the STEM fields, 
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we can accept the general premise that students who have the capacity 
to navigate the scholarly communication publishing process set them-
selves up for opportunities and academic success. Librarians need to 
complement, not intervene, where there are productive mentor-protégé 
relationships among faculty and students.
Information Literacy, Scholarly Communication, and the Graduate 
Student
Our literature documents the myriad challenges of providing library 
instruction for graduate students as well as the benefits of adopting 
multiple instructional strategies (Sadler and Given 2007; Williams 
2000). Strategies that complement curricular integration for gradu-
ate students have been addressed in the literature and include topical 
workshops and tutorials (Rempel and Davidson 2008; Knievel 2008). 
Further studies of graduate student information behavior document 
the informality of their research practices and the infrequency of 
graduate student use of library services (Barton et al. 2002; Bright et 
al. 2006; Kayongo and Helm 2010; Simon 1995), signaling an oppor-
tunity for our services. Librarians have addressed these challenges by 
adapting disciplinary instructional strategies to integrate information 
literacy concepts, including those related to scholarly communication 
issues, into graduate study (Donaldson 2004; Brown 1999; Jacobs, 
Rosenfeld, and Haber 2003; Newby 2011).
However, there are distinctions in patterns of graduate education, 
particularly for those on the academic track, which make curricular 
integration of information literacy less systematic and therefore only 
one of several strategies that a library may pursue to engage graduate 
students in this learning domain. Significant learning experiences for 
graduate students, such as the thesis or dissertation, and initial forays 
into the world of publishing occur primarily outside the classroom and 
curricular structures.
In redefining the liaison librarian role, Karen Williams (2009) 
challenges us to move “from a collection-centered model to an engage-
ment-centered one” (3). Conceptualizing graduate student education 
as a process of role transformation (Fleming-May and Yuro 2009) 
provides the engagement-centered library strategies for interaction 
with graduate programs, faculty, and students (Austin 2002; Nerad 
2004). Information literacy learning outcomes for graduate-level edu-
cation have not been clearly articulated. Examples from professional 
practice and the library literature assume that performance indicators 
from, or similar to those of, the Association of College and Research 
Libraries (ACRL) Information Literacy Competency Standards for 
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Higher Education (ACRL 2000) can simply be applied at higher levels 
of sophistication (UMUC Library 2012; Murry, McKee, and Ham-
mons 1997). Because significant graduate-level learning occurs outside 
the classroom during the research and writing process itself, librarians 
have often found teachable moments by making connections to the 
challenging, integrative tasks of writing research proposals and litera-
ture reviews, writing and placing articles in journals, and the thesis or 
dissertation itself (Libutti and Kopala 1995; Onwuegbuzie 1997). To 
have an impact on graduate education, librarians need alternatives to 
the curricular integration strategy that has been so powerful for under-
graduate information literacy efforts.
Scholarly communication provides a framework for an engage-
ment-centered approach to information literacy programming for 
graduate students. The publication process can be identified as an 
information literacy “threshold concept” with particular immediacy 
for graduate students. As discussed by Townsend, Brunetti, and Hofer 
(2011), threshold concepts are transformative, integrative, irreversible, 
troublesome, and bounded:
Threshold concepts are like learning objectives in that 
they can provide a focus for curriculum design and may 
prove to be a tool with which to measure student learn-
ing. However, threshold concepts differ from learning 
objectives in that they are gateways for student under-
standing that, once traversed, transform the student’s 
perspective. (855)
The process of getting published as an information literacy 
threshold concept for graduate students, as an alternative to defining 
standards and learning outcomes, provides a significant strategy for 
the engagement-centered librarian because, as Meyer and Land (2011) 
point out in their article, “Stop the Conveyor Belt, I Want to Get Off,” 
“The threshold model … relies on disciplinary expertise rather than 
‘managerial’ theoretical templates” (as cited in Townsend, Brunetti, 
and Hofer 2011, 855).1
For graduate student authors entering into the hurly-burly of 
publishing, these concepts become immediate questions and practical 
learning challenges due to their personal engagement in the pub-
lishing process. The unevenness of faculty mentoring in this arena, 
documented in literature discussed earlier, provides opportunities for 
engagement-centered liaison librarians to build information literacy 
programming.
Additionally, librarians committed to information literacy in-
struction have an opportunity to direct students, especially those in 
STEM disciplines, to the rapidly expanding selection of resources that 
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push at the once-rigid boundaries of scholarly publishing venues for 
locating and interpreting educative materials. Scientists and scholars 
are embracing social media such as blogs, Twitter, open notebooks, 
and repositories such as Databib and OpenDOAR as interactive and 
collaborative community spaces “to watch the process of scholarly 
knowledge construction as it happens” (Deitering and Gronemyer 
2011, 494). The erudite discussions can lead graduate students to be 
more attentive to what is being said about the intellectual content 
they discover. Students’ ability to participate in these dynamic schol-
arly conversations provides “an excellent way for students to find out 
about the texts, to understand the context, and to find consensus and 
controversy” (Deitering and Gronemyer 2011, 498–499). Graduate 
students have opportunities to embrace these social networking and 
social awareness tools, such as coauthorship networks, to enhance the 
scholarly communication process that fits their discipline.
Key to enacting engagement-centered librarianship as it pertains 
to information literacy and scholarly communication for graduate 
students is the knowledge and expertise that librarians can bring to 
framing all these concepts within the context of their development as 
scholars and within their disciplines’ publishing practices. The next 
section will explore how librarians at the University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas, collaborate with faculty and administrators to build a program 
around these key issues for graduate students.
The UNLV Scholarly Communication Seminar
The University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) Libraries hosts several 
graduate seminars focusing on significant elements of scholarly com-
munication that can be tied back to the ACRL Information Literacy 
Standard Five:2 using RefWorks (an online citation management tool) 
and addressing copyright, plagiarism, and scholarly communication 
issues. We also offer a session about how to effectively design assign-
ments to incorporate research-based learning in the classroom. For the 
past two years, the Sustainability Librarian/Institutional Repository 
(IR) Administrator has drawn upon her background in scholarly com-
munication and various publishing models to offer seminars on the 
process of engaging best practices to successfully publish a journal ar-
ticle. Academic faculty and librarians have been invited to participate 
in the seminars to add diverse disciplinary perspectives and real-world 
examples to the workshop content. Several invitees have enthusiasti-
cally lent their scholarship perspectives and publishing experiences. A 
team synergy exists among the various professionals who contribute 
their skill sets and time to the workshop, including: the libraries’ liai-
son to the Graduate College, who focuses on logistics; subject liaisons 
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from the library, who participate as panelists to share their experiences 
as authors; technical writers; the IR Administrator, who is responsible 
for the content and presentation; and invited academic faculty.
Academic librarians with scholarly communication skill sets have 
offered their expertise as leaders in utilizing new tools and services, 
such as institutional repositories, open access publishing, social media 
tools, educating for understanding authors’ rights, and copyright ser-
vices. There are multiple models for incorporating scholarly communi-
cation expertise in academic libraries. Some libraries consolidate these 
responsibilities in a single position, other libraries ask liaisons to have a 
baseline of knowledge, and still other libraries practice a blend of these 
models. Whatever scholarly communication staffing model is adopted, 
liaison librarians can leverage their teaching expertise into the schol-
arly communication domain. Whether that involves building their own 
knowledge through attending an ACRL one-day institute or partnering 
with the library’s scholarly communication expert, there is clearly room 
for librarians to take initiative on behalf of graduate student profes-
sional development in the area of publishing, open access, copyright, 
and authors’ rights as social systems, not merely technological systems.
The majority of students who attend the open seminar use the on-
line signup form provided by the Consortium for Faculty Professional 
Opportunities (CFPO),3 an efficient method of previewing the number 
of students and their department affiliations. Students from STEM and 
social sciences predominate, although the humanities, education, hotel 
administration, and the allied health fields are also represented in the 
registration. Participants in the three seminars represented the follow-
ing disciplines: 36 STEM (45 percent), 21 social sciences (26 percent), 
8 education (10 percent), 7 nursing/health (8 percent), 4 humanities (5 
percent), and 3 hotel (3 percent). Graduate students may apply their 
scholarly communication seminar attendance to workshops/modules 
required to receive a UNLV Graduate Research Certificate. Seminar 
advertising channels indicate that students registered for the Research 
Certificate Program through UNLV Today (daily faculty/staff e-newslet-
ter), the UNLV graduate e-mail distribution list, the libraries’ website, 
Facebook, and Twitter accounts, faculty and associate deans, and word-
of-mouth.
Scholarship of Writing
The seminar emphasizes that scholarly writing can be challenging and 
rewarding. Attendees learn where to find publishing opportunities, the 
essentials of making an article stand out, academic writing styles, man-
uscript components, the article submission and peer-review editorial 
process, options and tools for retaining key copyrights, and the impor-
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tance of open access to research. Graduate students are made aware of 
the variety of factors that may influence why some scholarly articles get 
published or not. Editorial board members’ and reviewers’ expressed 
opinions can sway editorial conclusions. Decision factors may also 
include the significance, innovative perspective, relevance, or timeliness 
of a topic to a journal’s audience. Manuscripts should contain elements 
of new and useful information that contribute to the body of published 
literature. The quality of a paper’s presentation and its adherence to 
guidelines play a role in it being published. Acceptance rates, given the 
supply and demand for specific topics, may also be affected, particu-
larly if there is a manuscript backlog (Overholser 2011). The library 
workshop highlights these details for graduate students, empowering 
them to take a more informed role in the publication process.
The outlined elements described below represent the most recent 
iteration of the seminar that has evolved over the preceding six years 
of incorporating new resources and responding to participant feed-
back. While there is a plethora of scholarly communication substance 
to consider presenting in one and one half hours, part of the instruc-
tion time is expended soliciting faculty and student questions and shar-
ing publishing anecdotes. Students possess a broad range of scholarly 
communication knowledge, hence the seminar’s ultimate goal is to 
completely describe and disclose the value of the erudite landscape. 
Presentation materials are archived in the UNLV Libraries Scholarly 
Communication LibGuide,4 and a detailed outline is provided to the 
students as a takeaway.
Seminar Evaluations and Comments
At the conclusion of the seminar, participants complete an evaluation, the 
results of which are used to ensure continuous improvement of seminar 
content. Taking the next step of reporting seminar evaluation results to 
the library instruction coordinator or scholarly communications officer 
(if extant) will document the extent of library programs. Since the pub-
lication of the Value of Academic Libraries: A Comprehensive Research 
Review and Report (Oakleaf 2010), academic library administrators are 
exploring strategies to document not only collection growth and pro-
gram activity, but also library impact on institutional goals. Institutional 
goals for graduate education may include degree completion by graduate 
students, the rate of publication by graduate students prior to comple-
tion, or postgraduate employment. While direct causation between semi-
nar participation and any of these outcomes cannot be proved, libraries 
are increasingly gathering and analyzing a variety of data to identify 
patterns of activity and impact. As illustrated in Table 11.1, evaluations 
of the publishing seminar have been consistently positive.
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Table 11.1
Seminar evaluation totals
the following ac-
tivities contributed 
to my learning in 
this workshop: 
Strongly 
Agree
Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly  
Disagree
do you feel the 
seminar content 
added worthwhile 
information to 
your knowledge 
about the writing 
aspects of a 
journal article?
11 8 1 engineering 
Sept 2012
15 9 8 1 Multidisciplinary 
Sept 2012
11 6 3 Multidisciplinary 
nov 2012
do you feel the 
seminar content 
added worthwhile 
information to 
your knowledge 
of publishing an 
article?
13 5 1 engineering 
Sept 2012
15 15 3 Multidisciplinary 
Sept 2012
12 6 2 Multidisciplinary 
nov 2012
Given what you 
heard/learned 
today about 
the benefits of 
retaining author 
rights, would you 
consider providing 
open access to 
your article(s)?
5 11 2 1 engineering 
Sept 2012
10 14 8 Multidisciplinary 
Sept 2012
12 7 1 Multidisciplinary 
nov 2012
discussion facili-
tated exchange of 
expertise among 
participants.
12 6 1 engineering 
Sept 2012
13 10 10 Multidisciplinary 
Sept 2012
12 5 3 Multidisciplinary 
nov 2012
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Comments from the evaluation forms provide evidence of the 
seminar’s impact:
What aspects of the workshop were the most valuable 
for you?
“Practical	information	about	the	culture	and	protocols,	
understanding of Open Access, presenter and others in 
audience were good sources of information, retaining 
copyrights, issues discussed during Q&A.”
“The most valuable information was the handout and 
going over the general process.”
What aspects of the workshop were the least valuable 
for you?
“I only went to the workshop to learn more about pub-
lishing so the writing section was a refresher for me.”
Describe one thing that you learned that you expect to 
use or to share with others:
Frequent comments in response to this prompt include: 
“The importance of Open Access,” “Information about 
joining a listserv,” “Impact factors,” “The publishing 
review process.”
Is there anything else you want to tell us?
“I walked away from the workshop feeling my time was 
well spent.”
“This is a great topic that would benefit almost all gradu-
ate	students	and	many	undergraduate	students.	Perhaps	
discipline-specific workshops can be offered.”
One recent significant enhancement to the seminar based on at-
tendee feedback was the insertion of “authorship order” information. 
Graduate students need to be advised to address this potentially sensitive 
topic carefully but forthrightly with their faculty coauthors toward the 
beginning of the coauthorship process. This issue was raised by a seminar 
attendee and subsequently rated a comment on the workshop evaluation:
One piece of information of which I found most help-
ful, although the whole workshop was valuable, was 
to establish who will be first and second author on the 
publication and what is expected. Although this tip is 
a very obvious one, I believe people tend to forget this 
very important detail.
This is an essential topic for the seminar, as students may choose 
not to voice an opinion if they feel dissent or misinterpret faculty 
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author order choices. Within the faculty-student collaborative relation-
ship is the typically unspoken but omnipresent power imbalance. This 
may be especially true in situations where graduate student publish-
ing expertise and competence are minimal and the faculty member is 
relied upon for guidance (Morisano et al. 2009). An authorship and 
authorship order discussion will optimally begin at the initiation of a 
research project. On behalf of authors in all disciplines, four primary 
models used for listing authors were identified by the American Politi-
cal Science Association Working Group on Collaboration: “1) alpha-
betical order, 2) reverse alphabetical order, 3) non-alphabetic order, 
and 4) connected by with rather than and, denoting clearly unequal 
contributions” (Lake 2010, 43).
Listing authors by relative contribution is the norm in the hard 
sciences, which include physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, and 
engineering. The senior author who may be a principal investigator 
or a faculty advisor is listed last, an esteemed position comparable to 
first author status. This “relative-contribution/senior-author model” 
(Lake 2009, 43) is also employed in the social and physical sciences. A 
discipline’s convention for article author order will play a role in the 
faculty’s decision of who is listed in what sequence. Political science’s 
dominant surname order leans towards listing authors alphabetically, 
as does economics, communications, sociology, and anthropology 
(Lake 2009). Authorship order may evolve over a project’s time line to 
better reflect actual contributions from the researchers (APA Science 
Student Council 2006).
Another change prompted by positive feedback from admin-
istrators, faculty, and students to the multidisciplinary offerings of 
this seminar is the development of discipline-specific framing for the 
publishing seminar content. Programming directed to graduate students 
has received additional emphasis for the library due to the relocation 
and reconfiguration of the Lied Library’s Graduate Student Commons. 
The new commons was collaboratively designed between the Graduate 
Professional Student Association and the libraries. The commons’ more 
prominent physical location has prompted increased interaction be-
tween these two organizations. Liaison librarian–led workshops hosted 
in the new commons space are planned on topics such as the scholarly 
communication seminar, copyright for graduate students, organizing 
a writing circle, and personal information management. The institu-
tional repository, Digital Scholarship@UNLV, is also gaining momen-
tum, with greater graduate student and faculty knowledge resulting in 
higher numbers of item deposits. In fact, seminar evaluation data shows 
graduate students’ responsiveness to open access, with no fewer than 
70 percent of seminar participants willing to consider retaining author 
rights and open access to their publications (see Table 11.1).
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The library offerings of this seminar have received support from 
multiple departments and colleges. The faculty panels have included 
participants from diverse departments such as English and busi-
ness. The associate dean of engineering has routinely supported the 
graduate seminar by promoting it to the college’s engineering faculty 
and students. In one particularly interesting development, UNLV’s 
College of Engineering recently hired an engineer part-time for her 
technical writing skills to assist faculty in their grant proposals and 
support student publication writing skills. The outreach initially 
leveraged by the engineering collaboration has flourished into a 
disciplinary subset of the full seminar, “Engaging in Best Practices 
to Successfully Publish a Journal Article: For Engineers.” The first 
discipline-specific seminar was offered in Fall 2012 to engineering 
students. A scholarly communication team (engineering faculty; a 
technical writer who is also an engineer; the engineering liaison; head 
of educational initiatives; and the sustainability liaison/IR adminis-
trator, who has a substantial background in scholarly communica-
tion) planned and presented the seminar to support them in their 
publishing endeavors.
Initially presented solo by the sustainability liaison/IR administra-
tor for a multidisciplinary audience, the graduate seminar is addition-
ally offered by discipline experts (academic and library faculty) in 
partnership with the IR administrator to a discipline-specific audience. 
The variety of perspectives and experiences that have contributed to 
the development of the seminar provides a well-rounded and holistic 
view of what students can expect during the publication process as 
well as the necessary tools for publishing success.
Serious undergraduate researchers and their advisors have also 
expressed strong interest in attending the seminar. Welcoming the 
undergraduates has the potential to encourage their aspirations to 
become graduate students and empower them on their scholarly paths. 
Both undergraduate and graduate students have a need to understand 
the difference between research discovery and access. They have a 
right to know how intellectual content is packaged and distributed, the 
technologies and tools used for discovery and access, and the bottom 
line of fundamental economic factors (Warren and Duckett 2010). 
When students are given “a broader context for how peer-reviewed, 
scholarly, and research articles are shaped by social and economic 
forces” (Warren and Duckett 2010, 354) in an instructional setting, 
scholars-in-training can make informed decisions regarding their own 
work and influence others. When it is impressed upon students that 
access to higher education scholarly works may be more difficult after 
they graduate, their attitudes about procurable research may inform 
their own more “open” publishing habits.
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Conclusion
Information literacy can be understood on multiple levels, that is, 
as a knowledge/competency domain and as an educational process 
expressive of the library’s educational mission. The strategies and 
structures used to build information literacy into curricula and student 
learning experiences are as important a focus as the content itself. 
Workshops on publishing and scholarly communication provide a 
meaningful context to engage graduate students with integrative 
information literacy concepts. Discipline-specific seminar offerings on 
publishing and scholarly communication provide liaison librarians 
a cocurricular mechanism for relationship building that is crucial to 
twenty-first century library services. Since research and publication are 
topics at the core of faculty identity, librarians are advised to propose 
library instruction in a manner that emphasizes the complementary 
expertise that various partners can bring to this venture on behalf of 
graduate students. A by-product of student learning is that academic 
faculty gain knowledge of open access publishing tools, as well as 
librarians’ expertise with copyright, licensing, and open access.
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appendIx 11.1
The Seminar
Engaging in Best Practices to Successfully Publish a Journal Article 
What follows is an expanded outline of the seminar content.
I. Opportunities for publishing—where are they? 
This portion of the seminar introduces locating potential publish-
ing venues that are typically useful: e-mail discussion lists in a 
particular subject area or more general fields of interest, publisher 
e-mails and websites, and professional organizations, e.g., IEEE, 
Nature, ACM, APA, MLA. Faculty or librarians may suggest 
specific journals and also direct students to two comprehensive 
publishing directories, Cabell’s Directory of Publishing Opportu-
nities and Ulrich’s, which are both subscription-based and delin-
eate manuscript specifications, the submission process, and other 
journal-related data.
II. Research each potential journal on your list before submission.
A. Who is the audience of the particular journal to which you 
are submitting? 
•	 Every journal has a topical and type-of-article focus. 
Graduate students are advised to conduct thorough 
research before submitting to a journal.
•	 Submit a query letter e-mail to journal editors. Submit 
a few query letters to appropriate journals at one time. 
When the seminar is attended by graduate students 
from multiple disciplines, they are advised of significant 
variations of practice related to query letters. For ex-
ample, authors in the humanities do not submit a query 
letter, but instead e-mail a cover letter and a concise 
statement of journal “fit” along with the manuscript.
B. Required template
Some journals require authors to use a preformatted tem-
plate. Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) exam-
ple: http://oldwww.acm.org/crossroads/submit/.
C. Impact factors: primarily in the sciences 
Article Half Life, Eigenfactor, h-index, Altmetrics, etc.
D. Author name and affiliation should always be consistent on 
all publications. 
Carefully consider your author’s professional name that 
ideally will be used in all published material. Subsequent ar-
ticles should use the exact name with or without initials for 
consistency in indexing and discovery purposes. 
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III. Writing your article—we write because we want people to read 
our research.
The purpose or function of an article is to be original, while also 
highlighting/citing significant research results or expressing theo-
retical conclusions. There are different types of articles that may 
affect their journal placement:
•	 Article (full paper)—definitive accounts of significant 
studies/experiments.
•	 Humanities article—historical or literary evidence in a 
theoretical framework.
•	 Review article—summarizes the progress in a particular 
area or topic during a preceding period.
•	 Case study—a qualitative exploration of descriptive 
research.
What will make your work different and stand out? 
An article that is publishable typically incorporates some unique 
ideas “while remaining well-integrated with the established litera-
ture” (Overholser 2011, 116). Highly rated papers discuss essen-
tial issues, and the conclusions seem to contain valued materials in 
a particular field. The following points are emphasized for seminar 
attendees:
•	 Review the literature that has already been written on 
your proposed topic. Are there gaps in the literature? 
Is the literature out of date? Scholarly content research 
tools may include a web-scale discovery tool, such as 
Summon, individual research databases, or Google 
Scholar to locate appropriate intellectual content. 
•	 Choose a topic of interest that meets the criteria or fo-
cus of the targeted journal. Research potential journals! 
•	 Citations: Cite resources, chase citations, consider us-
ing seminal works where appropriate for a baseline or 
comparisons.
•	 Ensure your work will make some type of original 
contribution: originality of thought or angle is always a 
plus. Write to be cited! 
•	 How/why is your paper different from other articles on 
the same or similar topic?
IV. Major Paper Components
A. Title
The title of an article reflects the paper’s content and is use-
ful for research indexing. It is best to use effective keywords 
that are specific, spell out all words using no abbreviations/
acronyms. 
•	 Attracts a potential audience by the use of topical 
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words of interest to the reader—catchy titles are a plus 
(adds interest if appropriate).
•	 Aids in online retrieval and keyword indexing. 
•	 Use enough words to get your title across, but not 
lengthy.
•	 Usually a title and abstract are confirmed after the writ-
ing is complete.
B. Abstract
Clarify your paper’s goal by creating a one-paragraph ab-
stract: ~80–250 words.
•	 Problem/purpose of research. 
•	 Indicate theoretical or experimental plan used.
•	 Summarize principal findings.
•	 Point out major conclusions. 
C. Standard outline organization or empirical (observations/
experiments) 
Article paper—may vary by publication and parallels the 
scientific method.
•	 Introduction—1 to 2 paragraphs may include previous 
findings.
•	 Literature review.
•	 Experimental details and hypotheses.
•	 Results—summarize data collected and statistical treat-
ment.
•	 Discussion—interpret and compare results; be objective.
•	 Conclusions—place interpretation into context of origi-
nal problem.
•	 Summary and further research—future opportunities 
for study.
•	 Acknowledgements: support and financing from people 
and organizations.
•	 Other material dependent on publication.
D. Technical writing is different from prose.
It is precise and unambiguous.
•	 Basic outline for humanities—theoretical framework 
to support conclusions: study of the human condition, 
using methods that are primarily analytical, critical, or 
speculative.
•	 Use gender-neutral language—choose terms that do not 
reinforce outdated sex roles.
E. Scholarly communication, copyright, and open access
The second part of the presentation, condensed and more 
intense because of the obscure concepts, builds upon the 
initial seminar outline and introduces:
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•	 Author order in a multiple-author article: Discuss at 
outset, typically determined by faculty depending on 
who is doing the most research and writing. Initial deci-
sions may evolve to reflect actual contributions.
•	 Peer-review process and writing tips: 1) Submit article 
to a journal editor, one journal at a time. 2) Editor 
establishes and maintains journal standards by select-
ing competent referees. E-mails article to 2–3 reviewers 
or referees to evaluate article. 3) Editor determines the 
summary review decision based on reviewers’ evalua-
tions and journal focus guidelines. 4) Editor may accept 
article with suggested changes or decline acceptance. 5) 
Article rejected? Submit to other journals, one at a time.
•	 What reviewers look for when an article is submitted: 
Is the article technically correct? Does it fit the mission 
of the journal? Does the article make a contribution to 
the field? Is it timely, classic information, or “old hat”? 
How well is the article written? Does it fill a gap in the 
literature? Copyright ownership, retaining copyright 
to one’s intellectual content, the nature of publishing 
agreements, author addendums, Creative Commons 
licensing and, open access to research, as well as a brief 
tour of UNLV’s institutional repository, Digital Schol-
arship@UNLV (http://digitalscholarship.unlv.edu/) are 
essential elements to be acquainted with in the current 
and future scholarly communication milieu. University 
mandated e-theses/dissertations are a prime visual ex-
ample to show graduate students how their research is 
showcased in an open access scholarly venue.
This seminar outline was created by Marianne A. Buehler for: “Engag-
ing in Best Practices to Successfully Publish a Journal Article,” last 
updated September 2012. It is licensed under the Creative Commons 
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/.
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Notes
 1. The Meyer and Land (2007) article, “Stop the Conveyor Belt, I 
Want to Get Off,” can be found at http://www.timeshighereduca-
tion.co.uk/story.asp?sectioncode=26&storycode=90288.
 2. ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standard Five: “The 
information literate student understands many of the economic, 
legal, and social issues surrounding the use of information and 
accesses and uses information ethically and legally.” (ACRL 
2000).
 3. The Consortium for Faculty Professional Opportunities is a 
committee comprised of administrators from multiple campus 
entities, established to sustain professional development pro-
gramming after the budgetary elimination of the Teaching and 
Learning Center in 2010.
 4. The UNLV Libraries Scholarly Communication LibGuide can be 
found at http://guides.library.unlv.edu/scholarlycommunication.
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Chapter 12
Scholarly Communication in the Dentistry 
Classroom
Abigail Goben
University of Illinois at Chicago
Introduction
After formal classification in the mid-90s, the concept of evidence-
based practice has become widespread throughout medical educa-
tion. When the College of Dentistry at the University of Illinois at 
Chicago (UIC) launched a new curriculum based on small-group 
learning in the fall of 2011, a liaison librarian was embedded in the 
classroom to assist in educating students in information literacy as 
it related to evidence-based dentistry (EBD). Scholarly communica-
tion concerns, including the scholarly research process, access to 
literature, open access, copyright, etc., were integral components of 
the information literacy and subject material being taught, which 
provided an opportunity to introduce these subjects within the con-
text of the curriculum and with ready applicability to the students. 
The embedded librarian taught four sessions with dentistry faculty, 
exploring information resources, the EBD process, and community 
information. In the fall of 2012, the curriculum developed is being 
repeated and expanded with plans for formal evaluation. In addition 
to working with the traditional dental students, the liaison librarian 
also participated with the curriculum for international dentists who 
are gaining two-year certification, whose knowledge of scholarly 
resources, processes, and access issues varies widely depending on 
country of origin. The role of the liaison librarian within the inter-
national dentistry program continues to develop and become more 
formalized. Primary successes to date include increased awareness 
demonstrated by students of aspects of scholarly communication 
insofar as these aspects relate to their current educational and clini-
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cal needs, and opportunities for expanded discussions with faculty 
regarding current scholarly communication trends and challenges. 
Some barriers exist to successful replication of this format, with the 
greatest being the time dedicated by the liaison librarian. However, 
this is countered by the many opportunities that exist to expand the 
discussion to developing understanding of scholarly communication 
issues and opportunities, to improve student and faculty research, 
and to promote the library and the liaison librarian as an authority 
on these subjects when questions arise.
Background
Dentists differ from other medical and nursing students in that fol-
lowing their graduation, they are often unaffiliated with a medical 
institution. Though they may participate in a group practice, the 
burden of accessing scholarly literature to maintain current aware-
ness of trends and new research often falls to the sole practitioner. 
On their own, dentists are far less likely to fund purchasing access 
to full-text databases and multiple journals, or even to be able to 
regularly purchase articles through interlibrary loan. A physician, in 
comparison, is often affiliated with a hospital that provides access 
to databases such as UpToDate or DynaMed, whose focus is get-
ting current research trends to working professionals. Professional 
dental organizations, such as the American Dental Association, allow 
members access to a few select journals and provide some assistance 
in accessing literature, but this help comes with a fee. Thus, practic-
ing dentists face barriers to accessing full-text literature in medicine, 
which could inhibit their ability to find the best research to support 
patient care.
This burden is particularly onerous in relation to the adoption 
of evidence-based practice (EBD). Defined in 1996, EBD is the idea 
that treatment decisions should be based on a combination of the 
practitioner’s expertise, the best research studies available at the time 
of treatment, and the patient’s medical history and preference (Sack-
ett et. al 1996). Though initially defined for use by medical doctors, 
evidence-based practice rapidly expanded to other areas of medical 
practice, such as dentistry and nursing. Along with their clinical and 
medical training, dental students must begin the practice of EBD so 
that they may be confident practitioners once they have graduated. 
Dentists must be able to identify sources of research studies, evalu-
ate the studies for accuracy as well as relevancy to their patients, find 
or suggest alternative treatments, and identify the outcome that they 
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are seeking from their literature search. In addition, these treatments 
must be evaluated specifically for the patient and explained so that the 
patient is able to provide informed consent when participating in the 
treatment (ADA 2012).
Teaching EBD provides an opportunity to bring information liter-
acy and scholarly communication to the forefront of dental education, 
supporting students’ curricular and continuing-education needs. When 
information literacy instruction is integrated into the EBD curriculum, 
it is provided just as the students are developing and then demon-
strating their ability to find information in the classroom and clinical 
settings. Teaching and collaborating directly with the subject faculty 
allows the instruction to be tailored so that students find more imme-
diate relevancy and application and observe their clinical faculty’s use 
of information. With repeated emphasis throughout EBD assignments 
and during clinical experience, information literacy is reinforced. 
Further, EBD instruction includes discussions on the professional 
responsibilities of the clinician to stay informed and current on re-
search while seeking the best possible treatment for the patient. Within 
these discussions, access to information for both the clinician and the 
patient arises, lending a wealth of opportunities to discuss scholarly 
communication. As students continue to develop their understanding 
of resources and determining what access to resources exists within the 
university, they also are reminded of what access they may lose upon 
graduation. When scholarly communication is introduced in context of 
the resources regularly used in their own research and student dentists 
are asked to consider their own future professional interests and pa-
tient needs, they deepen and expand their understanding of the process 
by which scholarly literature is developed and disseminated.
In the practice of EBD, dentists must identify patient character-
istics, interventions or treatments, comparisons to other treatments, 
and the desired outcome. This method is referred to as the PICO 
process and is designed to help practitioners quickly create a search-
able clinical question at chairside (Huang, Lin, and Demner-Fushman 
2006). The dentist may then take this question to scholarly resources 
in order to identify relevant literature. When searching, the dentist 
must also evaluate the authority of the literature that he or she has 
identified. This is taught as a hierarchy, with an editorial as the low-
est level of evidence, progressing through individual cases or case 
studies up to clinical trials, and peaking with the systematic review, 
which is a comprehensive and unbiased critical review of all studies 
and literature on a specific topic (ADA 2012). Figure 12.1 displays 
the hierarchy traditionally used to teach evidence-based practice. 
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Practitioners must also be able to identify different types of studies, 
both by structure (case, cohort, controlled, randomized controlled, 
double-blind randomized controlled) and category (diagnosis, etiol-
ogy, therapy, prognosis).
Librarian Liaison Embedding
In the fall of 2011, the UIC College of Dentistry transitioned tradi-
tional dentistry students from a lecture-based curriculum to one based 
on small-group and case-based learning. During creation of the new 
learning objectives, faculty identified that students would have greater 
need to locate and evaluate information for themselves, rather than 
receiving it from instructors. Students had two identified information 
needs: finding basic medical and dental information to answer ques-
tions that came up during their small-group learning sessions and 
identifying appropriate resources to provide evidence-based answers 
to clinical-style questions. Though the majority of the first-year dental 
curriculum continues to be focused on general medicine, during the 
subsequent three years, students would advance to assisting with or 
performing supervised dentistry in clinics at the school, where they 
would be answering clinical questions. Students would also engage in 
research in collaboration with faculty and be expected to write several 
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Figure 12.1
the evidence-based pyramid (with less authoritative literature at the bottom, 
progressing up to the “best” literature with the systematic review at the peak)
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research papers as they proceeded through the curriculum. To pro-
mote success in these areas, faculty wanted to ensure the foundational 
information skills were progressively developed during the first year. 
The solution was to embed a dentistry liaison librarian as part of the 
professional development section of the curriculum, which includes 
EBD, ethics, health disparity, community awareness, and business 
skills. The liaison librarian was embedded specifically in a course that 
met in five sessions over the fall semester in order to cover aspects of 
information literacy, EBD, and the PICO process. The course takes ten 
weeks, with each session offered to half of the first-year class at a time, 
creating a structure that allows for more interaction between faculty 
and students and provides opportunity for smaller group work within 
the sessions. During the semester, students also have reading assign-
ments and are assigned to complete an online tutorial provided by 
the library (UIC 2012). Questions from these sessions are included on 
periodic exams administered separately from the class.
Class-by-Class Inclusion
As no single class was specifically focused on aspects of scholarly com-
munication, a brief description of the material covered in each class 
was provided with relevant elements highlighted. For purposes of this 
chapter, the elements are those identified by Duke’s Scholarly Com-
munication Librarian Kevin Smith (2011): publishing, copyright, open 
access, and research.
The first session focused specifically on finding resources for 
small-group questions and EBD. During this session, the liaison librar-
ian led the instruction and activities, with the dental faculty offering 
supporting information as it related to future assignments. For the 
small-group questions, students were directed primarily to textbooks 
and other general medical resources, both assigned texts and other 
resources provided by the library. While these introductory materials 
would see them through the majority of the cases presented to their 
small groups, first-year students also have research opportunities and 
begin to prepare for evidence-based clinical care that starts in the 
second year. To develop their research skills, the library liaison had 
students use the PubMed database via the publicly accessible interface. 
The database was chosen for breadth and depth of content, but also 
because students would continue to have access to PubMed following 
graduation, and it would be part of their lifelong learning as practicing 
dentists.
As part of being introduced to PubMed and accessing journal 
articles, the dental students discussed how they currently find full-text 
articles as part of their searching strategies. At UIC, PubMed is prox-
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ied through Serials Solutions to allow examination of all library re-
sources. Before this was demonstrated, however, the librarian reviewed 
the total number of records and how many were available as full text 
through PubMed Central, a free full-text archive of biomedical litera-
ture provided by the National Institutes of Health via the National Li-
brary of Medicine. At present, PubMed contains more than 21 million 
citations of biomedical literature, with 2.4 million available as full text 
in PubMed Central (NCBI 2012). This presentation included discus-
sion of the NIH Public Access Policy, which requires that researchers 
receiving funding from the National Institutes of Health submit final 
peer-reviewed manuscripts upon acceptance for publication, with an 
embargo of no more than one year allowed before the article becomes 
freely available (NIH 2012). To provide context, students were asked 
to consider how they would access full-text articles after graduation 
and how members of the public might gain access to this research 
literature. Open access, institutional and disciplinary repositories, and 
finding access to federally funded research were explained as part of 
the toolkit that students would take forward to find information. The 
opportunity was also taken to demonstrate the costs of access to litera-
ture without library resources (approximately $30 per article), though 
students were encouraged to contact the liaison librarian and use inter-
library loan while they were pursuing articles during their education.
Building on this foundational knowledge, the second class session 
introduced EBD and the process of using it, as well as using the PICO 
model to develop a structured question when working with a patient 
or starting to approach a research project. One of the advantages 
of introducing EBD early in the four years of dental school is that 
students who may not be interested in research see more immediate 
application of research literature to their daily practice. In this session, 
the dental faculty led the instruction with assistance from the liaison 
librarian. Dental students were introduced to the history of EBD and, 
using a case example, went through the basic five steps of formulating 
a question, identifying articles and other resources, critically apprais-
ing the evidence, applying the evidence, and re-evaluating the applica-
tion of evidence.
Examining the EBD process required that students review the re-
search process insofar as it leads to publication. Here the liaison librar-
ian had the opportunity to discuss with the students not only at what 
stages research could be published but also what elements of copyright 
researchers are usually asked to relinquish, what access they person-
ally may have following publication, and what access other profes-
sionals may have. The liaison librarian and faculty also discussed the 
tenure process for the academic researcher, using their own careers as 
examples, in order to provide students context for where the literature 
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was being generated. To conclude the session, students participated in 
an active learning exercise, creating sample PICO questions in groups 
and describing their intended research process using PubMed or other 
information resources. The exercise provided reinforcement of the pro-
cess reviewed in class and the importance of searching the literature. 
It also gave students the opportunity to review material from the first 
session and to identify any remaining questions.
The third session was a focused discussion on health disparities, 
led by the associate dean of Prevention and Public Health Services. 
Although not one of the instructors for this session, the liaison librar-
ian attended it to be able to include the examples and discussions in 
future sessions.
The fourth session, led by the dentistry faculty with the assistance 
of the liaison librarian, returned to the EBD process that had been 
defined during the second session. Having developed questions and 
scenarios where they would need to use scholarly literature, students 
learned the levels of evidence. This refreshed the conversation on the 
publishing process from the second session and introduced the institu-
tional review board process. Students also were introduced to differ-
ent kinds of studies in the four therapy areas of etiology, diagnosis, 
therapy, and prognosis, as well as cohort trials, randomized controlled 
trial, double-blind controlled trials, systematic reviews, etc.
Next, students were tasked with bringing together the informa-
tion-seeking skills and EBD concepts as presented in class, readings, 
and the online tutorial for an in-class group project. Presented with 
a case scenario, groups had to develop a PICO model to define their 
question, identify what kind of study they thought would be use-
ful, use PubMed to identify relevant literature, evaluate the level of 
evidence in the literature they found, and report to the class. Faculty 
and other students provided feedback for each group, and there was 
further discussion about the research process.
The fifth session focused on community information. As part of 
their education, dental students intern at safety-net clinics throughout 
the Chicago region and with national and international partners. In 
this session, led by the liaison librarian following an interactive presen-
tation by dental faculty, students discussed where they, as consumers, 
find information about services available within their community and 
statistics about their own community. This provided an opportunity to 
reprise the discussion from the first session about accessing informa-
tion, the cost of that access, and how the NIH Public Access Policy is 
providing federally funded research for those without academic affili-
ation.
In class, students were put into pairs and given a regional safety-
net clinic to use as their community base. For each community, stu-
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dents identified available strengths, such as number of dentist offices, 
specialty dentists, water fluoridation, and grocery stores; potential bar-
riers, such as lack of public transportation, parking costs, and liquor 
stores; features of the safety-net clinic; and local, state, and federal 
information data and requirements. Students then gathered again as a 
group to review the material collected, discuss barriers to information 
gathering, and identify their roles in providing public health informa-
tion to patients. Pursuant to the last topic, consumer-focused health 
resources were discussed as ways to provide information to patients. 
Students identified potential needs from the websites of professional 
dentists providing public health information such as multiple languag-
es, elementary reading level, and the possibility that commercial con-
sumer health websites might contain bias. Students were also exposed 
to statistics captured on the city, state, and national levels, with open 
access to this data being pointed out as a benefit.
Outcomes
Because the inclusion of the liaison librarian is in its second year, 
formal evaluation is currently in development by the librarian and lead 
dentistry faculty member. The two faculty members have reviewed 
learning objectives for each session and are developing a combination 
of multiple-choice quizzes and survey questions. Incoming students will 
be given a quiz at the beginning of the semester to evaluate their infor-
mation-seeking skills and EBD awareness; the quiz questions will then 
be used as a basis for test questions for evaluations that occur through-
out the semester. The same instrument will be used again at the end of 
the semester to determine the effectiveness of the series of instructional 
sessions and to set benchmarks for the identified learning outcomes. 
The liaison librarian is developing questions related to information 
seeking and scholarly communication within the EBD process.
International Students
The international dentistry program at UIC accepts practicing den-
tists licensed in another country into a rigorous two-year program to 
become licensed in the United States. These practitioners come from 
a wide variety of educational backgrounds and as such have a broad 
range of abilities in locating scholarly literature, understanding of the 
publishing process, and knowledge of copyright. During the orientation 
and initial summer semester, the liaison librarian has met twice with the 
incoming class to discuss library resources and accessing scholarly lit-
erature through PubMed, which is a new resource for about half of the 
class. Following this session, the liaison librarian has introduced schol-
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arly communication through one-on-one consultations with the inter-
national students who are undertaking research. In the fall of 2012, the 
liaison librarian will be more formally embedded into the EBD portion 
of the international student curriculum and will have an opportunity to 
review these subjects in more depth with the class as a whole.
Opportunities
While formal outcomes have not yet been established, informal ap-
praisal indicates that students and faculty are becoming more aware 
of aspects of scholarly communication and see the liaison librarian 
as a resource for this information. With the discussions started in the 
classroom, the liaison librarian has been able to expand conversations 
about understanding current legislation surrounding open access, find-
ing publishing opportunities, using other library resources such as the 
institutional repository, learning more about retaining copyright, and 
obtaining sponsorship from the library open access fund to produce 
open access articles.
There are a number of opportunities to further the inclusion of 
scholarly communication topics in the classroom. Newly introduced 
faculty development seminars will be an opportunity to review open 
access challenges and opportunities and use of open textbook materi-
als. The liaison librarian will include rebranded library e-scholarship 
services on the dentistry research guide in fall of 2012.
Potential Barriers to Anticipate
There are inevitably some challenges that librarians wishing to take on 
this form of embedded librarianship and information literacy educa-
tion will face. A faculty member in the department or discipline who is 
willing to share classroom time or a curriculum director who is willing 
to find time to ensure the students are working with the librarian 
is a must. The liaison librarian needs to coordinate closely with the 
discipline faculty to create a progressive syllabus that can lead students 
through different information literacy skills within discipline-specific 
content, especially as it may relate to scholarly communication issues 
and trends. Both the liaison librarian and the discipline faculty mem-
ber must also be prepared to discuss publishing standards for that 
discipline, including open access mandates, institutional review board 
requirements, and study design and execution.
Perhaps the most obvious barrier is the time release needed from 
other responsibilities so that the librarian can prepare for class, teach, 
meet with students, and provide informal and formal feedback. In this 
instance, approximately thirty-five hours was spent in class with the 
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students over the course of the semester, with additional time needed 
for preparing materials and meeting with disciplinary faculty. This 
time requirement would make it more difficult for the library to scale 
embedded librarianship to multiple departments.
Conclusion
Despite the potential challenges of obtaining faculty collaboration, 
working with a new curriculum format, and finding the required time, 
the inclusion of the library liaison in the EBD coursework proved suc-
cessful enough to repeat and expand upon in the following academic 
year. As the students advance through the new curriculum, the de-
partment faculty and liaison librarian will be looking at the students’ 
research pursuits and papers to evaluate whether improvement has 
occurred in their information literacy and scholarly communication 
skills. Further evaluation of the program is under development, with 
quiz and survey questions as well as assignment modification under 
consideration.
While many liaison librarians have the opportunity to provide 
targeted instruction, a model where the librarian is present throughout 
the entire semester is rarer. These repeated instructional opportunities 
allow for a broader discussion of scholarly communications as applied 
to student interests and research. It also provides the opportunity for 
the librarian to establish the library as a resource to assist students 
as they examine and evaluate literature for inclusion in their own 
work and identify concerns about copyright, access, and the research 
process. By demonstrating equal footing with the disciplinary faculty 
in the classroom, the librarian can become a research partner for both 
students and faculty. The time required for this model is significant; 
however, by offering it specifically to graduate students in a profes-
sional program, students who are more likely to have research needs 
and run into the barriers within scholarly communication can be 
reached early in their careers as researchers or academics. Successful 
faculty-librarian collaboration and instruction can improve emerging 
awareness of scholarly communication issues while engaging a more 
informed student and faculty body and facilitate future engagement in 
the research process.
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Chapter 13
Scholarly Communication in the Field
Assessing the Scholarly Communication Needs of Cooperative 
Extension Faculty and Staff
Christine Fruin
University of Florida
Introduction
The trend at most university libraries has been to dedicate significant 
funding, time, and human resources to the promotion of scholarly 
communication through on-campus service and outreach. Like many 
campuses across the country, the University of Florida (UF) has 
identified scholarly communication as a strategic initiative. Through 
the leadership and initiative of the new Scholarly Communications 
Librarian and subject liaisons, scholarly communication is promoted 
on campus through individual consultations, workshops, and general 
outreach. Issues promoted to faculty, campus administration, and 
students include maintenance and promotion of an institutional re-
pository, establishment of an open access publishing fund, promotion 
and use of a state-supported open journal system, and support of UF’s 
faculty senate in its campaign for a campus-wide open access mandate. 
Important scholarly communication issues for UF’s teaching faculty 
and researchers are copyright, open access, and citation management, 
as well as the impact of these issues upon their own research and pub-
lishing. During the 2011 UF College of Agricultural and Life Sciences 
(CALS) Teaching Symposium, the library identified a new commu-
nity for engagement around scholarly communication issues: faculty 
researchers from the Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences (IFAS) 
and cooperative extension offices. This group indicated a high need for 
education and training on copyright and open access and the impact of 
these issues on their own scholarship, as well as on the public educa-
tion and outreach activities conducted by the extension offices.
While the Scholarly Communications Librarian and other 
librarians routinely respond to scholarly communication questions 
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from and provide regular outreach and instruction on scholarly 
communication topics to on-campus teaching faculty and support 
staff, presently there is no mechanism to deliver this type of training 
and information to UF researchers who primarily work off-campus 
in the state of Florida’s sixty-seven county extension offices and 
thirteen Research and Education Centers (RECs). To determine how 
to best address this need, the Scholarly Communications Librarian, 
with the assistance of one of the agricultural librarians, successfully 
applied for internal grant funding. The Scholarly Communication 
and Cooperative Extension grant proposed to assess the scholarly 
communication needs of faculty and staff working in the extension 
offices and to plan for the library’s delivery of educational services. 
In this chapter, the author will review the challenges inherent in de-
livering library services to cooperative extension offices and describe 
why scholarly communication training should be part of those ser-
vices. The author will then discuss the survey developed to assess the 
scholarly communication needs of UF faculty and staff and how the 
results of that survey may be used to plan and implement a schol-
arly communication program for the UF/IFAS cooperative extension 
offices.
Challenges in Providing Library Services to Extension Offices
In 1914, Congress enacted the Smith-Lever Act of 1914,1 which 
established a partnership between land-grant universities and the US 
Department of Agriculture. According to the Smith-Lever Act, the pur-
poses of extension were the development of practical applications of 
research knowledge and the delivery of instruction and demonstrations 
of existing or improved practices and technologies in agriculture. In 
fulfilling this purpose, cooperative extension offices shared a function 
with libraries: providing the public with access to information (Rozum 
and Brewer 1997, 161).
The information needs of UF extension faculty vary from those of 
their on-campus teaching faculty counterparts. Not only do extension 
faculty need access to information for purposes of their own research, 
but they also “need to be informed consumers of the information 
stored and disseminated by research libraries and serve as media-
tors between the research information and the ultimate consumers 
of that information, e.g., the farmers in the field” (Tancheva, Cook, 
and Raskin 2005). As academic libraries work with extension offices, 
it has proven to be a challenge to deliver the information resources 
as well as the instruction and consultation in locating and evaluating 
information. One of the challenges has been access to information 
resources. Extension offices typically lack space or funds to house 
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physical information resources locally. Further, the offices may be 
hundreds of miles from the UF campus and its libraries. Thus, exten-
sion personnel had to rely upon document delivery through interli-
brary loan and library courier. However, technological developments 
have allowed for greater access to literature and other information 
through electronic databases. UF subject liaisons also utilize content 
management tools such as Springshare’s LibGuides, RefWorks, library 
blogs, and course management systems such as Sakai to organize con-
tent and links to subject specific resources. Technologies such as live 
chat and videoconferencing for the delivery of instruction also help 
UF librarians stay connected with extension office staff and faculty 
researchers.
However, access to resources is not always fast and trouble-free. 
Connection speeds may vary among offices, and connection to IP-
authenticated databases by proxy server or VPN can sometimes be 
confusing and require dedicated technical support from either UF 
library or IT staff to address connections issues by these distant us-
ers (McKimmie 2003, 30). Another challenge posed by the logistics 
of serving distant offices has been the delivery of consultation and 
instruction. The distance between extension offices and the UF librar-
ies often precludes extension agents from participating in instruction 
opportunities offered on campus, and librarians, with budget cuts and 
juggling multiple responsibilities, rarely have time or opportunity to 
provide instruction on-site at extension offices.
A final challenge in the effective delivery of information and 
services to extension offices has been the lack of expertise of librar-
ians who specialize in extension as part of their liaison assignment. 
In a 2005 USAIN survey of ARL member land-grant institutions 
about collaboration among libraries and cooperative extension, no 
data was found to support the dedication of a professional librarian 
to outreach and service to extension offices. Rather, the majority of 
survey respondents indicated that reference questions from extension 
personnel were handled “in the same manner” as reference ques-
tions received in the libraries (Hutchinson et al. 2005). Recognizing 
the need for supporting this key community, UF in 2005 hired its 
first Outreach Librarian for Agricultural Sciences, whose duties are 
to plan, coordinate, and deliver library services to IFAS’s off-campus 
users, who are primarily those working within extension. The result 
of creating this position was an increase in not only awareness but 
also usage of library resources by extension personnel (Davis 2007). 
Further, with the hiring of the Scholarly Communications Librar-
ian, a natural teamwork opportunity arose to provide well-rounded 
instruction in library resources and scholarly communication to those 
working in extension.
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Scholarly Communication and Extension
Library services such as interlibrary loan, instruction, and access to 
resources are clearly needed by those working in cooperative exten-
sion, and libraries have responded by dedicating professional staff to 
serving extension offices and crafting communication channels and 
information portals to serve those needs. At the same time, academic 
libraries increasingly have become the primary coordinator and 
resource for scholarly communication efforts and outreach, including 
publishing support, copyright education, and open access advocacy. 
Scholarly communication was identified by the Association of Col-
lege and Research Libraries (ACRL) Research Planning and Review 
Committee as a top trend in academic libraries in both 2010 and 2012 
and is also represented in the most recent “ACRL Plan for Excellence” 
(ACRL 2011; ACRL Research Planning and Review Committee 2010, 
2012). Academic librarians have led the effort to educate faculty and 
students about authors’ rights and open access publishing options and 
to recruit content for institutional repositories. More recently, some 
academic libraries have become involved in publishing endeavors by 
creating and hosting open journal systems and vocally advocating for 
publishing reform (Mullins et al. 2012).
However, scholarly communication outreach efforts have largely 
been limited to those teaching and researching on campus. There is 
little evidence that scholarly communication outreach has been a 
priority for those working outside the main campus. At UF, faculty and 
researchers working in extension have indicated that those conduct-
ing research and community education through their cooperative 
extension offices also need these same services and information. As 
educators who provide education in the community rather than the 
classroom and more often via digital means, extension staff have ques-
tions about the application of fair use to their endeavors. As research-
ers engaged in publishing and collaboration with other researchers, 
extension staff also have questions about different publishing models, 
including open access; how to read and negotiate publisher agree-
ments; and how to maximize their influence and impact within their 
fields of research. If academic libraries are providing this information 
and instruction to on-campus constituents, they similarly should be 
providing this as part of outreach to extension offices.
The libraries at UF, through the work of the Scholarly Communi-
cations Librarian with the assistance of the libraries’ Scholarly Com-
munications Working Group2 and library liaisons, regularly provide 
on-campus faculty and researchers with scholarly communication 
training and resources. However, there was no mechanism to deliver 
this type of training and information to UF researchers in the field. 
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Further, a search of the literature and informal conversations with a 
few scholarly communication librarians at other land-grant institu-
tions revealed that delivery of scholarly communication instruction to 
those working in extension had not been studied or implemented as a 
service. As a means of addressing this need expressed by faculty and 
researchers at the 2011 teaching symposium, the Scholarly Communi-
cations Librarian and an agricultural sciences librarian (“grant team”) 
applied for and received internal grant funding to create and distribute 
a survey to those working in the sixty-seven cooperative extension 
offices and thirteen RECs across the state of Florida. A survey was de-
veloped cooperatively with the content expertise of the grant team and 
the methodological expertise of UF’s Collaborative Assessment and 
Program Evaluation Services (CAPES). The grant team, with assistance 
from CAPES, analyzed the survey results and then devised a pilot pro-
gram for delivery of scholarly communication training and resources 
to select extension offices.
Assessing Scholarly Communication Needs of UF Extension
The UF/IFAS extension offices employ persons in varying capacities, 
including clerical workers, extension agents who provide commu-
nity education, and doctorally trained faculty who conduct scientific 
research in the field. The grant team decided to target the assessment 
instrument toward those working in the extension offices who were 
most likely engaged in scholarly research and education. To help 
identify who should receive the survey, the grant team established the 
following required criteria:
•	 Primary job is not clerical or office support.
•	 Delivers, produces, or supervises the delivery or production of 
community education materials and/or programming.
•	 Job title includes the term agent.
•	 Conducts research in the field.
•	 Holds faculty rank at the University of Florida.
•	 Serves as director of extension office or regional center.
See Appendix 13.1: County Extension Survey.
A student assistant hired by the grant team reviewed the websites 
for IFAS and each of the county and regional extension offices and 
compiled a contact list of 580 individuals meeting the respondent 
criteria. The survey link was sent to persons on the contact list, and 
149 persons (25.7 percent) representing 47 of the county offices and 
10 of the RECs replied. The survey was designed to solicit feedback 
on several defined areas: the demographics of the respondents, the 
demographics of the populations served by the respondents’ coopera-
tive extension office, the research habits of the respondents, and the 
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respondents’ attitudes and knowledge about specific scholarly com-
munication issues. The questions related to the respondents’ demo-
graphics provided us with an overview of the level of formal education 
those working in cooperative extension have achieved, as well as a 
sense of how many years they have spent teaching in higher education 
or working in the extension environment. The questions about the 
service population’s demographics were tailored toward informing us 
about the respondents’ perceptions of their constituents as opposed 
to numerical data. We were curious to see if there was any correlation 
between respondents’ perceptions of the education or literacy level 
of the population and their concern with scholarly communication 
issues. Questions about the respondents’ research habits informed us 
about their use of technology as a means of conducting and organiz-
ing research. Finally, the questions about scholarly communication 
issues measured their knowledge and understanding of copyright law, 
including their rights as authors, fair use of copyrighted materials, and 
understanding of the open access model of publishing.
Survey Results
Preliminarily, the survey polled respondents on the location of their 
office, their primary job responsibilities, and their perceptions of the 
populations served by their office. The majority of the respondents 
held a master’s degree (51.6 percent) as their highest degree, with 35.5 
percent holding a doctorate. Most respondents indicated that their 
service populations were a mix of rural and urban communities (49.6 
percent), while the remaining respondents served more rural clients 
(34.1 percent) than urban (16.1 percent). The respondents perceived 
their service populations as mixed in their educational background. 
More than half of the extension offices with representatives respond-
ing to the survey indicated that they served about an equal mix of 
persons with and without college degrees (52.5 percent), while 40.0 
percent of the offices served clients who mostly did not have a college 
degree, and only 7.5 percent served clients that mostly had college 
degrees. This resulted in most of the clients being literate (79.5 percent 
had more than 75 percent literacy; 16.4 percent had 50–75 percent 
literacy; and only 4.1 percent had less than 50 percent literacy at their 
site).
The grant team designed the remainder of the survey, which can 
be viewed in its entirety at the conclusion of this chapter, to assess the 
knowledge level and training needs of extension personnel in three pri-
mary areas: scholarly publishing experiences; copyright literacy; and 
research habits, including use of various technologies for conducting 
and organizing research. In the area of scholarly publishing experi-
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ences, the grant team endeavored to determine not only the frequency 
with which those working in cooperative extension publish scholarly 
articles, but also their understanding of their rights as authors and 
how that understanding impacted their interactions with publishers. 
With regard to published articles in peer-reviewed journals, 42.3 per-
cent reported publishing in such journals. Of those who had published 
in a peer-reviewed journal, 56.8 percent had read and signed a publi-
cation agreement, and only 1.4 percent had attempted to negotiate or 
change the transfer-of-copyright provision. Most of the respondents 
were also not knowledgeable about open access. Only 2.5 percent 
were very knowledgeable and advocated for open access; 21.7 percent 
were familiar with the concept; 25.8 percent had heard of it but were 
uncertain how it applied to them; and 50.0 percent had not heard of 
it. Consistent with their knowledge about open access, only 10.6 per-
cent had consulted or published in an open access publication.
To assess copyright literacy, the grant team primarily inquired into 
respondents’ knowledge about fair use. Figure 13.1 shows that the 
county extension employees clearly lack knowledge about copyright. 
For example, 63.2 percent were uncertain about what rights they 
retain when publishing their work, and only 30.6 percent understood 
their rights as an author. In addition, 77.5 percent did not feel confi-
dent doing a fair use evaluation. That same percentage also indicated 
that they wanted to utilize a resource such as a guide or workshop to 
learn more about copyright issues, including their rights as authors 
and fair use.
When asked how often respondents were required by their work 
to use copyrighted works or to cite copyrighted works, 30.9 percent 
replied “Frequently,” 31.7 percent replied “Sometimes,” and 37.4 
percent replied “Rarely” or “Never.” In addition, about a third (32.5 
percent) had sought permission from a copyright holder to use por-
tions of a copyrighted work. The respondents’ best description of their 
Figure 13.1
Fair Use and Copyright Knowledge
63.2%
23.6%
30.6%
52.7%
57.7%
45.1%
22.5%
23.9%
Uncertain what rights I retain when publishing my work
Understand transfer of copyright provision in agreements
Understand what rights I have as an author
Know when to ask for permission from a copyright holder
Confused about whether fair use applies to my work
Every education use is fair use
Feel confident doing a fair use evaluation
Know the four factors of fair use
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attitudes with respect to using copyrighted works is seen in Table 13.1. 
The majority of the respondents always include citations and use only 
that quantity of a work that would qualify as fair use.
Survey results showed that respondents used different sources for 
information when conducting research (Figure 13.2). The two most 
widely used sources were EDIS3 and the Internet. About two-thirds of 
county extension agents responding to the survey use journals or their 
colleagues as resources, while less than half use the library or library 
catalog, professional societies, and subject databases.
Figure 13.2
Sources of Information in research
Table 13.1
respondents’ Use and Citation of Copyrighted works
Research Teaching
I use materials freely and without seeking permission or 
including citation to the original source because my use 
is for educational purposes
5.4% 11.0%
I use materials freely and without concern of copyright 
status or getting permission because I always include a 
citation
16.2% 21.1%
I always include a citation and use only that quantity of a 
work that would qualify as fair use
55.9% 48.6%
I never use more than 10 percent of any work 5.4% 7.3%
I never use copyrighted works in my research and only 
use my own words or materials found in the public 
domain
17.1% 11.9%
82.7%
36.2%
66.9%
36.2%
79.5%
44.1%
65.4%
7.1%
EDIS
Library/Catalog
Journal
Subject Database
Internet Search Engine
Professional Societies
Colleagues
Other
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None of the tools commonly used to organize research and cita-
tions were widely used by the respondents (Figure 13.3). More than 
half reported that they did not use any organizational tool, and 21.7 
percent still use paper files.
The question on the technology used in research and teaching 
showed that almost everyone uses PowerPoint. Every other technology 
was used by less than half of the respondents. The most widely used 
tools after PowerPoint were videoconferencing, social media, and Go-
ToMeeting. Although the listed technologies or software applications 
were not reported to be widely used, survey respondents did indicate 
an interest in learning about the technologies available and how they 
can be used in research and outreach.
Discussion
The survey results clearly showed that the county extension employees 
are not ready to use the full range of technologies available, nor do 
they clearly understand the issues related to copyright, fair use, and 
open access. Their level of knowledge and understanding did not differ 
much from what is typically encountered by the Scholarly Commu-
nications Librarian and the subject librarians when providing con-
sultation and education to teaching faculty found on-campus. While 
those engaged in research and teaching on-campus author and pro-
duce educational works for consumption by colleagues and enrolled 
students respectively, those working in extension are translating their 
research into works more suited for the general public as well as for 
distribution in community education endeavors. Regardless of whether 
Figure 13.3
tools Used to organize research and Citations
4.2%
14.2%
2.5%
0.0%
0.8%
21.7%
56.7%
RefWorks
EndNote
Easybib
Zotero
Mendeley
Paper File
None
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the provider of learning materials is a faculty member on-campus or a 
researcher working in a remote extension office, the understanding of 
the application of fair use is just as important, and the survey indicates 
that those in extension are confused about its application. Use of open 
access for publication of research done in extension and deposit of 
research into the institutional repository, particularly in light of the 
mission of land-grant universities to provide public education, are 
of particular importance for those working in extension. The survey 
results show that respondents possess very little knowledge of these is-
sues; however, the interest in learning more is high enough to mandate 
inclusion of open access in the training regime. Further, it was also 
clear that the survey respondents are interested in learning more about 
these issues to make more effective use of scholarly communication 
and the associated tools. The greatest challenge, then, is how to best 
reach those working in extension.
In order to address the knowledge gap and the expressed interest 
in learning more about the issues addressed in the survey, the grant 
team devised an in-person, half-day training program to be conducted 
as a pilot project at the county extension office and the REC that had 
the highest participation rate in the survey. Invitations were sent via e-
mail to those persons working in the two facilities that had the highest 
numbers of survey respondents. Flyers advertising the workshop were 
also sent to the two facilities. The grant team will travel to each of the 
two locations and present the workshop to those in attendance. UF’s 
videoconferencing service, Polycom, will also be offered as an option 
for participating in the workshop if face-to-face attendance is not pos-
sible. The workshop will be primarily lecture style with accompany-
ing slides and live demonstrations of relevant websites and electronic 
resources.
The workshop program will begin with a brief overview of the 
Smathers Libraries’ minigrant program and the background and 
purpose of the Scholarly Communication and Cooperative Extension 
grant. This overview will be followed by a one-hour presentation by 
the Scholarly Communications Librarian on copyright and fair use. At-
tendees will receive tips on how to read and negotiate typical publica-
tion agreements, including how to locate and use author’s addendums 
such as the SPARC Author Addendum. Further, specific examples of 
print, nonprint, and digital or online resources are used to demonstrate 
the application of fair use to the education and research work of those 
working in extension. After time for a break and for questions and 
answers on the copyright and fair use presentation, the agriculture 
librarian will provide a hands-on demonstration of the use of EndNote 
Web for citation management and required IFAS faculty publication 
reporting. Attendees will learn how to create their account and how to 
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search and export citations not only from licensed databases but also 
from the electronic repository of documents maintained by UF/IFAS. 
The last hour of the workshop will cover open access as a publishing 
model. Attendees will be introduced to the concept and importance of 
open access and will be shown how they, in their role as authors and 
researchers, can participate in open access. Specifically, local open ac-
cess opportunities will be covered, including the University of Florida 
Open Access Publishing Fund and the University of Florida Institu-
tional Repository.
Feedback will be solicited from workshop attendees on the useful-
ness and relevance of the content covered during the workshop as 
well as the effectiveness of the live and in-person delivery method. The 
grant team will review the workshop feedback in conjunction with the 
survey results to determine how future training of those working in 
the extension offices should be conducted and what content should be 
covered. The grant team hopes that the feedback will help to further 
tailor the content to the specific needs of the extension and possibly 
identify needs not previously identified through the survey instrument. 
Should the live and in-person method of training prove ineffective 
or poorly attended, the grant team may apply for additional grant 
funding through the Smathers Libraries minigrant program to cover 
costs of producing a high-quality interactive training video that can be 
accessed at the convenience of extension faculty and staff. The grant 
team is also contemplating experimenting with videoconferencing or 
software such as Blackboard Collaborate as a means of conducting 
training at more remote cooperative extension offices.
Conclusion
The faculty and staff of the IFAS cooperative extension offices and 
RECs are actively engaged in outreach, research, and teaching in the 
course of their assignments and responsibilities as faculty and agents 
within the extension program at UF. These activities suggest the 
importance of understanding how to effectively communicate to their 
constituents and their colleagues through various scholarly media. 
The survey conducted by the grant team demonstrates that extension 
employees are not ready to use the full range of technologies available, 
nor do they clearly understand the issues related to fair use, open ac-
cess, and their own rights as authors. However, it is equally clear that 
they are interested in learning more about these issues to make more 
effective use of scholarly communication and the associated tools. As 
such is the case, the grant team will endeavor to develop an education 
and training program to inform those working in extension about 
these issues. Utilizing in-person and online training as well as special-
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ized resources and guides on scholarly communication, the grant team 
hopes to determine what are the most effective methods for delivering 
scholarly communication services to those teaching and researching in 
the field. With available technologies and a commitment to teaching 
and outreach to extension personnel, there will be many opportunities 
to create a thought-provoking and interactive program around schol-
arly communication.
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appendIx 13.1
County Extension Survey
1. Name
2. E-mail Address
3. In what IFAS Extension Office or Center are you located? 
[Respondents could choose from a drop-down list of all the 
county offices and RECs in Florida.]
4. What is the primary agricultural focus of the Extension Office 
or Center where you are located?
5. Do you hold a position in a CALS department at the Univer-
sity of Florida?
6. If you hold an appointment in a UF academic department, 
please specify the department. 
7. What is your highest degree of education?
8. What is your current job title? [The most common titles 
within IFAS were listed, with an option to manually enter a 
job title.]
9. Please indicate the number of years of work [0–3, 3–5, 5–10, 
10–15, 15–20, 21 or more] experience in:
a. Higher Education
b. Extension Services
c. Teaching
10.  The communities served by your Extension Office or Center are:
a. Mostly rural
b. Mostly urban
c. A mix of rural and urban
11. The education level of the people receiving services from your 
Extension Office or Center is:
a. Most have college degrees
b. Most do not have college degrees
c. About an even mixture of those with and without college 
degrees
12. The literacy level of the people receiving services from your 
Extension Office or Center is:
a. 75% or more are literate
b. 50–74% are literate
c. 25–49% are literate
d. Less than 25% are literate
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13. When interacting with people in the communities served by 
your Extension Office or Center, communication is primarily:
a. In person (e.g. walk-ins, live demonstrations)
b. By telephone
c. Online (e.g. e-mail, webinar)
14. How often does the staff, including researchers, of the Exten-
sion Office or Center meet?
a. Never
b. Weekly
c. Monthly
d. Quarterly
e. Annually
15. How often does the Extension Office or Center staff meet 
with other staff of the Regional Center?
a. Never
b. Monthly
c. Quarterly
d. Annually
16. What sources do you use for information when conducting 
research? (Check all that apply.)
a. EDIS
b. Library/Library Catalog
c. Journal
d. Subject Database
e. Internet Search Engine (e.g. Google)
f. Professional Societies
g. Colleagues
17. What tool do you use to organize your research and citations?
a. RefWorks
b. EndNote or EndNote Web
c. EasyBib
d. Zotero
e. Mendeley
f. Paper file
g. None
18. What forms of technology do you use when doing research/
teaching? (Check all that apply)
a. PowerPoint
b. Blackboard Collaborate (formerly Elluminate)
c. GoToMeeting
d. Video Conferencing (e.g. Skype)
e. Social Media (e.g. Facebook, Google+, Twitter)
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f. YouTube
g. Dropbox
19. Are you interested in learning about these technologies and 
how they can be used in your research and outreach?
a. PowerPoint
b. Blackboard Collaborate (formerly Elluminate)
c. GoToMeeting
d. Video Conferencing (e.g. Skype)
e. Social Media (e.g. Facebook, Google+, Twitter)
f. YouTube
g. Dropbox
20. How often does your work require you to use copyrighted 
works or to cite to copyrighted works?
a. Frequently
b. Sometimes
c. Rarely
d. Never
21. Have you ever sought permission from a copyright holder to 
use portions of a copyrighted work? (If yes, please describe 
the situation and how you went about requesting permission.)
22. Has your research been published in a peer-reviewed journal?
23. If you have published in a peer-reviewed journal, did you read 
and sign a publication agreement?
24. If you have published in a peer-reviewed journal, did you at-
tempt to negotiate or change the transfer of copyright provi-
sion in the publisher’s agreement?
a. Yes, but the terms were not changed.
b. Yes, and the terms were changed.
c. No
25. Who have you sought opinion/consultation from about fair 
use or other copyright matters arising from your own copy-
righted works or using the copyrighted works of others? 
(Check all that apply.)
a. I have not sought opinion/consultation.
b. Librarian
c. Colleague
d. Copyright workshop
e. Lawyer
f. Copyright Clearance Center
26. Indicate your level of agreement (Strongly Agree, Agree, Dis-
agree, Strongly Disagree) with the following statements:
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a. I know the four factors of Fair Use.
b. I feel confident doing a Fair Use evaluation.
c. I believe that every educational use is Fair Use.
d. I am often confused about whether Fair Use applies to my 
research and teaching.
e. I know when I have to ask for permission from a copyright 
holder.
f. I understand what rights I have as an author of my original 
work.
g. I understand the transfer of copyright provision found in 
most publisher agreements.
h. I am uncertain what rights I retain when publishing my 
work.
27. Which statement best describes your attitude about using 
copyrighted materials in your research and writing?
a. I use materials freely and without seeking permission or 
including citation to the original source because my use is 
for educational purposes.
b. I use materials freely and without concern of copyright 
status or getting permission because I always include a cita-
tion.
c. I always include citation and use only that quantity of a 
work that would qualify as fair use.
d. I never use more than 10 percent of any work.
e. I never use copyrighted works in my research and only use 
my own words or materials found in the public domain.
28. Which statement best describes your attitude about using 
copyrighted materials in your teaching?
a. I use materials freely and without seeking permission or 
including citation to the original source because my use is 
for educational purposes.
b. I use materials freely and without concern of copyright 
status or getting permission because I always include a cita-
tion.
c. I always include citation and use only that quantity of a 
work that would qualify as fair use.
d. I never use more than 10 percent of any work.
e. I never use copyrighted works in my teaching and only use 
my own words or materials found in the public domain.
29. Would you utilize a resource such as a guide or workshop to 
learn more about copyright issues including your rights as an 
author and fair use?
30. Have you used a work licensed through Creative Commons?
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a. Yes
b. No, but I have heard of Creative Commons.
c. No, and I have never heard of Creative Commons.
31. Have you licensed any of your own works through Creative 
Commons?
a. Yes
b. No, and I am not interested.
c. No, but I would like to learn how to use Creative Com-
mons.
32. Which of the following statements best describes your under-
standing of open access?
a. I am very knowledgeable about it and a vocal advocate of 
open access.
b. I am familiar with the basic concept of open access.
c. I have heard of open access but am uncertain about how it 
applies to me.
d. I have never heard of open access.
33. Have you ever consulted or published in an open access pub-
lication?
34. Which of the following items are in the public domain? 
(Check all that apply)
a. Works of the federal government
b. Any material found on the Internet
c. Any work that is no longer in print
d. Works published before Jan. 1, 1923
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Notes
 1. 7 U.S.C. §341 et seq.
 2. The UF Libraries Scholarly Communications Working Group 
is charged with working with the Scholarly Communications 
Librarian in a team effort to coordinate activities and develop 
instructional materials in support of scholarly communications, 
scholarly publication reform, intellectual property issues, and 
open access activities and programs provided by the Smathers 
Libraries at the University of Florida. The working group, while 
it also has the responsibility to foster such professional develop-
ment among library faculty and staff, is comprised of members 
with the following attributes: knowledge of open access trends 
and development; knowledge of scholarly publishing and new 
models for scholarly communication; understanding of the issues 
involved in open access and ability to explain its importance and 
justify increased participation with it; willingness to become fa-
miliar with scholarly communications policy issues; understand-
ing of faculty concerns regarding open access publishing; willing-
ness to share information and communicate effectively with each 
other; and strong positive relationships with teaching faculty.
 3. EDIS, or the Electronic Data Information Source of UF/IFAS 
Extension (http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu), is a comprehensive, single-
source repository of all current UF/IFAS numbered peer-reviewed 
publications.
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University faculty members rarely like to hear what they are doing is 
wrong, let alone illegal. So woe to the librarian who presumes to bear 
the bad news that, in fact, these selfsame faculty members are fla-
grantly violating copyright law; this messenger should probably expect 
to receive an earful about the way things should be as opposed to how 
they are. Even if faculty members completely agree with the arguments 
in favor of broader and more open access to published research, it 
often falls upon librarians to explain the intricacies of Title 17 of the 
US Code (US Copyright Office 2011), or copyright law, and how pub-
lisher contracts and institutional licenses can further limit what faculty 
members generally expect should be fair educational use.
In fall 2009, the director of our Natural Resources Library pre-
sented a copyright awareness program to the faculty of the Utah State 
University (USU) College of Natural Resources at their annual fall 
retreat. The college’s dean had specifically requested this program, and 
the librarian was prepared primarily to discuss issues with an author’s 
posting a PDF of his or her own research articles on publicly accessible 
departmental or personal websites. (In the process of recruiting faculty 
members to deposit their published research in our newly minted 
institutional repository, the library had become aware that there were 
some researchers who maintained PDFs of their published research 
on the open Web.) This was to be an opportunity to educate faculty 
members about securing specific rights of their own published works. 
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Surprisingly, many researchers were actually aware of this problem, 
and most seemed to understand the related issues. What really raised 
their hackles, however, was discovering that the manner in which they 
distributed material to their students was likely a flagrant violation of 
copyright law. Most did not realize that, in many cases, redistributing 
published articles via mass e-mail to a class or by posting PDFs to an 
openly accessible course website intended primarily for students could 
clearly infringe the right of the copyright holder (in most cases, the 
publisher rather than the author).
In truth, most faculty members are so busy with research, grant 
writing, and teaching that few have time to even think about the 
continually changing landscape of copyright law. Although faculty 
are prolific producers and users of copyrighted works, they are often 
more concerned with ensuring that their articles are published than the 
terms of publication and how they can use the articles in their future 
teaching and research. However, once we started a conversation with 
faculty members about some of these issues, we discovered they were 
very interested in having the university provide them with the resourc-
es to establish a broad overview of the unforeseen ways copyright 
might be affecting their teaching and research. Unfortunately, many 
universities, have no copyright attorney on staff or unit devoted to 
copyright issues; this was certainly the case at USU.1 What is the role 
of the librarian in helping faculty when they clearly need, and even 
want, to understand copyright, but the university has not made avail-
able the appropriate resources?
Inception of the USU Copyright Committee
At USU, recognizing the need for this type of education and know-
ing there was no funding in the foreseeable future for additional staff 
to devote to copyright, the library dean decided to take action. In the 
summer of 2009, the Merrill-Cazier Library administration formed the 
USU Copyright Committee, bringing together people from across the 
campus, each of whom had specialized expertise or interest in copy-
right issues. By building on and organizing the specialized knowledge 
of each of the various committee members, the library hoped to create 
a central resource for the entire university, rather than having expertise 
siloed in individual units across campus. The library dean charged the 
committee to:
•	 Develop an overall understanding of copyright, including 
expertise in areas such as digital collections, institutional 
repositories, electronic reserves, authors’ rights, fair use, the 
TEACH Act,2 and learning management systems;
•	 Develop and implement an outreach program to provide 
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training and increase awareness of copyright issues of interest 
to the USU library staff and the campus community;
•	 Serve as an advisory group for the library and USU commu-
nity as new copyright questions arise; and
•	 Develop, document, and maintain library copyright policies.
This chapter will describe the process through which this group 
developed a basic understanding of copyright as it relates to higher 
education, as well as the outreach programs it established in response 
to the committee charge.
Committee Structure
Over time, the composition of the committee has evolved, but the 
group includes both library and nonlibrary representatives. Commit-
tee members from the library represent electronic reserves, interlibrary 
loan, the institutional repository, the digital library, collection manage-
ment and licensing, distance education library services, and library ad-
ministration. Other members include representatives from the Faculty 
Assistance Center for Teaching (FACT, which facilitates our course 
management system and streaming media services), the Regional Cam-
pus and Distance Education academic unit (RCDE), the USU Book-
store, central Information Technology (representatives specializing 
in security, take-down notices, and student labs), the USU Press, the 
Technology Commercialization Office, and the student government.
The University Counsel’s office serves in an advisory role to the 
group. The library dean met with University Counsel to discuss the 
work and plans of the Copyright Committee and to determine how the 
university’s legal office would like to be involved. At that time, USU 
did not have an attorney with intellectual property background, so our 
counsel was pleased to have a group take the initiative to develop a 
centralized resource for the campus. Our counsel was willing to review 
documents as needed but was happy to let the Copyright Committee 
compile documents and provide educational resources to the campus.
The committee, meeting monthly for the first year, had as its first 
tasks introductions and group education. Because each person was 
immersed in his or her own responsibilities, most committee mem-
bers were unaware of the day-to-day impact of copyright restrictions 
outside of individual units. How were we to build more overall and 
expert knowledge? In order to develop a deep bench of copyright 
expertise, the library dean committed to funding specialized training 
for the group as well as for individuals. Group training was adminis-
tered through a series of licensed webinars, in which the group partici-
pated together.3 Individual training was provided by the University of 
Maryland University College (UMUC) Center for Intellectual Property, 
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which offers a certification program in order to help professionals 
begin developing comprehensive background knowledge of copyright 
law and its current application in higher education. The objective 
of certification is not to gain the expertise of a copyright lawyer but 
rather to gain exposure to a wide range of topics in order to become 
a campus (and professional) leader for matters related to copyright. 
Because our committee did not initially include anyone who was an 
intellectual property attorney—and because many university coun-
sel offices do not, in fact, necessarily have expertise in this area—the 
Copyright Committee decided that having a new committee member 
obtain the UMUC copyright certification on an annual basis would 
greatly enhance the expertise and authority of the group. By the end 
of 2012, USU will have sent three committee members through the 
certification program.
Developing Campus Outreach Initiatives
The group understood that it was imperative to gain the support of the 
university administration if we were to be successful in reaching out to 
colleges and departments on-campus and gaining traction as recog-
nized experts. Our initial attempts at outreach came not through the 
Copyright Committee itself or even through the library. Instead, the 
committee sought the endorsement of top-level academic administra-
tors, who we thought might be able to get the attention of the faculty. 
With support from the provost, the library’s dean brought the ques-
tion of copyright education to the attention of the other deans at the 
weekly Dean’s Council meeting. This brief presentation led to financial 
contributions from the deans to purchase for the campus a three-part, 
commercially produced webinar series (Academic Impressions 2010c, 
2010d, 2010e) on copyright issues related to teaching and research. 
Promoted as an opportunity sponsored by the deans (in fact, academic 
deans hosted and introduced the presentations for the committee, il-
lustrating the high-level support for this initiative), this series of events 
validated the authority of the Copyright Committee and gave it much-
needed exposure in its efforts to reach faculty members.
The committee felt that one of the primary ways in which we 
could meet our charge to provide campus outreach in training and 
increase awareness of copyright issues was to create a website that, 
although it was a more passive form of education, would incorporate 
the group’s collective expertise on matters related to copyright. We did 
not want a simple one-page link from the library website. Rather, our 
goal was to build a robust destination site for the campus community 
that would be linked from the university’s website. The Copyright 
Committee chair asked the group to submit ideas regarding the infor-
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mation that should be included on the site. Subsequently, she convened 
a small subcommittee that organized and outlined the site, return-
ing to the experts to have them write the actual content. Simultane-
ously, she worked with the library’s graphic designer so that the page 
would be consistent in look and feel with the university website while 
maintaining a distinct design presence in order to promote our new 
Copyright@USU brand. The resulting site4 incorporates the Copyright 
Committee’s collective insights, presenting information for multiple 
audiences (users versus creators of copyrighted information; faculty 
versus students) and is also organized by subject.
The Copyright@USU website was to be instrumental in providing 
our subject librarians with an orientation to copyright issues as well as 
in assisting them with outreach to their liaison departments. We have 
encouraged our subject librarians to familiarize themselves with some 
basic copyright issues and concepts through attendance at licensed 
webinars and other online educational opportunities. However, we cer-
tainly do not expect that they will become copyright experts—in fact, 
one of the functions of the Copyright Committee is having a place that 
the departmental liaisons can turn when members of their departments 
have thorny copyright questions.
In conjunction with the website, the group established an e-mail 
list that fields copyright questions for the campus.5 An alias, which 
is broadly publicized across campus, sends the messages to everyone. 
In this way, anyone who feels that he or she has relevant information 
to answer the question can chime in on the discussion. Initially the 
committee members discuss the question among themselves, and then 
the committee chair responds to the person who sent the message. We 
have also created marketing materials, such as notepads, to promote 
the website and the e-mail alias.
Outreach Programs
With a formal structure, support from the campus administration, 
training, a comprehensive website, and a communication strategy, 
the committee was ready to implement its outreach program. Since 
2004, the library has consistently provided outreach to our aca-
demic departments at their annual fall departmental retreats. Each 
year, the library dean determines an area of focus so the librarians 
can develop a consistent and well-thought-out message to deliver. 
Topics have varied throughout the years for what we call our road 
show series, but in 2010, there was no debate. We would use our 
road shows as an opportunity to focus on copyright. The Copy-
right Committee assigned a road show subcommittee, composed of 
representatives from the library (administration, digital initiatives, 
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collection development, and reference) and the USU Press, which 
was tasked with developing a fifteen-minute presentation with a 
fifteen-minute question-and-answer period that could be delivered 
to the annual academic departmental retreats in late summer 2010. 
These retreats are full-day meetings in which academic departments 
gather to discuss their priorities and concerns, and it can be a real 
challenge to secure time for guest presentations. The group con-
ceptualized two parallel programs and solicited feedback from the 
Library Advisory Council regarding which program would be most 
valuable to the research and teaching faculty. The Library Advisory 
Council is a committee composed of representatives from each of 
the university’s colleges, the Graduate Student Senate, and the Asso-
ciated Students of USU, and it is charged with providing the library 
with advice, feedback, and direction. That spring we presented two 
concepts: “Securing the Scholarly Record” (covering authors’ rights) 
and “Fair Use in Teaching” (educating faculty about sharing course 
materials). The Library Advisory Council wanted both topics devel-
oped and suggested that departments should choose the presentation 
they wanted. The retreats are held in August, and the road show 
subcommittee had several months to prepare. The subcommittee 
continued to review and revise the presentations and delivered both 
to the subject librarians to orient them to the content and to obtain 
suggestions for improvement, including how to adjust the presenta-
tions for specific disciplines.
The Copyright Committee used relationships established by 
subject librarians with academic department heads to schedule time 
during the annual retreats. The committee felt we would have more 
luck securing a coveted place on these notoriously crowded agendas 
by making a connection through a librarian whom the department 
already knew as opposed to an unknown university committee chair. 
Subject librarians were assured that they were not expected to be 
experts on copyright and that a member of the Copyright Committee 
would be delivering the presentation. Subject librarians would accom-
pany committee members to the departmental meetings and provide 
the introductions, while also briefly promoting relevant library collec-
tions and their own services.
We formed a group of eight Copyright Committee members who 
had sufficient expertise with the topics to present either road show and 
to field questions. Ideally, two members of the group attended each 
presentation to assist with the question-and-answer sessions since we 
anticipated receiving a wide variety of queries. Fourteen of the presen-
tations were scheduled over three days, so we were not always able 
to send two Copyright Committee members along with the subject 
librarian.
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“Securing the Scholarly Record”
Our presentation “Securing the Scholarly Record” focused on ensur-
ing that authors understand and retain rights to their own intellectual 
property as they go through the publishing process (USU Copyright 
Committee 2010b). It also allowed the library to promote our institu-
tional repository, which, at that time, was in its infancy. The presenta-
tion covered four broad areas: the elements of a publication contract, 
authors’ rights and the SPARC addendum, open access, and Digital 
Commons (the USU institutional repository).
The presentation began by asking questions such as this: “You 
have just published an article in the journal Nature and, want-
ing your colleagues and students to read it, you post the publisher 
PDF on your personal website. Can you do that?” Most faculty 
members understood that posting a published article on a personal 
website was probably not permissible according to the contract 
they signed, but most also acknowledged that they rarely read their 
publishing agreements carefully and thus did not know exactly 
what was allowed. Most faculty refer to the document they sign 
with a publisher as a “copyright release form,” when in actuality 
what is signed is a legally binding contract between the author and 
the publisher stipulating what authors may and may not do with 
their own written work.6 Thus, it is extremely useful to know what 
such legal terms as grant, warrant, exclusive, and indemnify signify 
within contract law. Using the contract experience of the director of 
the USU Press, the majority of the presentation covered an overview 
and explanation of basic contract language authors might come 
across. We were careful to point out the differences between journal 
and book publishing and between academic and nonacademic 
publishing. Publishing contracts differ considerably from publisher 
to publisher, but regardless of how they are structured, all have sec-
tions in which the author grants rights to the publisher, the author 
warrants the work submitted, and the publisher promises to publish 
and distribute the work.
Briefly, the grant clause is the part of the contract in which the 
author grants and assigns to the publisher the right to copy and dis-
tribute his or her work and in which the author either grants, assigns, 
or transfers all copyrights to the publisher or allows the publisher 
to secure copyright in the author’s name. In the warrant clause, the 
author affirms authorship as well as ownership of the work (as the 
two are not the same in contract law). In most instances of scholarly 
publishing, the author and the owner of the intellectual property in 
question are the same. There are cases, however, in which the author 
does not own his or her own intellectual property. For example, an 
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author may have already signed over the copyright to another pub-
lisher (e.g., perhaps a chapter of a book has already been published as 
a journal article). Copyright becomes even more complex if research is 
federally funded or the author is a federal employee. The author must 
warrant that he or she has the right to transfer copyright. The warrant 
clause will also ask authors to warrant that they have obtained permis-
sions to use others’ work in their work, that they are not infringing on 
others’ copyright, and that the author, not the publisher, is responsible 
for the content of the work. Further, in the indemnity clause, the au-
thor agrees that the publisher will not be held responsible for claims of 
copyright infringement by third parties and that the author is person-
ally responsible for all the content.
Most publishing contracts—especially for journal publications—
leave the author with few rights, though the author might retain the 
copyright in some instances, such as for works of fiction. The author 
may or may not retain the right to republication or to publish com-
petitive or derivative works. Newer publishing contracts increasingly 
are including the right to deposit some version of the work in a local 
institutional repository, and a growing number of publishers allow the 
use of publishers’ PDFs in institutional repositories.
Following the overview of key contract terminology, we encour-
aged authors to save copies of their contract, correspondence with 
the publishers and editors, and each of the versions of the manuscript 
submitted to editors and publishers, including preprints, the final 
edited and refereed copy, and the final proof. Based on the groans 
in the audience (which were not unexpected), most faculty members 
rarely retained this many records for each of their publications. As one 
prolific researcher stated, “That would require a filing cabinet all on its 
own!”
The next section of the presentation moved from reviewing pub-
lishing contracts to reviewing alternatives to traditional publishing. 
Rarely did we encounter faculty members who had tried to change 
their contracts to obtain more rights for themselves, and in only a cou-
ple of instances had a faculty author purchased the open access rights 
to his or her work. We talked about why it is important to retain more 
of the rights to one’s own work—not only for personal reasons, but 
also for the fiscal benefit of your institution (e.g., library budgets). We 
also encouraged faculty to amend the traditional publishing contracts 
by attaching the SPARC Addendum (SPARC 2012). We covered the 
different types of Creative Commons licenses available for nonpub-
lished works such as PowerPoint presentations, posters, syllabi, and 
other class material. The open access discussion covered several topics, 
including the Budapest Open Access Initiative and how to negotiate, 
purchase, and fund the open access rights. During the open access 
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discussion, we purposely cited several nonlibrary research articles that 
reported the benefits to authors of publishing in open access journals, 
such as being cited sooner and more frequently.7 We wanted to dem-
onstrate that open access is important to researchers across disciplines 
and is not just a library issue.
The final part of the presentation featured the USU institutional 
repository (IR), Digital Commons. We briefly explained what an IR 
is and how to get work deposited in Digital Commons. As we had 
confirmed earlier in the presentations, few authors had saved older 
publishing contracts, and we introduced them to tools such as SHER-
PA-RoMEO8 that can help determine which version of a work can be 
archived in an IR. At the time, USU’s Digital Commons was still very 
new on our campus, and one result of this presentation was a sharp 
increase in interest in participation in Digital Commons. Digital Com-
mons staff were inundated with vitas faculty wanted posted.9 Also, 
we suspect the conversation laid the foundation for the adoption by 
the USU Faculty Senate of an open access and authors’ rights policy in 
spring 2012 (USU 2012).
“Fair Use in Teaching: Or, How Not to Break the Law in Your 
Classroom”
In contrast to the focus on the potential hazards involved in creating 
copyrightable content in “Securing the Scholarly Record,” the second 
road show presentation focused on using copyrighted materials, pri-
marily in the classroom (USU Copyright Committee 2010a). Faculty 
members have a complex relationship with copyrighted materials—of-
ten wanting tight control when they author works but assuming liberal 
rights when using the intellectual property of others in a classroom. 
The goal of this presentation was threefold: first, overriding the key 
misconception that educational use equals fair use; second, informing 
faculty of their many options in using copyrightable works; and third, 
helping faculty members develop an appropriate sense of the risks 
involved.
The presentation opened with a short overview of copyright law, 
including a discussion of what is copyrightable, an explanation of the 
exclusive rights of copyright holders, and a summary of penalties for 
copyright infringement. Then we shifted sharply to address the ques-
tion of fair use, introduced with one simple slide: “Just because it is 
for educational purposes does not make your use fair.” Faculty tend to 
fixate on the first fair use factor, the nature of their use (educational), 
without realizing that it is imperative to weigh all four factors togeth-
er. This confusion is understandable, and the idealist in all of us may 
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wish that the first factor would govern all use at an educational insti-
tution. However, it falls to the realists to explain the law. The presen-
tation moved forward to explain the four factors and how a delicate 
balance must be maintained. Since the time of the road show presen-
tations at USU, there have been some significant developments that 
we would certainly have to address should we decide to repeat these 
presentations. The Association of Research Libraries has released its 
Code of Best Practices in Fair Use for Academic and Research Librar-
ies (ARL, CSM, and WCL 2012), which has certainly provided solid 
explanations of community practices that are somewhat more liberal 
than those we described in 2010. In contrast, however, Judge Orinda 
Evans’s district court decision in the Georgia State e-reserves case has 
drawn a “bright line” reading of fair use.10 Neither of these documents 
was available at the time of our road show presentations.
The presentation’s discussion of how to conduct a reasonable fair 
use analysis focused on an explanation of all four factors addressed 
in Title 17: the purpose and character of the use, the nature of the 
work, the amount of the work used, and the market effect a use might 
have on a work. Technically, none of the factors outweighs the others, 
although historically factor four seems to generate the most concern. 
The key message for faculty who undertake a good faith analysis is 
to decide whether or not a use is truly a fair use (and document their 
analysis), which will protect both them and their institution against 
claims of copyright infringement. The presentation encouraged faculty 
to maintain records of their own analyses, showing a tool developed at 
the University of Minnesota for this purpose (University of Minnesota 
2010).
Because the purpose of the presentation was to discuss when fair 
use was and was not appropriate, we also took the time to explain the 
codified classroom exemptions such as Section 110(1),11 which explic-
itly permits displays and performances (of video, for example) in a 
face-to-face teaching setting. Realizing the complexities of the TEACH 
Act, as well as the limitations on our time, this presentation did not 
cover Section 110(2).12 Instead, we saved that for a separate presenta-
tion specifically prepared for and delivered to our Regional Campus 
and Distance Education faculty.
Naturally, faculty members were not sure of what to do about 
uses not covered by fair use or a statutory exemption. We mentioned 
services such as the library’s electronic reserves or the USU Book-
store’s academic publishing division (course packs), but the preferred 
way to disseminate content to students is through course websites 
and learning management systems. Mentioning permissions often 
generated looks of annoyance. However, what faculty (sadly) seemed 
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not to realize was that the library had often prepaid for their use in 
the form of site licenses. Thus, we simply encouraged faculty to pro-
vide links to licensed content rather than downloading copies. In a 
teaching environment, showing faculty how to provide authenticated 
links makes much more sense, as securing permission to download 
and post copies is not generally a part of their workflow. Explain-
ing the nature of vendor contracts not only served the purpose of 
showing faculty how to provide legal links to licensed materials, it 
also afforded the library the opportunity to remind faculty of the 
integral role we play in providing content for research and teaching, 
showing them the scope of our electronic collections. Finally, talking 
about vendor contracts gave us the opportunity to remind faculty of 
the general terms of our campus site license agreements (including 
prohibitions of such activities as downloading entire journals, post-
ing electronic copies to websites and e-mail discussion lists, shar-
ing access credentials with friends or colleagues not affiliated with 
our institution, redistributing licensed content, making commercial 
or noneducational use of licensed resources, or using technologies 
to facilitate access to these resources outside of the university net-
work). While perhaps somewhat unrelated to copyright law per se, 
these contractual restrictions do govern the terms of our use of the 
electronic collections specifically and work in tandem with copy-
right law. The road show seemed an excellent time to illustrate this 
relationship.
Just as we took the opportunity to remind faculty of resources 
that the library had already licensed for their use, we also (as in the 
presentation “Securing the Scholarly Record,” described above) tried 
to make sure that faculty were aware of the world of freely available 
open access resources, including materials in the public domain, desig-
nated open access collections (focusing on our own Digital Commons), 
Creative Commons material, and other OpenCourseWare resources.
In wrapping up the presentation, we attempted to get faculty 
members to think about decisions relating to using copyrighted ma-
terials in terms of risk—and their own comfort level with risk taking. 
Having provided them with a broad outline of the requirements of 
the law as well as the potential damages, we illustrated our risk-tak-
ing model with a traffic light where “go” represents no to low risk; 
“caution,” only moderate risk (provided guidelines are followed); 
and “stop,” high risk (see Figure 14.1). Ultimately, the library is not 
the copyright police; however, librarians have taken it upon ourselves 
to inform our user community of both their rights and their respon-
sibilities. It is up to the individual to behave in a legal and ethical 
manner.
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Road Show Results
The subject librarians were very successful in securing a place on the 
agendas for departmental retreats. The team presented the road shows 
to twenty-three of forty-four different academic departments, with two 
departments having us visit twice to meet with those who had been 
unable to attend the retreat. We were pleased that we reached nearly 
half of the departments on campus. Ten of the presentations were 
“Fair Use in Teaching,” six were “Securing the Scholarly Record,” and 
six included both topics.
The presentations were an enormous success. During our visits, we 
advertised our website, which was not quite public yet, as well as our 
new e-mail address, and received many follow-up questions as a result 
of the talks. We stated up front that the fair use presentation would 
focus on face-to-face instruction, but it was clear from the questions 
we received that there was a need for educating our campus about the 
TEACH Act and copyright in an online environment, which we later 
developed as a separate presentation. In addition to questions about 
teaching in an online environment, we had several questions about 
electronic reserves, use of media in the classroom, open access, and the 
consequences of copyright violation.
Conclusions
There are several factors that have contributed to the success of the 
Copyright Committee. First, it had immediate support and funding 
Figure 14.1
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from the top university administrators. The library dean secured the 
support for the committee and its work from the provost and the other 
deans. Second, it included representatives from across the campus. 
Though the committee structurally resides within the library, copyright 
is not just a library issue. The committee, using as a mantra the title 
of the popular book Crowdsourcing: Why the Power of the Crowd Is 
Driving the Future of Business (Howe 2008), includes campus-wide 
expertise and perspective that have greatly facilitated what it does and 
given it additional credibility the campus-wide expertise and perspec-
tive have greatly facilitated what the committee does and given it 
additional credibility as a trusted source on issues related to copyright 
(although coordinating a large group is time-consuming). Recognizing 
the need for dedicated staff to focus on issues related to copyright, the 
library in the summer of 2012 hired its first copyright librarian.
Going forward, the Copyright Committee has several challenges. 
First and foremost, how can we maintain the cohesiveness of a campus 
committee while maintaining our current level of campus exposure? 
We know from the responses to the road shows that faculty want 
additional information and resources on copyright, especially as it 
relates to teaching in the online environment. Though our website has 
a section for students on copyright, the committee has not yet targeted 
students for specific copyright presentations. Libraries connect with 
students all the time through library instruction programs (informa-
tion literacy), but beyond talking about copyright in conjunction with 
plagiarism, information literacy in practice is more about familiarizing 
students with library resources than informing them about issues relat-
ing to intellectual property—their own and that of others.13 Moreover, 
how do we ensure that our communications are positive without com-
ing across as though we are the information police? The committee is 
still working on developing a plan that will address this conundrum.
We also face the challenge of keeping the committee up-to-date 
regarding copyright and our subject librarians aware of important is-
sues. As we mentioned earlier, our subject librarians have connections 
to the academic departments on campus and are a great frontline re-
source for disseminating information. Because we keep them informed 
of the basics of copyright issues, they are able to serve as one more 
connection to the Copyright Committee. It is, however, difficult to 
encourage busy librarians to take the time to attend training programs 
and keep up with the latest rulings. We take advantage of meetings to 
offer short briefings every now and then on important developments, 
such as the Georgia State case.14
More broadly, how do we want to balance our role of encourag-
ing campus copyright compliance with that of advocating for expand-
ing fair use and open access? This is perhaps our greatest challenge 
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of all. There is substantial tension between attempting to ensure that 
the campus is educated about what is and is not acceptable vis-à-vis 
Title 17 versus advocating for open access solutions, expanding the 
public domain, and pushing the boundaries of fair use. The first half 
of that equation seems limiting and frightening, while the second half 
is liberating and exciting. How do we educate about the limits while 
promoting the possibilities?
In summary, the prospect of addressing copyright issues on 
campus can be daunting and overwhelming. However, doing so has 
also presented the library with unique opportunities. Librarians built 
partnerships with university administration and other units to advance 
copyright awareness. Through their understanding of publishing, au-
thorship, and teaching, librarians have bridged an important commu-
nication gap between different campus constituencies, many of which 
are cognizant of only one side of the issue. Going forward, we have 
found that by engaging people from every area of the campus that is 
involved in copyright issues, we are able to pool our knowledge, share 
our experiences, and distribute the workload of educating the campus 
about this important issue.
Notes
 1. In fall 2011, Utah State University hired its first dedicated intel-
lectual property attorney, who became a member of the USU 
Copyright Committee right away.
 2. Technology, Education, and Copyright Harmonization Act of 
2002, 17 U.S.C § 110(2) (2002), http://www.copyright.gov/
title17/92chap1.html#110.
 3. We specifically participated in “Applying the Fair Use Doctrine” 
and “Copyright Considerations for e-Reserves” (Academic Im-
pressions 2010a, 2010b). Online education can be obtained from 
several other organizations and companies, including Center for 
Intellectual Property, Association of Research Libraries, Ameri-
can Library Association, and Copyright Clearance Center, to 
mention just a few.
 4. The Copyright@USU website is at http://www.usu.edu/copy-
rightatusu.
 5. The address of the copyright questions e-mail list is copyright@
usu.edu.
 6. Until the author signs a contract with a publisher, copyright law 
provides the author—the original copyright holder—with several 
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exclusive rights: the right to copy, distribute, reproduce, display, 
and perform. Unless the copyright holder transfers all or some of 
these rights to the publisher, the publisher would be in copyright 
violation for distributing the work.
 7. We specifically referenced four articles: Norris, Oppenheim, and 
Rowland 2008; Davis et al. 2008; Eysenbach 2006; and Hajjem, 
Harnad, and Gingras 2005.
 8. SHERPA/RoMEO is at http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo.
 9. After faculty submit their vita, IR staff and liaison librarians will 
investigate copyright status and obtain permission to post final 
PDFs whenever possible. If permission is not obtained, links will 
be provided to the publishers’ websites. (Thus, if the viewer’s in-
stitution subscribes to the journal, access should be immediate.) 
If the author provides the final post–peer-reviewed manuscript 
version, it too will be uploaded.
 10. Cambridge University Press et al. v. Patton et al., (N.D., Ga. 
2012), http://docs.justia.com/cases/federal/district-courts/georgia/
gandce/1:2008cv01425/150651/423.
 11. 17 U.S.C § 110(1), http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.
html#110.
 12. Technology, Education, and Copyright Harmonization Act of 
2002, 17 U.S.C § 110(2) (2002), http://www.copyright.gov/
title17/92chap1.html#110.
 13. Specifically, Standard 5 of the ACRL Information Literacy 
Competency Standards (ACRL 2000) says, “The information 
literate student understands many of the economic, legal, and 
social issues surrounding the use of information and accesses and 
uses information ethically and legally.” A core outcome of this 
standard is that students should demonstrate “an understanding 
of intellectual property, copyright, and fair use of copyrighted 
material.”
 14. Cambridge University Press et al. v. Patton et al.
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Chapter 15
The Right to Research Coalition and Open 
Access Advocacy: An Interview with Nick 
Shockey
Stephanie Davis-Kahl
Illinois Wesleyan University
Editors’ Note: In this interview, we wanted to get a sense 
of how information literacy and scholarly communication 
connections are enacted in the advocacy context. The Right 
to Research Coalition (R2RC), sponsored by the Scholarly 
Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition (SPARC), 
is a perfect case study. Nick Shockey, Director of R2RC, 
discusses the education and outreach work of the coalition 
and how librarians play an integral role in students’ learning 
about their rights as creators.
Stephanie Davis-Kahl (SDK): Nick, thanks so much for agreeing to be 
interviewed for our book. I’d like to begin with talking about librar-
ians specifically. What particular strengths can librarians bring to the 
Right to Research Coalition [R2RC]?
Nick Shockey (NS): Librarians share a unique strength with students 
in that they both affect all areas of campus. Librarians serve as a 
resource for all departments and offices. Students obviously touch all 
parts of the campus as well, so that’s a strength that librarians can use 
to their advantage when pushing for priorities such as OA [open ac-
cess] policies. Librarians are also subject matter experts when it comes 
to OA. They’re the ones who have to pay the bill for all these expen-
sive journals, and most librarians have a good grasp on why journals 
have become so expensive. They have the understanding to explain the 
problems with a closed scholarly communication system and the op-
portunities of OA in a way that engages both faculty and students. 
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SDK: What about contacts with students, integration into curriculum?
NS: Absolutely. Whenever librarians interact with students in the class-
room or in the library, those are great opportunities to bring up OA, 
especially when you’re discussing the resources the library has to offer. 
It’s a very natural time to bring up that this is what the library currently 
offers, but if academic publishing was structured to make research re-
sults openly available, we’d be able to offer much more. These interac-
tions are a good opportunity to get students to think about the choices 
they face when it comes to publishing their own work. The same goes 
for faculty as well. When librarians interact with faculty asking for 
help with research or for help in getting an article, those are all natural 
places to bring up OA. Unfortunately, when students and faculty are 
doing their research and come across an article they can’t get access to, 
I think there’s a natural inclination to think that is just the way it is. 
There’s very little transparency for users to see why they can’t get the 
articles they don’t have access to—they just see a pay wall or pop-up 
asking them to pay thirty dollars per article. They don’t see that there’s 
a publisher making high margins on the other side and raising prices 
by five, six, seven percent every year, year in and year out. How could 
they? There’s no mechanism in place to bring students’ attention to the 
problem as they’re encountering it. This is where I see librarians step-
ping in to play an important role, to raise awareness about open access 
where students may not otherwise see the problem.
SDK: In your conversations with the steering committee and the mem-
bers of R2RC, do you think that they’re aware that librarians have this 
depth of knowledge and this specific perspective?
NS: Whenever we do outreach to our members, one of the things we 
always mention is that when you get back to your campus, if OA is 
something that interests you, you need to talk to your librarian. For 
all the reasons I just mentioned, librarians are the source for institu-
tion-specific information: for example, how much your institution 
spends on journal resources or what your most expensive journal is. 
It’s actually the first thing we tell students to do when they get back 
to campus: talk to the librarians. We strongly encourage students to 
make those connections, and it’s certainly something that our Steer-
ing Committee and Coordinating Committee members are aware of 
and tell their own individual members. We will continue working with 
the library community to encourage outreach to students and student 
leaders. Combining both of these efforts, we hope to make students 
and librarians partners in promoting OA on campus.
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SDK: Shifting gears a little bit—how do you think your work as an ad-
vocate and as an educator represents what we’re trying to do with this 
book, which is to build and foster connections between information 
literacy and scholarly communication and provide models for people 
to use in their own work? Do you see yourself at the intersection of 
these two areas?
NS: Yes. The Internet has made concepts like licensing and the im-
plications of licensing choice on the ability to reuse content a crucial 
component of information literacy now more than ever, and there’s 
significant overlap between OA and IL. We should educate students 
about licensing while they’re still forming their own publishing habits, 
so when they’re lead authors, they understand the benefits of licensing 
their work in a way that allows others the rights to redistribute, repur-
pose, remix, and reuse without ambiguity. Granting users those rights 
clearly and openly is crucial to allow them to use licensed materials. If 
they have to ask your permission explicitly, chances are many uses and 
reuses of your work won’t occur.
I think that OA education also has a robust intersection with informa-
tion literacy in the sense that it encourages students to start thinking 
about these issues from a content producer’s point of view. So, when 
they become authors and publish their own articles, they’ve already 
begun to think about what it means to be a responsible steward of their 
work. They can see the connection between the pay walls they encoun-
ter during their research and the choices they make during publication.
SDK: For graduate students, that’s definitely the case, and I think we’re 
beginning to see that more with undergraduate students. Do you see 
that with the Right to Research Coalition with more undergraduates 
becoming involved?
NS: R2RC does skew towards graduate students, which is natural 
given their reliance on the academic literature. But undergraduates 
interact with academic literature as well, and our work with under-
graduates will only increase. I believe open access is something that’s 
very important to bring up as early as possible with students—they 
will likely have their first research experiences as undergraduates, and 
many of them will publish their first papers as undergraduates. It’s 
crucial to expose students to OA early as they’re still forming their 
publishing habits. There is a real risk that they might not import the 
same values they have for other information—that it should generally 
be open—to scholarship. They may have their first experiences with 
research and publication with a professor who is more conservative 
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or not aware of OA, and that experience could inform the rest of their 
career. For this reason, I think it’s every bit as important to engage 
undergraduates about open access as it is to engage graduate students, 
even it if takes a bit more effort since the undergrads may not be as 
naturally engaged with publishing as their graduate counterparts.
SDK: I think there’s the consumer perspective as well. Our students 
are very aware of the costs of their education, and I’m sure you saw 
this at Trinity, too, where there would be people who had scholarships 
and grants and they were working a job on-campus and maybe a job 
off-campus. And with the downturn in the economy, students are even 
more aware of the costs associated with becoming a college graduate. 
We emphasize that students lose access to databases and informa-
tion sources when they graduate and that OA is trying to change that 
model. The consumer approach seems to have resonance.
NS: Just to build on that briefly—raising awareness about the cost of 
journals is one of the most effective tools librarians have for getting 
students and faculty to take interest in OA as an issue. It’s a great entry 
point to begin the broader conversation about OA since most students 
and many faculty members are unaware of how fantastically expensive 
some journals are. Most likely they  don’t realize the very dramatic 
increase in prices over the last twenty or thirty years doesn’t just affect 
serials budgets, but also affects the library budget as a whole and the 
library’s ability to acquire books or provide additional services. When 
students are frustrated that the library is not open longer, as was the case 
on Trinity’s campus, you can draw a connection to the fact that, if you 
have to spend more and more on journal subscriptions, it cuts into how 
much you can provide in building hours or additional services. If you 
look at the ARL library data, monograph acquisition budgets are es-
sentially flat over the past twenty-five years, whereas serials budgets have 
gone up over 400%.1 So journal costs have a much broader impact than 
simply what resources are available on a given campus. As budgets have 
had to swell to keep pace with large journal price increases, that’s money 
that can’t go toward other library services or other parts of the university.
When talking about costs of publishing, I’m always sure to be clear that 
OA isn’t without cost either, but there’s strong evidence to show that a 
transition to an open scholarly publishing system would significantly 
reduce those costs. In an OA world, the economics of publishing would 
be much different. Publishers wouldn’t hold the same unique posi-
tion of power that they have in the current model at both ends of the 
market. Researchers have to publish in certain, high-impact journals to 
advance their careers, which means the owners of those journals have 
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a strong grip on the production side of the market. On the consumer 
side, they own the content and can ask whatever price they want for 
access. I believe it is precisely this position that has allowed publishers to 
charge the prices libraries face today. While there are still costs in an OA 
world, publishers won’t be in that uniquely powerful position over both 
authors and readers. With a move to an OA model, we could reasonably 
expect a drop in the cost of the overall scholarly publishing ecosystem, 
but again, that’s not to say that there wouldn’t be costs involved in an 
open system. There are real costs to be covered, but we can do it in a 
much more efficient way. I believe we can create a system that costs 
much less and allows access to all, rather than continuing to rely on this 
subscription model that’s very expensive and doesn’t do a particularly 
good job of leveraging the Internet to expand access to this information.
SDK: There’s also the “research as a public good” argument, and the 
social justice angle to OA.
NS: That’s one tool that librarians have to make sure they have in their 
toolkit when reaching out to students about OA—that is, to hammer 
home that OA is really and truly a social issue. It’s not an issue that’s 
confined to the library or to the academy; open access has a dramatic 
social impact. When you think about medical research, OA has the 
power to unlock and supercharge the process. Openness can, not only 
speed the development of new drugs and treatments, but also bring 
those new advancements into medical practice more quickly. The vast 
majority of doctors practice outside of an academic setting and may 
not be able to pay for access to medical research. The way we structure 
our scholarly publishing system makes it difficult for those doctors 
to access the results of the most recent medical research, even though 
we spend over $30 billion every year funding these studies. Medical 
research is only one example. OA can similarly accelerate research in 
clean energy, or computing, or the work that CERN [the European Or-
ganization for Nuclear Research] does in physics. Open access impacts 
such a wide, diverse set of issues because academic research is the foun-
dation for so much of our modern technology. When academic research 
is slowed, so is the pace of innovation across a modern economy.
Another issue students often don’t realize when they’re using library 
resources is that students elsewhere don’t have the same access that 
they do. Again, there’s nothing there to show them the broken publish-
ing system in place behind their library portal. There’s nothing to make 
them realize that their peers in low- and middle-income countries may 
have access to very little, and that lack of access has a direct effect on 
their ability to get a world-class education and contribute to progress 
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in their country. One of the great things about my job at the Right to 
Research Coalition is that we are a fully international organization 
that works with students in Europe, Africa, and around the world. It’s 
been a real pleasure to work with students around the world and hear 
directly from them about the barriers that they face—and there are 
some very significant barriers. They often have to rely on their peers 
in other countries to pass them articles when they don’t have access; 
it really inhibits their ability to get a complete, up-to-date education 
and become the world-class researchers they’re capable of being. These 
students I’ve met from parts of Africa—we work predominantly with 
medical students there—are clamoring for a research-based education. 
They appreciate the importance of research-based training even when, 
interestingly enough, some of their professors don’t feel its important 
to incorporate the journal literature. There is a burning desire to access 
these journals that they’re locked out of simply because their institu-
tions don’t have the money to pay for subscriptions. Even Harvard 
can’t afford access to everything it needs, so you can imagine the great 
challenges students face in less wealthy countries.
But open access isn’t just important to students and researchers on uni-
versity campuses. It also affects practicing doctors in these countries, 
and that has a very real impact. There are tragic cases of health profes-
sionals switching how they treat their patients based on abstracts—all 
they could get access to—and switching to less effective treatments, 
contributing to increased mortality rates. If they had been able to read 
the full text of the article, they would have likely realized that it didn’t 
apply to their situation. It’s important to realize that open access and 
the closed system it replaces do have a direct human impact.
Lastly, I think one of the cruelest ironies of a closed scholarly publish-
ing system is that, when we’re doing research on diseases like AIDS 
or malaria that have a disproportionate impact on the developing 
world, the breakthroughs we make are often published in journals that 
are so expensive that the practitioners, doctors, and policy-makers in 
the most affected countries can’t get access to them. Even though the 
breakthroughs exist, doctors may have a much harder time translating 
that into improved outcomes and lives saved. Policy makers in those 
countries tasked with creating good public policy face the same prob-
lem—if they can’t access the most up-to-date information, they can’t 
make the best decisions for their country.
SDK: In the past three years, the international membership in R2RC 
has skyrocketed. Was this an explicit goal, or did this evolve over the 
development of the coalition?
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NS: Going back to the beginning—we started in June 2009—we 
launched the Student Statement on the Right to Research after the Stu-
dent Summit on OA. Gavin Baker, a previous Student Outreach Fellow 
at SPARC and my predecessor, led the development of the statement, 
laid the groundwork and worked with the six original signatories 
of the Student Statement. I worked closely with SPARC over my last 
couple of years at Trinity University, where I was an undergraduate, 
and was involved as a participant in the discussions leading up to the 
Student Statement. The Student Statement started as a petition calling 
on university leaders, governments, students, and researchers to do 
what they could to make research openly and freely available. When I 
came to SPARC in June of 2009, it was originally a temporary position 
to get the Student Statement off the ground, but we were able to gen-
erate so much interest so quickly that SPARC realized this was a new 
program area and a real opportunity to create change. SPARC saw the 
long-term importance of outreach to the student community to ensure 
they were educated about and engaged with this issue. SPARC has a 
large portfolio of initiatives to promote open access, and I think it’s 
to SPARC’s credit that it realized students are the next generation of 
researchers, professors, and policy makers upon whom the long-term 
success of the OA movement will rest.
Over the first year we transformed from a petition into the Right to 
Research Coalition. The early membership realized—and this was 
something that came out of the OA Summit here in [Washington] DC 
that summer after we launched—that we needed a membership organi-
zation to foster connections and continue engagement. We didn’t want 
to have organizations sign the statement with the best of intentions but 
then lose momentum over time and drift away. Over the next year, we 
worked on putting infrastructure in place, culminating with the launch 
of our current website, which went live in the summer of 2010. It was 
also that summer when we began to make a concerted effort to ex-
pand internationally. In our first year, we felt we’d established a good 
foothold in North America, not only in the US, but in Canada as well. 
One of the most interesting things about OA and why it’s such a pow-
erful issue is that it affects students similarly no matter where they are 
in the world and no matter what they’re studying. It’s the only issue I 
can think of that has this unique ability to bring students together. As 
a priority, it makes just as much sense for the International Federation 
of Medical Students’ Associations as it does for the Caltech Graduate 
Students Council, the European Federation of Psychology Students’ 
Associations, or the Medical Students’ Association of Kenya. The issue 
of access to research affects them all in similar ways. Even more im-
portantly, the solutions to the problem are the same no matter where 
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you are or what you are studying. That’s why we pushed to make the 
R2RC international as early as we did. We wanted to bring all students 
along at the same pace and not have to build localized momentum in 
one area like North America but leave students out in other parts of 
the world. We took some time in the beginning and focused a lot on 
our coalition-building efforts, and that investment paid off quickly. 
Today, over half of our members are based outside of North America, 
predominantly in Europe but also in Africa, the Middle East, and 
South America, and that’s expanding every day. We now have sixty-
two member organizations that represent approximately seven mil-
lion students. Our members represent just over one hundred countries 
around the world.
SDK: One of the challenges on a college or university campus is that 
students are an ever-changing population. How does the coalition deal 
with that?
NS: That is definitely one of the most significant challenges we face 
and something we’ve struggled with. On one hand, the turnover is a 
tremendous opportunity because every year we have new students to 
work with, we have new students to educate. But it’s also one of our 
greatest challenges because to keep our members active, we have to 
maintain relationships over annual leadership transitions and keep 
our organizations engaged. Our members need to be willing to dedi-
cate time to R2RC even though they are full-time students and also 
have roles within their home student organization. There are certainly 
cases where we’ve had an active member drift away when the students 
within that organization who drove their work graduated. We’re in the 
process of creating a new structure for the coalition that we think will 
be a good solution to hedge against this problem of turnover. We have 
created, as of now, two coordinating committees that are geographical-
ly based: one for North America and one for Africa, Europe, and the 
Middle East. Once fully up and running, all of our member organiza-
tions will have two liaisons to those committees—one primary liaison 
that’s someone on the board of that organization, and an alternate 
liaison which is preferably a future leader that can learn about the is-
sue and the R2RC then transition to a primary role at the appropriate 
time. This structure should guard against loss of engagement when our 
students inevitably graduate, and it will also help facilitate knowledge 
transfer within our member organizations to ensure expertise isn’t lost. 
We’ll see how it plays out—the idea is actually something I picked 
up during my time at Trinity. On particularly important university 
committees, like the University Curriculum Council, they would ap-
point two student leaders so their two-year terms would overlap. One 
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student member would always have experience with the committee, 
rather than having to start from scratch every year.
SDK: So after people graduate, after they leave their student organiza-
tions and the Right to Research Coalition, how do you stay connected 
with them? Do you have an infrastructure to do that?
NS: At the moment, we do not. Being a young organization, we don’t 
have too many R2RC alumni just yet. It’s on our radar and something 
that came up at our first General Assembly this past July in Budapest. 
It’s certainly something that we will want to take advantage of in 
the future. As the students we work with move on, they will become 
practitioners, professors, and researchers, which likely means they will 
become members of scholarly and professional societies. As members, 
they can influence those societies to become more progressive on issues 
like OA or Open Educational Resources (OER). If they’re faculty, they 
could become new champions for institutional OA policies or authors 
of open textbooks. I think they will be a rich resource a few years 
down the road and something we’ll definitely want to leverage.
SDK: How did your time at Trinity help you get to this point? Did 
you always want to work for a nonprofit? How did working with the 
library and the faculty help you be successful now?
NS: Trinity played a central role in starting me down this path. The 
faculty nurtured my interest in OA and OER. Our University Librar-
ian, Diane Graves, and my mentor at Trinity, Erwin Cook, who was 
the chair of our classics department at the time, were supportive of my 
efforts every step of the way—from approaching university admin-
istrators to helping think through how to engage the professors on 
campus. Diane was on the SPARC Steering Committee when I was 
becoming interested, so I was extraordinarily lucky to have an expert 
like her around. I don’t know if I would have become so involved if I 
didn’t have her support and expertise; she’s the one that connected me 
with SPARC and their initial efforts to engage students. She is directly 
responsible for my interest and for my coming to work for SPARC. So 
obviously, I feel librarians have an important role to play in cultivating 
an interest in OA within their students.
SDK: And it sounds like your student leadership experience also had 
a very formative role in preparing you to work with different kinds of 
people: not only your peers, but also people who were in authority roles 
and in roles that could mentor you and help guide you along the way.
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NS: Oh, absolutely. Before I was involved in promoting OA, I was 
involved in trying to get Trinity to adopt an open courseware (OCW) 
program similar to what MIT has done. In support of those efforts, 
I talked to a sizable proportion of the student groups on-campus to 
raise awareness and ask them to sign a petition urging the administra-
tion to establish an open courseware program. That sort of coalition 
building, even though it was just a petition, was certainly helpful in 
getting experience in what I’d later be doing with the R2RC. As part of 
this effort to promote OCW at Trinity, I ran for and was elected to our 
Association of Student Representatives (ASR) so I could leverage our 
student government to push this OCW idea forward. In that role I was 
able to make ASR the second student government in the US to call on 
Congress to pass the Federal Research Public Access Act (the first was 
the University of Florida, led by Gavin Baker). Through those efforts, I 
made connections with Trinity’s administration; I became comfortable 
working with university leadership—building relationships and trying 
to sell them on ideas—and that experience has been phenomenally use-
ful and would have been regardless of the field I ultimately entered. 
SDK: So you’ve been doing this for about five years all told, from your 
time at Trinity up until now, is that correct? So how have you seen OA 
advocacy change and grow over that five years?
NS: It’s incredible—I feel like I happened to come along at the per-
fect time. OA, as a term, turned ten years old this year with the tenth 
anniversary of the Budapest Open Access Initiative—so I came in at 
about the halfway point. The change has been remarkable. When I 
first became involved in 2007, the NIH Public Access Policy was just 
about to become law. It was great to dive in right as that happened 
and see firsthand the remarkable job SPARC and Heather Joseph, 
SPARC’s Executive Director, did to support the policy’s passage. With 
that as a starting point, the progress has been dramatic. For example, 
we will soon have to revise our Student Statement on the Right to 
Research because it lists the total number of OA journals at just over 
4,000, which was accurate when the statement was drafted; however, 
there are now well over 8,500. The number of OA journals has more 
than doubled. The number of institutional and funder OA policies has 
increased significantly as well. Harvard passed its institutional OA 
policy, the first here in the US, right before I graduated from Trinity, 
and it has served as a model for others around the world. Trinity was 
actually the first primarily liberal arts college in the US to pass an in-
stitutional OA policy, and it was great to be part of those efforts while 
I was a student. I’ll always remember driving home for the holidays 
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during my first year at SPARC when Diane called to tell me Trinity’s 
Faculty Senate had officially passed the OA policy.
The past year has seen open access take on an even higher profile. This 
year alone we’ve seen three or four articles in the Economist, OA has 
been in the New York Times on a number of occasions, it’s been in a 
lot of other leading publications, including the Guardian. Two R2RC 
members, the American Medical Student Association and the National 
Association of Graduate-Professional Students, published an op-ed in 
the Washington Post this summer. 2012 has seen OA transition into a 
mainstream issue. When I first started, OA was a conversation primar-
ily between librarians and publishers. Now it’s becoming an issue for 
the public at large, and we’ve seen the interest continue to build. In 
Congress, we’ve been pushing the Federal Research Public Access Act 
(FRPAA) which would require all publicly funded research be made 
freely available within 6 months of publication. It had over thirty co-
sponsors in the House and was completely bipartisan. There has been 
significant interest from the White House as well. In the first year of 
President Obama’s administration, the Office of Science and Technol-
ogy Policy issued a request for public comment on opening access to 
publicly funded research and then issued another request the following 
year. In 2012, the White House We the People petition for OA reached 
its goal of 25,000 signatures in only two weeks2. There has been a 
great deal of interest from the executive and legislative branches, both 
of which hold the power to unlock all federally funded research. It’s 
been exciting to hear friends and colleagues outside of the OA commu-
nity become increasingly aware of the issue. I feel we are at the brink 
of switching the default open, making public-access policies a common 
practice among research funders. Hopefully we’ll continue to see an 
even faster shift in that direction. I believe we’re at the inflection point 
in the curve toward openness, and there couldn’t be a better time for 
students and librarians to work together to drive a conversation about 
OA on their campus.
Finally, I see the student role in promoting open access as that of a 
catalyst. Institutional OA policies are ultimately decided by a uni-
versity’s faculty. These aren’t top-down changes or ones the students 
vote on. A lot of work must be done to change attitudes and correct 
misconceptions in order to secure faculty support for an OA policy. It’s 
not something students can pass. It’s not something librarians can pass 
alone. What students and librarians are well positioned to do is to help 
raise awareness of OA and to identify and recruit opinion leaders and 
champions for OA. After you find these individuals, you can leverage 
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them by holding events or writing op-eds in the campus newspaper to 
raise awareness and build support for the issue. That’s how the mo-
mentum for these policies and changes in attitude take hold. Students 
and librarians are uniquely positioned to foster those conversations, 
to drive those events, and to bring the rest of the campus community 
together to have the discussions that result in an OA policy.
From my experience, when students become active advocates for OA, 
it makes faculty take notice, even to the point of reevaluating their own 
opinions. Students have a significant role to play in initiating a wider 
discussion about OA on campus, which can often be one of the more 
difficult parts of passing a policy. As we’ve seen on numerous campuses, 
students can provide the impetus to start the conversation or rein-
vigorate it. Having an open community discussion helps to create and 
identify champions as well as communicate the benefits of open access, 
including the citation advantage correlated with making an article open-
ly available or how rich institutional repositories help raise the profile 
of an institution as a research center. Processes will differ from institu-
tion to institution, but this was my experience at Trinity, and I imagine 
it would hold true elsewhere. Again, somebody has to be behind the 
scenes, driving these conversations, putting on the events, and creating 
the initial momentum. Librarians have a critical role to play in nurturing 
students’ interests in OA and making the case for OA to faculty. 
Notes
1.  ARL. 2006. Monograph and serial expenditures in ARL libraries, 
1986–2011. http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/t2_monser11.xls (ac-
cessed January 14, 2013).
2.  The White House petition site, We the People, at https://petitions.
whitehouse.gov, allows individuals to create and sign online peti-
tions on issues of concern to them. When a petition meets the sig-
nature threshold, the administration reviews and responds to it. 
The petition to “require free access over the Internet to scientific 
journal articles arising from taxpayer-funded research,” created 
May 13, 2012, had over 50,500 signatures in early January 2013 
(https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/require-free-access-
over-internet-scientific-journal-articles-arising-taxpayer-funded-
research/wDX82FLQ).
Chapter 16
ACRL’s Scholarly Communications Roadshow
Bellwether for a Changing Profession
Joy Kirchner
University of British Columbia Library
Kara J. Malenfant
Association of College and Research Libraries
Introduction
At its heart, the ACRL Scholarly Communications Roadshow program 
highlights the need to redefine what it means to be a librarian in the 
twenty-first century. For over a decade, the Association of College and 
Research Libraries (ACRL) has been committed to its scholarly commu-
nication initiative as one of its highest strategic priorities. Professional 
development and continuing education for academic librarians are cor-
nerstones of the initiative. The Roadshow’s responsive curriculum has 
grown to support academic librarians as they stretch their professional 
muscles in new ways. Attuned to a changing community, Roadshow 
presenters continuously update the curriculum, and it has shifted focus 
from imparting a basic awareness of the dynamics in the current system 
of scholarly communication to facilitating participants’ deeper under-
standing and engagement or commitment to changing the system.
More than meeting the community where it is, the Roadshow 
program challenges participants to assume ever more active roles in 
accelerating the transition to a more open system of scholarship. The 
Roadshow program has set goals to stimulate new thinking about 
the future of library services, to provide practical ideas on developing 
services, and to discuss emerging themes, such as the use of alternative 
metrics in reward systems and the intersections of scholarly communi-
cation and student learning.
Through the Roadshow, ACRL not only reached those who may 
not attend national conferences or work at large research universities, 
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but also asserted that scholarly communication issues are central to 
the work of all academic librarians and all types of institutions. In this 
chapter, we describe how the program has evolved to support academ-
ic librarians as they assume new roles as contributors of knowledge 
creation, advocates of sustainable models of scholarship, and partners 
of faculty in both research and educational processes.
Background and Context
Within ACRL’s current strategic plan, there are three primary goal 
areas of focus for 2011–2016: the value of academic libraries, student 
learning, and the research and scholarly environment. The goal for 
the research and scholarly environment strategic area is, “Librarians 
accelerate the transition to a more open system of scholarship.” The 
specific objectives are:
1. Model new dissemination practices.
2. Enhance members’ ability to address issues related 
to digital scholarship and data management.
3. Influence scholarly publishing policies and practices 
toward a more open system.
4. Create and promote new structures that reward and 
value	open	scholarship.	(ACRL	2011)
This commitment to hastening a more open system of scholarship 
is not new. ACRL has long endeavored to reshape the system of schol-
arly communication, focusing on the areas of education, advocacy, 
coalition building, and research. Starting in January 2000, an ACRL 
task force on scholarly communication began discussing how ACRL 
might contribute to shaping the future of scholarly communication 
and stated that such discussion “requires envisioning what such a fu-
ture might be like” (English et al. 2002, 4). In the task force’s January 
2002 report to the ACRL board, they had determined that the issues 
surrounding scholarly communication and publishing were of major 
import to ACRL members. The task force recommended that ACRL, 
as one of its highest strategic priorities, be actively engaged in working 
to reshape the current system of scholarly communication, with activi-
ties to include educational work, political advocacy, coalition building, 
and research. In describing the broad-based educational work, the task 
force identified a new role for ACRL:
Given the complexity of these issues, and the impor-
tance of working on them in a sustained way over time, 
we	believe	there	is	a	critical	need	for	ACRL	to	mount	
ongoing programs to educate academic librarians about 
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scholarly	communication	issues	and	for	ACRL	to	create	
support mechanisms, programs, and publicity efforts 
to help make faculty researchers and higher educa-
tion administrators more aware of the importance of 
these	concerns.	ACRL’s	broad	membership	base	and	its	
strong record in programming and continuing education 
puts the association in a unique position to be effective 
in these areas. (English et al. 2002, 6)
Based on the recommendations in the report, ACRL launched its 
scholarly communication initiative in spring 2002 as one of its highest 
strategic priorities. ACRL’s new standing committee of the Board, the 
Scholarly Communications Committee, then focused on continuing 
education for academic librarians by developing a preconference for 
the ALA Annual 2004 in Orlando, Florida: Scholarly Communication 
101: An Introduction to Scholarly Communication Issues and Strate-
gies for Change. Presentations from this preconference included:
•	 Anatomy of a Crisis: Dysfunction in the Scholarly Communi-
cations System (by Lee Van Orsdel)
•	 Copyright, Licensing, and Information Policy: Mine, Mine, 
and Well, Mine! (by Dwayne Buttler)
•	 Fostering a Competitive Market (by Ray English)
•	 Open Access (by Karen Williams)
•	 Scholarly Communication: Legislative and Political Advocacy 
(by James G. Neal)
•	 Scholarly Communication: Strategies for Change (by James G. 
Neal)
These presentation materials became the foundation of the ACRL 
Scholarly Communication Toolkit, which was launched in March 
2005 to support advocacy efforts for academic and research libraries.
The path from this initial preconference to creating a sustained 
Roadshow workshop with a “101” basic level approach was not 
entirely linear, and next we will describe in the stages leading up to it. 
In addition to offering this very first preconference in 2004 aimed at a 
basic 101-level education, members of the Scholarly Communications 
Committee, together with staff, began exploring a new project with 
the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) to jointly promote the 
development of library-led outreach programs. The two organizations 
recognized a shared concern for supporting academic and research 
libraries in their growing efforts to develop campus outreach pro-
grams. Through the ARL/ACRL Institute on Scholarly Communication 
(ISC), the organizations have sought to aid libraries in developing their 
outreach programs by offering websites with resources and plan-
ning guides, topical webcasts, workshops, and an immersive learning 
experience. This signature two-and-a-half day event, first offered in 
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July 2006, prepares participants to become local experts within their 
libraries and provides a structure for developing a program plan for 
scholarly communication outreach that is customized for each partici-
pant’s institution.
Many of the members of ACRL’s Scholarly Communications Com-
mittee worked as faculty to design and deliver initial offerings of the 
immersive event for the ISC. In this capacity, they recognized the wide 
variance in background understanding and engagement in scholarly 
communications as a critical perspective for academic libraries and li-
brarians. They saw a strong need to provide librarians with contextual 
understanding in order to help them take action and develop campus 
outreach programs. While many librarians understood that copyright, 
information economics, business models, open access, and other schol-
arly communications issues are important, they did not have enough 
background in these issues to begin taking action in their own library 
and campus settings.
Many academic librarians, therefore, continued to require a basic 
approach before being able to benefit from the more advanced work 
on program planning offered via the ISC. To help this segment of the 
community, ACRL committee members decided in 2008 to return to 
the “101” idea and develop a workshop specifically targeting librar-
ians who were new to scholarly communications issues. It was felt that 
such a program could serve as a bridge course toward more advanced 
opportunities such as the ISC.
As one way to understand the varying levels of readiness within 
the community, we looked to an article by Joyce Ogburn (2008), 
which has served as a cornerstone text for the ISC. In it, she proposes 
a series of five stages through which libraries, by programmatic efforts, 
will advance:
1. Awareness: having basic knowledge of the issues
2. Understanding: higher order of knowledge, intelligence, and 
appreciation 
3. Ownership: commitment and obligation
4. Activism: goal-directed, concerted, and purposeful action
5. Transformation: attainment of a profound alteration of as-
sumptions, methods, and culture
Defining and applying these stages, she wrote, “can help establish 
and guide a program by setting direction and goals, tracking progress, 
identifying landmarks, and noting achievements…The stages reflect 
an evolution from local action to collaborative efforts with the goal 
of achieving widespread change” (Ogburn 2008, 45). These stages 
provide a useful theoretical framework against which to consider how 
ACRL’s curriculum for the Roadshow has evolved to support a com-
munity in transition, as we’ll describe next.
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From Conference Workshop to Roadshow
The Roadshow curriculum was initially developed by members of the 
ACRL Scholarly Communications Committee in a proposal for a basic 
half-day workshop offered in person as part of the ACRL 14th Na-
tional Conference, Push the Edge: Explore, Engage, Extend, in Seattle, 
Washington, March 12–15, 2009. Workshop leaders, known experts 
from the committee, developed the curriculum based on learning out-
comes and speaker guidelines delineated in the proposal. Two mem-
bers of the committee, Joy Kirchner (University of British Columbia) 
and Lee Van Orsdel (Grand Valley State), worked in consultation with 
staff liaison Kara Malenfant to lead and guide the development of the 
program in accordance with the committee’s goals and in keeping with 
ACRL’s commitment to continuing education in this area. They created 
a twofold vision for the workshop:
•	 Develop an ACRL educational offering that provides the 
library community with well-developed basic scholarly com-
munications program.
•	 Use the workshop as an opportunity to broaden expertise in 
scholarly communications by seeking out new, but knowl-
edgeable and engaged, librarians for whom this opportunity 
to present would be good national-level exposure. Partner 
these new librarians with seasoned Scholarly Communications 
Committee experts or faculty from the ISC.
The workshop was titled “Scholarly Communication 101” and 
was developed with the possibility of future offerings in mind. Two 
other presenters joined Kirchner and Van Orsdel in Seattle: Sarah 
Shreeves (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and a faculty 
member with the ISC), and Molly Keener (Wake Forest University), a 
newcomer. The four presenters worked together to develop the follow-
ing modules for the half-day workshop:
1. Introduction and economic issues
2. Open access and openness as a principle
3. Copyright and intellectual property
4. New modes and models of scholarly communication
While it was in development, the presenters discussed the upcom-
ing workshop with the ACRL Scholarly Communications Commit-
tee at a January 2009 meeting. Then-ARL staff member Karla Strieb 
(née Hahn) commented that librarians at the workshop may eagerly 
approach the presenters and invite them to offer a reprise on their 
campuses. Sensing an opportunity to further ACRL’s strategic goals1 by 
taking the workshop out and extending its reach, Malenfant suggested 
the committee develop an ACRL-subsidized Roadshow program 
that institutions could apply to host. This plan was enthusiastically 
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endorsed by the ACRL Scholarly Communications Committee and 
implemented quickly thereafter.
In early March 2009, ACRL announced that it would carry the 
costs to take the workshop, “Scholarly Communications 101: Start-
ing with the Basics,” on the road to five locations, chosen through a 
competitive process, in summer 2009. Promotion was queued up so 
that the Roadshow was advertised with flyers and announcements at 
the ACRL 14th National Conference in Seattle.
In preparing to take the workshop on the road, presenters adapted 
the curriculum based on what they had learned. Additional presenters 
were recruited from available ISC faculty: Kevin Smith (Duke Uni-
versity) and Terri Fishel (Macalaster College). When announced, the 
Roadshow was promoted in this way:
Led by two expert presenters, this structured interac-
tive overview of the scholarly communication system 
highlights individual or institutional strategic planning 
and action. Four modules focus on new methods of 
scholarly publishing and communication, copyright and 
intellectual property, economics and open access. As 
a result of the workshop, participants will understand 
scholarly communication as a system to manage the 
results of research and scholarly inquiry, enumerate 
new modes and models of scholarly communication 
and select and cite key principles, facts and messages 
relevant to current or nascent scholarly communica-
tion plans and programs at their institutions. “Scholarly 
Communication 101” is appropriate for those with new 
leadership assignments in scholarly communication 
as well as liaisons and others who are interested in the 
issues and need foundational understanding. (ALA 2009)
Mentoring New Presenters
In addition to developing programming that would educate librarians 
with new responsibilities for scholarly communication, the Roadshow 
has also served as a vehicle for directly mentoring newer librarians by 
expanding the presenter pool to bring in different areas of expertise 
within scholarly communication at large. To that end, a call went out 
to both faculty members of the ISC and the ACRL Scholarly Commu-
nications Committee asking for recommendations for new presenters. 
These calls resulted in recruiting a newer librarian, Keener, to be part 
of the group designing and delivering the workshop at ACRL National 
Conference 2009. Once the Roadshow was launched, more presenters 
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were needed, resulting in a similar call to ISC and committee members 
to recruit an additional newer librarian, Molly Kleinman (University 
of Michigan). Members of the committee mentored Keener and Klein-
man as appropriate in both developing the curriculum and in teaching.
As the Roadshow continued, the team of expert presenters was 
enlarged to accommodate an expanded program and replace those 
who discontinued their service to the program. A model for expand-
ing the pool was discussed by the ACRL Scholarly Communications 
Committee, where it was decided that a formal selection process and 
mentorship program should be integrated into the Roadshow pro-
gram, with specific funding earmarked for this purpose. ACRL sent 
out an announcement seeking expressions of interest from prospec-
tive presenters to all major scholarly communication lists in March 
2011. This opportunity was also widely advertised at the ACRL 2011 
conference, and a formal selection and interview process took place 
for two new presenters over a two-year period. Ada Emmet (University 
of Kansas) was selected in 2011, and Stephanie Davis-Kahl (Illinois 
Wesleyan University) was selected in 2012.
Program Revision in 2012
Constant revision and updates to the program have been a critical 
staple in the Roadshow curriculum development. Workshop presenters 
are active in developing the program because they are keenly aware 
of how quickly the scholarly communication arena is evolving. They 
collaborate frequently to reflect on the program deliverables, deter-
mine what improvements are necessary, and revise the program and 
handouts as new information emerges in this arena. They are attuned 
to the shifts they are observing in the community over time as library 
programs evolve through Ogburn’s stages.
Recognizing this evolution relies on more than just a tacit sense; 
there is data to support the observation that libraries are becom-
ing more engaged and taking on more activities related to scholarly 
communication education and outreach. Prior to each Roadshow, 
participants are asked to identify one person from each library to 
answer a series of questions—a census if you will. The purpose is to 
better understand the state of scholarly communication education 
and outreach efforts at the library level in the short term and the long 
term. The online questionnaire presents a checklist of some eighteen 
scholarly communication activities (e.g., outreach events for faculty 
on scholarly communication topics, an institutional repository, a fund 
to pay author fees for open access journal publishing, etc.) and asks 
the submitters to identify their library’s current activities and its future 
plans. In nearly all cases, there has been an increase in the number of 
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libraries offering these activities over the last four years. (For complete 
text of questions and data underlying the graph in Figure 16.1, see Ap-
pendix 16.1: Responses to Pre-Workshop Questionnaire on Library-
Level Engagement.)
Given this evidence that libraries felt a sense of ownership and 
were increasingly committing resources to implement education and 
outreach activities, it was felt that the community had largely moved 
beyond Ogburn’s first stage of awareness of the issues and that it was 
time to shift the program offerings from a 101-level curriculum aimed 
at basic knowledge deliverables to a more advanced program. ACRL 
sought to marshal resources to do this work well and named Kirchner, 
who had been acting as coordinator of the presenter group, as ACRL 
visiting program officer to lead that change. After three years of revi-
sions, in 2012 the Roadshow was substantially modified and renamed, 
“Scholarly Communications: From Understanding to Engagement.”
This title dropped the 101 designation and the term basics to reflect 
the transition from the program’s earlier goal of providing a base-level 
understanding of scholarly communication. As of 2012, the program is 
now a more robust professional development offering and has extended 
from a half-day to a full-day workshop. New learning objectives were 
crafted to better reflect new deliverables (see Appendix 16.2.).
Have held outreach events for faculty on SC topics
Have held outreach events for students on SC topics
Have held education events for library staff on SC topics
Include SC topics in info lit instruction sessions
Have a library web presence on SC aimed at campus
Have a library web presence on SC aimed at library staff   
Job descriptions for library staff include SC duties
Have assigned library staff members to be responsible for SC 
Have a library committee on SC that includes library staff
Have a library committee on SC that includes other campus
Offer services, such as copyright, author rights, etc.,
Offer services on open access mandates compliance
Offer services that support data management plan 
Have an institutional repository
Have a fund to pay author fees for open access journal 
Library serves as publisher for new models of SC
Discussions with faculty leadership regarding open-access
Member of SPARC (the Scholarly Publishing and Academic 
Member of the Alliance for Taxpayer Access
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%
2009 Yes
2010 Yes
2011 Yes
2012 Yes
Figure 16.1
Library-level activities of roadshow participants
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The Roadshow is now aimed at those with administrative respon-
sibilities or new leadership assignments in scholarly communication or 
digital publishing, as well as liaisons and any others who are seeking 
to advance their professional development in scholarly communica-
tion. Broad goals of the revised program are designed to stimulate new 
thinking about the role of scholarly communication in the future of 
library services, to provide practical ways for participants to develop 
service models for scholarly communication in their libraries, and to 
empower participants to help accelerate the transformation of the 
scholarly communication system.
As the program matured, ACRL introduced a cost-sharing model 
to align the program more closely with other ACRL professional 
development opportunities. (ACRL is committed to underwriting the 
bulk of the costs for delivering the Roadshow, and the cost for the five 
successful host institutions is $2,000. Separate from this competitive 
application process, ACRL will now offer the program at full cost to 
institutions wishing to license it.) The revised workshop was piloted at 
the ALA Midwinter Meeting 2012 and was one of the best-attended 
ACRL daylong offerings at an ALA Midwinter Meeting in several 
years. In evaluating this offering, a standard ACRL instrument was 
used to allow data to be collected in a way that would tie the data 
back to ACRL’s key performance indicators for professional develop-
ment programs.
Looking Back
The program was initially developed to help libraries that were just 
starting to consider how to develop campus outreach programs, 
with an aim of supporting Ogburn’s first stage (awareness: having 
basic knowledge of the issues). However, it quickly evolved to assist 
participants in thinking through service models for their scholarly 
communication activities and rapidly began to incorporate a higher 
level of knowledge and appreciation of the more nuanced aspects of 
scholarly communication. For instance, while open access awareness 
and education was the chief discussion point in the first Roadshow, by 
2012, presenters became aware that open access is largely well under-
stood and that there was a need to shift that segment of the workshop 
to focus more on emergent areas and the politics of open access and 
openness in practice.
The presenters have been increasingly challenged with developing 
a curriculum to suit all library types. They have increasingly recog-
nized, throughout the four years of the Roadshow, that scholarly com-
munication is no longer the focus of just large, research-intensive in-
stitutions. Accordingly, the program evolved to broaden the discussion 
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from a publishing and research perspective to encompassing more of 
a teaching and learning perspective. This redesign allows it to resonate 
more with librarians undertaking scholarly communication activities 
at institutions with a primary focus on undergraduate education. The 
curriculum also evolved to include more material designed to assist 
liaison librarians who are working with students and with faculty as 
teachers, not just researchers. The presenters further redesigned the 
material to be applicable to any size institution. To further understand 
how the Roadshow could better support liberal arts colleges, Kirchner 
recruited Davis-Kahl (prior to her selection as a new presenter) to help 
the committee gather information about scholarly communication 
activities, priorities, needs, and current programs at small liberal arts 
colleges as a way of guiding our future training efforts. This work is 
currently underway in summer 2012.
In addition to adjusting the curriculum to meet the needs of librar-
ians at different types of institutions, the presenters have discussed 
how to address the differences within disciplines regarding scholarly 
communications. It seems very important, and still more aspirational 
than real, for the Roadshow to help librarians deal with the actual 
conditions and variance in attitudes regarding scholarly communica-
tion in art history, English, biology, or physics, for example. While 
presenters have declared themselves anxious to address disciplinary 
differences, the best method of doing so is unclear. They see disciplin-
ary differences as an important aspect of the intersection between 
scholarly communication and information literacy, and it is a recurring 
theme during debriefing calls and retreats.
Emerging Themes in 2012
In 2012, the curriculum was reshaped to build in more engagement 
with participants on how their libraries could create value-added 
services in the system of scholarship. This included thinking beyond 
open access and institutional repositories to consider other mecha-
nisms to enhance knowledge exchange and mobilization, new forms 
of both creation and dissemination of scholarship, and means for 
tracking those developments on our own campuses. The presenters 
more deliberately included case studies in the curriculum to both 
instigate discussion and showcase how other institutions created such 
value-added services as supports for the open exchange of scholar-
ship, open education services, publishing services, and copyright 
services. Several emerging themes surfaced by 2012. These include 
e-science, data management, scholarly communication as it relates to 
student learning, and how emerging alternative metrics to evaluate 
scholarship may change faculty reward systems (e.g., promotion and 
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tenure). While this chapter cannot explore each of these emerging 
themes in depth, we chose to focus on two that are relevant, given the 
subject of this book.
First, we look at the emerging theme of scholarly communication 
and student learning. The 2012 Roadshow program saw an increased 
interest in developing scholarly communication programs that fo-
cused on undergraduate publishing support as a result of the increased 
number of institutions placing strategic emphasis on undergraduate 
research. As a result, the Roadshow provided more emphasis on ways 
in which scholarly communication programming can support such in-
stitutional imperatives. The Roadshow presented case studies on how 
scholarly communication librarians or liaison librarians are working 
with faculty to provide avenues to give their undergraduate students 
publishing experience, typically through open access avenues. Exam-
ples include faculty who have created assignment-based models rang-
ing from student article submissions to open access student journals 
to the launching of a student open access journal where students are 
assigned specific editorial roles as defined in such open access journal 
programs as Open Journal Systems. Other examples include student 
submission of exemplary undergraduate student work in institutional 
repositories. Still other faculty are providing their students with oppor-
tunities for publishing experience through other “open avenues,” such 
as wikis or through submission to Wikipedia.2
Next we look at another emerging theme around the use of 
alternative metrics in rewarding and valuing open scholarship. The 
Roadshow has always addressed the role of promotion and tenure 
in the segments on the system of scholarly communication and as an 
influencing factor in the economics of traditional scholarly publishing. 
However, in the most recent cycle of Roadshows, there was increased 
interest in delving more deeply into exploring programmatic roles for 
libraries and librarians in promotion and tenure arenas. Through facil-
itated dialogue, presenters and participants explore a role for libraries 
in assisting promotion and tenure committees with the evaluation of 
newer forms of scholarship. As promotion and tenure committees are 
increasingly faced with evaluating newer forms of digital scholarship, 
libraries could potentially play a role in providing context and un-
derstanding of new models of scholarship and supporting alternative 
metrics (altmetrics) on their own campuses as a means of offering sup-
port for scholarship or promotion and tenure cases that are not well 
supported by traditional citation metrics. Discussion included how 
libraries can play a role in supporting or creating altmetrics to provide 
other avenues to demonstrate impact of an author’s or creator’s work 
beyond traditional avenues and how such models would be especially 
useful for those faculty seeking to demonstrate value for new models 
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of scholarship. Presenters and participants have also discussed col-
lections statistics, institutional repository statistics, and how libraries 
can utilize, support, or contribute to the growing number of emerging 
altmetric tools in development.3
Looking Forward
To a large degree, the Roadshow program focuses on transitions 
occurring in research, publishing, teaching, and learning practices 
brought about by new technologies. Those changes and the need to 
both respond and proactively shape a future that fully leverages the 
affordances inherent in new technologies, is at the heart of the Road-
show programming. The Roadshow curriculum is likely to evolve to 
capture more thinking about the following trends:
1. Value-added library services and mechanisms to enhance 
knowledge exchange, translation, dissemination, and mo-
bilization, especially to support open exchange of research 
and scholarship. Linked to this discussion is the growing 
importance of the accessibility and reuse of research data as 
an important emergent and complex new arena in scholarly 
communication as libraries begin to develop service models 
in support of data management. The intersection of scholarly 
communication and data curation will need to be explored.
2. The intersection of information literacy and scholarly commu-
nication. ACRL has begun to explore this trend through this 
book and a forthcoming white paper. Likely the Roadshow 
program will evolve as these investigations continue.
3. The growing value of “personal collections,” open educa-
tion models, and open research data. How these collections 
contribute to scholarship and scholarly practice will likely be 
tracked in the Roadshow program.
4. How actively institutions wish to support, preserve, and 
promote new forms of scholarship. As colleges and universi-
ties are faced with the challenges of reviewing emerging forms 
of scholarship and scholarly communication for promotion 
and tenure considerations, they (perhaps with help from their 
libraries) will need to this issue. Key questions for future 
scholarly communication programming will likely include 
tracking and thinking through the following:
•	 How is the emerging landscape of scholarly communication 
and contribution shifting?
•	 How might promotion and tenure processes be adapted to 
support knowledge production, transmission, and preserva-
tion in an increasingly participatory culture?
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•	 What approaches to promotion and tenure review are be-
ing adopted and used by leading institutions in light of the 
changing landscape of scholarly communication and contri-
bution? Are there emerging best practices at the disciplinary 
level that might serve as a model for others?
•	 What metrics of scholarly communication and impact will 
be relevant for promotion and tenure committees in a shift-
ing landscape of scholarly communication? How will this 
differ by discipline? What role can librarians play in pro-
viding altmetrics in support of new models of scholarship?
•	 What is the role of community engagement in emerging 
forms of scholarly communication?
•	 In what ways can libraries assist with supporting sustain-
able scholarship in both its emerging formats and tradi-
tional formats?
Conclusion
In its fourth year, and with the 2012 workshops completed, the 
Roadshow will have visited seventeen different states, the District of 
Columbia, one US territory, and one Canadian province. The twenty 
workshops offered over these four years will have reached 1,272 
participants from 344 different colleges and universities. (For a break-
down, see Appendix 16.3.) Participants have given consistently high 
evaluations with comments such as these:
•	 “I liked how simple the presenters made a very complex sub-
ject appear…I hope that I can do the same in the future.”
•	 “It helped me connect issues in a coherent way—the relation-
ship between open movement, copyright, economics etc.—
good to have a conceptual framework.”
•	 “My epiphany moment was how much faculty plays a role 
and how, as a library, we can engage faculty in these discus-
sions.”
•	 “I came away with concrete ideas to take back to my campus. 
Many time [sic] at conferences or workshops I come away 
inspired but lacking in concrete solutions or initiatives. This 
time I was not only informed and inspired, but came away 
with ideas appropriate for my institution.”
•	 “The two presenters were stunningly knowledgeable, but also 
very accessible and willing to field questions as they arose. 
Great information presented. I came back energized and fired 
up.”
While it is clear that the Roadshow has been a catalyst for many 
participants to create or expand scholarly communication programs 
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in their own libraries (Vandegrift and Colvin 2012), there have also 
been some positive unexpected outcomes. Presenters have heard that 
simply seeing the advertisement itself spurred some institutions to 
take scholarly communication more seriously. Some prospective hosts, 
whether selected or not, reported that the act of applying (and secur-
ing partners for their application) has been a springboard for begin-
ning their own local scholarly communication educational programs. 
Several unsuccessful applicants, for instance, went ahead and launched 
their own local “Roadshow” workshops. We have encouraged this by 
adding Roadshow materials to the ACRL Scholarly Communication 
Toolkit 4 under a Creative Commons license. In extending the reach of 
the Roadshow this way, we hope that librarians will make use of these 
tools, including short videos, presentation templates, and handouts, to 
enhance their own knowledge or adapt them to offer related work-
shops on their own campuses.
From a library association perspective, the Roadshow has been an 
extraordinary opportunity to support members in a much-needed way. 
It has directly supported ACRL’s strategic priorities, and the responsive 
curriculum is a model for how the association can meet the changing 
reality of our work as academic librarians. By subsidizing the Road-
show, ACRL has reached those who may not attend national confer-
ences or work at large research universities. Through the Roadshow, 
ACRL intends to send a clear message that scholarly communication 
issues are central to the work of all academic librarians and all types 
of institutions. ACRL challenges all librarians to extend their curios-
ity and be more responsive to their community, finding appropriate 
insertion points where there is a need on their campus. Through the 
combination of excellent presenters and forward-thinking curriculum, 
ACRL is supporting members of our profession as they assume new 
roles as contributors of knowledge creation, advocates of sustainable 
models of scholarship, and partners of faculty in both the research and 
educational processes.
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appendIx 16.2
2012 Roadshow Learning Objectives
Overall Program Learning Objectives
Participants will:
•	 Enhance understanding of scholarly communication as a sys-
tem to manage the results of research and scholarly inquiry.
•	 Increase their ability to examine, and initiate or support new 
models of scholarly communication (e.g., research and social 
interaction models such as blogs, new ways of peer review).
•	 Select and cite key principles, facts, and messages relevant to 
their own scholarly communication plans and programs (cur-
rent or nascent).
•	 Identify concrete actions that they may take back to their in-
stitutions and in their positions to help accelerate the transfor-
mation of the scholarly communication system.
Module Learning Objectives
1. Scholarly Communication System Module
Participants will:
 1.1 Understand that the scholarly communication systems is 
made up of many interlocking systems
 1.2 Understand the basic, traditional iterations in the life 
cycle of scholarship
 1.3 Identify how disruptions are changing the traditional 
system of scholarly communication
2. Economics Module
Participants will:
 2.1 Understand some of the basic economic realities of the 
traditional scholarly publishing system
 2.2 Recognize the connection between authors’ copyright 
management practices and monopolistic pricing in the 
scholarly journal market
 2.3 Consider and reflect on alternative models and funding 
sources for scholarly publishing
3. Copyright Module
Participants will:
 3.1 Understand how copyright arises and identify types of ma-
terial that are likely to be subject to copyright protection
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 3.2 Identify the likely copyright owners of academic works 
and have a reasonable awareness of the rights attendant 
on such protection
 3.3 Be familiar with rights transfer and retention language 
commonly used in publishing contracts
4. Open and Openness Module
Participants will:
 4.1 Understand the conceptual underpinnings of open move-
ments
 4.2 Understand what the open access and public-access 
movements are
 4.3 Identify current events within the open- and public-
access movements
 4.4 Identify other open movements
5. Faculty and Student Engagement Module
Participants will:
 5.1 Identify and examine current models and programming 
that support “openness”
 5.2 Explore new models and tenure and promotion consid-
erations
 5.3 Explore models that you might consider piloting or 
experimenting with
 5.4 Consider what next steps you might take
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Roadshow Hosts and Participants
Year Host Location #  
Participants
#  
Institutions
2012 atlanta University Center 
robert w. woodruff Library
atlanta, Ga 69 18
Colorado State University pueblo, Co 27 13
James Madison University harrisonburg, Va 49 18
University of new Mexico albuquerque, nM 62 5
University of toronto toronto, on 58 19
2011 City University of new York 
(23 colleges)
Brooklyn, nY 81 29
washington research  
Libraries Consortium
washington, dC 73 13
University of hawaii at Manoa honolulu, hI 51 8
St. thomas University St. paul, Mn 45 10
academic Library association 
of ohio
Columbus, oh 95 38
2010 auraria Library denver, Co 71 17
Bryan College dayton, tn 33 12
Florida State University tallahassee, FL 93 30
Kansas State University Manhattan, KS 60 27
Lehigh Valley association of 
Independent Colleges
Bethlehem, pa 43 18
2009 aCrL Louisiana Chapter Baton rouge, La 81 21
State University of new York Buffalo, nY 79 22
texas tech University Lubbock, tx 46 4
University of puerto rico at 
Mayagüez
Mayagüez, pr 67 4
washington University St. Louis, Mo 89 18
TOTAL 1,272 344
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Notes
 1. When the workshop was offered in March 2009, ACRL was op-
erating under its previous strategic plan, “Charting Our Future: 
ACRL Strategic Plan 2020” (ACRL 2004). That plan contained 
forty strategic objectives, and in order to focus energies, in May 
2009 the board identified six as strategic priorities for 2009–
2013 (see ACRL 2009). Identifying the top priorities further 
supported ACRL’s decision to invest in offering the workshop as 
a Roadshow because it directly addressed one of these six: “En-
hance ACRL members’ understanding of how scholars work and 
the systems, tools, and technology to support the evolving work 
of the creation, personal organization, aggregation, discovery, 
preservation, access and exchange of information in all formats.”
 2. Examples showcased include University of British Columbia’s Dr. 
Jon Beasley Murray’s undergraduate Wikipedia assignment for 
his Spanish literature class (Jbmurray 2009).
 3. See Altmetrics at http://altmetrics.org/tools for a growing list of 
alternative metric tools in development.
 4. The ACRL Scholarly Communication Toolkit is available at 
http://scholcomm.acrl.ala.org/.
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